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Foreword

Why would anyone read this book? There are scores of excellent management

books covering theories of the firm, business economics, governance, strategy,

business models, organisational issues, marketing, customer service, leadership

and personnel management. Based on established theory and practical experience,

they provide substantive and valuable insight into the factors that influence mana-

gerial choices and offer practical advice for best practice in managing an enterprise.

Many of these scholars draw parallels between industries and teach readers how to

apply and use the knowledge their books contain.

This is important because management is management, no matter where it is

practiced. The basic concerns and application of managerial work are the same

across industries. The similarities in issues that managers confront make it possible

to learn from management practices and processes in other industries. Although

many people think media are different from other products and services, and that is

true in key respects as this book demonstrates, they arrive at the erroneous conclu-

sion that those differences necessarily imply that media management must also be

different. This is especially characteristic among those who associate management

exclusively with commercial activities, ignoring its applicability to social

enterprises, public administration, non-governmental organisations and not-for-

profit firms.

This brings us back to the question raised at the start: Why read this book? The
answer is not in the main title but rather in the question posed in its subtitle: “What

is so special about media management?” That is a question of central importance.

Analysis of and participation in media industries and markets, and their basic

strategic and operational processes, can be well informed by general knowledge in

management literature. But that alone has limits. Media tend to operate in

environments and ecosystems that present challenges that are not germane to

many other industries. Although management per se does not differ in media

enterprises compared with other enterprises, how it is exercised, the unique dynam-

ics of the particular settings in which it operates, and the factors that must be taken

into consideration in making management decisions often differ significantly in the

media firm.
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There are plentiful examples of effective managers in one industry or another

who failed after moving to manage a media firm and even when moving from one

media industry to manage the enterprise in another media industry of a different

type. Such failures often occurred because those managers could not, or did not,

adequately consider the differences in managing a media firm or take into account

distinctions that characterise these industries.

It is clear today that far better management is needed in media industries and

firms than was necessary in the past. This is a vital concern because the configuration

of the industries, their roles and choices in media use are all being dramatically

altered. Managers need to strike an effective balance between developing

their existing roles, structures and processes, that is to say the history and

accomplishments of the past, and facilitating adaptation to the increasingly digital

environment of the twenty-first century. They have to cope with varying

perspectives and demands of different cultures within their organisations, with

diverse cultures and subcultures in the operational environment. They have to

operate in markets that are far more competitive than in the past because contents

created by producers for different media are now converging onto the same

platforms and because media consumers are also content makers these days. They

have to engage in collaborations and value configurations that were not previously

required. These are enormous challenges that require scholars and managers alike to

draw on the best knowledge from general management studies and combine it with

specific knowledge that is pertinent to managing a media firm—indeed to managing

within and across media industries.

This book is a step towards bridging the gap between the various sources of

knowledge that can inform media management. The contents build upon general

management knowledge for multiple industries and knowledge that has been

created by management scholars with specific application to media enterprises.

The book reports a substantial and growing body of knowledge created by

researchers and educators involved with media management as a specialisation,

one that is comparatively young and has flourished in the past two decades.

The editors of this book, and the European Media Management Association that

supported the project, have wrestled with questions regarding what should be

included and who would contribute. They faced a range of difficult selections and

choices and decided to focus on crucial, fundamental topics that inform the

distinctiveness of media management. These include media governance and

accountability, forms of media products and markets, the economic and political

economic factors influencing their management, the growing emphasis on entre-

preneurship and business models, the increasing roles of media audiences and

issues in leading creative personnel and projects. In doing so, they have brought

together internationally recognised scholars from media studies programmes and

business schools who are noted for the insight and vision their work has produced in

this field.

The book delivers on its aspiration to clarify how media are different from other

industries and why its characteristics drive different types of policy and managerial

decision making. It reveals what is known and, equally important, what remains to
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be discovered about media management in aspects that are crucial for theory

development and in practical application. It points out the needs and the challenges

for this field to develop an increased legitimacy, both in the academy and media

industries. Crucially, it points out the need for critical analysis of theories and

practices and their outcomes. This volume moves the development of the field

forward another step, providing more evidence of its utility and vitality. This book

is worthwhile reading because it provides inspiration for increased, focused inquiry

and knowledge development.

Robert G. Picard

Reuters Institute,

University of Oxford,

Oxford, UK
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Introduction: What’s So Special About
Media Management? 1
Gregory Ferrell Lowe

1.1 A Young Field of Academic Specialisation

This is not a book about management theory per se. Although every chapter draws

on some aspect of management theory, often multiple, the book is about exploring

answers to a question with significant implications for developing a young field of

emerging scholarship:What’s so special about media management? If the answer is
nothing, the field has dim prospects. We don’t think that is true. If only based on the

contents of this book, we feel confident there is enough that is unique for theory and

practice in research about the management of media firms and industries to legiti-

mate our contention that the field is reasonably distinctive.

The community of researchers, educators and practitioners involved with media

management agree on the need to better define and describe what is distinctive and

therefore valuable in this specialisation. That is important for advancing theory and

supporting professionalism in practice. Many of the answers offered here are some-

what tentative. That is not surprising given the newness of the field.We don’t see this

as a problem because our collective intention is to stimulate scholarly discourse that

will broaden and deepen understandings. This matters not only to our specialisation

but, arguably, for theory development in the broader field of media studies.

Aside from a rich vein of scholarship in political economy, media studies have

not prioritised organisational structure and managerial context. Mainly the focus

has been on production, technology and power relations. As Jason Schlosberg

demonstrates in Chap. 9, the potential for better connecting a heritage of relevant

study in political economy with media management studies holds promise for

development in both areas. This echoes remarks made earlier by Robert G. Picard

(2008) about challenges and opportunities in grafting media studies onto manage-

ment studies roots. We might take issue with the one directional nature of his
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proposal and instead suppose that for this specialisation development depends as

much on grafting management studies onto the roots of media studies.

The book’s title supposes there is something “special” about media manage-

ment. The contributors interrogate what that entails. Special can be variously

understood. It can refer to something that is especially valuable and treasured

because it is comparatively extraordinary. Special can be understood more generi-

cally to imply a notable degree of uniqueness, whether treasured or not. And the

term can be a polite way of saying “abnormal”.

Whether this field becomes uniquely valuable and treasured depends mainly on

the quality of research and whether scholarship generates fresh insight that

advances theory and matters to practice at the intersection of media studies and

management studies. The book contents evidence good possibilities for achieving

that over time. But as Küng (2007: 22) observed several years ago, “While the field

is acquiring critical mass in terms of students and scholars, it has yet to establish an

accepted set of theoretical foundations. It’s literature is fragmented and diverse—a

loose agglomeration”. There are also problems in the field of management studies

that are pertinent here. As Picard (2008: 4) observed, “One of the challenges of

grafting to the root stock of management studies is that much of the origins of

management theory and research were based on activities of manufacturing

companies”.

Thus, for the most part, the contents of this book suggest the second understand-

ing of “special” is a more accurate description at this point. A scholarly community

interested in the management of media firms is working on something compara-

tively unique but not yet widely treasured. As for the third option, many colleagues

are located between business and media schools, and colleagues in media studies

have sometimes been rather dismissive of the field as a focus better left to business

schools (Chan-Olmsted, 2006: xvii). Not infrequently the field is viewed by

colleagues on both sides of the aisle, i.e. in media studies and management studies,

as an unusual if not somewhat “abnormal” area, and criticised by media scholars as

administrative research.

That can be a fair criticism, but it is not something we feel uncomfortable with—

much less ashamed about. As Kurt Lewin (1952) famously proposed, “there is

nothing so practical as good theory”. The importance of conducting research that

has potential to benefit society is a necessary implication of the social sciences, and
media are a vital aspect of much in social life today. Moreover, as discussed below,

much of the funding for academic positions in the field is provided by grants from

the industry and associated foundations. In that conjunction a practical orientation

is inescapable. However, there is a pressing need for a more characteristic scepti-

cism than is evident in most of what has been published in this field and a greater

role for critical theory (see Chap. 5 by Charles Brown for pointed discussion).

Conducting research and building theory that benefits practice is not a problem, but

rather an asset that matters for achieving greater legitimacy. It is fair to say that

conducting research that uncritically supports the corporate self-interests of media

operators and fails to address questionable practices because of the field’s depen-

dence on industrial support, or because colleagues are keen to be accepted by the
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management science community, is problematic—not only for this field but for the

academy more generally.

As Picard (2008: 2) has noted, “Media management courses in universities

began in the mid twentieth century, but when one reviews those courses and the

literature of media management studies through most of the past 50 years, one finds

that it included media but very little management”. That began to change at the turn

of the twenty-first century as media management was recognised as having vital

importance as a specialisation in its own right. To date, however, the field has a

tangled if largely fruitful relationship with the older field of media economics,

which began in the latter half of the 1970s and early 1980s. Most of the innovators

involved in launching media management studies are internationally recognised

media economists, e.g. Robert G. Picard, Alfonso Nieto, Karl Erik Gustafsson, Alan

Albarran and Steven Wildman, to name a few of the best known. Most members of

the European Media Management Association (emma), the sponsor for this book

project, work in academic programmes that were launched after 2005. The newness

of the field is evident, as well, in the large proportion of participants in annual emma

conferences who are young faculty just beginning academic careers and Ph.D.

students working on dissertations.

Academic programmes in media management are under development and many

are not very secure, another indication of newness and also of uncertain value.

Academic positions and programmes in this field are often funded by external

grants rather than the internal budgets of academic institutions. Some of the early

programmes, such as the pioneering effort at St. Gallen in Switzerland, were

defunded some time ago because they lost external support (in that case from

Bertelsmann, which was the main sponsor). The Media Group at the Business

Research and Development Centre at the Turku School of Economics in Finland

has disbanded, as well. The Media Management Center at Northwestern University

in the USA, another early pioneering institution, has done better than most and has

been the key driver for the International Media Management Academic Association

(IMMAA), due especially to the work of John Lavine.

Most media management curricula are mainly, even exclusively, at the graduate

level—typically as a specialised master’s degree programme. In some cases it is

only for Ph.D. studies, as at the Media Management and Transformation Center in

the J€onk€oping International Business School in Sweden. Many programmes depend

on a small faculty’s (often one or two) aptitude in fundraising and maintaining

industry support, as well as cultivating the support of wider faculties in cross-

disciplinary arrangements (usually media and business schools). The location of

media management in academic institutions straddles a range of divides with

uncertain placement, again characteristic of emerging fields.

As Hirsch and Levin (1999) found in their research about the emergence of new

fields and how paradigm shifts happen in older ones, in early development there is

great interest—nearly obsessive—to develop definitions, heuristics and typologies

that frame (or reframe) a field. After this period of “emerging excitement” when the

new thing takes hold, there is a period of “validity challenge” as its credibility is

interrogated. The third stage is “tidying up with typologies” as the concept is
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reconfigured and refined. This is followed by one of three outcomes in period four:

(1) “override of challenges” meaning an umbrella concept is agreed to be valid and

becomes the dominant paradigm; (2) “permanent issue”, meaning there is no

consensus and disagreement persists, perhaps endlessly; or (3) “construct collapse”,

meaning the new concept is scraped.

This field has so far been in the first period and the second is underway,

overlapping with the third. We could expect this to last several years and to be

followed by one of the three outcomes—hopefully the override of challenges. But

should scholarship fail to advance theory that matters in both media and manage-

ment studies, sadly the third outcome option is more likely.

1.2 Managing Media Complexity

As Küng (2007: 24) suggests, “The goal of studying media management must be to

build a bridge between the general discipline of management and the specificities of

the media industry and media organisations”. We propose that what makes media

management special has mainly to do with the kinds of products created and

distributed by media companies, the types of people that do that work and the

potential significance of the results in multiple dimensions (economic, cultural,

social, political, technological). This is illustrated in Table 1.1, which encapsulates

a general mapping of the field. Most of these elements are covered in this book by

the various authors, although not in equal detail or comprehensively. We will come

back to this point.

It is clear that media companies are not only financial enterprises—far from

it. Of course the same can be said of other industries. The total value and social

Table 1.1 Illustrating the complexity of media industries

Products People Environment Consequences

Public goods Owners and investors Instability Social cohesion

Experience goods Content makers Uncertainty Representation and

portrayal

Talent goods Managers Fragmentation Conditioning

Credence goods Advertisers Digitalization Pluralism

Symbolic goods Audiences Convergence Democracy

Dual market goods Suppliers Consolidation Market dynamics

Multi-purpose

goods

Partners/Alliances Diverse contexts Polarisation

Single production Competitors Legacies Cultural roles

Series production Regulators Decline and

growth

Media/platforms Foundations Multi-sectoral

Genres NGOs and civil

society

Transmedia

4 G.F. Lowe



impact of everything from construction to transportation, from mining and refining

to retail sales and industrial manufacturing, aren’t only important for economic

reasons. But media industries have a range of social responsibilities and a degree of

social impact that seems exceptional.

Let’s begin with the first column. Media companies make and distribute

products and services (both) that are highly complex goods. They are at the same

time symbolic goods, public goods, club goods, experience goods, talent goods,

multipurpose goods and goods for dual markets. Chapter 14 by Mercedes Medina

and her colleagues at the University of Navarra in Spain focuses on this as the core

concern. A refrigerator might be more than an appliance, for instance it could be a

symbolic good if one buys a particular brand and style as a fashion statement. But

the product doesn’t serve multiple purposes. A new restaurant is an experience good

because one can’t know its quality or value until having eaten at least one meal, and

the product certainly depends in large part on the talent of the chef and kitchen

team, but it is not a public good because the product is characterised by rivalry (one

person can consume each meal and no one else). An expensive restaurant is more

like a club good because many people are excluded by high price. Although goods

produced by all industries have some of the features that are indicative of media

goods, perhaps none have all of these features as a characteristic “package”.

Managing that package in creation, distribution and continual development

requires a set of managerial skills, talents and processes that are commensurate

with the tasks.

The management of media firms is uniquely challenging because the tasks are

also complex. Media content is essential to the “soft power” of nations in the

international arena (Nye, 2005). Some believe, for example, that Disney animated

films have done more through the years to cultivate positive perceptions of America

abroad than most diplomatic efforts and much of the nation’s aid contributions

(Fraser, 2003), although soft power can backfire (Fraser, 2008). Media play vital

roles in the exercise of citizenship for the practice of democracy and have consid-

erable potential to support a higher degree of general knowledge and educational

achievement for a society, as well as contributing to the experience of its (typically

rich) cultural heritage and the continual evolution of that (Christians, Glasser,

McQuail, Nordenstreng, & White, 2009). One needs to acknowledge the media

sector’s contributions to employment, tax revenues and profits (Doyle, 2013;

Picard, 2011). Media industries are typically mandated to fulfil functions that

aren’t good business but are the price of doing business. They are subject to

regulations and legislation to a comparatively high degree, although more so in

broadcasting and less in print (see Chap. 6 by Anker Brink Lund for insightful

discussion in application to the public sector in European dual-market systems in

broadcasting).

Media content has socially significant roles in shared processes of “working

through” the meanings and implications of events, concepts and emotional

consequences (Ellis, 2000)—what many now refer to as “the affective economy”

(Annette Hill provides fascinating Chap. 16 on this topic). Each genre plays some

role in a complex mediation process, from news reports that inform a public about
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an event, to current affairs discussions about it, to dramatic portrayals and

enactments that humanise the event, and even to comedic relief that can reduce

anxiety. Media content simultaneously connects people, reflects both distinctive

and mutual concerns, and confronts all of us from time to time (Sullivan, 2013).

Systemic arrangements and platform features are much the same everywhere,

but there are always distinctive aspects as a function of local languages, diverse

cultures and heritage ways of life (McQuail, 2010). People use media for an

astonishing range of activities and facilitations—to both bond and differentiate, to

relax and work, to collaborate and compete, to contribute and profit, to approach

and avoid, to advocate and critique and to question and answer. Media products are

multipurpose goods.

A range of media goods entails one-off productions, especially characteristic in

the production of films, books and audio recordings. Many others are serial

productions, especially characteristic of newspapers, magazines and broadcast

programming (Picard, 2011). These lines are not clear-cut, however. A book or

motion picture that hits can be developed into a franchise that becomes a series, as

evident in the Harry Potter phenomenon. Most media goods are produced as

projects, and the projectification of content creation has become increasingly

characteristic due to corporate downsizing, freelance contracting and the growth

of an independent sector in most media markets (see Chap. 21 by Rolf Lundin and

Maria Norbäck for detailed discussion).

A media enterprise functions in the public domain even when owned and

operated as a private enterprise, and even more characteristically when positioned

as a public utility (PSB) or community channel. Media scholarship features a rich

heritage of discourse about the social responsibility of media firms with different

schools of thought about the proper roles and obligations of media in society. The

diversity in media systems reflects this complexity. Despite convergence and

consolidation, there are still distinctive expectations for different media (and

firms). Audiences and policy makers do not necessarily apply the same standards

or criteria to newspapers, broadcasters, publishers and new media. What passes for

good content in an individual blog might not pass muster for newspaper publica-

tion, and what works as a personal video posted on YouTube doesn’t fulfil the

expectations most people have for television. Publishers can specialise in narrow

niches and that is perfectly acceptable, but newspapers are generally expected to

provide a broad range of socially relevant services and often publish news and

information that isn’t profitable even when operating as hyper-local providers. Here

we are touching on the fourth column with a concern about the consequences of

mediation.

This unique importance is evident in many Western societies where media are

the only industries with constitutional protections. In most democracies, freedom of

the press is enshrined as a civic right that government is forbidden to obstruct. What

is special about media management has a lot to do with what is special about the

roles and functions of media in societies. Yet, there are different models for

understanding the roles of media, and alternative normative frameworks for

legitimating varied, even contending approaches to the structuring and functions

6 G.F. Lowe
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of media systems (Christians et al., 2009). That suggests another dimension of what

is special about media management: there will always be intriguing diversity in the

arrangements, tasks and performance that characterise media firms and industries in

different countries and regions, posing comparatively unique challenges for man-

agement work in these industries.

Media are also special due to the people that media firms employ, as well as the

diverse and often contending interests of relevant stakeholders. Regarding media

workers, there is not only enormous diversity in types of work and workers but

employment trends that include especially the casualisation of labour agreements,

outsourcing, downsizing and freelancing add another layer of complexity (see

Chap. 19 by Mark Deuze for thoughtful discussion). Many workers involved with

creating content are journalists or artists. Each has characteristic (if often stereo-

typed) personas that make managing such talent challenging and sometimes

frustrating. Journalists are sceptical by disposition and training, often becoming

more so as a result of calluses that develop from experience. It’s rarely enough for a

manager to “tell them how it is” and trust that compliance is forthcoming. Consid-

erable effort at convincing is usually required. For their part, artists tend to resist

rules and to resent authority, thinking that management stifles creativity. In

Chap. 20, Paul Dwyer deals with relevant aspects and provides an illuminating

example from the BBC in Britain.

In general, the population of media workers has comparatively high degrees of

individual expertise across varied specialisations. They work as professionals and

take codes of ethical practice seriously. Most prefer familiar routines for handling

the complicated and demanding types of work required in media production

(e.g. news reporting, scriptwriting, producing in formats, logging and editing

footage, etc.), typically on deadline. That makes change difficult, even painful,

because it wastes time and strikes at the core of professional identities, and because

it makes doing the job more difficult under conditions of higher uncertainty. It is

also difficult to manage talent because very often they find it impossible to explain

what they do or how and why they do it well. Much of what they know is tacit

knowledge, which also makes research challenging. Moreover, media workers must

be able to work independently but also collaboratively. And the work of media

production is characterised by contradictions that must be managed. News should

be informative but also competitive (i.e. popular); quality matters, but so does being

contented with “good enough” due to cost concerns; media production features high

degrees of time-pressure and can be quite stressful. Professionals who take pride

and pleasure in their creations don’t take kindly to managers who want to change

aspects they consider special, often quite personal.

Dealing with workers and other managers internal to a media firm is important

for success as a media manager, but the range of constituencies with a stake in the

media system and its operations is so much broader. Government cares about media

for the social, political and economic aspects of its structural performance and

because representation and portrayal have considerable impact on electoral results.

Regulators must address the concerns of contending parties, allowing for (even

catering to) the self-interested concerns of the industry while accommodating the
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diverse and often contrary interests of audiences, advertisers, manufacturers of

electronic goods, national and international laws, etc. Advertisers are important to

profitability, but don’t inherently have the same interests as audiences. Even the

“audience” concept is increasingly complicated: a general audience, niche or target

audiences, listeners, viewers, users, producers, creators, etc. (Chap. 15 by Philip

Napoli is enlightening here).

One also needs to factor in the dynamics of co-opetition that characterises

industrial relations in media today. Independent production firms account for an

increasing proportion of content as in-house production and staff shrink. As Porter

(1980/2004) demonstrated in the “five forces” of competitive rivalry, suppliers and

customers can also be collaborators or competitors—and the nature of which

changes over time as conditions develop. That is characteristic of media industries

where an independent or freelance supplier of content acts as a collaborator on one

project but as a competitor in another—often enough at the same moment. Similarly

the market situation as a whole is highly volatile these days as a consequence of

convergence and consolidation that happens on a global scale.

Without question, then, the work of managing a media enterprise is characterised

by high degrees of complexity in the kinds of goods produced, in the ways and

means of production and in the diverse professionals on which the work depends. It

is equally characterised by high degrees of uncertainty in the environment. As

Table 1.1 illustrates, environmental conditions indicate that little to nothing can be

taken for granted.

Media industries have a history of industrial structures (Berg, Lowe, & Brink

Lund, 2014; Dimmick, 2003) that are either monopolies due to licensing and

regulations premised on normative theories about what media are supposed to do

and be responsible for in a society (e.g. social responsibility for PSB), or oligopolies

due to characteristic dynamics for these industries (such as high fixed costs, high

first copy costs, economies of scale, economies of scope and copyright regimes). If

monopoly was historically characteristic of public (and also state) broadcasting,

oligopoly continues to be the predominant structure in “competitive” contexts

(Berg, 2012; Doyle, 2013; Picard, 2011).

The management of media firms was arguably underdeveloped because compe-

tition was limited, in many cases non-existent. The margins for media firms fattened

on multiple revenue streams that include advertising, sponsorship, subscriptions,

merchandising, market protections (subsidies, trade barriers and regulation) and

restricted competition (either by design or default). The managers of media firms

didn’t need to be highly competent in many arenas of theory and practice that are

keenly important now—e.g. strategic management, brand management, human

resource management, innovation management, supply chain management, finan-

cial management, etc.

Since the late 1990s, and especially in conjunction with the general economic

contraction since 2008, key trends that had been evident for some time have been

magnified and accelerated, including disruption of industry structures and growing

instability for legacy firms caused by the growth of web-based media and declines

in mass media use by audiences and advertisers. Proliferation of media and
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channels is slicing the advertising cake into ever more slender portions. Classified

advertising has declined dramatically as people instead use Craig’s List and similar

online services. Media markets are far less cohesive, and there are pressing

concerns about the future of mass media, in particular, which tend to be dominated

by large companies with significant economic resources and societal influence

(Albarran & Mierzejewska, 2004; Baker, 2006; Noam, 2009) that therefore have

been the major employers for media workers of all types. Today, however, entre-

preneurialism is a growing trend in corporate strategy, individual career develop-

ment and media management education (Chap. 11 by Andreas Will and his

colleagues at Ilmaneu University of Technology in Germany focuses on this

aspect).

Reading this book, it’s clear there are many moving parts that are interdependent

elements in the media ecology—a system of systems with a multiplicity of links

featuring complex dynamics at the intersection between societies, markets,

cultures, organisations and products. There is much differentiation within and

between these parts and considerable variation in how they fit together. It is

commonplace to acknowledge that how things are in this company or that country

can’t be generalised very far. But everywhere it is clearly true that media industries

are in a period of turbulent change. Media firms must develop their dynamic

capabilities for success in a context that now requires continuous adaptation; they

must also rethink traditional business models and develop new and more integrated

revenue streams (see Chap. 17 by John Oliver about dynamics capabilities and

Chap. 12 by Bjørn von Rimscha about business models).

Even what counts as a “media company” is no longer certain; Google and Apple

can be considered as such although neither is a content making enterprise (primar-

ily, at least). There is a growing volume of non-institutional media actors engaged

in production and distribution of content, as evident in blogging and user-generated

content. Platform companies historically focused on distribution, like YouTube

and Netflix, are becoming content makers. We also need to remember that we are

not in fact dealing with “the” media industry, but rather with varied media

industries. As Chap. 4 by Paulo Faustino and Luı́sa Ribeiro explains, differences

between platforms and sectors pose significant challenges for managers across

media—an issue of particular importance in consolidated media firms. Managers

also struggle with a constant need to invest in new technologies and upgrades

and to finance the training that is required to utilise and capitalise on those

investments.

As a result, there are fewer and fewer parts of the media-society ecology

that are “under control”. Media managers no longer have the luxury of focusing

on a narrow range of volatile aspects. Today this combination of complexity,
uncertainty and volatility is characteristic and explains a lot of what is unique

about media enterprises and therefore why their management is distinctively

challenging.
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1.3 Shortcomings and Challenges in Media Management
Practice

Given the characteristic features of media markets, it isn’t surprising that in many

cases the management of media firms has not historically been predicated on

expertise in managing. In these industries managers are often promoted due to

success in content production. Good journalists become editors, successful actors

become film directors, and great DJs become programme directors. In the former

European PSB monopolies, managers were political appointees, and even when not

as often the case these days, their managers must deal with often subtle but

persistent political pressures. Chapter 7 by Christian S. Nissen addresses these

issues in some detail. In the USA there has long been a “revolving door” between

corporate success and appointment to the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) and of FCC officials leaving for lucrative rewards in the industry (Calabrese

& Mihal, 2011; Downie, 2011).

Sometimes employees that haven’t been successful in content making are

“promoted” to management positions in the big media firms, especially in Europe,

rather than endure complications involved with sacking them given comparatively

rigid labour structures. Even where structures are flexible, as in the USA, incompe-

tent managers are sometimes kept on (if moved around) to avoid embarrassment.

There is also a history of media managers who are mainly investors that launched or

acquired media properties and took on their management. Managers of this type

might know little about the media business per se, especially if they are external

investors with speculative interest (see Chap. 3 by Juan Pablo Artero and Juan

Manfredi for an overview and discussion about contemporary competencies). Such

problems have not ended, but they are becoming less common. The stakes are too

high and the competition too serious to tolerate managerial incompetence. Certainly

there are legacy problems in some media companies that are big and old where

managers are sometimes left in place for political reasons. But the importance of

training and development among media managers is an evident trend.

There is also a heritage of managerial division in media firms, particularly in

journalistic organisations where a deliberate separation between management

arenas is typified where the General Director or CEO is responsible for business

operations while an Editor in Chief or Programme Director is responsible for

content production. The separation of powers is legitimated on the premise that

news reporting requires a high degree of independence from business interests to

ensure serving the critical, democratic functions of civil society. That pattern of

editorial-business separation is questioned these days, and journalistic firms are less

bashful about basing content decisions on business interests. One routinely hears

newspaper publishers, especially, expounding on the necessary interdependence of

editorial and commercial operations to ensure the long-term viability of the firm in

an era of evident decline (in the West, at least).

There is evidence, however, that the dual-market nature of commercial news

media exerts both explicit and implicit pressures when deciding what stories to

cover and how to present or portray them. The FAIR organisation provides annual
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reports about this problem and its increasingly less subtle persistence (Fairness and

Accuracy in Reporting, u.d). And Stavitsky (1995) observed that radio programme

makers and journalists at National Public Radio [NPR] in the USA distrusted the

intentions of audience researchers because they perceived “the guys in suits with

charts” to represent the interests of corporate managers. Picard (2006) observed that

an increasing percentage of news media content is not original and therefore not

valuable to readers and viewers. Aggregated content is commercially cost effective,

but only in the short run.

Even in non-journalistic firms, a characteristic tension between employees who

are responsible for the business interests and those responsible for the artistic

properties has long been notable. Aris and Bughin (2009) highlighted the

generalisable nature of the problem between “sales” and “programming” in com-

mercial broadcasting. Bilton (2011) emphasised the impact of digitalisation in

current trends to soften this historic divide, but the problems persist due to the

reality of multiple professions with distinctive subcultures working simultaneously

but not always harmoniously within media firms. The various specialisations don’t

speak the same language or interpret the meaning of work or of the enterprise in the

same ways. In fact, they may see things in antagonistic terms.

Removing or at least lessening the historic divide seems advisable, but media

companies should develop an abiding and consistent appreciation for ethical

dilemmas because these frequently test the metal of media managers. There is

sustained need for a healthy understanding of, and respect for, what is now regarded

as “corporate responsibility” but has a longer, deeper history as social responsibility

in the media. This topic is considered in Chap. 8 by Georgios Tsourvakas. The

responsibilities that media have to and for society are contested, but nonetheless

considerable. Renewing the necessary balance between business and organisational

interests with social and public interests is an increasingly pressing concern—as

evident in discussions about journalistic ethics. Mixing and blurring content and

business aspects can create enormous problems, as the phone-hacking scandal at

News Corporation illustrates.

The historic lack of emphasis on excellence in media management practice, even

a general standard of required competencies for managers, is understandable in

light of the historically limited amounts of competition. But managerial compe-

tence in media firms is an issue of considerable importance today, as evident in the

flourishing of media management programmes in a growing number of schools and

universities—often funded in part or entirely by media firms and foundations. This

brings us to consideration of research and education.

1.4 Summarising and Critiquing the Status of the Field

There has not been concerted effort at theorisation that is distinctive to media

management scholarship, although much more has been done in the first and

second columns of Table 1.1 than the other two. There is established research and

discourse about the nature of media goods and a growing body of work about
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managing for innovation and entrepreneurialism. Although welcome, much of that

is not about media management per se, but rather about the co-related field of media

economics. One can’t yet point to a body of theory that is unique to media

management scholarship. On the plus side, the field is inherently cross-disciplinary.

As Sylvia Chan-Olmsted observed, when responding to a request for fundamental

literature in the field, the books and articles she recommends are “the ‘borrowed’

literatures from economics, management, sociology, marketing and many other

areas” (Chan-Olmsted, 2006: xvii).

To date, this young field has mainly focused on applying management theory in

research about media companies, in affect using media firms and industries as case

studies. A review of two journals, the International Journal on Media Management

and the Journal of Media Business Studies, makes this evident. Publications

emphasise, for example, brand management in media firms, strategic management

in media firms, innovation management in media firms, project management in

media industries, new business models in the digital environment and so forth (see

Chap. 2 by Achtenhagen and Mierzejewska for detailed examination).

Thus, our theoretical foundations are uncertain and highly fragmented and often

rather weak as evident in the proportion of conference papers and journal

publications that have been strongly descriptive studies. There is usually some

theoretical framework, but this often feels “tacked on” rather than the guiding light

and grounds for empirical testing. That is beginning to change as a growing

proportion of the papers presented in recent conferences put more emphasis on

crafting theoretical frames and conducting theory-driven research.

But it’s also problematic that published work in our field too often fails to

incorporate general scholarship from communication and media studies. This

heritage is present by implication, especially in comparisons between mass media

and new media and in the occasional application of critical and cultural approaches,

but when reading journal articles it is striking how rarely even classic literature

from communication and media scholarship is cited. The community seems more

concerned with applying general management theory than with developing

communications and media theory. Our perspective here is at odds with Küng

(2007) who believed more management theory is what’s needed and that there

might even be an over-reliance on media scholarship. Perhaps that could have been

true at the time, but it’s not evidently accurate today. We also suggest that the field

needs to pay far more attention to broad strands of philosophic thought (sociology,

anthropology, political science, history, etc.) and to engage in more critical

deliberation.

We hope this book helps stimulate such discourse. That is vital to create a

discipline, which this isn’t yet because there are no characteristic theories or

cohesiveness in a shared body of knowledge already proven to be both distinctive

and important. As long as media management scholars are mainly talking only with

each other and not also being talked about by others, the field hasn’t “arrived”. That

is not to imply that it is normatively negative to lack disciplinary status. “Ferment in

the field”, to use the phrase from an influential issue of the Journal of Communica-

tion (1983), is characteristic when a profound change is underway. Certainly little
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could be more profound that the launch and early development of a field. As the

editors of that journal issue observed, “the emergence of a vital new discipline”

depends on the development of “the dialogue of perspectives. . . [marking] the

growth and rapid development of communications as a discipline, it’s coming of

age” (pp. 4–5). We need to encourage and engage a robust discourse about the

scope, ingredients, dynamics and characteristic of media management theory.

Perhaps we are being too harsh in the effort to make our point. There is reason to

think this specialisation has an importance that is likely to grow and might well

contribute to the development of theory both in management and about media and

pointedly at the intersection of the two. Table 1.1 suggests four areas of research

with potential for that: (1) characteristic dynamics of media industries that require

competence to manage highly complex goods (the product column in our table);

(2) the characteristic complexity of relevant constituencies, as well as historic

division between management and content making in media firms (the people

column in our table); (3) the degree of uncertainty and instability that is uniquely

challenging for these industries and thus for their management (the environment

column in our table); and (4) the impact of media products on the nature and

experience of social life (the consequences column in our table).

1.4.1 Media Management in Academic Institutions

In answering the question as to what is so special about media management, we

must simultaneously consider what is different and especially valuable about the

properties of media and what is unique and potentially important about scholarship

in this field. The two aspects are interdependent. The book’s premise focuses on

what is special about managing a media firm that is different when compared with

management in other industries. The editors have tried to ensure that each chapter

addresses that key question. The premise also focuses on what is therefore special

about this academic field, which is a crucial factor for longer-term sustainability.

What is (so far) special about media management as an academic field is a strong

orientation towards practice with a keen interest in applied theory. Our faculties are

working in areas that have real-world implications and pursue real-world impact.

That is not surprising because media management programmes tend to be rooted

either in business schools, which need tight links with companies and industries, or

in media schools that often specialise in training students to be journalists or other

specialists in content production. Curricula typically include student internships

and temporary employment so students gain practical experience. We should

continue to value and appreciate the importance of this. But to mature as a field

of scholarship and one that produces fresh insight, our research needs to be more

critical, more comparative and more collaborative.

One must be careful about the terms of reference. One researcher conceives of

media firms mainly in the journalistic context while another conceives of this in TV

production or book publishing or telecommunications. In fact we are not talking

about “the” media industry, but rather a sector of broader economies (regional,
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national and international) that is comprised of various media industries. Moreover,

media researchers in Europe should not neglect consideration of the public sector

because in the northwest region especially PSB organisations are big and powerful

with strong heritages.

American media management scholars typically conceive of media industries as

commercial entities. Some find the European context strange, in the worse cases

“inferior” to the American system. Meanwhile, Asian media management scholars

and those in countries where the state has or had a strong authoritarian character,

conceptualisation understandably has much to do with supporting state control or

taking a critical stance opposed to that. The roles, responsibilities and risks of being

a media manager vary across these contexts. American media firms don’t have to

deal as much or as often with policy issues in daily practice, while Asia media firms

can court grave risk in being outspokenly critical of government authorities.

This field has enjoyed rapid growth in European and American universities and

increasingly now also in Asia. Flourishing interest has encouraged graduate studies

coursework in media studies curricula and a growing number of comprehensive

programmes being offered in media management. This was recently evident in the

strong interest to participate in a pre-conference on curricula and pedagogy during

the 2014 emma event in Tallinn, Estonia. Whereas the organisers had expected

20 at most, in fact close to 45 participated from universities across Europe and from

Asia. One also finds relevant courses increasingly offered in curricula at the

undergraduate level. This suggests the field is increasingly recognised as having

importance in the essentials for media-related education.

There are also more professorships in media management and economics

advertised today, often funded with “soft money” provided by industry foundations.

Media firms are keenly aware of the need for developing management

competencies, and many are paying for senior and middle managers to receive

specialised training. While much of this happens in executive MBA programmes

that aren’t only (or even mainly) focused on media enterprises, many emma

members provide education services for industry executives and middle managers,

and courses are often scheduled for weekends and evenings to accommodate those

that must continue work alongside studies.

Certainly some proportion of the field’s growth is the “flash in the pan” variety,

meaning that high interest may not be matched by high commitment from some

institutions. Some universities and polytechnic schools have undoubtedly added

media management coursework because it’s fresh and attractive to potential

students, and thus partly serves a PR and marketing function. Serious investment

is less evident. Moreover, adding coursework and faculty in this field can attract

external funding from media companies and foundations. That’s fine, but it’s an

open question as to whether this specialisation enjoys abiding and substantial

institutional support to withstand the growing pains and arrive at a mature status

eventually.

Soft money funding is an asset many universities need today, but it is also a

potential liability because programmes are easier to start than sustain and some of

the pioneers have disappeared (as discussed earlier). Professorships that depend on
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external funding to a high degree are vulnerable when it dries up, and that is

especially problematic in a strained fiscal climate when universities are cutting

back and cutting out so much, and given the fact that many working in this field are

young faculty without tenure. Even though it is not a popular sentiment in some

academic circles, it seems fair to note that any new programme or position must

prove its value partly by its worth.

The contents of this book suggest that the degree to which the field of media

management will flourish as an academic specialisation depends largely on how

successful the community becomes in fundraising. But arguably, more important

still is success in developing an insightful, influential and applicable body of

relevant theory. That is the key to sustainability for any academic field and

especially crucial for a young one. The authors in this book contribute varied

perspectives from diverse schools of management thought and research that

together suggest rich possibilities for accomplishing that. It is encouraging to

read about so much relevant work being done across such a range of national,

industrial and cross-disciplinary contexts. But there is not yet enough collaborative

and comparative research being done or funded. Quite a lot of published works are

case studies on particular companies in a few industries and in select countries, with

findings that are difficult—often impossible—to generalise.

As a community, we aren’t apparently looking at the same issues or phenomena

across companies and countries or incorporating (as a rule) the diverse sectors

comprising media systems (private commercial + public service + community

alternative + company owned or sponsored). One should be concerned about the

lack of focused research programmes and cumulative results that are comparative,

comprehensive and also critical in character. Chapter 5 by Charles Brown makes

the later point quite well and is substantiated in Chap. 9 by Justin Schlosberg. Küng

(2007: 33) highlighted some of the consequences:

Media management researchers to date have focused primarily on the external environ-

ment, structural characteristics, industry output, and consumers. In addition, there is a

substantial body of work applying rationalist strategy models, looking particularly at the

content of media firms’ strategies. The inevitable result is that understanding of the media

industry is uneven, and that a number of important dimensions and developments in the

field are under addressed.

1.4.2 Caveats

There are four caveats that we want to particularly highlight. First, we’ve not

addressed media management in non-Western cultures and societies. Our view is

grounded in European traditions, with useful contributions from the USA. This is

not a normative position. We aren’t implying a Western orientation is the ideal and

ought to be the model everywhere. This was a deliberate decision keyed to the fact

that the book is produced under the auspices of the European Media Management

Association and most of our contributors are members. We expect dynamics and
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key competencies to vary for media firms and industries in the developing world.

We anticipate more comprehensive understandings as publications from other

regions and contexts emerge.

A second caveat has to do with the lack of research about community and

alternative media. There is little published in media management literature about

this third sector. Following Drucker (2007), we would expect rich differences in

management dynamics and key competencies given the largely voluntary nature of

work (where makers aren’t always employees) and due to financial distinctions

characteristic of fundraising for operators in the sector. There are seams that need

stitching and holes that need filling in this new field.

A third limitation is the lack of as much remark about what is the same in media

management as in the management of any kind of company. Although the book’s

thematic focus emphasises both sides (what is unique and what is not), the authors

mainly deal with what is comparatively unique. This reflects a self-interested bias

because authors and editors have vested professional interests in demonstrating the

unique importance of our specialisation. This community is struggling to establish a

new field, often against economic and institutional pressures that make positions

vulnerable given its newness. Most contributors would agree that “of course” media

management is special and “of course” it should be supported by home institutions

and media industries. It is unsurprising that the substance as a whole tends to

underemphasise the ways and degrees to which media management is little or not

at all different from managing other kinds of firms—a point made by Knee,

Greenwald and Seave (2009).

We certainly accept the “management realities”. Whatever the means for

generating revenue, every media firm is a financial organisation. Finances must

be managed, and managers are accountable for how money is spent and what it

produces or fails to produce. State media organisations are equally required to keep

within budgetary limits and are responsible for financial accounting. Every

organisation of much size is obliged to manage employees, generally understood

as “human resources”. Even the smallest outfits are concerned about developing the

enterprise to ensure a sustainable future and support training to master new

competencies and unfamiliar technologies or software packages. In these and

other ways, the management of a media company is no different from what is

required of professional managers for any organisation.

Although important, the similarities aren’t really surprising or very revealing.

They have little to offer in establishing what is uniquely important about this field

of specialisation. The potential for contributing to the development of theory about

media management—especially at their intersection—as well as the potential value

produced for useful application depends on the ways and degrees to which media

companies are different from other types.

As noted earlier, much of the scholarship one finds in our literature is derived

from general management theories that are applied to media firms and industries.

The giants on whose shoulders we stand include Michael Porter, Henry Mintzberg,

Peter Drucker, Teresa Amabile and Clayton Christiansen, for instance. Obviously

quite a lot of the work in managing a media firm is the same as for other industries;
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elsewise, these bodies of theory would not be as popular as they evidently are in our

work. But it would be useful if more scholarship in this field would challenge

received management theory.

A fourth caveat is that we aren’t able to deal in one volume with all areas of

research and expertise, or even in detail with areas that are treated. We have

included one chapter on many topics, each of which could merit a book in its

own right. Although there is overlap between some chapters because media indus-

try dynamics are a shared and persistent feature, allowing too much overlap would

be redundant and grow tiresome. As editors, we’ve had to handle a characteristic

conundrum: the impossibility of including everything that is relevant and the

restriction of only being able to incorporate a comparatively limited treatment of

anything. There are broad and significant areas of media management work that

aren’t dealt with here, for example, we have nothing about brand management or

customer relationship management. We invited chapters about both, but weren’t

able to make it happen. The circle of experts in these areas in this field is still small,

so options are correspondingly constrained.

From the outset, we have understood this to be a necessary limitation and

conceived the book as a means for helping to facilitate a wider and deeper

conversation at this critical juncture in the field’s scholarly development. The

book is intended to encourage a discourse of ferment about how to develop the

field, both as a scientific practice and in practical application. In that light it is as

legitimate to talk about what is not here and ought to be, as what is included and

why that matters. We welcome critique about what has been missed and merits

inclusion in future publications that we could hope this inaugural emma-sponsored

publication might encourage.

1.4.3 The Editorial Process

It will be useful to briefly explain the editorial process. Lowe proposed the project

at the 2012 Annual General Assembly of emma’s conference, that year at the

Corvinus University in Budapest. He was the newly elected president of the

association, and Brown was the outgoing president. We agreed to collaborate as

editors.

We originally thought to include chapters from managers but decided that would

entail a different book with less value for academic purposes, which we consider

crucial given the connection with emma. Few managers would have the time or the

expertise in academic work to provide a suitable contribution. One notable excep-

tion in this volume is Christian S. Nissen, the former Director General of DR

Denmark who has a strong academic background and is today an Adjunct Professor

at the Copenhagen Business School (and winner of the emma Annual Award for

Excellence in 2012). We decided this book should be primarily intended for

academic readers as an effort to contribute to developing the field. Of course we

hope thoughtful managers with intellectual interests in the field, especially

specialists working as internal advisors and consultants, will find the book useful.
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But we understand the pithy point made by Lucy Küng (2010: 55): “Academic

material is, it seems, too abstract and too vague to be useful in practice, and full of

impenetrable vocabulary”. We have tried to lessen this problem, but it is partly

unavoidable in a scholarly book.

The editorial process began with the publication of a Call for Chapter Proposals.

We received a handful, mainly keyed to conference papers or already published

books. We did not receive enough to build a collection. We therefore invited most

of the authors in this volume, in each case with a specific focus. Roughly 20 % of

those we invited declined, mainly due to lack of time. That explains why some

important thinkers are regrettably not included in the collection. Although missed,

in our estimation this hasn’t harmed the value of the book. Although a few of the

invited chapters did not work out in practice and were dropped, this did not happen

often, and in each case the choice was as much with the author as the editors.

The editors reviewed the first draft of each chapter and provided extensive

critique, suggestions and directions for development. The authors returned their

revisions and the editors reviewed these drafts, as well. In many cases the second

draft was of sufficient quality to be sent for peer review, double-blind method. In

some cases a third draft was requested before this step. The authors received the

peer review results and produced a third (or fourth) draft. In most cases this was the

final draft, although in a few cases the editors requested minor adjustments to

complete the project. The final draft was copy-edited by Lowe.

During the process, we received a few complaints from colleagues who had not

been invited to contribute. We apologise for hurt feelings, but we couldn’t include

everything or everyone. We have based decisions on what seemed best for the book

as a collection. The size is about where the limits extend before a multiple volume

series would have been required, with significantly more work and higher costs. We

hope the quality of the results will please the authors who have contributed, and that

those who were disappointed at not being included will nonetheless find the book of

value for their research and teaching.

We want to express our sincere appreciation to the authors who have done so

much work in producing this volume, and such good work. This has been a

demanding project. We think the results demonstrate the good quality of scholarly

thinking that is percolating in this field today. As editors, we found it remarkably

easy to work with the authors and were routinely impressed by the commitment and

dedication they demonstrated throughout the project. A few authors have been

frustrated that it has taken so long to complete the manuscript, and we have shared

that feeling. But the approach we took was essential to guarantee the quality of

scholarship and the validity of all the contributions when reporting professional

accomplishments in annual evaluations that have a bearing on decisions about

promotion. It was important that we demonstrate a process as rigorous and method-

ical as for publication in an academic journal.

Finally, editors and authors alike thank you for reading and using this book,

in whole and in part. We invite every reader to contribute to discourse that is

vital for enriching the field. If reading the book encourages that, it will be well worth

the considerable effort that has been involved in managing this media production.
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Part I

Scholarship and Distinction



The Development of Media Management
as an Academic Field: Tracing the Contents
and Impact of Its Three Leading Journals

2

Leona Achtenhagen and Bozena Mierzejewska

2.1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, media management has developed as an academic field

that is positioned largely at the intersection of media/communication studies and

business administration/economics. Scholars at communication school realise that

it could be fruitful to more deeply investigate operational, organisational, manage-

rial, financial, technological, institutional and economic contexts as these impact

both opportunities and limitations for the production and development of media

content. Similarly, scholars in business administration and economics realise that

the media industries represent a fascinating context characterised by a number of

specificities that are conducive for exploring and testing the contingencies,

boundaries and limitations of existing theory and lend itself to the development

of new theory.

The field appears to be maturing and it is useful to take stock. Based on

Greenwood (1957), Hall (1968) and Wilensky (1964), Bird, Welsch, Astrachan

and Pistui (2002) argue that three prerequisites must be achieved for an academic

field to become recognised by other disciplines: (a) professional associations with

communication sanctions, ethical codes and culture, (b) career opportunities and

(c) systematic theory and an established body of literature. In established academic

disciplines, professional associations operate through both formal and informal

networks. This is evident in the field of media management scholarship today.

The European Media Management Association (emma) has an annual conference
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and is enjoying growth in members also beyond Europe. In the USA, the Associa-

tion for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC) has a division

on media management and economics.1

The second criterion, career opportunities, refers to whether the expertise in the

field leads to occupational positions and careers. Specialised master degree

programmes in media management are offered at an increasing number of higher

education institutions and research centres, and individual positions with the focus

on media management are routinely published. That leaves little doubt about the

fulfilment of this criterion.

Regarding the existence of systematic theory and an established body of liter-

ature, media management is developing at a brisk pace, but the field has not yet

reached maturity on this criterion. Achievement is evident at national and inter-

national conferences and workshops and an increasing body of publications—both

in books and journals. In view of the number of references that can be cited, it is

evident that growth has taken place. However, the extent to which a systematic

theory and body of literature has developed is not self-evident.

This chapter explores the scholarly state of the art in the field of media manage-

ment and economics by systematically reviewing its three leading academic

journals from their varied beginnings to 2013: the Journal of Media Economics
(JME), the International Journal on Media Management (JMM) and Journal of
Media Business Studies (JOMBS). Our primary focus is on the impact created by

these journals for the development of theory and especially indications of system-

atic theory. We therefore selected articles that have been cited at least 10 times2 in

other works. Analysis clarifies which media sectors and topics are addressed in

these articles and the methods they employed. Our sample extends for 25 years

from the founding of JME in 1998–2013, the most recent complete year of journal

publication.

We chose those journals for several reasons. First, we were guided by the

observations of academic colleagues who have analysed the historical development

of media management as an academic field and earlier indicated that these journals

play an important role in its development (e.g. Albarran, 2006; Hollifield, 2001;

Sylvie & Schmitz Weiss, 2012; Wirtz et al. 2013). Second, these journals are

important for discourse in the media management field (Mierzejewska & Hollifield,

2006). The three journals have published a total of 1.057 research articles that have

been cited 10.314 times, according to data collected through the ‘Publish or Perish’

software (available at www.harzing.com; assessed April 2013).

The chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we profile the three

academic journals, summarising their focus areas, their organisations and their

editors and editorial boards. We then analyse our data, consisting firstly of the ten

1 Several other regional or national academic associations support sections gathering scholars in

media management. There is also a biennial World Media Economics and Management Confer-

ence that is an informal network, but not a formal association.
2 As measured by the software ‘Publish or Perish’, accessed in March and April 2013.
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most-cited articles published in each of the three journals and secondly of all

articles published in one of these journals and cited ten times or more. We then

draw conclusions and suggest some ways forward for developing the field, with

special emphasis on the third prerequisite outlined above. This contribution takes

stock of the development of media management as an academic field and proposes

how scholars in the field could contribute to strengthening it.

2.2 Profiles of the Journals

2.2.1 Profile of the Journal of Media Economics

The Journal of Media Economics3 publishes original research on the economics

and policy of mediated communication with a broad focus on firms, markets and

institutions. Reflecting the increasing diversity of analytical approaches employed

in economics and recognising that policies promoting social and political objectives

may have significant economic impacts on media, JME encourages submissions

that reflect the insights of diverse disciplinary perspectives and research methodo-

logies, both empirical and theoretical. All submissions undergo rigorous peer

review, based on an initial screening by the editor and then double-blind refereeing

by a minimum of two anonymous referees. The journal is published by Taylor &

Francis in Philadelphia, USA.

The Journal of Media Economics was founded by Robert G. Picard (at the time

of this writing, Director of Research for the Reuters Institute at Oxford University

in the UK). The current editors are Nodir Adilov, who has posts at both Indiana

University and Purdue University, and Hugh J. Martin from Ohio University. Past

editors are Alan Albarran (University of North Texas), Benjamin M. Compaine

(Northeastern University), Brendan M. Cunningham (US Naval Academy),

Stephen Lacy (Michigan State University) and Steven Wildman (Michigan State

University). All these editors (except for the founding editor) are located in the

USA, and Picard is also an American, although he has lived and worked in Europe

for more than two decades. North Americans are dominant in the current editorial

board, which includes a number of government agencies and institutions as well as

one scholar from Asia.4

The journal is abstracted and/or indexed in Cabell’s Directory of Publishing

Opportunities in Management, ComAbstracts, ComIndex, EBSCOhost Online

Research Databases, Econlit, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences,

3 Information retrieved from the journal’s webpage.
4 Full list of the editorial board members http://www.tandfonline.com/action/journalInformation?

show¼editorialBoard&journalCode¼HMEC20#.U8YJuqie_uU
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ISI: Current Contents/Social and Behavioral Sciences, Journal Citation Reports

Social Science, LexisNexis, NORDICOM, RePEc, Social Sciences Citation Index

and Social SciSearch.

Currently, there are signs that the journal’s position might be deteriorating.

Between 2011 and 2012, its 5-year impact factor dropped from 0.614 to 0.500.

This factor indicates the average number of times articles from the journal

published in the past 5 years have been cited in the Journal Citation Report

(JCR). It is calculated by dividing the number of citations in the JCR for a particular

year by the total number of articles published in the 5 previous years. An impact

factor of 0.5 thus means that an article published in JME during the past 5 years has

on average been cited 0.5 times during the current year. This drop in impact factor

has an immediate effect on rankings within the disciplinary lists that sort journals.

Thus, JME’s ranking within communication dropped from rank 50 to rank 62 (out

of 72 in total journals) and within economics dropped from rank 209 (of 320 total)

to rank 290 (of 332 total the year after).5 While this drop especially in economics

appears dramatic at first sight, it is a sign of the large number of journals in the field

having rather similar impact factors. For a journal in a niche discipline, like JME, it

is very difficult to achieve a high impact factor, as this would require many citations

by scholars outside of the media economics and management discipline.

2.2.2 Profile of the International Journal on Media Management

The International Journal on Media Management6 aims to provide a global

examination of the fields of media and telecommunications management, with a

strong emphasis on management issues. The journal’s goal is to publish original

research that offers a close analysis of new industry structures, organisational forms

and critical competencies in the changing media environment. It embraces a broad

array of media-related issues and focuses on changes in this field caused by rapid

technical developments and convergence. The journal explicitly includes communi-

cations in media management. JMM has a pronounced aim to serve as a forum that

brings together academics and industry figures to explore the transition from

‘classic’ to ‘new’ media and to identify factors that might determine organisational

and economic success in a fast-changing and converging environment.

The content is interdisciplinary (strategy, technology, marketing, finance, etc.)

and multi-sectoral, exploring the interrelationship between developments in related

industries. Editors expect every submission to be theoretically grounded, and the

journal is open to all methodological approaches. The journal aims at a diverse

5All according to data from Thomson Reuters for 2012 versus 2013 and from Journal Citation

Reports 2011 versus 2012, as stated on the journal’s website in March 2013 and compared with

June 2014.
6 Information retrieved from the journal’s website as well as one of its editors.
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readership of academicians, researchers, students and managers with an interest in

aspects of media management research, and policymakers in all sectors of the

media industry. All papers published in JMM have undergone editorial screening

and double-blind peer review, unless marked otherwise (in the case of invited

submissions). The journal uses ScholarOne Manuscripts (previously Manuscript

Central) to administer manuscript submissions and peer reviews. All submitted

papers are screened for copied material using CrossCheck software. Papers

published in JMM are rather short (maximum 5,000 words excluding tables and

figures). The journal is published by Taylor & Francis in Philadelphia, USA.

The editors at this writing are Bozena I. Mierzejewska (Fordham University,

USA) and Dan Shaver (Elon University, USA). There have been two previous

editors. The founding editor was Beat F. Schmid, who established and ran the

journal at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland between 1999 and 2003. Alan

B. Albarran (University of North Texas, USA) edited the journal between 2004 and

2008. The members of the editorial board reflect the international nature of the

journal, and this covers not only North America and Europe but also Latin/South

America and Australasia.7

The International Journal on Media Management is abstracted/indexed in

Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities in Marketing; CIOS:

ComAbstracts/ComVista; EBSCOhost Online Research Databases; Scopus;

IBZ—International Bibliography of Periodical Literature in the Humanities and

Social Sciences; LexisNexis; OCLC: ArticleFirst, Electronic Collections Online;

ProQuest: ABI/INFORM; PAIS International; and SAGE: Communication

Abstracts.

The journal’s impact factor is not yet included in Thomson Reuters’ Social

Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and thus cannot be calculated. In consequence,

direct comparison to the Journal of Media Economics is not possible. However,

some national rankings list both journals; for example, the German Academic

Association for Business Research lists JME as rank 80 and a ‘B journal’ and

JMM as rank 384 and a ‘C journal’ (www.vhbonline.org, as of June 2014).

2.2.3 Profile of Journal of Media Business Studies

The Journal of Media Business Studies is devoted to research on business aspects

of media including strategic, organisational, financial, marketing and entrepreneur-

ial issues and practices. Its purpose is to convey research that develops, tests and

applies theories and business analysis approaches to managerial and economic

aspects of media enterprises and the issues confronted by media businesses.

7 Full list of the editorial board members http://www.tandfonline.com/action/journalInformation?

show¼editorialBoard&journalCode¼hijm20#.U8YKz6ie_uU
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The journal has a particular focus on contemporary issues faced by media firms.

Of special interest are topics like strategic problems of media in mature industries,

growth strategies and management for emergent media operations, company

renewal and rejuvenation processes, effectiveness of different types of corporate

governance in media, best practices in organisational structures and operations of

media firms, leadership in media enterprises and issues of small- and mid-sized

media and family-owned media businesses.

Robert G. Picard founded this journal in 2004, and it has been published at the

Media Management and Transformation Centre (MMTC) at J€onk€oping Interna

tional Business School in Sweden. Picard was its editor until 2011 when Mary

Alice Shaver took over. When she suddenly passed away in 2012, Picard returned

as editor until 2014 when the new director of MMTC, Mart Ots, took over and, for

this, joined forces with Patrik Wikstr€om at the ARC Centre of Excellence for

Creative Industries and Innovation in the Queensland University of Technology,

Australia, and Greg Nyilasy at the University of Melbourne, Australia. In its 2014

annual general assembly, the European Media Management Association (emma)

decided to accept JOMBS as its association journal. Details are still being nego-

tiated, but it will likely be published and marketed by Taylor & Francis, Inc., in the

future. Thus, all three journals discussed here would be in the same publisher’s

portfolio.

The editorial board reflects the journal’s aim by consisting of professors in

management with an interest in media, as well as media and communication

professors with an interest in management issues. The majority of its members

are European countries, but scholars from the USA and Canada are well

represented.8

In terms of manuscript submissions, the journal considers manuscripts on rele-

vant topics up to a maximum of 25 double-spaced pages in length. Authors submit

their papers by e-mail as attachments in MS word (.doc) formats to the editor.

The journal is indexed in EBSCO Business Source Complete, CIOS and

Communication Abstracts. It is the newest of the three journals and not yet listed

in most rankings. However, the SCImago Journal Rank (www.scimagojr.com) lists

JOMBS at rank 136 of 159 journals in Communication, rank 193 of 206 journals in

Business and International Management and rank 179 of 184 journals in strategy

and management.

2.2.4 Journal Comparison

A comparison of the editors and editorial boards of the three journals makes evident

that some pronounced differences exist between the journals’ strategic orientation.

Scholars in the USA dominate the editorial board of the Journal of Media Eco-
nomics. These 26 scholars are complemented with only nine from Europe

8 Full list of the editorial board members: http://center.hj.se/mmtc/jombs/editorial-board.html
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(representing five countries) and one from Asia. Given this picture, it is not

surprising that all current and past editors have been US based to date. The

International Journal on Media Management has a more international orientation

as suggested by its name. There are 19 members of the editorial board from North

America, and these are complemented with three colleagues from Latin and South

America, 13 in Europe and four Asian/Australian scholars—in total representing

18 countries. The Journal of Media Business Studies has a clearly European focus,

with 14 scholars active in Europe contributing to the editorial board, complemented

by nine scholars from North America. Interestingly, a small group of media

management scholars serves on the editorial boards of all three journals, namely,

Sylvia Chan-Olmsted, Richard A. Gershon, Ann Hollifield, Angela Powers,

George Sylvie and Hans van Kranenburg, with the latter being the only non-US

representative.

Table 2.1 provides a summary comparison between the three journals. The

Journal of Media Economics is the oldest, founded in 1988 and has therefore

published the highest number of articles. Not surprisingly, it therefore has the

highest number of articles with ten citations or more. The h-index refers to the

number of published articles which have been cited at least the same number of

times. Again, there is a clear pattern that is understandably keyed to the years each

journal has been published. Only the percentage of articles not yet cited interrupts

this pattern. Here, the International Journal on Media Management displays a

lower percentage. This is suggestive of a rigorous policy of desktop rejections by

the editors who concentrate on selecting articles of high potential interest for its

readership.

2.2.4.1 The Most-Cited Articles in the Three Journals
It is clear that JME is the most-cited journal in the field of media management.

However, the launch of JMM in 1999 led to a doubling of articles (cited ten times

Table 2.1 Comparison of the three academic journals

Journal

Year of

foundation

Total number

of articles

published so

far

Total number of

articles with ten

citations or more

h-

index

% of

published

articles not

yet cited

Journal of Media
Economics

1988 480 169 38 27.5

International
Journal on
Media
Management

1999 298 84 27 23.5

Journal of Media
Business Studies

2004 119 23 8 38.7

Source: own analyses, based on data from ‘Publish or Perish 4’ (as of March 2013), available at

www.harzing.com
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or more), indicating a dramatic expansion of the number of articles that are relevant

for the field (see Fig. 2.1). JMM has established itself as a journal of comparable

relevance with JME for media management scholarship. Interestingly, the launch of

JOMBS in 2004 did not have a similar impact. Its start coincided with the end of a

5-year period (2000–2004) that saw the highest number of articles cited ten times or

more published by JME or JMM. During these years, the transformation and

convergence of media industries were new phenomena, and insightful scholarly

articles were of great interest and informed subsequent research.

Since 2004 research in media management has developed to match the diversity

of the various media sectors and has increasingly addressed a plethora of research

questions. This diversity and heterogeneity of the media sectors (cf. also Küng,

2007) is an additional challenge for the development of a systematic body of theory

in the field. The broader range of research questions being addressed might neces-

sarily imply fewer citations for each published article. The varied pattern of article

citations for JOMBS could suggest that the journal’s aim of focusing on business

aspects of the media first needed to trigger a new wave of research projects

addressing such topics.

When analysing the characteristics of the ten most-cited articles in the three

journals, a number of observations can be made that will be discussed below. It is

interesting to note that in JME and JMM, none of the most-cited articles are

published after 2004. It certainly takes time for a published piece to become a

most-cited article. In the two journals that have been in print longer and thus have

published more articles in total, this might be an indicator that articles published

during the last decade have not addressed topics that spurred much subsequent

research efforts to further explore and build on their findings. If so, that would

imply that cumulative knowledge development might not yet be an important issue

in media management scholarship.

Fig. 2.1 Articles with more than ten citations in the three academic journals over time
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Some of the most-cited articles in JME (see Table 2.2) focus on predicting

performance, for example, of motion pictures (Litman & Kohl, 1989; Sochay,

1994). Changing competition is addressed, for example, by addressing its impact

on TV programme diversity (van der Wurff & van Cuilenburg, 2001) but also

industry concentration through mergers and acquisitions (Albarran & Dimmick,

1996), as well as product and international diversification (Chan-Olmsted & Chang,

2003). Three of the ten most-cited articles address the relation between online and

printed newspapers (Chyi & Lasorsa, 2002; Chyi & Sylvie, 1998; Dimmick, Yan, &

Zhan, 2004). The journal also offers some general, explorative articles that outline

the logic and characteristics of how certain media sectors or phenomena work, as in

Dupagne’s (1999) article exploring the characteristics of potential high-definition

TV adopters exemplify.

An interesting approach to advance the media management and economic

literature is provided in the article by Wirth and Bloch (1995) who used industrial

organisation (IO) literature to critically evaluate media economic literature, by first

introducing basic IO concepts and then reviewing their (lack of) application to

media economic studies. In conclusion, they strongly argued for more use of theory

to facilitate rigorous analyses for media policymakers.

Not surprisingly, the most-cited articles published in JME generally take a

quantitative approach and are (except for van der Wurff & van Cuilenburg, 2001)

Table 2.2 The ten most-cited articles published in JME

Article title Author(s) Year

Total

no. of

cites

‘Predicting financial success of motion pictures: the

’80s experience’

Litman and Kohl 1989 206

‘Competition between the Internet and traditional

news media: the gratification-opportunities niche

dimension’

Dimmick, Chen

and Li

2004 177

‘Predicting the performance of motion pictures’ Sochay 1994 168

‘Concentration and economics of multiformity in the

communication industries’

Albarran and

Dimmick

1996 104

‘Impact of moderate and ruinous competition on

diversity: the Dutch television market’

Van der Wurff and

van Cuilenburg

2001 95

‘Diversification strategy of global media conglomer-

ates: examining its patterns and determinants’

Chan-Olmsted and

Chang

2003 89

‘Competing with whom? where? and how? A struc-

tural analysis of the electronic newspaper market’

Chyi and Sylvie 1998 89

‘Industrial organization theory and media industry

analysis’

Wirth and Bloch 1995 81

‘An explorative study on the market relation between

online and print newspapers’

Chyi and Lasorsa 2002 75

‘Exploring the characteristics of potential high-

definition television adopters’

Dupagne 1999 70

Source: based on data from ‘Publish or Perish 4’, retrieved March 2013
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based on North American samples. Rather than taking their point of departure in a

specific theory, a number of the articles build their study on previous research about

a phenomenon (Chyi & Lasorsa, 2002; Chyi & Sylvie, 1998; Dupagne, 1999;

Sochay, 1994). Surprisingly rare are explicit attempts to build media management

and economics theory (examples of such attempts are Dimmick et al., 2004;

Sochay, 1994), and these articles make a clear point of what is special about

media in comparison to other industries.

For JMM (see Table 2.3), in line with the journal’s aim, articles tend to have a

more practitioner-oriented focus. This is evident in articles featuring hands-on

concepts, such as business models (e.g. Bakker, 2002; Picard, 2000), as well as

articles providing explicit recommendations for practice and/or policymakers

(e.g. Picard, 2000; Vaccaro & Cohn, 2004).

The most-cited articles in JMM don’t typically start out with the goal of helping

to fill a gap in theory. They instead explore a practical challenge or issue that has

been notable in one or several media sectors. While they are not firmly anchored in

existing literature and/or theory, they contribute to building a possible foundation of

media management theory by developing systems of categories, such as taxonomies

and categorisations of polar types, thereby addressing the what and how of pheno-

mena. For example, Picard (2000) identifies six typical business models for online

content, Williams (2002) suggests five types of postures in the video game industry,

Table 2.3 The ten most-cited articles published in JMM

Article title Author(s) Year

Total

no. of

cites

‘Changing business models of online content services: their

implications for multimedia and other content producers’

Picard 2000 120

‘Structure and competition in the US home video game

industry’

Williams 2002 118

‘Second generation net news: interactivity and information

accessibility in the online environment’

Bucy 2004 68

‘Entrepreneurial opportunities with toolkits for user inno-

vation and design’

Franke and

Schreier

2002 62

‘Integrating new media and old media: seven observations

of convergence as a strategy for best practices in media

organizations’

Lawson‐
Borders

2003 57

‘The evolution of business models and marketing strategies

in the music industry’

Vaccaro

and Cohn

2004 57

‘Convergence processes, value constellations and integra-

tion strategies in the multimedia business’

Wirtz 1999 53

‘Online newspapers in the US: perceptions of markets,

products, revenue, and competition’

Chyi and

Sylvie

2000 50

‘Free daily newspapers‐business models and strategies’ Bakker 2002 47

‘New digital media and devices: an analysis for the media

industry’

Rawolle

and Hess

2000 45

Source: based on data from ‘Publish or Perish 4’, retrieved March 2013
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Vaccaro and Cohn (2004) provide a taxonomy of three business models in the

music industry and Rawolle and Hess (2000) outline attributes of digital contents.

Through providing overviews of how different media sectors and phenomena work,

a number of these most-cited articles lay groundwork for subsequent studies of

these sectors, for example, Bucy (2004) by comparing news sites by local TV

stations and newspapers on the Internet, Bakker (2002) on free dailies, and Chyi and

Sylvie (2000) by exploring online news.

Given the more practical orientation of JMM, some articles focus on the

potential of technological developments for media industries. For example, Franke

and Schreier (2002) discuss opportunities of toolkits for user innovation and design

for media companies, and Rawolle and Hess (2000) discuss how new technologies

can be exploited by media companies. Given the explicit editorial focus for JMM

on convergence, it is not surprising that convergence is thematic for a number

of leading articles (e.g. Lawson-Borders, 2003; Picard, 2000; Wirtz, 1999). It’s

striking, however, that most of these ground breaking articles are either conceptual

or draw on (limited) empirical study for illustration, rather than testing of the

conceptualisation. Moreover, most of these articles do not explicitly build on or

expand existing theory; at the most, they transfer an existing model or concept from

general management theory or informatics to media settings, thereby introducing

existing concepts from adjacent fields to media management. Franke and Schreier

(2002) introduce toolkits for user innovation and design, Vaccaro and Cohn (2004)

apply a service-marketing framework and Rawolle and Hess (2000) assess ICT

technologies.

Some of the most-cited articles in JOMBS (Table 2.4) try to break new ground

by conceptually defining the field of media management (Küng, 2007) and its

intersection with adjacent fields, such as entrepreneurship (Hang & van Weezel,

2007), and by exploring certain aspects relevant to media management, such as the

changing profession of journalists (Phillips, Singer, Vlad, & Becker, 2009;

Witschge & Nygren, 2009), characteristics and business dynamics of media

products (Picard, 2005) or the relevance of customer relationship management for

public service broadcasters (Lowe, 2008). Similar to the most-cited articles in

JMM, different articles propose taxonomies or patterns, for example, of digital

strategies (Dennis, Warley, & Sheridan, 2006) or business models in mobile

television (Prario, 2007). The most influential articles published in JOMBS are

predominantly conceptual (e.g. Küng, 2007; Picard, 2005) or based on qualitative

research, such as the case studies provided by Gershon and Suri (2004) and

Tuomola (2004).

An Alternative Measure of Journal Comparisons
Comparing journals using one index for the three publications is not possible

because only one is included in the bibliographical indexes of Journal Citation

Reports (JCR) produced byWeb of Science (Thompson Reuters). But an alternative

way to compare journals’ rank, citation records and other indicators of impact has
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recently been developed by their competitor Elsevier. A database under the trade

name Scopus became available in 2004 and offers alternative indexes for a bigger

range of publications than those included in the highly selective Web of Science.

SJR (SCImago Journal Rank) is a measure of the scientific prestige of journals

based on the idea that all citations are not created equal. It relies on methodology

inspired by Google PageRank, which attributes different weight to citations

depending on the ‘prestige’ of the citing journal without the influence of journal

self-citations. In other words, citations coming from more important sources are

more valuable and provide more prestige to the journals receiving them. The

Scopus database provides computation of those factors for all three journals in

our analysis. The graph below (Fig. 2.4) provides the latest available results

calculated in June 2013.

Although comparison is possible only since 2009, it is evident that JME displays

a relatively stable quality of citation sources, while JMM has shown 1 year (2012)

of high growth, and JOMBS is still at the early stages of developing measured

‘prestige’ (see Fig. 2.2). These results are not surprising having in mind that

JOMBS is the newest of the three journals, with the smallest number of articles

published overall. In the long term this measure can be considered a good alter-

native for comparing and evaluating journals in media management. The emergent

Table 2.4 The ten most-cited articles published in JOMBS

Article title Author(s) Year

Total

no. of

cites

‘Journalism: a profession under pressure?’ Witschge and

Nygren

2009 37

‘Unique characteristics and business dynamics of

media products’

Picard 2005 32

‘Does media management matter? establishing the

scope, rationale and future research agenda for the

discipline’

Küng 2007 20

‘Media and entrepreneurship: what do we know and

where should we go?’

Hang and van

Weezel

2007 13

‘Implications of technological change for journalists’

tasks and skills’

Phillips, Singer,

Vlad and Becker

2009 12

‘Disintermediation and reintermediation of the sound

recording value chain: two case studies’

Tuomola 2004 11

‘Mobile television in Italy: value chains and business

models of telecommunications operators’

Prario 2007 10

‘Customer differentiation and interaction for innova-

tion: two CRM challenges for PSB’

Lowe 2008 10

Doing digital: an assessment of the top 25 US media

companies and their digital strategies’

Dennis, Warley

and Sheridan

2006 10

‘Viacom Inc.: a case study in transnational media

management’

Gershon and Suri 2004 10

Source: based on data from ‘Publish or Perish 4’, retrieved March 2013
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impact of new journals that could be alternative outlets for media management

research can be more easily captured in this database.

Characteristics of Articles Cited in the Three Journals
When considering all articles published in the three journals, the defining character-

istics are presented in Table 2.5.

In the 276 articles cited more than ten times that have been published in one of

the three journals, the following patterns of topics specific for media management

emerge:

• Exploring and mapping media sector characteristics and performance (including

consumer/audience behaviour)

• Assessments of value chain and business model characteristics in specific media

sectors

• Impact of technological trends

• Convergence

• Analysis of emerging media management trends

The different media sectors covered in the articles across the three journals are

presented in Fig. 2.3. The largest category, representing slightly more than 30 % of

the articles, is a ‘residual category’ of other media sectors, including publishing

(book/magazines), radio, music, gaming and advertising. The second largest cate-

gory comprises 24.3 % of the articles and addresses the media industries in general,

i.e. no specific sector.

In terms of research methods employed, the following picture emerges

(Fig. 2.4). It is evident that the large majority of papers take a quantitative approach

to research (49.4 % of the articles). More than one-third of the articles published are

conceptual, which can be interpreted as a sign of the academic field being still under

development when conceptual discussion plays a major role in defining its contents,

Fig. 2.2 Citation ‘prestige’ across the three journals
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contingencies and boundaries. However, these articles often illustrate the points

made by providing examples of media companies in different contexts. Surpris-

ingly, less than 15 % of articles use qualitative methods. A qualitative approach

based on case studies, for example, could play an important role in exploring media

phenomena for inductive theory building, such as by developing theoretical

constructs and propositions (e.g. Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007).

Fig. 2.3 Media sectors

covered in media journal

articles with more than ten

citations

Table 2.5 Characteristics of articles published in the three journals

JME JMM JOMBS

Topics covered

include

Predicting performance

and profitability

Industry characteristics

and restructuring

Competition and

corporate/industry

structure

Government policies

and (de)regulation

Pricing

Public service

broadcasting

Effects of globalisation

Convergence

Communications

Branding

Business models

Culture

Consumer attitudes

and behaviours

Leadership

Organisational

change

Media work

Social media

Introducing new topics

such as family busi-

nesses,

entrepreneurship,

consumption tax or

joint ventures

Business growth

Strategy work

Organisational learning

and competencies (else

similar to JMM)

Characteristics

of published

articles

Mainly quantitative

methods, increasingly

sophisticated methods

and analyses

Empirically driven

research questions

based on practice-

based phenomena,

qualitative and

quantitative

research, some

transfer of existing

concepts

Conceptual and

definitional articles, as

well as qualitative and

quantitative papers,

clearer focus on

business aspects than

the other two journals
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2.2.5 Concluding Discussion

In this chapter, we assess the extent to which media management is an established

academic field. Building on Bird et al. (2002), we confirmed two out of three

prerequisites from the start, namely, the existence of (a) professional associations

with communication sanctions, ethical codes and culture and (b) career oppor-

tunities. We therefore focused on assessing whether the third criterion of (c) a

systematic theory and an established body of literature has emerged. While the

numbers of publications as well as their citations indicate that an established body

of literature exists, we found little evidence of anything systematic or, given the

heterogeneity of the different media sectors, theories of media management

emerging. We draw this conclusion based on the following observations.

Little explicit attempts at theory building have taken place. Building on Dubin

(1978), Whetten (1989) proposed four building blocks of theory development. The

first, the what, comprises which factors (such as variables, concepts and constructs)

logically should be considered as part of the explanation of the phenomenon of

interest. Two quality criteria can help to assess whether the ‘right’ factors have been

identified, namely, comprehensiveness (i.e. whether all relevant factors are

included) and parsimony (i.e. whether some factors should be deleted as they add

little new insights). In media management scholarship we find quite a large number

of articles providing vantage points for theory development by identifying cate-

gories and taxonomies, but many articles provide ‘laundry lists’ of such categories

without theorising about them.

The second building block of theory development according to Whetten (1989)

comprises the how, namely, how identified factors are related. Conceptually, this

refers to connecting the factors by explicitly delineating patterns, and thereby

introducing causality. Some articles in media management literature address the

Fig. 2.4 Research methods employed in the 276 articles in our sample
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how, but relatively far less and especially in a number of more sophisticated

quantitative studies where models outlining the causalities between different

factors can be found. In short, this field is currently far more adept at handling

questions of what than how, reflecting both its comparative newness and the

continuing lack of theorisation in media management per se.

The third building block of theory development, the why, assesses the underlying
psychological, economic and social dynamics that justify the selection of factors

and their proposed causal relationships—the logic underlying the theory or model

(Whetten, 1989). In the media management publications reviewed here, we found

the majority of articles depart from empirical phenomena characteristic of one or

several media sectors to mainly describe the what and to a lesser but developing

degree also the how. There is so far relatively little evidence of work that provides

robust explanation, or logic, of studied phenomena. Thus, a more explicit attempt at

theorising explanations for the established characteristics of media management

phenomena is mostly missing.

The fourth building block, the who, where and when, refers to conditions that

place limitations on the propositions generated from a theory or model (Whetten,

1989). Different temporal and contextual factors set boundaries for how a theory,

model or empirical findings can be generalised and thereby constitute the range to

which a theory enjoys applicability. In many of the articles reviewed for the purpose

of this chapter, we found little consideration of these contextual limits. Instead,

articles often cite previous empirical studies on the same or similar phenomena

without consideration of temporal and contextual factors, which would be pre-

requisite for developing more systematic theory.

What, then, is especially needed to develop more systematic theorisation about

and for media management? Clearly, more focus is required on establishing and

clarifying relationships between the different factors characterising the empirical

phenomena under study. Whetten (1989: 493) aptly cites Poincaré (1983): ‘Science

is facts, just as houses are made of stone. . . . But a pile of stones is not a house, and a
collection of facts is not necessarily science’. Theoretical insights come from

demonstrating how the addition of a new variable alters our understanding of the

empirical phenomenon. As already noted, a lot of the work so far published is about

and that necessarily implies a lack of robust connections and relations that are

essential for understanding how and explaining why. Beyond that, it is clear that

there is great need for establishing the context of who, when and where issues.

As Küng (2007) pointed out, media management should concentrate on manage-

ment issues. When reviewing articles for this chapter, we found surprisingly little

focus on media management in many of the most-cited articles in the field’s

journals—and if considering the many articles which are cited less or not at all,

this impression becomes even more pronounced. Küng (2007) also calls for the

application of theories from management, rather than from adjacent relevant fields,

such as media and communication studies. Many articles reviewed by us entirely

lack theoretical grounding, or else they simply apply a theory or model without

expanding on it or challenging it. As Whetten (1989: 493) points out: ‘Conversely,

applying an old model to a new setting and showing that it works as expected is not
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instructive by itself. This conclusion has theoretical merit only if something about

the setting suggests the theory shouldn’t work under those conditions’. Here, more

focus should be put on pointing out the specificities of the media sectors in

comparison to other industries—which would also contribute to building the case

of the relevance of media management as a separate academic field.

Another aspect appears of utmost importance for developing systematic theory

about media management and requires entering the theoretical feedback loop:
‘Theorists need to learn something new about the theory itself as a result of working

with it under different conditions. That is, different applications should improve the

tool, not merely reaffirm its utility’ (Whetten, 1989: 493). Such a feedback loop

calls for improved communication with the general management and economic

fields, building on relevant publications from those areas, as well as attempting to

publish not only in media journals but also general management and economic

journals (though we acknowledge that publication requirements at different

universities might restrict such attempts in some countries). This communication

could, for example, be enhanced by inviting general management scholars to media

management conferences and events but also by setting editorial standards that

require more explicit effort at theory building. A big step in developing more

systematic media management theory could also be collaborative and longitudinal

research projects within the community in order to circumvent some of the

pressures especially younger scholars are facing, leading them to concentrate on

empirically rather than theory-driven publications. The three journals discussed in

this chapter could play an important role in supporting the development of more

systematic theory in the field. Equally important, however, the journals need to

maintain distinct editorial profiles. Possible ways to manage that are outlined in

Table 2.6, although we understand that other options are just as possible and that

our proposal needs discussion and development.

To conclude, for an academic field of study to become a discipline requires,

among other things, a body of cumulative knowledge that expands understanding of

that domain (cf., e.g. Bird et al., 2002) and some generally shared body of theory

and foci for research, in short something that is systematic and distinctively

relevant. The field of media management has grown from a group of isolated

scholars with an interest in research on media management into an international

community engaged with this area of study. However, knowledge production does

not yet appear to be systematic and tightly enough interconnected; there is not yet

nearly enough sharing and expanding on knowledge, theories and research methods

to collaboratively advance the development of the field. Hambrick’s (2007) advice

for developing the field of management research seems equally relevant for media

management: ‘theory is critically important in our field, and we should remain

committed to it’.
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Competencies of Media Managers:
Are They Special? 3
Juan Pablo Artero and Juan Luis Manfredi

3.1 Academic Thinking on the Functions of Business
Managers

It is helpful to begin with a short historical perspective on the functions of business

managers that is derived from twentieth-century management science. Our

reasoning supposes it is necessary to identify how management science has under-

stood what managers do in general in order to frame and ground the essential

competencies we propose are needed by media managers today.

The founder of the ‘scientific school’ of management theory was Frederick

Winslow Taylor (1911), an American. He was among the first thinkers to investi-

gate and define the essential functions of business managers. His views were

influential in the development of a highly rationalistic approach to business manage-

ment, and thus establishing the roots of the field of management studies quite

generally. His essential contribution is premised on the importance of developing

a scientific mentality and methods as a best means for analysing, planning and

implementing any business operation. The emphasis is almost completely restricted

to maximising efficiency in production. In this perspective, design and implement-

ation are radically separated. Managers must create a scientific system (based on

measurable data rather than personal opinions) to run the company as professional

managers while workers are expected do whatever their ‘superiors’ command. This

traditional perspective relies on command-and-control techniques premised upon a

separation between the ‘brains’ and the ‘brawn’.
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For Henri Fayol (1920s, 1984 edition), the great French thinker and founding

father of the general theory of business administration, the core tasks for managers

are forecasting, planning, organising and commanding. He framed these as mana-

gerial functions and considered them essential to the work (and responsibility) of

co-ordinating and controlling an enterprise. His classic book was published in the

1950s, although he died in 1925, suggesting the increasing importance of his work

over time, and thus its considerable influence. His perspective has been challenged

for overemphasising a top-down process based on rationalistic practice in planning

and the organisation of people, a typical general problem in much of the heritage

literature in management science. His view is akin to Taylor’s and prioritises

planning, organisation, command, co-ordination and control as the five primary

managerial tasks. In this, one finds support for a highly structured, even rigid,

approach to organisation—all quite familiar to students of traditional military

structures.

Chester Barnard (1930s, 1968 edition) was an early proponent of a more

humanistic approach and merits mention when considering media management.

Barnard proposed a theory of co-operation and organisation, an approach

emphasising how organisations function in practice. He proposed that the basic

functions of the executive facilitate people achieving what they could not achieve

as individuals. In this view, short lines of communication are critical (i.e. avoiding

bureaucratic and hierarchical arrangements). Employees and managers in an organ-

isation are interconnected and interdependent. Executives should therefore nurture

goals and values that are instrumental to collaborative work.

Mary Parker Follett (1941) was another early advocate of management as a

fundamentally social process. In her perspective, relationships inside the company

are of paramount importance and conflict (due to disagreements and internal

competition) is a given. She believed there are three ways of dealing with conflict:

domination, compromise or integration, with integration being the only ‘positive’

way forwards. In her view, the problems people have are not psychological, ethical

and economic per se, but rather human problems that have psychological, ethical

and economic aspects and consequences. Her work was an early humanist counter-

perspective to the rationalist school of management theory. Not coincidentally

given her approach, Parker Follett was one of the first management thinkers to

pay attention to leadership. She proposed that a leader is able to see the whole rather

than only pieces and details and that he or she organises the experiences of the

group, offers a vision of the future and trains followers to become leaders as well.

Her work marks a characteristic bifurcation in approaches to management theory,

moving away from the command-and-control perspective to advocate a dialogue-

and-direct approach.

Peter F. Drucker (1955) was perhaps the first to recognise (early in the 1950s)

that management would become a profession of central importance in contempo-

rary society largely because of its role in making key decisions that affect the

economy. In this view, management is not simply a job but a motif. He proposed

five functions for the managerial role: to set objectives, to organise, to motivate and

communicate, to measure and to develop people. For Drucker, management implies
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an essential moral responsibility and must be driven by clear and stipulated

objectives. To an important degree, his perspective bridges some of the differences

accounting for the bifurcation in approaches to management theory. He sees the

importance of measurement, setting goals and directing people, but also the need

for exercising leadership and developing skills in motivating and communicating

with people—and significantly in valuing their continual development in skills and

capabilities.

Douglas McGregor (1960), another influential thinker in management science,

proposed alternative, opposing models based on managerial assumptions about

controlling people as the determinate factor to explain an organisation’s character.

He proposed neutral terms to describe the two essential approaches in order to avoid

any implied normative bias. ‘Theory X’ assumes that workers are lazy and need to

be closely supervised—this is essentially the command-and-control approach. The

alternative is ‘theory Y’ that presumes people want and need to work and do that

best under a collaborate-and-co-operate approach. In this approach, four kinds of

learning are relevant for managers: intellectual knowledge, manual skills, problem-

solving skills and social interaction. He prepared the way for future approaches that

include employee empowerment and the ‘learning organisation’.

Rensis Likert (1961) was a pioneer in studies about organisational leadership. He

proposed a typology of four characteristic management styles: exploitative and

authoritarian, benevolent autocracy, consultative and participative. Authoritarian

management tends to produce dependent people and few leaders, fitting well with

the rationalistic school of command-and-control, while participative management

favours developing socially mature people who are capable of effectively taking

initiative—fitting well with the humanistic school with its emphasis on collaborate

and co-operate. Consequently, participative management was considered the best

option, both for the business and in a personal sense based on the premise that an

organisation can more reliably achieve outstanding performance if it has competent

personnel, effective leadership and participatory practices in decision-making.

Robert R. Blake and Jane Mouton (1964) developed another management

performance model, called ‘the managerial grid’ in which the critical dimensions

are concern for productivity, concern for people and employee motivation. Com-

bining these variables, they identified five key management styles that span from

the ‘do nothing manager’ (poor performance in productivity and motivation) to

‘managerial nirvana’ (high performance in both productivity and motivation).

By this point, it is obvious that the developmental trend in management science

is away from the command-and-control approach with its rigid hierarchies and

heavy bureaucratic forms that were favoured in the first half of the twentieth

century to a humanistic alternative that values workers and managers as fully

human and capable of far more than Taylorist assumptions would accommodate,

characteristic since the later half of that century. This trend accelerated in the 1970s

as the era of heavy manufacturing drew to a close in the West. Given the kinds of

enterprise media managers are required to handle, the humanistic approach is

clearly more appropriate for success than the command-and-control approach.
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Drucker (1969) is especially relevant for media management because so much of

his later work focused on the manager as a knowledge worker, characterised by

specialist expertise and working as a responsible individual who is paid for apply-

ing knowledge, exercising judgement and exercising leadership. Drucker forecasts

a new economy that is not based primarily on labour, materials, energy or capital

per se, but rather on knowledge and the capable application of those resources that

depends primarily on expertise and knowledge. His predications have largely

materialised because the knowledge-based ‘information age’ is highly dependent

on educated middle-class professionals who are highly self-motivated and have a

range of distinctive specialisations that must be co-ordinated and need to function

collaboratively to ensure the success of an enterprise—certainly pertinent to media

firms. His ideas anticipated today’s emphasis on concepts and approaches such as

‘knowledge management’ and ‘intellectual capital’, also key concepts for media

managers today.

Instead of thinking about what managers should do, i.e. normative prescriptions,

Henry Mintzberg (1973) emphasised what managers actually do. He identified three

key management roles: interpersonal, informational and decisional. The inter-

personal aspect includes serving as a figurehead, leader and liaison. The informa-

tional function is based on being a monitor, disseminator and spokesperson. The

decisional function is keyed to acting as entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource

allocator and negotiator. The prominence of each function will vary in different

managerial jobs. Mintzberg’s work is also evidently important for media managers

because those roles are emphasised today in much of the training and development

being conducted in media industries.

In all of this, one notes with interest an evident and growing emphasis on

leadership principles and dynamics as a core interest of management science

since the 1980s. This coincides with dramatic increases in competition, not only

domestically but especially on a global basis. The focus is not as much on managing

per se but rather on leading, although of course both aspects are critically important

and one must be careful not to draw rigid lines. Moreover, a more nuanced

understanding has emerged about the interdependence of workers and managers,

with growing emphasis on the importance of worker participation and collaboration

both in problem-solving and decision-making. For example, James M. Burns

(1978) understood leadership as a structure for action that engages people. He

identified two strands of leadership: transformational and transactional. Transfor-

mational leadership occurs when leaders and followers raise one another to higher

levels of motivation and standards of professional practice, i.e. morality. Transac-

tional leadership is built on reciprocity wherein leaders and followers exchange

some reward. For Burns, effective leadership requires combining both elements so

that targets, procedures and results are shared, but the former is emphasised as the

developmental option.

Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus (1985) explained how and why leadership is

open to everyone and not restricted to charismatic people. Consequently, a leader

isn’t only a formal role or management function but rather a skill (and talent) for

motivating people to take appropriate action for themselves that benefit the firm.
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Successful leaders develop a vision and communicate it effectively. They achieve

their goals working through groups and are able to create an environment in which

others can succeed. Bennis and Nanus identified four common abilities of such

leaders: managing attention, meaning, trust and self.

We end this digest with Thomas Stewart (1998), who noted that although

companies traditionally have relied on financial or physical capital to obtain

competitive advantage, in today’s business environments, intellectual capital is

crucial. He divides this into three dimensions: human, customer and structural.

Human capital is the employees; customer capital represents the value of the

business relationship with clients; structural capital is the retained knowledge

within the organisation. He concludes that value creation comes via capturing and

deploying intellectual capital, which should be one of the main tasks for managers.

In light of the growing emphasis on stimulating creativity, realising innovation and

developing an entrepreneurial orientation, his work is of great importance for media

firms today.

Attention devoted to elaborating specific competencies of media managers is

scarce in academic literature. Alan Albarran (2013: 11–19) has integrated classical

and modern perspectives and points out that management occurs in different levels

(mainly, executives/middle managers/supervisors) and involves diverse skills,

functions and roles. He proposes five types of skills (basic competencies): technical,

human, conceptual, financial and marketing. Media managers from all levels need

some knowledge in all five areas, even if not to the same extent for all. He further

proposed seven basic functions (tasks they perform): planning, organising,

motivating, controlling, facilitating, communicating and negotiating. Finally,

media managers play three different roles while interacting with different

constituencies: as leader (to their department or organisation), representative

(to the public and local community) and liaison (to their parent company). This

work is the exception, so far, rather than the rule. It points to the kind of scholarly

work that is sorely needed in the field.

This digest of significant developments in management theory in the twentieth

century makes it clear that the scientific school gave more importance to ‘hard

management skills’ with emphasis on production per se, while the human relations

school paid more attention to ‘soft capabilities’ with an emphasis on people. Even if

from a theoretical point of view the second thesis is more advocated these days,

reality confirms that examples inspired in both schools of conceptualisation are

pertinent. Media organisations offer an especially good example of the importance

of both, but with obvious priority on soft management competencies because these

are critical for success in media as creative industries. This point will become

clearer, we trust, as the thesis develops in what follows. Management science has

been also moving from a rather restricted managerial perspective to broad consider-

ations about leadership, as well as other more sophisticated concepts such as

knowledge management, learning organisation and intellectual capital. These

trends are indicated not only from the perspective of academic theory but also

when taking a look at several key media leaders in the twentieth century.
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Before moving on, we should clearly establish what is pertinent in this historical

sketch for consideration of the thematic question that grounds this book: ‘what’s so

special about media management?’ We suggest that the humanistic turn in devel-

opment of management theory is more fully aligned with characteristic realities in

media industries than the earlier command-and-control approach that over-

emphasised (arguably) rationalistic and rigidly structured designs. That is not to

say that controlling a media organisation is unimportant today. Given the growing

range of challenges and constraints on economic growth in this era of high

uncertainty and general instability, control is arguably more important than earlier

when competition was much less and profits were more secure. Neither is it to say

that media as creative organisations producing talent goods don’t have concerns

about improving efficiency or ensuring that employees adhere to company policies.

That certainly remains important. It is to say, however, that the kinds of work that

professionals do in media companies, and the kinds of products that are produced,

are comparatively unique both in their diverse and complex nature and in the

potential for social impact. Development in management theory that prioritises

people and emphasises the human dimension is highly reflective, we think, of the

defining realities of a media enterprise. The next section strengthens this

understanding.

3.2 Historical Perspective of Media Leaders

Although communication is as old and complex as human history, contemporary

media industries are comparatively recent. From both a business and a managerial

perspective, with the understanding that these are connected, three periods can be

distinguished in recent decades. The first period can be dated from the early

twentieth century and continued until the 1980s. The second phase was character-

istic until the beginning of the twenty-first century, and the third phase is character-

istic today. We put particular emphasis on news companies because of their

prototypical importance for media industries more broadly and because a useful

analysis requires narrowing to some manageable purview.

In the first phase, media firms were mostly organised around family businesses

and these evidenced comparatively strong commitments to the city where an

operation was based. This was of particular importance to developing democracies,

as in the USA in the late-nineteenth century and in Spain, Italy and post-war

Germany in the twentieth. This is not to say that there were no publicly quoted

enterprises, but it is to say these were not characteristic but only emergent in the

period. In addition, in some nations like the UK and France, the press had a strong

national character from the early beginnings, mostly due to their capital centrism

and, arguably, a colonial heritage. In both cases, and others of similar type, there is

a strong sense of a patrician class in the press, whose contribution to the develop-

ment of the public sphere often took priority over profits. The public sphere

(in Habermasian terms) is highly co-related with political attitudes, and most
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newspapers hoisted some political flag, functioning largely as a partisan press that

was evident in the editorial lines that governed each paper’s perspectives.

The traditional business model was based on quasi-monopolistic control over

distribution and advertising and focused on generating profits as a consequence of

achieving a mass scale and character of product. This period coincides with rapid

advances in industrialisation and enthusiasm for Fordist ideals about mass produc-

tion. This clearly connects with Taylor’s ideas about scientific management and

rationalistic approaches to managing production and distribution. The newspaper is

published 1 day after the event (in most cases) and is a physical medium that is

distributed in a capillary network of outlets. Multiple revenue streams supported the

enterprise, especially advertising (both display and classified) and subscription.

This classical model is virtually the same in all countries, varying only in the design

or quality of the newspaper in question and the degrees to which government has

direct influence on content. It was a period when fabulous wealth could be realised

from publishing newspapers and magazines, with consequential influences on

social, political, cultural and economic life. It was also highly national (and often

nationalistic) in orientation.

Development of the industry has always depended on various factors that

especially include urbanisation, mass production and economies of scale, mass

markets and a developing preference for brands, growth of leisure time and

disposable income—and of course literacy (Steel, 1980). Interest in newspapers

was almost always associated with the daily life of a home city. There have always

been a few titles that are more national than local and all papers provided variable

coverage of the wider world, but the newspaper industry was largely developed

jointly with the importance and wealth of host cities. The Courier Journal

(Louisville), Denver Post, Chicago Tribune, New York Times or Los Angeles

Times are examples in the USA. The multiplication of local newspapers that need

content about the wider world encouraged the development of wire services and

large chains capable of cost-effectively handling that level of reporting as a supply

chain for local papers that were subscribers. Examples include Knight Rider,

Reuter’s and the Associated Press.

Moreover, ideological journalism was characteristic in this period, evident, for

example, in the reinterpretation of Manifest Destiny by William Randolph Hearst,

who famously said: ‘While others talk, the Journal acts’. Hearst created a new form

of sensationalist journalism (‘yellow journalism’). The business model was based

on the strength and value of local advertising and an ability to influence the political

agenda, which accounts for a ‘hero’ manager profile that remained stable for almost

a century—and is still popular (if misplaced, according to Knee, Greenwald and

Seave, 2009). Here also, the popular journalism pioneer Joseph Pulitzer and his

New York World stands out (Swanberg, 1967). Pulitzer understood journalism as a

mass product, not a medium limited to the elite. In this respect, continuous

developments in mass production for printing and transportation systems for

rapid, broad distribution of his newspapers are significant to its profitability, and

so too the creation of a political agenda aimed at influencing a mass audience that
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ensured the profitability of Pulitzer’s newspaper products. He boosted Sunday

newspapers, such as Sunday World, which as early as 1897 sold 250,000 copies.

Pulitzer was in key respects the first great media entrepreneur because he

realised that journalism is only meaningful when it becomes a social institution

with the capacity to transform a sociopolitical environment. Unlike Hearst, Pulitzer

wanted to combine popular journalism (human interest) with deep editorial analysis

(public interest). His idea of the newspaper as a social institution (rather than

mainly or only as an economic and political one) is evident in the reluctance of

his paper to support presidential candidates or political causes. In Pulitzer’s view,

the mixture of money and journalistic activity was inconsistent with the larger

social goal of serving democratic society. Another quite relevant aspect for scholar-

ship is related to Pulitzer’s commitment to the creation of the Columbia University

School of Journalism. He linked journalistic success with a general requirement for

professional training—i.e. with professional standards and ethics. Pulitzer (1904)

believed that journalistic production is ‘the battle for excellence’ and that is only

achieved with higher education to establish professionalism. Pulitzer pledged to not

intervene in the appointment of the directors of the new school and bequeathed

considerable funding in a perpetual trust for the creation of the awards for journal-

istic excellence that still bear his name—the Pulitzer Prize.

In these two early media moguls, we see the interests of media as business

enterprise and political operative (Hearst), and the arm’s length idea of serving the

public interest as a social institution (Pulitzer). One can also identify an authori-

tarian command-oriented leadership style in Hearst, but a more humanistic counter-

part in Pulitzer—as well as the latter’s commitment journalism education. These

two strands of management perspective and practice remain thematic to this day.

Although the importance of realising profits is certainly as significant as ever, we

see, for instance, in the Ochs and Schulzberger families who own The New York

Times and the Grahams at the Washington Post that business profitability is not the

only priority. Both papers are good examples of the continuity of surnames and

editorial work at the head of major newspaper companies, and both have faced the

challenges of succession within a family business, as well as industry

diversification.

In her memoirs, Katherine Graham (1997), former publisher of the Washington

Post, emphasised the point that business profitability was not her family’s priority in

owning and publishing the newspaper. During the strikes of 1974, for example,

Graham noted that it was necessary to cut profitability to 15 % (compared to the

20 % or more of the Post’s competitors) in order to facilitate the automation of

workshops without costing jobs, although her employees at the time accused her of

being greedy. During the Watergate scandal, Graham recalls how the newspaper

suffered not only political attacks but also high economic pressure caused by the

withdrawal of a significant share of advertising. A businesswoman with a very

personal view of journalism ethics could ‘afford’ to lose readers if that was the price

for resisting the untoward influence of self-interested politicians. Of course, this

may be idealistic and one shouldn’t discount the vested self-interest in her

recollections, which make a good impression on the minds of readers. But the
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essential gist is undoubtedly true and well illustrates the point that this industry is

not ‘business as usual’.

In Europe, similar trends can be highlighted, although development dynamics

were different because the role of the state in the development of media industries

was much deeper, broader and more pivotal both in terms of media regulation and

in generous public subsidies of various types. Here, radio and television started

mostly as state-funded institutions after a brief initial period of early development

by commercial manufacturers (e.g. Siemens, Phillips, etc.). In some parts of

Europe, mainly the South, direct state control over content was an unfortunate

consequence of dictatorships. Although commercialised from the start in the USA,

in both regions, journalists and bourgeois families created new forms of news media

linked to emerging political and economic demands. In the golden age of European

journalism (1870–1914), this relationship was quite visible.

In Spain, the God�o family owned LaVanguardia, a leading newspaper in middle-

class Catalonia that was launched in 1881. Two important families founded El Paı́s,

the benchmark newspaper of Spain’s centre-left: the Ortega family (from the

intellectual world) and the Polanco family (in commercial publishing activities).

El Paı́s inherited the tradition of an earlier newspaper, El Sol, that was the personal

project of philosopher Ortega y Gasset. In Italy, Il Messaggero and Corriere della

Sera share similar legacies and were associated with the process of unification,

which was prioritised over private profits. In France, Le Petit Journal represented a

focus on the common man while Le Figaro was equated with the conservative elite

press. And in the UK, Lord Northcliffe (Pulitzer’s contemporary) used technology

to produce better journalism, modernise advertising and turn his newspapers into

robust business organisations.

In the second period, from 1985 onwards (Picard, 2001), many media firms

became global companies. This phase is characterised by the rise of transnational

advertising (Halberstam, 1997), liberalisation of services, deregulation and the

creation of a European audiovisual policy (Humphreys, 1996: 261), consolidation

of mixed conglomerates and public trading in media corporation stocks (Cranberg,

Bezanson, & Soloski, 2001). For media business, this constitutes a new information

and communication structure that has become increasingly commercial,

consolidated and transnational. The concatenation of changes in economic activity

and the technology boom associated with digitalisation has in affect reconfigured

what used to be a collection of small, mostly separated and comparatively modest

industries (Álvarez, 2005). The importance of telecommunications in the growth

cycle explains the arrival of new business leaders, such as Carlos Slim, the owner of

Telmex in Mexico.

The global media company requires a new type of manager, especially as the

trend coincides with digitalisation. A new media environment emerged in conse-

quence to many and significant factors, including especially the impact of growing

competition online, newsroom integration, mergers and acquisition of information

companies (e.g. news agencies and newspaper titles), convergence between con-

ventional media (press, radio and television), growth in specialist communication

services (advertising agencies, public relations firms and independent content
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makers), a rapid expansion of entertainment holdings (e.g. sports clubs and theme

parks) and even specialised outsourcing for training (like Kaplan).

Media executives have increasingly needed to develop skills and abilities in

communication and leaned to deal effectively with politics. Some media managers

come from showbiz and television. They generally understand the value of the

projected image and the ability to influence through the screen. The Italianisation of

European television (public and private) has its origin in this management method

and style, especially characteristic of Silvio Berlusconi. As a media leader,

Berlusconi introduced innovation and marketing into the daily management of his

company, Mediaset. His 30 years at the helm were characterised as a far-sighted

approach, anticipating trends such as vertical, diagonal and horizontal integration,

internationalisation and dimensional growth (Balbi & Prario, 2010: 406). Whatever

one thinks of his political rule and persona or character, he characterises one variant

of a successful media manager—perhaps even a contemporary version of the

moguls referred to earlier in discussion about period one.

A second variant of media manager in the second period are proponents of the

transformation of information into a continuous spectacle, drawing on the yellow

journalistic approach from period one but greatly developing the recipe. This

approach pursues growing audiences as the top priority, even at the expense of

the credibility and quality of news. Few media companies remain untouched by

some degree of such commodification of information content, but Rupert Murdoch

is the epitome of this approach. The Australian media proprietor has opted for

invasive journalism and formulated editorial positions aligned with his variable best

interest of the day, and evolving as these change, with evident explicit consequence

for the front pages of the major newspapers and TV channels he owns. His support

for conservative Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and subsequent conversion to

then labour opposition leader Tony Blair are a striking illustration, accounted for by

his position on the deregulation of the television business in the UK. More recently,

the phone-hacking scandal at now defunct News of the World revealed practices

that have clearly not been one-off events but apparently a routine part of journalistic

approaches at News Corp to news production within the media outlets he controls,

which are all largely characterised by a focus on drama and sensationalism. Again,

he is a contemporary version of earlier moguls who invented yellow journalism in

phase one.

In a third category, we’ve seen an upsurge in star managers who have become

global players and themselves part of news items, advertising actions and business

decisions. The identification of a company with its CEO affects the stock market to

degrees that either help or threaten the company’s viability. A positive example

would be Steve Jobs at Apple, although not strictly a media company in the

traditional sense. On the negative side, we could consider the management style

of Jean-Marie Messier at Vivendi, who undertook numerous changes including

establishing a new corporate office and trying to change the internal rules of the

game (corporate culture and brands) to overcome problems he inherited. Messier

provided a clear corporate definition by restructuring the company into three main

businesses where returns were higher. He acquired Havas publishing and media
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companies to promote content strategy and lead the mobile phone business with

technological partners. In fact, however, the conglomerate created little value for

the corporation because of an inability to use the resources and some business skills

in other lines. Telecom, utilities, media and construction divisions share few keys to

success. This did not matter to Messier, however, who was more interested in

building a global empire and polishing his personal ‘brand’. The international

television business creates a sense of glamour for such managers, a potent attraction

for some personality types.

The concept of the Principal-Agent Problem goes to the heart of what we are

dealing with here. In a nutshell, the problem is one of separation of ownership and

management, i.e. the shareholders (who own the firm) are usually not making

(or even involved with) strategic and operating decisions. Decision-making author-

ity is delegated to managers as Agents employed by the Principals (owners) to run

increasingly large and diversified international media firms. In the Vivendi case, the

main beneficiaries of Messier’s diversification and growth strategy were apparently

not shareholders but rather Messier himself.

The British newspaper entrepreneur, Robert Maxwell, has a similar profile.

Journalism appears to be little more than a useful tool for achieving other business

and also political aspirations. His ongoing (perhaps permanent) fight with Rupert

Murdoch illustrates this, as does his investments in English football clubs. A certain

type of executive makes such instrumental use of the media for largely self-serving

interests. Richard Branson, owner of multi-business corporation Virgin, is a second

example primarily thanks to his ability to align showmanship (advertising, airlines

or F1 racing) with business. The type is also evident in German TV businessman

Leo Kirch, who was able to professionalise entertainment (football) as the

centrepiece of his television strategy, and Anna Wintour, the editor of Vogue,

who managed to transform fashion into a global business and thereby globalised

her publishing business.

Despite variation, all these managers understand the global dimension of media

today—and the variable value that ownership and operation offer. They have used

newspapers (and audiovisual companies) as levers for generating new business that

is outside media, largely relegating their newspaper and other media businesses to

an instrumental background endeavour. The value of this approach to management

shows uneven results. Few could doubt their ability to capitalise assets or success in

international expansion, but stock market earnings do not necessarily align neatly.

The third and current period started around 2004 and reached a crunch point in

2009. The economic recession caused by the severe contraction (some suggest even

near collapse) of the financial sector in much of the West spurred trends that were

already evident but not nearly as pronounced as in the aftermath. US print media

lost 34 % of its readers and the figure in Britain was 22 %. Sales fell sharply in many

cases, such as the Los Angeles Times (�14.7 %) and the Chicago Tribune

(�9.8 %). The US model, which is based on almost monopolistic local papers

funded by classified advertising plus local advertising, and with a comparatively

small proportion derived from subscription fees, has been crippled by the emerging

market in online digital advertising and by an evident unwillingness for many
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consumers to pay for news content online. According to data from the World

Association of Newspapers, growth of newspaper sales is only strong in Latin

America (+6.7 %) and Asia (+4.7 %). The fall in the West has highlighted the

high dependence of the industry on advertising, the limited room for manoeuvre in

sales of copies and poor management capabilities in too many cases.

The capacity to do business successfully today is based on the firm’s ability to

adapt to an increasingly digital environment, which is encouraging the emergence of

a new type of media executive—a type that is more entrepreneurial than has been the

case for decades (i.e. since period one). This orientation requires a range of

competencies in analytical thinking and capability to lead in the achievement of

business objectives, not (perhaps more simply) to understand and manage dynamic

change in content production. The concern for stock exchange results has

accelerated with the decline of founding families and a co-related connection of

journalismwith social responsibility for civil society. The newmedia executives and

owners are increasingly ‘digital natives’. For them, the Internet is not a by-product or

sideshow to the main focus but increasingly the hub of media business activity.

For example, Jeff Bezos, owner of Amazon, acquired the Washington Post

Company for $250 million after 7 years of losses by that company. His first public

statements explained that the emphasis is now on developing a digital business for

the new company, focused on three pillars: ‘the first is the consumer; then invent;

and have patience’. This formula gives priority to the customer market over the

advertising market. He also explained that the purchase does not include buildings

or other tangible assets, only the brand and content.

Arianna Huffington provides a second example. With her news website, The

Huffington Post, she created a scalable model focused on exploiting new techno-

logies. And it is producing profits. Huffington realised that the Internet is an entirely

new medium that is not like the newspaper. Her online news and information site

doesn’t try to replicate or imitate a paper format, but strives to create a viable

service for a fundamentally different platform. In 2011, AOL purchased her com-

pany for $315 million US dollars.

Chris Hughes, one of the four founders of Facebook, the social media network,

provides a third example. In January 2013, he was appointed editor of The New

Republic, a long-running magazine and national reference in US journalism. In his

blog for the magazine, Hughes recognised that the publication could not be just a

print magazine but need also to become a live event organiser, a website for social

conversations and mobile life, podcast versions of content, a tablet app, etc.

We are also seeing the emergence of a type of media manager who leads his or

her own journalistic start-up. The transformation of journalists into entrepreneurs is

a global phenomenon that is fuelled by the need to create new opportunities because

the big legacy companies that were the historic employers are downsizing and

struggling to regain viability. In technology, Rafat Ali, PaidContent blog creator,

managed to distinguish himself with specialised content in the digital media sector.

Gawker or FayerWayer provides a similar profile. In the political arena, Talking

Points Memo, RealClearPolitics and Politico are start-up alternatives to the general

news press. The situation is much the same in Spanish-speaking countries: Etiqueta
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Negra (Peru), Revista Anfibia (Argentina), The Clinic (Chile) or El Confidencial

(Spain) offer good examples.

Some key features of this model are important to underline. In most cases, these

journalists are simultaneously owners, founders and shareholders, not simply

workers. They are initiating projects that rely partly on the resources obtained

from their layoffs. The basis of operation is consistently keyed to developments

in digital media and efforts to create successful models for a new medium in a

rapidly changing, complex environment. We see wide use of ‘copyleft’ licences and

comprehensive agreements between owner-operators in other start-ups engaged in

digital media. Journalists use their personal names as the primary brand for the

business and as the key audience driver. Tweeting and blogs are typical elements in

their strategies. Digital journalism is not simply a by-product of doing something

else as the main focus, but rather the core business. In fact, the value proposition of

such media outlets is substantially different from legacy companies and media.

They rely not only on traditional advertising but also on ‘freemium’ options,

subscription, community support and charitable donations. As a package, this

suggests a different foundation for sustaining the media business in volatile,

uncertain markets—one that still relies on a dual market (actually multiple markets)

approach to funding, but constructed in new ways.

We also should note the development of such non-profit projects as ProPublica,

which has already won several international journalism awards. Paul Steiger is the

manager and editor and was previously editor for The Wall Street Journal. He

convinced two philanthropists to invest a total of ten million US dollars over 3 years

to create a digital news and information service that ensures long-term quality

investigative journalism outside the corporate circuit. His business vision is clear:

investigative journalism offers exclusive, public interest content with potential to

influence the public affairs agenda.

Entrepreneurial journalism is a breath of fresh air in journalistic cultures and

practices that have been steeped in traditional approaches and understandings that

have grown stale and rigid. These companies are transforming the information

environment by creating a new agenda, promoting critical journalism contents over

infotainment and developing projects beyond traditional media groups. The

approach depends strongly on building strong links and interdependencies with

audiences as users and communities, not simply as ‘consumers’. This development

trend is particularly important because local newspapers are disappearing at a

quickening rate in many media markets in the West. Change and development

aren’t easy, of course, and much of this requires new skill sets and different

competencies for media managers. It certainly favours individuals who are adapt-

able, creative, good communicators and keenly interested not simply in ‘the media’

or ‘the media business’ but in the context that defines and enables that—whatever

the forms or platforms.

There is a transversal theme in this short historical overview: the intersection of

economic and business motives with more political and cultural aspects is a given in

the media industries. This is arguably the most important distinguishing aspect

regarding the specificity of the media enterprise overall. In addition, it is apparent
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that the nature of media managers has evolved over time from a ‘founding father’

construct (first phase) to a ‘charismatic manager’ model (second phase) to an

‘entrepreneurial leader’ today and probably even more the latter in the future.

3.3 Core Competencies and Specific Aspects of Media
Managers

The OECD Core Competencies Framework summarises quite well the basic

required skills for any type of manager these days. The framework combines skills

that we earlier described as hard and soft. Competencies are understood as personal

attributes or underlining characteristics in professional skills that enable the perfor-

mance of a role and successful enactment of a body of work (i.e. a job). Factors such

as personal values, motivation and type of work play a part in determining effec-

tiveness in job performance. Core competencies are divided into three clusters:

delivery, interpersonal and strategic, as show in Fig. 3.1.

It is generally accepted that all these competencies are important for any

managerial position and have a bearing on management activities. This model

recognises that technical skills are more related to particular jobs and within

industries, and thus not as easily generalisable.

Fig. 3.1 OECD Core Competencies Framework (from OECD website)
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What competencies seem especially important for media managers today?

Henry Mintzberg (2004) suggested that a manager should not only deal with the

managerial aspects of the company but also its leadership, and the examples offered

surely suggest that media managers are doing much more than managing in a

traditional sense. Today’s media manager is increasingly required to be entrepre-

neurial in business orientation, to achieve innovation in the products on offer and to

take responsibility for the company’s brand and reputation as the core asset.

Professionalism in media management is about creating value for the company

through the exercise of leadership, which along with skills in negotiation and

communication can be considered core competencies.

It is clearly true that different industry sectors in the media field (such as

newspaper, television or the Internet) have unique characteristics despite important

commonalities. Moreover, not all business functions within a media company have

the same level of particularity. For instance, content/product management is proba-

bly the most specific functions within most media firms and these required variable

skill sets related directly to the primary platform and essential genre (e.g. there are

important differences between producing print news, drama TV, video games and

animated films). The more generalisable attributes for management work are about

the many tasks that are not industry-specific, such as marketing, operations, tech-

nology, finance, real estate and HR.

Although there are different sectors and business functions in media industries,

being manager of a twenty-first-century firm requires more core competencies and

higher mastery of them than in periods one or two. Arguably, it also requires a

fourth cluster that isn’t part of the OECD framework and is about industry-specific

aspects that are critical success factors and vary by medium and market. A more

general range of media-specific competencies can be derived from the previously

analysed theoretical and historical patterns we observed. We propose ten that are

evidently of critical importance today:

1. Institutional Relations. Media managers are responsible for handling

businesses and institutions that have a strong public presence and are therefore

routinely involved in, and targets for, negotiating complex relations with

political, business and society leaders. This aspect is crucial for the success

of senior managers especially, and competence to deal with this effectively has

a strong bearing on the success of media companies. Media systems are always

beholden to, engaged with and influential in political governance.

2. Intellectual Leadership. A media firm is usually a business, that’s true, but it is

also a cultural project—implicitly if not explicitly. It is especially the later for

public service firms, if more often implicit (and frequently resisted) in the

private sector. Regardless of the sector, however, today’s media manager needs

leadership competencies that are essentially intellectual in order to develop and

represent the mission, vision and values of the company. And this is especially

important in this era of high uncertainty given requirements for renewal and

repositioning.
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3. Advanced Communication Skills. A media manager must be able to communi-

cate effectively in varied but routine media, including written texts, public

speaking, making presentations, interpersonal interaction and so forth. Being

persuasive and interactive is very important when bearing in mind the needs

and expectations of diverse and sometimes conflicted stakeholders,

e.g. customers, partners, employees, regulators, competitors and suppliers. A

media manager that can’t communicate effectively is in key respects ‘a lame

duck’.

4. Creative Talent Management. Media companies employ, contract and depend

on a wide range of creative workers who are necessary to produce talent goods

that succeed competitively. Skills related to the management of diverse and

often complicated professionals who work not only for salaries or fees, but also

for self-satisfaction and artistic expression, are clearly an aspect of vital

importance that is industry-specific.

5. Conflict Management. Because media are complex social institutions, they are

often the nexus for controversies with different publics and stakeholders, both

within the firm and in the wider context. Time pressures, changing job

conditions and competition for scarce resources easily provoke internal

conflicts that must be managed and, however briefly, resolved. Being compe-

tent to manage conflict—and not reluctant to engage—is essential for a media

leader today.

6. Continuous Innovation. Many industries depend on a production model that

repeats the same pattern for long periods with only minor and largely cosmetic

changes year to year. This is not as true for media products. Certainly, there is a

degree of repetition that is evident in format and series production, but the

content of each newspaper, magazine edition and television programme has to

be different from the previous experience, despite format consistency. Media

audiences are constantly looking for new and different books, films and music,

which is precisely why the media are said to have a ‘voracious appetite’.

Continuous content supply, much of it profiled to fit channel-market strategic

designs, means that product and format innovation is a continual challenge.

Being able to manage for innovation is therefore an essential competency for

media managers.

7. Digital Technology Focus and Fluency. The new media environment is

increasingly digital and converges on a constantly expanding and diversifying

Internet-based platform. Consequently, media operations must focus on digital

technology in every link of the value chain: production, distribution and

consumption. In addition, media companies are producing volumes of data

these days, information with potential knowledge to enable deeper and more

complex interaction with customers and higher loyalty. The need for managing

this reality is necessary and requires media managers keep up with relevant

technology, its uses and implications. Contemporary media management is a

continual learning curve that is about developing skills as well as knowledge to

use new media technologies. This will also increasingly involve competence to

handle digital archives and content management systems.
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8. Social Monitoring. Media activities impact societies, causing variable kinds

and degrees of change. In turn, society impacts media requirements and

performance, frequently requiring changes to adapt. All businesses need to

monitor customer needs and wants, of course, but of keen importance for media

management is the capability to understand diverse and always evolving

lifestyles, values and social trends. Media managers need to understand how

increasingly diverse, personalised and segmented populations use and perceive

media.

9. Entrepreneurial Skills. Today’s environment is characterised by upheaval,

uncertainty and instability. That is in some ways a threat, especially for legacy

media companies and their increasingly unviable systems for sustainability.

But there is also tremendous opportunity for those with a capacity to recognise

them and the skills and disposition to be entrepreneurial. This is an increasingly

necessary orientation in such a volatile and fragmented industry. Being able to

develop new projects, products, formats, services, business models and markets

is already an essential competence for success as a media manager.

10. Social Responsibility. Production and distribution of media content is obvi-

ously a business, but this doesn’t negate the fact that media are not business as

usual. Mediation is a political, cultural and social activity that greatly impacts

human communities and the character of social life. That requires a rather high

degree of humanistic sensibility and maturity, suggesting these will remain

core competencies for media managers in the future. Media managers are

responsible for taking good care of a public trust and need to be conscious

about their responsibilities and privileges as media operators. This applies as

much to the private sector as the public, however unpopular the notion at

present.

Thus, today’s successful media managers need to develop not only general core

competencies that apply to management in general (15 according to the OECD

framework) but also media-specific competencies (at least the 10 proposed here).

This is an ongoing debate, of course, both in academia and the industry. But we

think it inarguable to note that media businesses share common managerial skills

with other industries and sectors but also have particular requirements that are

comparatively unique. This implies that both general and specific managerial

competencies are crucial for a media company’s success, not only in economic

terms (if that to a large extent) but also in the varied political, social and cultural

aspects than in effect determine economic success. This suggests the need to

prioritise professional development among media managers at all levels.

Specialised education, training and diverse experience in media management are

important not only for professionals but equally for universities involved with

media education and research.
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Convergence, Similarities and Distinctions
in Management Across Media Industries 4
Paulo Faustino and Luı́sa Ribeiro

4.1 Introduction

In the second half of the twentieth century, all types of media and media systems in

Europe incorporated strengthening commercial characteristics and channels

proliferated due to deregulation. This has required higher production levels and

fuelled significant growth, resulting in part from heavy advertising investments and,

in recent years, rapid expansion of pay and subscription services. Newspapers and

magazines thrived, while radio and television became profitable businesses

(in Europe most broadcasting operations were monopolies until the mid to late

1980s). This changed around the turn of the century and since 2008 has reached a

nearly completely opposite situation. Due in large part to severe economic reces-

sion, in many information markets in Europe and the USA, media companies aren’t

as profitable as they were in the past, and traditional business models are no longer

as valid. Today, there is great uncertainty. Also, the competition with Google and

online streaming services has been increasing. This has changed the competitive

situation for traditional media companies.

In the last 20 years, there has been considerable discussion about the transfor-

mation of the media industry and its relation with telecommunications, bringing

these industries closer and making them more convergent—mostly in terms of

content management and distribution. Thus, convergence (driven by digitalisation

and deregulation, especially) can be seen as a characteristic trend undertaken
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towards the end of the twentieth century and increasingly powerful in the twenty-

first century. This allows for, indeed it encourages, a confluence between platforms

that were earlier treated in policy as separate entities and which did not as often

compete directly as they do today when every kind of media company is rapidly

developing online products and services.

The media industry is going through a period of accelerated transformation and

is characterised by a comparatively radical disruption. This obviously has profound

effects on management strategies and practices within and across media companies

and industries. It is equally clear, however, that between media industries we find

divergent characteristics that recommend practices and strategies for responding to

the specificities of diverse media companies and kinds of products. Demands on

management competencies regarding key media-related practices and strategies are

different depending on whether we are referring to a regional newspaper or a

transnational television company or a national telecommunications company.

Notwithstanding the fact that media industries are converging and companies are

increasingly conglomerated, the two trends happening simultaneously, one can

observe disaggregation of groups as well. We also note the entry of new players

from the information technologies sector (e.g. Washington Post was acquired by

Jeff Bezos from Amazon and Bertelsmann Group is selling some media businesses,

namely, the book publishing activity).

According to Gershon (2009: 269), ‘the clear lines and historical boundaries that

once separated the fields of broadcasting, cable and telephony are becoming less

distinct. A natural convergence of industries and information technologies is

blurring those distinctions’. Thus, today’s media managers face new industry

players and more diverse issues compared with years past. That is not to imply,

however, that everything has changed. As Borders (2006: 118) noted, ‘convergence

does not operate in a vacuum of the print, broadcast and online newsroom,

marketing and promotion; convergence to the audience and advertisers is essential’.

Although one can identify different features within media industries compared

with other types, at the level of business management, several analogies with other

economic activities are evident. According to Deuze (2007: 63), ‘It must be clear

that media industries to some extent are faced with issues similar to those by any

other commercial enterprise, such as global and local (‘glocal’) competition, and

corporate concerns over sales, advertising revenue, and profits’. Albarran (2002)

earlier observed that in the media, sector management is carried out at different

levels and involves a variety of typical skills, functions and roles. Thus, manage-

ment in the sector requires a combination of general managerial competencies,

competencies that are characteristic within media as a whole, those that are specific

to particular media industries and individual and unique talents. Clearly, there is

great need at this point for developing more comprehensive and comparative

understandings of what is perhaps too simplistically described as ‘media

management’.

According to some authors (Picard, 2002; Towse, 2008), media differ from other

products and services due to differences in the mechanics of supply and demand.
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On the one hand, media products are the result of creative, informative and artistic

work; they therefore receive copyright production, which does not happen as often

with other types of products and industries. Also, media companies are more visible

to consumers because they are such an integral part of everyday life. Because of

their cultural, political and social goals, media are more strongly influenced by

public policies and regulations than many industries and operate in publicly

condoned and ‘owned’ spaces.

As in other sectors that comprise the broader field of creative industries, the first

stage of media production is always dependent on creativity, whether carried out at

corporate or individual levels. Production cost is involved in the entire process,

from the formation of an idea or concept to the production of what typically

amounts to a cultural commodity. Much of the time, this is accomplished under

conditions of high uncertainty because it is notoriously difficult to predict popular

success. Strengthening economic pressures under conditions of higher uncertainty

and growing competition account for contemporary trends in downsizing,

outsourcing, a focus on maximising efficiency in the use of resources, promoting

synergies, orientating towards marketing and branding and safeguarding profitabil-

ity or revenue streams. Such vocabulary is common to all media firms and no longer

unique to commercial operators (Picard, 2002). With increasingly fewer

exceptions, the need to address financial performance conditions all media players.

A few important points should be noted before we proceed. First, we argue that

media industries are in key respects unique when compared with other kinds of

industry. At the same time, however, we highlight the fact that essential

organisational and business-related functions are much the same as for any enter-

prise. Second, we argue that core competencies are in some aspects similar across

media industries and types of firms, but that each media industry requires unique

competencies. Third, we argue that operational and structural conditions have

changed to a radical degree when compared with historic arrangements. These

points are developed as we continue, and similarly important implications for the

management of media firms. We begin with the changing conditions because that

explains much about changes in required management competencies in terms both

of what is distinctive and what is not across media industries.

4.2 The Impact of Technology on the Convergence
of Media Business Models

In the past, economic sectors in media had limited relation to each other and

operated in what amounted to separate markets. Newspaper companies, for exam-

ple, did not compete directly with broadcasting and telecommunications had

nothing to do with content. Nowadays, the trend is quite the opposite and

emphasises convergent businesses. By the nature of their outputs, the economic

sectors that have played a leading role in that convergence are computing power,
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keyed to rapid development in hardware and software, and the increasing impor-

tance of communications and content production. With the advent of the Internet

and the globalisation capability it has empowered, the media industry (broadly

construed here) has been challenged to solve complex problems related to changes

in infrastructure and has needed to propose new solutions. Solutions have increas-

ingly focused on the need to dematerialise content. The physical book, newspaper,

music CD or whatever becomes less viable as all types of content and services are

offered in digital form online. Media companies are increasingly developing their

capabilities for articulation with information technologies and across communica-

tion sectors, giving rise to a macro-sector we could designate as information

technology, media and telecommunications [TMT].

To understand convergence from the perspective of managing media firms, it is

necessary to comprehend the interdependence between actors in TMT and the three

platforms that are crucial to the process of making and distributing media goods:

print media (newspapers and magazines), electronic media (television and radio

channels, satellite and cable broadcasting) and telecommunications—mainly here

the Internet. As Killebrew (2005) suggests, from a technological perspective, the

goal of convergence is to allow for a combination of different platforms in order to

provide information to the public by sharing numerous technical resources. Con-

versely, in the information dimension, the goal of convergence is to guarantee a

relatively equal distribution to each available platform. Despite this, in practical

terms, the results can be the opposite with big operators using economies of scale to

fight and eliminate smaller, less popular players. Therefore, infrastructure networks

increasingly impose themselves as an important factor—an increasingly dominant

one. It is obvious that the media industry is going through a complicated and

sweeping process of change in which doubts and uncertainties about traditional

business models and management practices are multiplied.

Convergence produces a more complex media system that implies the need to

master new and different skills and may involve different risks for managers and

nonmanagement employees alike, namely, journalists. According to Killebrew

(2005), the art and the skills of managers of media companies are materialised in

the understandings they have, and in analyses of, organisations and these must take

into account a growing (and already vast) array of aspects. Print and audiovisual

media alike, as well as emerging new media, all face the challenge of transforming

the impacts of the digital revolution from threats into opportunities for new

products, services and business models. Information and knowledge are critical

production factors, and new virtual commodities—which respond to the needs of

consumers and industries—are entering the markets and building new business

areas in consulting, services and cross-media possibilities.

Mainly, our discussion so far applies to media firms that are comparatively big

and old, and hence traditional. But the impact of technology in the media is also

expressed in capacities for production, transfer and dissemination that are increas-

ingly accessible to smaller companies, especially start-ups, with far less resources.

This facilitates a transfer of knowledge that allows small firms to adopt sophisti-

cated best practice techniques for managing production and distribution across
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types of media industry, regardless of the firm’s size. Beyond management

approaches, new technologies of information and communication have reduced

entry barriers and blurred the boundaries of reachable potential market for large and

small media companies alike. This has also created new challenges because

audiences for digital media on the Internet can be local, national and interna-

tional—even simultaneously.

Observing the specificity of the different formats and types of media, and the

need to explore co-related competitive advantages, it is increasingly important to

build highly specialised and structured value chains around those formats. This was

illustrated by Wossner (2003) and is represented in Fig. 4.1.

Different media ‘paths’ indicate differences in the value chain and related

business models, although the main characteristic is shared in that revenues are

typically generated both by subscribers and advertisers. All media types compete

among themselves for the same resources as, in principle, each receiver only has a

budget of limited time for media consumption (either as advertising customers or as

direct consumers of the media product).

All media content industries have similar value chain stages, as well: content

creation (produced internally, externally or in a mixed way), content preparation

(selection, organisation, packaging and processing), industrial production (trans-

formation of contents into a presentable form), content distribution (logistics

delivery process) and content promotion (marketing and advertising practices to

attract consumers).

Idea Content Product Copy Distribution

Print

Author 

Reader/editor of the PrintingJrJ Sales

New Media

Electronic
Media

Artist, creative staff

Studio Reproduction Video / film
Theater

Packaging Broadcast

Content provider Online / 
Internet

Agregation 

Community 
managementContent user

Interaction

Advertising integration

Fig. 4.1 Simplified value chain of different media formats. Source: Wossner (2003: 20)
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In fact, many functions and challenges are common to the different segments of

media industry overall, although their forms of implementation may vary according

to the strategy a firm or sector takes and to the type of media. For example, the film

industry works according to project logic because each film is unique and tends to

be discontinuous. Management practice depends on garnering sufficient investment

(usually from multiple sources), hiring largely freelance or independent talent of

many kinds and producing the product on a set schedule and within a stipulated

budget.

With current technological advances, it is possible to observe a change in

different parts of a business and the media value chain, but with a common trend

in all the types of media that hinges on the importance of distribution via digital

supports. With the increasing centrality of information technologies and the Inter-

net, the value chains for media business between different media types are also

converging and there is increasing effort to achieve synergies. This is most evident

in cross-platform production, also called 360� commissioning (as at the BBC in

Britain). Moreover, added value depends on achieving a joint approach rather than

overreliance on the value of each media segment (Vizjak & Ringlstetter, 2003).

To understand the functioning of media companies and their management

strategies in a convergence context, it is important to reckon with the network

effects and the platforms used by the media companies. But one also should

understand (i) the price structure—based on the financing model chosen, (ii) the

price level (sale price in the content market and rate in the advertising market) and

(iii) the ratio of advertising/content (in combination between both for a given

service, which depends on the prices charged in the two markets). Key distinctions

that help one to understand the business model of each media company and kind of

media product are suggested in Table 4.1.

The construction of business models implies taking into consideration the value

chains of the company because the two are inseparable. Business models reflect the

systematic thinking that is so central to the comprehension and management of each

type of media company. This tool facilitates understanding how a certain company

develops its activities, as well as the features and specificities of the business and

the necessary resources for its production and marketing.

Tassel and Poe-Howfield (2010: 346) looked into the relation of each medium

with the consumer and systematised features that are always present in a media

business regardless of the support or dimension considered (Table 4.2).

It is important to observe that the table demonstrates distinctions but also the

increasing interdependence of media with new technologies and telecommu-

nications. Moreover, the table demonstrates relative similarities between mass

media platforms that aren’t characteristic in newer media. From the business stand-

point, one of the obvious and common aspects is that all types of media are engaged

in a struggle for markets, customers and suppliers, competing in both direct and

indirect ways that, in turn, require more sophisticated and also, arguably, aggressive

management practices. This also accounts for the growing reliance on financial and

economic rationality. At the same time, however, to remain competitive, media and

telecommunications companies need to promote product innovation, which refers to
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the complex process of bringing new products and services to the market, as well as

to improving and increasing the market of the existing ones. This is not a character-

istically low-risk pursuit due to high uncertainty, as earlier remarked.

In this section, we have expanded and illustrated what is unique not only about

media management in key operational respects but also how media platforms

compare. This has important implications with regard to core competencies for

media managers, in both shared and comparatively distinctive terms across these

industries. We address this in more detail next.

4.3 Central Aspects in Management, Functions and Skills
in Media Companies

Our discussion so far makes evident that media and telecommunications managers

face challenges that were not characteristic earlier. As suggested by Gershon

(2009), media managers these days must be able to cultivate the tone and setting

for the work environment, facilitating a positive and creative environment where

content makers feel free to produce the best work possible within stipulated

resource limitations. Being a successful media manager therefore involves six

fundamental competencies: (1) planning, (2) organisation, (3) leadership, (4) staff

management, (5) control and (6) communication. Of course, these are not unique to

Table 4.1 Specificities within media types

Specificities

Online

news Newspapers Radio Television

Requirements for the consumer’s

access to content

Moderate High Low Low

Limitations on content flow Low High Moderate High

Potential for audience participation and

interaction

High Low Moderate Low

Degree of content’s geographic

purview

High Low Moderate Moderate

Degree of identification of sources Low High Moderate Moderate

Speed and timeliness of content

delivery

High Low High Moderate

Cost of content acquisition and

production

Low High Low High

Cost of infrastructure funding for media

support

Low High Moderate High

Requirements regarding the content’s

news valuea
Low High Low Moderate

Source: Constructed by the authors
aThe lower requirements for the news value of content in online news are related to ethical and

deontological issues. Although new technologies enabled value creation in journalistic production,

one can question the destruction of some historical value, namely, as concerns the editing role and

source validation
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media firms and that needs to be especially noted. What is distinctive, however, are

the kinds of workers the media boss is managing. Creative talent and also

journalists are not easy to manage in many cases. That implies that how the six

competencies are applied, and particular features of them, will be somewhat

different than generally reckoned.

Planning, for example, is essential but quite challenging in a context when so

much within and related to the media enterprise is not stable these days.

Organisations are complex in big companies, often with sharp differences between

content makers in various professions and managers at diverse levels. Leadership is

vital, but media workers are typically sceptical and not easy to lead or convince. The

staff is diverse with a broad range of skill sets and personality types, often finding it

difficult to work in required team-based contexts. Control is certainly important, but

much of the success of a media firm depends on relatively high degrees of autonomy

among workers. In fact, in some cases, media managers are questioning the produc-

tivity performance of journalists, partly to justify downsizing measures.

In general, media managers spend at least 80 % of their daily work communi-

cating with others (Gershon, 2009). Communication permeates all the management

work of a media organisation. The manager is constantly communicating with

superiors and subordinates, either through face-to-face communication or through

e-mail, television, calls or reports. At the same time, managers are responsible for

communication with the company’s external public. Marketing and branding is

another key aspect that is increasingly important for managers of media and

telecommunications companies. This goes hand in hand with product differentia-

tion. Managing brands and branding is vital for keeping alive a certain range of

expectations from the consumers’ side in relation to a given product or service—

and the company that is providing it (Gershon, 2009).

According to Herrick (2003: 57), ‘there are three most critical skills that must be

developed to succeed in running a company, namely: (i) management of cash flow

through accounting and marketing; (ii) management of people through interper-

sonal skills, and (iii) management of time, both your own and your subordinates’.

Again, these are not unique to media firms. But managing media employees is

arguably more challenging than managing employees of many other types of

businesses because reporters, editors, photographers, videographers, writers and

designers all tend to be creative people with comparatively independent and

‘strong-willed’ personalities. Based on a study co-ordinated by Faustino (2009)

with key findings presented in Table 4.3, the needs for training are intensely felt by

media companies (in terms of management and editorial work) and linked to levels

of required practical knowledge and the use of new technologies.

The authors of the book Media Management: A Casebook Approach (Sohn,

Wicks, Lacy, & Sylvie, 1999) emphasise that teamwork is a very important activity

in creating positive work strategies in media organisations. Along this same line of

thought, they identify four major groups of factors that influence job satisfaction

within the media company: (i) leadership factors, (ii) individual factors, (iii) market

factors and (iv) organisational factors. Of all the factors identified, however, the

issue of leadership seems to stand out: in newsrooms where new directors promote a
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more humane approach and develop a more positive relationship, there is greater

employee satisfaction at work. On the importance played by leadership, it is very

important that leaders have a good level (which is easily perceived by the

employees) of skills and knowledge about the media market and they have to be

clear when manifesting their expectations and communicating with the

collaborators.

Technology is causing changes not only in terms of content production but also

in terms of content distribution. This offers managers and investors of the media

industry the possibility to expand and diversify their investments across a range of

media platforms. In this context, platform convergence—especially the interlinkage

between traditional media and telecommunications—can also be seen, on one hand,

as an aspect that influences professional profiles and the skills of employees and, on

the other, as a generator of new challenges to management strategies and for the

development of business models for media products, particularly in distribution and

remuneration of the contents. A range of characteristic dimensions that are impor-

tant to business approaches is illustrated in Table 4.4.

The table illustrates many aspects that may influence media management

practices and strategies and should be taken into account. It is also important to

remember that mature managers and employees of media companies have usually

been trained to work on a particular platform (radio, television, magazines or

newspapers) and rarely with an integrated view of the complementarities of differ-

ent media. This approach is no longer very compatible with conditions in the

Table 4.3 Main needs of training in media companies (summary)

Managers Management

skills

Insight in anticipating the environment of future businesses

Support innovative ideas and putting them into practice

Provide an adequate training and motivation

Behaviour

skills

Negotiation skills

Networking skills

Demonstrate flexibility

Personal skills Problem-solving skills

Constant updating towards the industry novelties

Innovation and creativity skills

Editorial

offices

Technical skills Knowledge of new digital technologies

Capacity to develop content on multiple platforms

Knowledge of the propositions of the new media

Behaviour

skills

Demonstrate flexibility

Professional empowering and continuous training

Capacity to respect the ethical and deontological principles

of the job

Personal skills Professional integrity

Adaptation capacity

Capacity to remain up to date

Source: Faustino et al., An�alise e Prospectiva dos Media: Tendências, Mercado e Emprego, 2009
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current competitive context. Today, media management requires broader

competencies as well as nuanced understandings about diverse platforms, flexibility

and adaptability to accommodate different work processes and contexts and train-

ing initiatives that promote these skills. In this sense, one can say that present

management practices of media companies require a broader vision and deeper

knowledge about diverse distribution platforms and variable elements comprising

the value chain. This professional and competitive demand is about business

management in a multimedia perspective requiring not only new training but also

the increasing introduction of related theories and practices, such as management

models, business models and production and distribution models, that are

influenced by the convergence of the information TMT.

So far, we have alluded to connections and also distinctions between

telecommunications and media industries in the convergence context, but we’ve

not directly addressed that. We do so next.

4.4 Management Characteristics in Media,
Telecommunications and Other Industries

To identify the similarities and differences between media companies, including

their relation with telecommunications companies, it is relevant to know the

features of the different types of media companies with regard to their market,

financial and operational and business dynamics. It therefore becomes increasingly

important to analyse media products’ interactions, to identify the various aspects

regarding their creation and distribution and to comprehend their dependencies and

vulnerabilities.

According to Picard (2002), several features influence the functioning, manage-

ment models and the environment in which media and telecommunications

companies operate. Although there are similarities, each has unique aspects that

demand certain decisions be taken and affect market structures, opportunities and

future development. Key aspects are presented in Table 4.5, which includes all

media subsectors and describes particular aspects of media segments and supports.

Characteristics influence business dynamics for each media type that generates

different strategies. Companies focused on unique creative products—such as

books, computer games, music and movies—implement strategies where the profit

from one product is used to cover the expenses of another product. In the ‘hit

model’, successful products compensate investments in unsuccessful products and

generate all the profits. Managers focus on marketing to fight the high risk of

failure, which Picard calls ‘management of failure’. Companies focused on contin-

uous creative products—as newspapers, magazines and television series—can

concentrate on improving the content over time through research on audience’s

preferences, renovating the creative staff, and through the replacement of products

as some go stale and others pop up. Here, concentrating on branding strategies is
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especially important. Competition in both types (single and serial) concerns the

scope of the contents’ selection and processing, and their longevity expectation.

Differences in media environments and the surrounding economic forces

account for differences in production characteristics. The media differ when acting

in production environments that rely on economies of unit costs and fixed costs.

According to Towse (2008) and Throsby (2001), those that operate in economies of

unit costs (books, magazines, newspapers, CDs and DVDs) feature activities based

on an economy of scale: there is a decrease in the cost as consumption increases. In

these industries, products depend on a physical process of production. The process

involves high logistics that entail additional costs for storage, transportation and

distribution. In fixed costs economies, additional production costs are not signifi-

cant. The production costs of media such as cinema, television channels and the

Internet tend to be based on product quality and branding. These industries rely

especially on economics of scale and all the cost is in the first copy. Differences

produced by these factors account for variation in the structure of costs and in the

pressures experienced by business.

Since the twentieth century, the differentiation of media supports has increased

significantly. The fundamental factors are the rapid expansion of the personal

computing, the increase in broadband capacity, the exponential increase in com-

puting power and the constant and progressive growth rate of the telecommu-

nications industry. This has had drastic consequences for traditional media

industries as a disruptive and destabilising effect, but also in opening new areas

of business opportunity—even if so far complicated to monetise successfully.

In terms of business management, there is not much evidence that company size

and platform create substantial differences in terms of management practices

applied to different media companies. Much of the general principles in business

management and strategy work are applied regardless of the platform, type of

company or media product. However, we must consider that a company with

activity in several types of media requires a greater effort in terms of managing

its portfolio, particularly regarding the attempt to maximise possible synergies

between the several businesses in its operations, and also in the need to clearly

distinguish the forms of content distribution according to platform-specific

characteristics.

The business dimension can generate a greater concern with the product’s risk

management, to the extent that it is necessary to mitigate the risks associated with

projects that require large investments; and also, larger media companies tend to

dispose of smaller assets (media products) that do not generate significant business

volumes and margins, precisely because sometimes they require a business man-

agement work that is as demanding as in the largest media companies.

Now, we turn directly to the comparison of media and telecommunications

companies with regard to some key similarities and differences in terms of their

management (represented in Table 4.6).

In general, both sectors implement common management practices, particularly

with regard to the importance of marketing management and the enhancement of
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intellectual and creative work. On the other hand, we note an exception for

telecommunications where primacy is based on technical and technologic compe-

tence. There are differences in the organisational models, especially in the ability to

innovate and to take risks and in the way of approaching the market—i.e. the client

or customer. Here, we see key differences that are relatively proportional to the size

of the organisations and to the business generated. Telecommunications companies

generate high business volumes and are therefore able to generate more resources

for venturing into new businesses and to innovate existent ones. This is similarly the

case with larger media companies that also have more employees. These conditions

explain the tendency to adopt more formal and hierarchical organisational models.

There is clear evidence of business management thinking in all of these

organisations, however, regardless of size. In all cases, success depends not only

on the greater or lesser qualification of their managers but also on the resource

capacity to materialise the management thinking and strategies. A manager of a

small media company can have a solid background in management—and even a

keen strategic thinking—but may not have the human and financial resources

required to implement the best overall strategy.

Conversely, the transfer and dissemination of knowledge is becoming faster not

only because technologies allow it but also because the access is easier and less

expensive through Internet searches, book acquisitions or attendance of online

courses and other training activities. It is increasingly unlikely that the heads of

media companies, regardless of their size, would be entirely unfamiliar with general

principles of management and apply these in their companies. In the media indus-

try, companies were born, in many cases, based on a social project of personal and

cultural realisation—and even based on voluntarism at the expense of economic

rationality. That is not true in telecommunications firms that emerged with a high

orientation towards business and profit, even if required by regulations to provide

some variable degree of universalism of access in connections.

Theoretically, public service media (PSM) could be excluded from the logic of

market orientation, and during the monopoly era, PSB was largely excluded. But

that has not been the case since the mid-1980s even in companies owned by the

State. Everywhere and in every kind of media company in all sectors, there are

growing concern about and pressure for adopting best management practices. This

happens, among other factors, not only because the public media are under increas-

ing pressure to compete with private media and with the leisure industry in general

but also because citizens that finance public media with taxes or direct charges

increasingly question the management of these resources and require greater

rationality in their application. The modes of application of public funds tend to

be increasingly monitored and transparent—accountability is a growing demand of

the society across sectors (Lowe & Martin, 2014).

Despite generalisable traits, it is evident that there are distinct levels and

characteristics in management approaches both for and across media. It is predict-

able that a company with larger dimensions and more resources will have more

sophisticated politics in terms of talent management, business organisation, mar-

keting management, etc. It is equally clear that smaller companies tend to have
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more fluid business structures and organisational models, not only because they

privilege functional versatility but also because they use more subcontracted work

and have less internal moving parts. They don’t necessarily lack strategy or

knowledge, but have less resource and opportunity risks are higher.

To systematise the differences and similarities between media companies,

telecommunications and other industries, Table 4.7 observes some aspects that influ-

ence management and business models of each sector or subsector. The main idea is

that notwithstanding specific characteristics of each business, the main functions

traditionally associated with business management have a common application.

Despite some remarkable differences more specific to the media industry as a

whole, such as the visibility and cultural and social impact, media are increasingly

adopting management practices keyed to market logic. That is most evident in

marketing, sales and financial profitability. This circumstance also reflects the

tendency of media products to be increasingly perceived as a commodity. Thus,

the management practices adopted by media companies increasingly approximate

other industries’ practices.

Table 4.7 Similarities and differences between the media, telecoms and other industries

Sectors/characteristics Media Telecommunications Otherb

Public visibility High Moderate Low

Regulatory policies High Moderate Low

Financing modela Dual Hybrid Unique

Creativity and

knowledge

Very intensive Moderately

intensive

Shortly

intensive

Intellectual property Very important Very important Important

Profit orientation Low High Moderate

Social and public

status

High Moderate Low

Influence on society High Moderatec Low

Work precariousness High Low Moderate

Impact of the digital High High Moderate

Product perishability High Low Low

State as owner High (on public

broadcasters)

Low and decreasing Low

Competition level Moderate High High

Work organisation High autonomy Moderate autonomy Low

autonomy

Product and marketing Conflicting Consensual Consensual

Source: Elaborated by the authors
aThe main exceptions to this dual financing model are the book and the film segments. However,

we can also identify increasingly frequent situations of the financing application, via advertising,

to the movie business, including through product placement. In the case of the book, the sales

remain almost the only source of financing, although there are situations—very uncommon—of

sponsorships
bExcluding sectors such as energy, water and other heavily regulated utility industries
cAlthough with convergence on TMT, telecommunications have increasing influence, namely, as

content distributors
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For its part, technology has contributed to the standardisation of management

processes and operations by creating software and other models of business man-

agement support that are generally applicable. For example, many large companies

use SAP software for enterprise management and the structure of the data system is

geared to general management principles and practices. Media managers have a

larger number of generic tools available to promote and manage their products than

those that are especially created for media firms per se. Moreover, general areas of

operation across sectors are largely the same. For example, promotional tools and

financial management tools used by both media and telecommunications industries

are similar if not actually identical.

It is possible to highlight some distinctive aspects of the media industry in

comparison to the telecommunications, however, which may induce management

approaches adapted to the context of media companies (although not necessarily
different from general principles and theoretical assumptions). These would,

namely, include:

• Economic irrationality in media industries is stronger than in other industries;

key decisions are rather often based on noneconomic criteria (e.g. gaining

political influence, the need for visibility, protecting cultural value, etc.). This

is not characteristic of telecom firms.

• In media industries, many people produce content without remuneration for

artistic reasons and intellectual satisfaction or in some cases due to the need of

affirming themselves and to generate public visibility. That is far less character-

istic in telecom firms.

• Media products involve autonomous professionals; thus, the organisational

conflict is inherent to the media business since content creators may have

diverging objectives comparing to managers. Telecom firms have not histori-

cally been involved with content production.

• The unpredictability of the media product’s success tends to be high. Hence, the

rate of failure is high for unique creative products. In telecom people pay for a

connection and the factor to watch is the churn rate, which can be contradicted

using retention techniques.

• Reuse and rotation practices of programmes and formats are common in media,

but not in telecom.

• Functioning according to Pareto’s logic (the 80-20 rule), the economic value of

media products comes from a small number of ‘hit’ products or services and

these few successes may compensate financially for many more failures. That is

not characteristic of telecom companies where revenue depends on the number

of customers and the average revenue per user (which, in turn, depends on

minutes or band with consumption).

In Table 4.8, by way of general systematisation, we can observe some aspects

that reflect characteristics associated with traditional media management versus a

contemporary media management approach.

One differentiator of media industries from other industries is that content

creators and media business managers work in comparatively quite independent
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ways and are quite often deliberately separated. This has long been evident in the

separation of editorial and business management in news organisations. However,

this idea—that advertising and news are separated activities and that print journal-

ism companies and audiovisual journalism companies hold different businesses—

has changed significantly due to increasing competition and higher uncertainty, and

especially also declining margins.

4.5 Summary and Conclusions

In general terms, media markets are located in a confluent field determined by three

key factors: (i) industry specificities, (ii) the legal and regulatory structure, and (iii)

internal and external factors of success. Instability in the confluence of these factors

is causing increasingly unpredictability and uncertainty. As a result, the routine

behaviours, traditional skills and general resources of media companies have

become insufficient and many practices that were tried and true are now largely

obsolete. This requires new management approaches and adaptative capability in

the search for new forms of production and distribution of content in order to build

new markets and protect existing ones. This competitive environment has more or

less forced media industries to acquire and develop skills, resources and manage-

ment practices that are more market oriented than has been historically the case,

arguably bringing the management of media industries closer to common practices

in other industries.

Digitalisation in technology has encouraged convergence between media and

telecommunications industries and that has fomented the emergence of greater

similarities between them and higher standardisation in management practices

and business strategies. Management practice in diverse media companies and

across sectors, industries and contexts is increasingly similar due to a broad range

of convergent aspects: (i) business models, (ii) distribution platforms, (iii) means of

production, (iv) marketing tools and (v) interaction with the consumer. Finally, and

Table 4.8 Aspects associated with traditional and contemporary management of media

Traditional management approach Contemporary management approach

Cultural products Economic products

Monomedia products Multimedia products

Lower technology-based products Higher technology-based products

Products with a limited portfolio Products with a large portfolios

Products with clear barriers or boundaries Products without clear barriers or boundaries

Single-use products Reusable products

Journalistic products Journalistic and marketing products

Monomedia management: monomanagement Multimedia management: multimanagement

Limited areas of required knowledge Expansive areas of required knowledge

Source: Elaborated by the authors
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regardless the type or dimension of the support, media are facing, with greater or

lesser intensity, similar challenges in terms of management strategies and practices.

This is evident in:

• Creation of new products and the drive for innovation

• Diversification of revenue streams and the drive for new business models

• Reorganisation of corporate structures and areas of work

• The rise of brand management

• Growing investment in new technology

• Co-operation with competitors and other companies in the ecosystem

• Demands for higher efficiency and productivity

• Project management

• Portfolio management

• Complications in attracting and keeping talent

• Cross-platform or multiplatform management and content

• Co-ordination between managers and makers

• The need for continuous training

• The focus on customer relations

• The emphasis on finding and creating synergies

The Internet is not only a distribution channel but an acceleration platform for

the transition of media structures, activities and orientations in a new digital era.

This circumstance reinforces the need for new knowledge and to raise professional

profiles in media organisations, regardless of type or sector. This aspect is common

to all media and telecommunications companies. The changes introduced by this

flourishing of digital technology are felt intensely by the executives of media

companies, who have been adapting gradually. The result is contributing to the

dilution of historic boundaries between each type of media and also to

standardisation in the practices of business management—again, regardless of the

type or sector within media and telecommunications industries.
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Media Management: A Critical Discipline? 5
Charles Brown

5.1 Introduction

From the outset, media management has been a hybrid discipline with roots in

management science on one side and media and communication theory on the

other. Each discipline has an intellectual and ideological heritage, particular

assumptions and distinctive priorities and values. Typical of social science, there

is an international dimension to many differences. National traditions and research

cultures situate academic perspectives and practitioners work within the confines

and liberties of national media policies and structures.

There is overlap between these disciplines, as well. Both social sciences have

complex intellectual histories and contested epistemological foundations, with

variations in preferred perspectives and subfields of specialised interest. Formed

in response to intersecting and overlapping drivers, it would be wrong to see a

simple opposition. Although there is a tension in the relationship between manage-

ment studies and media studies, this is not necessarily unproductive. Neither would

it be accurate to suggest that a critical research tradition is simplistically

counterposed to a general practice that is essentially administrative in character.

Paddy Scannell has noted that the tension between critical and the administrative

traditions was evident at the origin of modern media and communication studies.

The 1930s saw collaboration between the émigré Frankfurt School where critical

theory was characteristic and the Office of Radio Research where administrative

interests were strong (Scannell, 2007: 13–23). The tension was enriching for

Theodor Adorno and Paul Lazarsfeld (at Princeton and, later, Columbia Univer-

sity), who developed a quite personal working relationship. Certainly, they did not

agree on many things. Although Lazarsfeld appreciated the critical nature of

Adorno’s approach towards mass culture, Adorno recoiled from the administrative
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research performed by Lazarsfeld and his colleagues, research that Lazarsfeld

defined as a service to external public of private agencies (Scannell: 17). Indeed,

it was called the Bureau of Applied Social Research.

It would be unfair to suggest that the work of Lazarsfeld and the Columbia

School lacked a critical dimension. Projects such as the Princeton Radio Project

(in particular, the study into the panic surrounding Orson Welles’s dramatisation of

War of the Worlds), the Mass Persuasion study and the Decatur Study (from which

two-step flow theory emerged) reflected the concerns of policymakers in a country

emerging from the Depression, into world war and, thereafter, Cold War. It is a

period characterised by deep concern about the effects of propaganda and the

cultivation of strong allegiances. This did not mean the researchers were lacking

in concern about the potentially negative attributes and impacts of modern media.

What Lazarsfeld’s position did suggest, perhaps, was an unease with normative

approaches that are concerned primarily with what media should be and do rather

than developing a rich understanding of what they are and how they might be

improved (however defined).

In this volume, Justin Schlosberg argues that media studies provide a critical

counterweight to the goal-oriented focus of ‘identifying the structures and practices

which maximise a firm’s capacity to survive and thrive under market conditions’

(Schlosberg, 2015). Alan Albarran makes a similar point at the beginning of his

survey of trends and patterns in media management research in the Handbook of
Media Management and Economics, highlighting the unique social and cultural

roles of the media (Albarran, 2006) although these are not examined in any depth.

There have been few systematic attempts to explicitly bridge, much less to

integrate, the field of media management research with regard to the two separate

foundational disciplines. At present, there is no evidence of metatheory. Rather, the

two streams have existed, more often than not, in a state of friendly coexistence

rather than engaging in productive discourse (i.e. dialogue and beyond). This

disjuncture has been noted by leading figures in our field, most notably by Lucy

Küng (2007) and Picard (2008). The issue has also been remarked upon in surveys

of media management studies (Mierzjewska & Hollifield, 2006).

Bozena Mierzjewska and C. Ann Hollifield provide a useful inventory of

media management scholarship. Relying on findings from a content analysis of

two of the leading journals in field, the authors observe an eclectic and selective

character in the emergent field of media management research roughly 10 years

ago. The findings demonstrated a multidisciplinary approach in theory, ranging

from sociology to management science and, more specifically, drawing on fields

that especially include strategic management, structural contingency theory,

organisational studies and studies about technology, innovation and creativity.

Mierzjewska and Hollifield highlight the fact that there was a quite partial and

limited conceptual toolkit for research about media management. In this volume,
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the chapter by Achtenhagen and Mierzjewska suggests the field is in a similar

position still today, which should encourage this academic community to seri-

ously consider what needs to be done to redress weaknesses and advance

strengths. It may be fair to say, in light of these two studies conducted roughly

10 years apart, that we have not yet taken seriously enough the need to engage

in a critical discourse about the nature of the field, the demands for maturing

towards disciplinary status and the lack of a sufficiently robust development. We

daresay this signals a fundamental issue of pivotal importance today.

Nonetheless, while unstated, the approach in both studies is essentially positiv-

ist. While Mierzjewska and Hollifield make reference to political economy and to

normative theory, there is relatively little attempt to engage explicitly with those

concerns. This is understandable for at least two reasons. First, there is an ad hoc

character to the selection of methodologies and theory frameworks in the field. In

some senses, this replicates the practice of management science. As Küng (2007:

24) noted, management is itself a fragmented and pluralist field of study and as such

cannot be said to be a ‘coherent science’. Second, the particular roots of media

management as a social science are rooted in the earlier and largely positivist

heritage of media economics. As discussed in the introductory chapter of this

volume (by Lowe), many of the founders of this field are respected international

authorities in media economics. As with economists quite generally, the dominant

approaches are generally quantitative and epistemologically positivist. While that

might be fine for media economics, it is quite uncertain how far this can take media

management scholarship which is necessarily more often focused on micro and

mezzo levels rather than at the macro level that is more characteristic of the former.

It seems reasonable to suggest that critical management studies (CMS) have

much to offer in fuelling the needed discourse that can help redress the

shortcomings identified. The first question is whether CMS provides sufficient

resources and clues to enable that, and to especially clarify how we might bridge

the gap between management science and communication science more

effectively?

5.1.1 Critical Management Studies

The long gestation of CMS is usually thought to have reached a head in the late

1980s and eventually resulted in the 1992 volume from Mats Alvesson and Hugh

Willmott that crystallised the field, Critical Management Studies. Not to minimise

its importance, but in fact the origins of CMS can be found even earlier in adjacent

fields that especially focus on labour process theory. In particular, one should note

the work of Harry Braverman in his 1974 landmark book, Labor and Monopoly
Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century. His work critically

engaged the received tradition of classical scientific management, rooted in the

theoretical perspectives of Frederick Taylor and the commercial practices of Henry

Ford (amongst others).
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The vein of scholarship is too deep and wide to provide a detailed account of the

evolution of CMS, and it is not necessary for our purposes. It is sufficient to

highlight some of the key themes and core debates that have a bearing on the

field of media management in this stage of development. Anything more is not

feasible in this context because, as others have suggested, ‘it is probably fair to say

that CMS is currently pluralistic’ and explicitly resists any dominant or totalising

approach (Alvesson, Bridgman, & Willmott, 2009: 8).

The antecedents for CMS are mainly in critical theory first articulated in the

Frankfurt School of Marxist theory and later grounding the seminal work of

Habermas with an abiding concern about the health and vitality of ‘the public

sphere’. It also derives from influences in sociology, especially the criticism of

‘technocracy’ located within C. Wright Mills’s critique of The Power Elite and

Loren Baritz’s analysis of the subjugation of social research to industrial interests

(The Servants of Power). Baritz echoed insights first offered by Adorno in arguing

that management ‘controlled the industrial social scientists in its employ’ (Baritz in

Grey & Willmott, 2005: 32). ‘Managers did not make use of social science out of a

sense of social responsibility, but rather out of a recognised need to attack age-old

problems related to costs and worker loyalty with new weapons designed to fit the

needs and problems of the twentieth century’ (ibid).

The development of CMS is characterised by a proliferation of intellectual

influences. Like other fields of social and political theory, it has also been shaped

by the linguistic and cultural ‘turns’ in paradigmatic terms. Discourse theory, the

influence of Michel Foucault and a more general popularity of postmodernist

thought have all been significant influences, as have preoccupations with construc-

tivist methodologies. Like much of the mainstream in management academia,

media management has had (until recently) relatively little interest in epistemology

and overarching theories. Although resistant to overarching narratives, CMS, by

contrast, sees epistemological questions as fundamental. Shortcomings in manage-

ment science generally are equally deserving of critique from CMS and certainly

apply to media management science. We come to these aspects next.

But the point to be taken from discussion here is that CMS shares an intellectual

heritage with sources that are equally important for critical studies in media and

further that the richness of theoretical thought in political economy, cultural studies

and postmodernist critique is vital for development of the media management field.

5.1.2 Thematic Aspects of CMS Scholarship

In this section, we consider six themes that are core concerns in CMS scholarship:

(1) epistemological issues, (2) instrumental rationality, (3) denaturalising manage-

ment, (4) performativity, (5) managerialism and (6) complexity and reflexivity.

Each is treated briefly in turn, after which we provide some illustrations of the

issues they raise. At the end, we summarise their importance for application in

media management scholarship today.
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5.1.2.1 Epistemological Issues
Although highly indebted to social theory (in particular, the work of Max Weber

and Emile Durkheim), management science has largely been a positivistic disci-

pline that generalises insights from empirical observation in often narrowly defined

research projects. For an applied discipline, this tends to mean eschewing

approaches that advocate any intrinsic merit in a particular course of action,

especially if the underlying rationale is rooted in either value assumptions or

normative theory. By contrast, the Frankfurt School—specifically, Horkheimer

and Adorno—rejected the possibility of producing purely objective or value-free

knowledge, at least in the social sciences. Taking a positivist stance too strongly in

the social sciences creates troublesome blind spots that obscure underlying

assumptions and values that are vital to grasp, whether these take the form of the

rational, selfish agents of neoclassical economics or the maximisation of share-

holder value as the cardinal aim of commercial enterprise.

5.1.2.2 Instrumental Rationality
Central to the work of the Frankfurt School is a critique of instrumental reason. The

critique of instrumental rationality was most fully elaborated in 1944 in the

Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944) by Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno and

further developed in the Eclipse of Reason (1947) by Horkheimer. These leading

members of the Frankfurt School saw their own work as part of the enlightenment

project of subjecting superstition and received wisdom to rational criticism. Build-

ing on the earlier insights in Weber’s notions about bureaucracy, they argued that

modern rationality is not neutral or independent but highly subject to the interests of

both business and the state. They observed that the ‘features’ of instrumental

rationality ‘can be summarised as the optimum adaptation of means to ends,

thinking as an energy conserving operation. It is a pragmatic instrument oriented

to expediency, cold and sober’ (Horkheimer, 1941: 28).

Instrumental rationality is not reflective and assumes a ‘given’ nature in social

phenomena. Enlightenment values are subverted from within and social science

becomes lopsided. Frankfurt theorists rejected this conception of reasoning, seeing

it as an exercise in domination over nature and human institutions. They described

this as an ‘efficient instrument of control for those who are in office and power’

(Scherer, in Alvesson et al., 2009: 31). Moreover, by focusing exclusively on means

(and efficiency), the perspective forestalls criticism of ends and ignores the values

and interests that underpin decisions or the actions of leaders and ultimately

therefore of the behaviour and actions of organisations. Indeed, positivist manage-

ment research advances ‘by default. . .the interests of the most powerful interest

groups in society, as it provides the sociotechnical means to preserve existing

relations of power’ (Scherer, 2009: 38). As David Hesmondhalgh recently observed
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in an article about ‘the menace of instrumentalism in media industries research and

education’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2014: 22):

Most university research on media industries has not been of this instrumentalist kind.

Much of it would claim to be critical: of concentration and conglomeration, of international

inequality, of poor and unequal labour conditions, of organizational dynamics that lead to

content that fails adequately to provide public knowledge or rich aesthetic experiences.

However, the pressures towards instrumentalism are growing.

Work by later members of the Frankfurt School, notably Jürgen Habermas, takes

a less pessimistic view, arguing that the possibility of critique and of undistorted

communication (communicative rationality) is built into the structure of language.

Nonetheless, he and others acknowledge the potential (the tendency, even) for

communicative reason to be displaced by instrumental rationality.

The most notable rejection of the rationalist approach towards management

amongst contemporary ‘giants’ in the management science field is found in the

work of Henry Mintzberg, whose work focuses on the emergent nature of strategy

and the skills and qualities of the manager in a rich social context. As observed

elsewhere, Mintzberg’s perspective (especially 1989) is ‘academically rigorous

while arguing that the assumptions and methods of much strategic management

make little sense in understanding something that is more emergent and non-linear

than it is often made out to be’ (Phillips & Dar in Alevesson, Bridgman and

Willmott: 419).

5.1.2.3 Denaturalising Management
Critical theory rejects ‘given states’ and instead sees social phenomena as histori-

cally constituted expressions of interactions of complex sets of economic, social

and cultural forces. In their critical review of CMS, Valérie Fournier and Chris

Grey take stock of the evolution of the field and seek to delineate what constitutes

critical and uncritical work, although they acknowledge that the pluralism of the

field and the breadth of theoretical influences make any simple demarcation impos-

sible (Fournier & Grey, 2000: 180). Instead, they identify three key sets of issues:

denaturalisation, performativity and reflexivity. We treat each in turn, beginning

here with denaturalisation.

‘Uncritical’ approaches treat the object of study as natural, unchallengeable and,

frequently, as something that is intrinsically desirable. This holds true whether the

focus is on social relations, gender roles, organisational structures, managerial

functions, entrepreneurialism, marketisation or hierarchies, etc. As Alvesson

et al. (2009) argue, the role of CMS is, by contrast, working to denaturalise such

functions and reveal the interests, power relations, ideological underpinnings and

context dependencies that explain phenomena, thereby exposing their socially

determined and unnatural or irrational character. As summarised by Fournier and

Grey (2000: 181), ‘Thus, whilst in mainstream management theories various

‘imperatives’ are invoked (e.g. globalization, competitiveness) to legitimize a
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proposed course of action and to suggest (implicitly or explicitly) that ‘there is no

alternative’, CMS is committed to uncovering the alternatives that have been

effaced by management knowledge and practice’.

The intellectual approaches to critiquing or denaturalising management pro-

cesses and phenomena are wide ranging and include Marxist, structuralist and

poststructuralist, realist, constructivist, cultural, linguistic, feminist and postmod-

ernist approaches. This need not mean, to use Ann Cunliffe’s words, ‘criticising

everything’ but rather is about ‘making the familiar strange and thinking about

management differently as a means of opening up possibilities for developing more

responsive, creative and ethical ways of managing organizations’ (Cunliffe, 2009:

24).

5.1.2.4 Performativity
The question of performativity is a key differentiator between CMS and main-

stream management studies. There is little consensus on the meaning of

performativity. Significantly, the divisions that separate CMS researchers and

theorists find a parallel within the field of media management and thereby highlight

one of the ways in which a study of CMS may prove fruitful for our own discipline.

Fournier and Grey cite Jean-François Lyotard, one of the founding figures in

postmodernist philosophy, in defining performativity as ‘the intent to develop and

celebrate knowledge which contributes to the production of maximum output for

minimum input; it involves inscribing knowledge within means-ends calculation’

(Fournier and Grey: 180). Thus, they go on to say, ‘management is taken as a given,

and a desirable given at that, and is not interrogated except in so far as this will

contribute to its improved effectiveness’. Alvesson, Bridgman and Wilmott agree

(2009: 10), observing that the concept is frequently deployed ‘in a somewhat

technical sense to identify social relations in which the dominance of a means–

ends calculus acts to exclude critical reflection on the question of ends’.

In the context of media industries, the critique of performativity would include

such aims that may include overriding public interest concerns, the fostering of

plurality (in its various forms) and calls for democratic control or intervention to

encourage cultural breadth in content. On the other hand, anti-performativity may

restrain scholars from dealing with recommendations for practice by restricting

themselves to observing and analysing managerial practice. This divide is evident

in media management papers at events such as the annual European Media Man-

agement Association conference and the biennial World Media Economics and

Management Conference where papers tend to be either highly critical and pre-

scriptive or instead largely supporting industry interests and mostly descriptive. Of

course, there are plenty of papers removed from the extremes, but the fact that it is a

noticeable divide merits mention.
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5.1.2.5 Managerialism
More recent criticism of management examines the way instrumental rationality

has been transformed into a set of beliefs, a way of seeing the world and ‘a kind of

systemic logic, a set of routine practices, and an ideology. . .a way of doing and

being’ in organizations which has the ultimate goal of enhancing efficiency through

control’ (Deetz, 1992 in Cunliffe, 2012: 17). Managerialism is championed as a

solution to immediate problems and a set of values to which professionals should

aspire. Managers are that because they possess status, skills and personal qualities

that entitle them to manage.
Cunliffe identifies a number of assumptions within managerialism:

• Managers are skilled experts who have the right to act as agents for owners and

shareholders.

• They have relative autonomy in making decisions and providing direction.

• Managers serve the common good and are the instruments and administrators of

capitalism.

• Analytical and scientific management techniques should be used to resolve

problems and increase efficiency (Cunliffe: 19).

The agents of managerialism are not simply managers themselves but also the

system of actors and institutions into which they fit and by which the agenda is

advanced and legitimised, i.e. business schools, management consultancies, legal

firms and accounting firms. The cultural anthropologist, Georgina Born, highlights

such factors in a detailed study of the BBC’s changing internal managerial and

creative cultures, pinpointing in particular the role played by the McKinsey con-

sulting firm (Born, 2005: 212–253). Born traces an expansion of ‘new model

managerialism’ at the BBC to the 1990s, while Carter and McKinlay (2013:

1229) trace the roots to the late 1960s. In a revealing historical paper, they argue

that the ‘calculative’ practices that laid the groundwork for radical cultural trans-

formation inside the British public broadcasting corporation first emerged from

consulting work undertaken by McKinsey in 1968–71 (albeit to little immediate
success).

As Carter and McKinlay go on to point out, the result of introducing the

Producer Choice strategy was an organisational settlement involving a ‘prolifera-

tion of agents producing measures’, and, their penetration into daily organizational

routines. . . legitimise(d) the principle of measurement and comparison, irrespective

of the utility or ephemerality of specific calculations’. Thus, ‘transparency moved

from being a means to an end to an end in itself. Transparency had an appeal that

reaches not just across the political spectrum, but also allowed a managerialist logic

to penetrate new professional and creative domains’ (ibid: 1239). As the Reithian

mission was eroded, the authors argue, new spaces for managerialism were created.

Such critique resonates with the recent growing characterisation, levelled by

commentators and policymakers at the BBC, that the institution has become top-

heavy, overburdened with administrators, managers and strategists, a stratum that
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has grown at the expense of programme makers. In that light, Carter and McKinlay

demonstrate how the critical and the mainstream are not hermetically sealed and

that encouraging an intellectual, textual and terminological osmosis between the

two approaches (CSM with media and communication studies) provides important

insights that merit further development.

Managerialism has insinuated itself into almost every aspect of social, cultural

and political life. ‘Today, the ideology of managerialism has penetrated all key

sections of society, thereby stabilising the managerial society’ (Klikauer, 2013: 19).

5.1.2.6 Complexity and Reflexivity
Denaturalisation and its application to practices and ideologies (such as

managerialism) highlight the inherently complex nature of the objects of study

involved in the field of media management as social science. This is not to suggest

that the management mainstream (or even media management) necessarily resists

contextualisation or the consideration of externalities that accommodate complex-

ity within systems. Cunliffe (2012) suggests, however, that the mainstream tends

towards a certain reductionism and the downplaying of contradictions, tensions and

conflicts. There is also a tendency to reframe complex challenges and phenomena in

predominantly economic or operational terms, ‘trying to simplify a complex,

ideological, political and social process to a set of principles, roles and techniques

justified by a supposed rationality’ (ibid: 27).

Critical management epistemologies and methodologies are characterised by a

reflexive character. The processes of denaturalisation and the critique of positivism

as already discussed imply this quality, addressing the nature of research, the

formation of research projects and the interests and social biases of the researcher

or research institute. For social theorists like Pierre Bourdieu and Anthony Giddens,

reflexivity addresses the socially situated nature of both the researcher and the

socially constructed nature of knowledge, as well as the roles of social actors

(Tsekeris & Katrivesis, 2008). In management research, reflexive approaches

question objectivity and recognise that accounts of organisations are, by necessity,

mediated (Alvesson et al.: 10).

Approaches that address the challenges of complexity and performativity have

the potential not simply to provide more critical (or radical) analyses but, impor-

tantly—especially for management education—insights that can reflect the rich,

multilayered character of business problems. That, in turn, has obvious implications

for the quality and value of potential solutions. For example, some issues are not

easily translated into the language of management science (such as the need to

produce ‘high-quality’ content). One is forced to seek measurable proxies

(e.g. range of output, plurality of voices, diversity of ownership) and at best to

recognise that such issues remain stubbornly political and cultural in complexion.

To summarise, this section has highlighted six features of CSM that have

something useful and needed to contribute to research and education in media

management. All six suggest that a core problematic is failing to identify
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underlying assumptions and accepting as ‘given’ what is in fact constructed. Unless

and until research in this field explicates the epistemology and interrogates

assumptions rooted in instrumental rationality, performativity and managerialism,

it will not be possible to denaturalise media management or deal properly with the

complexity that is inherent in media management practice or the reflexivity that is

characteristic of such practice. In short, we will likely still be more or less where we

are today another 10 years down the road. That, we contend, is both unacceptable

and unnecessary.

5.1.2.7 Application
How then might a critical media management research project differ from more

traditional approaches, and what research questions might such an approach pro-

duce? We shall answer this by examining a number of relevant examples.

One example might be News Corporation’s problems arising from the hacking

scandal at the company’s UK tabloids in 2011, principally its then largest circula-

tion newspaper, the Sunday News of the World. For News Corporation, the crisis

became almost a ‘perfect storm’, forcing not only the closure of the newspaper but

also abandoning, for the time being at least, its bid to acquire the outstanding shares

of the BSkyB pay-TV service.

That is a story that matters greatly to the management of media firms, but is hard

to read in exclusively managerial terms.1 In fact, it would not be nearly enough to

read it in those terms if the goal is to understand the role of media as well as the

responsibilities of management.

Moreover, it is a case study that cannot be fully understood outside of the power

structures of the United Kingdom, the influence that News Corporation has wielded

and the nature of the British political establishment as well as its newspaper

industry. Certainly, proprietor Rupert Murdoch’s interest in his UK publications

is in large part commercial, but it is also explicitly political, in terms of the

influence he wields. Meanwhile, the ensuing debate has dealt with press standards

but also the wider function of the ‘fourth estate’.

A more narrowly instrumental approach to the NOTW case might concentrate

upon specific managerial challenges and problem—leadership, ethics, governance,

strategy, the viability of traditional media business models and brand or crisis

management—exploring how News Corporation may have responded more effec-

tively, safeguarding its national and international interests.

A CMS approach, by contrast, might situate this within a wider context,

questioning the assumptions underlying the UK news division’s tactical response

and attempting to understand the underlying drivers and motivations informing its

1 Rupert Murdoch’s son, James, was, until the phone-hacking crisis, chairman of News Corp.

Europe ad Asia, where he ran its newspaper operations and much of the company’s European TV

assets.
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actions and which framed the failings on its news desk. These might include

declining news sales, a privileging of performance over other considerations, an

overriding concern with celebrity culture and a relationship between Rupert

Murdoch and his lieutenants and centres of power within British society (including

both politicians and police) which at the very least suggested cause for concern on a

number of levels. In reflexive terms, it would be important to address the relation-

ship between the agency of protagonists—managers and leading media workers—

and the structures within which they operate. Havens, Lotz and Tinic draw on

Giddens’ notion of structuration which ‘emphasises the means by which the rules

and discourses of social structures are internalized by social actors’ (Havens, Lotz,

& Tinic, 2009: 248).

The potential for denaturalisation is highlighted by the case of the embrace of

marketisation and market-based solutions within conventional management

research discourse, a preference taken almost as a given, at least until the financial

crisis that began in 2008. The growth of the UK independent sector in the past

30 years has, for example, been portrayed within much of the industry and the

academy in our field as an unalloyed good. Critical analyses have emerged, but

generally from communication and media studies. Undoubtedly, in aggregate, the

independent production industry has been a commercial success, but the complex-

ion of the sector has changed considerably with a high degree of consolidation and

the demise of many smaller ‘indies’ that was the intention in policy-driven

initiatives to develop the sector (Chalaby, 2010). Instead, we remark the emergence

of powerful ‘super-indies’ that have global stature and own most internationally

popular formats and content brands.

The growth of the independent sector has been facilitated by changes in terms of

trade, the development of sophisticated commissioning systems and a reduction in

the role of in-house production and development. At the BBC, the legislatively

mandate 25 % production quote was supplemented by the Window of Creative

Competition, enabling independents eligible for up to half of the corporation’s

output. In a 2014 statement to the UK Parliament, the head of the independent

representative body, PACT (the Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television),

called for the BBC to drop all in-house guarantees and become a ‘publisher-

broadcaster’ like Channel 4, abolishing BBC Productions (Kanter, 2014). Similarly,

within the BBC, systems like Producer Choice, introduced in the 1990s by then

director general, John Birt, also indicate how market-based systems have been

incorporated into the inner workings of even publicly owned media organisations.2

Finally, a consciously reflexive example of media management research can be

found in Tomas Müllern’s contribution to Leadership in the Media Industry (2006).
‘Middle Managers’ Identity Work in a Media Context’. The chapter combines

empirical research with an analysis of the roles and identity formation processes

of middle managers while deconstructing popular myths and the authors own

2Not without considerable criticism from both within the organisation and opponents within both

academic and policymaking circles.
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preconceptions regarding media management. It argues that, more attention needs

to be paid to the complex, emergent and contested nature of identity’ (Müllern,

2006: 29).

5.1.3 Criticality and the Uniqueness of Media Management

All of which brings us to the question posed by this volume: what is so special about
media management? Is the management of media firms qualitatively different to the

management of other forms of organisation? If the field continues to largely accept

the mainstream management perspective, then probably the answer is not much is

all that different. Certainly, little that is all that distinctive for theory or practice is

likely to emerge. But if we instead adopt a more critical, non-reductionist perspec-

tive that is focused on the specific nature of ends rather than mainly caring about the

application of standardised tools (means), and if we evaluate relevant phenomena

with a range of qualitative and quantitative measures not just calculative ones—in

other words, if we accommodate a CMS perspective—then we are nudged towards

the conclusion that, yes, media management is unique in a variety of ways. Indeed,
implicit within such non-reductionist approaches is an assumption that all industries

and spheres of management have some degree of specificity.

Of course, mainstream management research and practice acknowledge external

factors. But that is not a typical emphasis. Critical media and management theory

acknowledges not only the irreducibly political nature of media but also the central

function that the Culture Industry performs in commodifying cultural works,

creating demands which are ‘evoked and manipulated’ and integrating people as

workers and consumers (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1997: 127).3

Critical management studies provide a route for improved treatments of the

broader and deeper context for media industries, firms and systems. It offers great

potential for constructing a more solid bridge with media and communication

studies. This is a relatively undeveloped line of research and theoretical debate

and thus holds promise for advancing the field if the opportunity is seized. It also

suggests potential for new forms of critically informed media practice, which may

prove to be in much higher demand than one might think as technological,

behavioural and economic change continues to undermine the earlier certainties

of traditional mass media. Everyone acknowledges that media industries are unsta-

ble and that a whirlwind of radical, rapid change is restructuring nearly every aspect

as digitalisation develops. In that light, the turn to CSM in media management

research and education provides a highly useful and a timely possibility to more

fruitfully engage with new challenges, within North American and European

markets—and much further afield.

3 The Culture Industry first appears as a term in one of the chapters of the Dialectic of Enlighten-
ment, ‘The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception’.
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Theoretically pluralistic, CMS has the potential to contribute to a shared interest

in developing a distinctive set of theoretical foundations and to explore the insights

that can emerge only by looking at the gaps and differences between disciplines,

rather than simply borrowing and applying tools and concepts from mainstream

management science. This does not suggest that one should throw away the tools

that management science has developed—no more business models, no more value

chains, no more resource-based view of the firm. Nor does it mean that the

mainstream has been bereft of critical influence. Organisational research has been

particularly influenced by elements of critical theory from Adorno to Foucault and

Bourdieu. It is simply to say that our field has not been doing this nearly enough or

well enough to reap the benefits entailed, and which are sorely needed at this point

in the field’s development as a discipline. That hopefully establishes the grounds for

proposing a critical framework that should be useful for the work that is needed and

lies ahead (Fig. 5.1).

While noting CMS scholars’ warnings concerning performativity, media and

cultural workers (and students aspiring to be media and cultural workers) are

understandably concerned to acquire insights and tools that can be used to achieve

organisational or creative objectives. Those objectives may be quite diverse and

need not be purely about efficiency gains or profit maximisation (although some

degree of efficiency may well ensure that their organisations survive to make a next

Fig. 5.1 A framework for critical media management research and practice
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film or maintain an online campaign via a dedicated website or app). As we have

seen, CMS scholars do not necessarily reject all forms of performativity and critical

questioning does not translate into either passivity or contrariness. Rather, the focus

is on developing forms of practice that are critically situated because that deepens

and enriches insight.

Similarly, for media management scholars, this does not mean abandoning or

rejecting empirical research. That is the foundation of science and we firmly

support that. Neither does it mean dismissing as positivistic approaches because

that perspective has produced a lot of highly relevant and valuable research. The

problem is in the overwhelming character of its historic dominance to date, not its

contributions per se. Taking a more critical approach means placing such research

within a broader analytical framework and, ideally, using it to help develop more

interesting research questions and more insightful research results.

Figure one outlines in schematic terms the proposed framework for critical

media management studies. The framework accommodates familiar tools and

methods but situates them within a broadly critical context. A scientist is supposed

to be sceptical and thus must question everything. That is the core interest of the

framework. One cannot and should not be prescriptive about the theoretical content

that occupies this space. CMS has evolved considerably in the past two decades,

engaging with new strands of critical thought and deploying a range of methodo-

logical approaches from realist and critical realist to the constructionist and ethno-

graphic. There is no reason to think it won’t continue to develop, and similarly, no

good reason to think that critical media management studies can’t contribute to that.

Perhaps the primary focus of media management research is the respective and

interdependent organisation and the managers and media workers within that

organisation. A non-reductionist approach recognises that such organisations and

workers are influenced by external environmental factors and also their own values

and further that there are contradictions as well as overlapping interests. In the

critical view, these are not fixed and immutable but rather develop over time

through reflexive interaction (hence the porous boundaries delineating these entities

in the diagram). These agents, in turn, use generic tools derived from management

science and other tools and techniques that are specific to particular disciplines

(e.g. sociology, anthropology, political science, audience studies, production stud-

ies, etc.). It is rare, however, that such tools can be most usefully applied without a

degree of adaptation.

Media management emerged as a new field at the very end of the era of mass

media. That was a period of remarkable stability and certainty, as portrayed, for

instance, in the television series Mad Men. Without question, that condition is no

longer characteristic, and therefore it makes good sense to think that the status quo

in our field must change to accommodate contemporary realities.

If the managerialism of the mass media era focused, as CMS scholars argue,

upon means the destabilisation of established business models opens up the pros-

pect of a rebalancing in favour of ends. A critical approach engages not simply with

questions of efficiency and efficacy but larger questions about what media are for
and why it matters, as well as to whom and how. This links the field with broader
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schools of philosophical thought and engages in social, cultural and political

debates about the media’s roles.

In questioning performativity, CMS does not exclude the possibility of impact.

Indeed, CMS scholars may engage with a range of possible alternative approaches

to management organisations, from the micro-emancipations and resistances

identified by poststructuralist and postmodern authors to the creation or reinvigora-

tion of alternative forms of organisations (e.g. co-operatives, collectives and mutual

societies).

But of course, this begs a crucial question. Is the role of media management

courses principally to nurture the next generation of media managers, or should we

also be seeking to identify and cultivate those skills and attributes needed by a new

and different type of critical practitioner, one more fully equipped with analytical

and practical competencies and oriented towards outcomes beyond simple output

(Moore, 1995) or the maximisation of shareholder value?We suggest it really ought

to be the later.

5.1.4 Moving the Field Forward

In an important 2007 contribution to the Journal of Media Business Studies, Lucy
Küng outlines some distinguishing features of media management—in her view,

the inevitability of technological change, and the centrality of creativity—and

argues for a new research agenda, away from rationalist approaches towards

adaptive and interpretive ones. She also encourages a ‘multi-lens’ orientation that

draws on insights from contextualist, constructivist, processual and pluralist

perspectives (2007: 33). This is recommended because ‘multi-lens analysis can

accommodate the untidy, idiosyncratic and dynamic interrelatedness of

organizations and their strategic activities. Indeed they do not simply accommo-

date, but build on the diversity and disorder of the organizational experience, and

use these factors to increase understanding’ (p. 36).

Küng’s approach is not grounded in CMS; it is unapologetically instrumental.

But interest in advancing the quality and value of research in the field is shared, and

it’s clear that her somewhat more traditional perspective dovetails with CMS to a

useful degree. There are differences of opinion, perhaps. Rather than distancing

(or denaturalising) media management science, Küng advocates closer proximity to

industry. In this respect, her work perhaps follows in the footsteps of Lazarsfeld

rather than Adorno. While that is fine, of course, it is problematic in our view that

taking this position largely sidesteps the issue of reflexivity. For Küng, the way

forward lies in ‘greater application of theories from management rather than other

media-related fields, and the application of a broader and more representative set of

management theories and concepts’ (ibid, 37). With that, we respectfully disagree.

As Lowe also argues in the introductory chapter, the better way forward (in our

view) lies in better connecting the two fields rather than privileging one at the

expense of the other. Moreover, the problem in much of the media management
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scholarship to date is not in a lack of management science but in less incorporation

of media studies and science. The better way forward is not in replication or

application of already existing theories and tools, but in innovation and elaboration

of such with particular importance for media management theory and practice.

It is important to note limitations and shortcomings of the CMS field. Some of

these, such as its highly pluralistic nature, are strengths as well as weaknesses. CMS

draws upon a wide range of theoretical influences, which is conducive to our

interests in cross-disciplinary development. But it has meant the approach has

been riven—sometimes to the point of inertia—by internal disputes and

disagreements over where the boundaries of the discipline lie or even whether it

is a distinctive field (much less a ‘discipline’). The rivalry over different epistemo-

logical and theoretical approaches can be fruitful and frankly speaking is probably

unavoidable if a comparatively new field is to advance. Whether it is an example to

be emulated, however, is another matter altogether.

An extension of this critique is that CMS is overly concerned with theoretical

questions rather than engaging with study of concrete managerial activities. It is

certainly true that much CMS research tends to focus on organisational research and

analysis and that investigating the broad context and underlying normative

assumptions is not cheap or easy. That is not to say it isn’t possible or that the

field doesn’t need to do this. One needs a strong foundation upon which to build a

sturdy structure. The scope of CSM research has broadened over the years to

include many aspects of obvious importance for media management research:

ethics, marketing, information systems, internationalisation, strategy, HR, commu-

nication, project management and even accounting.

5.1.4.1 A Basis for Synthesis?
For many media management scholars and practitioners, the way ahead for the field

is a conceptual broadening and a greater use of managerial science’s theoretical

toolkit, as Küng suggested. Certainly, media management scholarship needs to

move beyond the relatively limited set of intellectual spanners, socket wrenches

and screwdrivers the field has hitherto relied upon. The adoption of a wider range of

methodological tools would be welcome. But welcome, too, would be a hearty dose

of criticality of management science and drawing on insights derived from a long,

rich and important heritage of media and communication science.

Situated within a critical framework, evaluation of the contributions made by

management and communication studies, respectively, will facilitate identification

of opportunities for synthesis and a much higher potential to generate new theories

and develop fresh insights at the interstices between these disciplines. A reflexive

approach holds the prospect of engaging with both the strengths and the limitations

of current management theory, as well as contemporary media theory. What’s

special about media management scholarship depends a great deal on how expert

the community becomes in mastering both fields and connecting them insightfully.

Lacking that, there’s no reason to think that management science can’t do the job of
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research about media management at least as well if not better than most of the

current community engaged with this area of study.

Finally, we need to adjust our thinking to incorporate theory, research and

findings from a much wider arena than the mainly Western-centric perspectives

that largely characterise the field today. Media management and the role of multi-

national organisations in the developing and postcolonial world are two areas where

CMS may have particular benefit. CMS scholars are concerned with not only the

globalisation of business but also the westernised and ethnocentric nature of

management studies. Highlighting the work of Edward Said and Homi K Bhabha

(on ‘orientalism’), Cunliffe (2012: 27) argues that much international business

teaching ‘privileges the coloniser’s (assumed to be more civilized) culture as the

right worldview, the right rationality, set of values, way of behaving, etc., to the

detriment of other experiences, other forms of knowledge and other voices’.

Western models are of limited utility in transitional states (e.g. in China) where

the state continues to play a pivotal role and where media management functions

exist in a highly politicised environment.

In resisting reductionism, contextualising practice and countenancing the poten-

tial for alternatives, CMS provides a useful means of framing and bridging the two

disciplines that gave birth to media management. We need not turn our backs upon

the management corpus. That is not recommended here. But it is recommended that

the field open itself to a more critical perspective because that will be conducive in

answering questions about what is unique and special about media management as

an academic field—and even, perhaps, advancing the specialisation as a distinctive

cross-disciplinary discipline in its own right.
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Part II

Governance and Accountability



A Stakeholder Approach to Media
Governance 6
Anker Brink Lund

6.1 Introduction

European media markets are diverse in terms of media policy and government

regulation. In most political systems, privately owned newspapers, magazines and

public broadcasters act under the arm’s-length principles legitimised by norms

related to freedom of speech. Other media systems are politically polarised, how-

ever, with less liberal or corporatist frameworks in government-media relations

(Hallin & Mancini, 2004). Despite significant differences, most European media

systems share common features regarding procedures related to media governance,

and these are aligned with the guiding principles of EU law related to subsidiarity

and proportionality (European Commission, 2001). Subsidiarity is the principle that

the society level where regulation has the most direct impact ought to be where the

rules and enforcement are mandated. Proportionality means that firms ought to have

the resources necessary to fulfil mandates, but not significantly more as this would

amount to ‘waste’. The ideals of common market regulation are of particular

importance for relatively small media markets (Berg, 2013; Salovaara-Moring,

2009). Co-regulated media market may bolster domestic players against imports,

while European single market considerations may threaten this kind of media

market structure, because EU member states must conform to the competition

laws of the inner market. The impact of the EU regulatory regime is currently

limited, but court cases are pending intended to harmonise the regulatory status of

the European media markets.

This chapter does not go into detail with these specific regulatory decision-

making processes. Instead, we shall explore formative tendencies in regulatory

procedures influencing national regimes. The aim is to present readers interested in

media management with a constructive framework suited for dealing with
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government regulation and other external pressures in a proactive and strategic

manner by creating shared value with stakeholders— rather than merely catering

content for selected target groups. Research of this kind is hard to find, actually, and

most publications are Anglo-American both in content and scope (e.g. Horwitz,

1991; McChesney, 2004; Porter & Kramer, 2011). This research-based work is

valuable in its own context but must be treated with caution when attempting to

apply the prescriptions to regulatory conditions outside the USA and possibly also

the UK. The work grounding this chapter, of course, is also culturally and geo-

graphically situated, primarily based on a Scandinavian context and relying on data

from Denmark, Norway and Sweden in particular (Berg, 2013; Lund, 2004, 2006,

2007; Lund & Berg, 2009; Lund & Lowe, 2013). To mitigate national bias,

however, the chapter shall focus on the more generic levels of analyses, leaving

the specifics to other authors (e.g. Kelly, Mazzoleni, & McQuail, 2004; Trappel

et al., 2011).

The concept of ‘media governance’ employed here is derived from the work of

Denis McQuail (2003: 91). He provides a common denominator for academic

literature that addresses a range or related phenomena: media policy, government

regulation, co-regulation and self-regulation. McQuail’s conceptualisation serves

as an umbrella term because it ‘covers all means by which the mass media are

limited, directed, encouraged, managed or called into account, ranging from the

most binding law to the most resistible of pressure and self-chosen disciplines’.

This perspective obviously includes the decision-making process leading towards

specific standards, their implementation and more or less pervasive sanctions for

non-compliance, our focus in this chapter. Here we limit our analysis to the first

aspect because the main intention is to emphasise how the formative dimension of

governance matters for media industries and firms.

Formative aspects of media governance are evaluated from a stakeholder per-

spective, which is not regarding the regulatory framework as a given externality

but rather as an opportunity for demonstrating strategic leadership and changing

management in differing alliances engaged with the policy-making process

(Thomassen, 2009). The term ‘stakeholder’ was coined by R. Edward Freeman

(1984) as a corrective to the traditional shareholder focus that has been character-

istic in academic literature on strategic management. Freeman defined the term

broadly to include any group or individual that can affect, or is affected by, the

achievement of an organisation’s objectives. For strategic action, however, the core

holders of stakes must be mapped and evaluated in terms of power, legitimacy and

urgency. When the key players have been identified, the characteristic process of

negotiating the order of mutual and conflicting interest can unfold. This approach is

of particular interest for media industries because companies and corporations in

this field—private as well as publicly owned—are prone to scrutiny from a large

and varied range of outside forces, inviting combinations of collaboration, medi-

ation, coercion and subversion (Andriof et al., 2002).

Media governance includes restrictions (forbidden to do) as well as prescriptions

(required to do), and both are fundamentally grounded, in the West at least, in the

normative framework that prioritises freedom of speech traditions. This assures a
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relatively high degree of autonomy for media content provision and ensures that

such autonomy is legally protected. By the same token civil society has other and

wider norms that include demands for media organisations to take social responsi-

bility for what they do and fail to do, within what amounts to a ‘merited autonomy’.

Consequently, media organisations are obliged to engage in dialogue, as well as

debate and often disagreement, with varied stakeholders and typically required to

institute regimes of self-regulation that are manifest in codes of conduct, mission

statements and canons that inscribe the framework of a professional ethic.

Here we are mainly focusing on the European context to summarise regulatory

regime shifts over time. It’s really only possible to take a longer-term perspective

when focusing on a particular context, as the challenge would otherwise be proble-

matic given the space within which this work must be accomplished. Regulation is

here understood as a challenge to and an opportunity for leadership that can make a

difference in outcomes, especially important in lobbying for a better ‘deal’ and

bargaining with varied stakeholders that typically have different priorities and self-

interests. This perspective is aligned with the work of Des Freedman (2008: 1) who

contends that ‘media systems are purposefully created, their characters shaped by

competing political interests that seek to inscribe their own values and objectives on

the possibilities facilitated by a complex combination of technological, economic

and social factors. . ..there is nothing predetermined [and this] is a deeply political

phenomenon’.

How policy is formulated for media is well illustrated by one quite influential

media manager in the late 1980s, Mr. Jan Stenbeck, who was acting through his

investment firm Modern Times Group. He likened the conditions prevailing in

media governance to a game of ‘Rock-Paper-Scissors’ (Andersson, 2002), where

rock beats scissors, scissors beats paper and paper beats rock. The allegory suggests

that media capital (the rock) has always been challenged, as evident in the fact that

commercial interests are regularly trumped by government regulation (the paper),

but that today’s global technology and economic development (the scissors) has

frequently overpowered national regulation. But because no media technology can

develop in social application without capital, this takes one back to the rock and

with new potentials for more paper.

In short, then, government regulation tends to be off tempo or out of kilter with

business interests and to lag technology development, typically attempting to solve

yesterday’s problems and unwittingly contributing to the emerging disputes that

come to characterise the issues tomorrow. Consequently, media governance cannot

be regarded as a given set of commandments carved in stone, but should rather be

understood as pieces of paper inviting participation in arriving at some negotiated

order, prompting challenges not only to those being regulated but also to those

doing the regulating. Any settlement is therefore best understood as always tempo-

rary, however long its duration. Changes in context and negotiations in technology

as well as power relations, meanings and values, open new fields and cause fresh

debate also over already settled issues that suddenly require policy revision—

a highly politicised process.
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Certainly many media managers regard this as a persistent nuisance, and very

often as unwelcome intrusion, but in fact media are public and societal phenomena,

and the ongoing nature of dispute is not surprising. And one is wiser to understand

that policy debate and discourse invites participation and allows for stakeholder

involvement in making the many and complex determinations needed to revise or

renew a remit, which is a vital need not only to maintain but also to strengthen the

firm’s licence to operate. The fact that media governance must be regarded as a

constantly renegotiated order also implies that effective media managers must be

historically informed about the governance tradition of their industries and, espe-

cially, the policy heritage of their particular organisation. This point was well made

by John Dimmick (2003) as a requirement for defending the firm’s licence to

operate in context that is always characterised both by competition and cooperation

with key stakeholders. Thus, what we are talking about is not exclusive to Europe or

only a topic of importance for ‘progressive’ theory; it is a characteristic of media

policy everywhere short of authoritarian states and is a matter of real significance in

the field of media economics.

6.2 Restrictive and Prescriptive Governance

The constitutions that ground governance in a liberal democracy accord news

media a role in serving as a ‘watch dog’ on government, not the reverse. Censorship

has been systematically criticised by journalists and pamphleteers, and resisted

more generally, as an unacceptable practice that damages the interests of demo-

cracy and the broad civil society by creating unwarranted obstacles to freedom of

speech and the press. At least in principle, most European governments herald

political norms of noninterference and self-regulation of the press, requiring to

varying degrees only that these firms be responsible to the courts after the fact and

only in matters related to libel, slander and security of the realm. But in fact,

news agency reporting was historically regarded as a matter of national security,

and a global network of cartels was established along political demarcation lines

(Cook, 1998).

Historically, as well, government regulation was integral to media policy in

broadcasting and telecommunications and especially in the public service sector.

The argument for state intervention was primarily linked to military needs and

technical limits (spectrum scarcity), although commercial interests were quietly

(for the most part) instrumental behind the scenes in decision-making. One should

remember that Philips was important for the Netherlands, as Siemens was for

Germany and RCA in the USA. In the aftermath of the very first regulatory

conference on radio in Europe, held in 1903, Britain and Italy refused to sign an

international treaty on radio communication that would pledge commitments to free

trade and noninterference. Critics of the preference for self-governance

characterised this position as ‘Marconism’ because the Marconi Company had a

de facto monopoly and was based in Italy and Britain. In contrast, Germany and
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France promoted national interests by protecting home markets and pushing for an

international regime of government regulation in tandem with existing rules related

to the national organisations for telegraph and the telephone communications

(Spar, 2001).

After the First World War, radio was no longer strictly reserved for military

purposes. In marked contrast to the USA where nonmilitary radio became quickly

commercialised [see Barnouw (1966) and Lewis (1993)], ‘the wireless’ in Europe

was usually regarded as a vehicle for nation-building and public education—the

‘enlightenment mission’. Cross-border regulation was necessary to avoid inter-

ference in a region with many nations and languages in close proximity and to

prevent broadcasters from crowding the spectrum and interfering with military

transmissions. Accordingly, each nation was given a limited number of radio

frequencies and by 1927 even an initially reluctant government in the USA

followed suit, due mainly to problems with frequency interference, and established

a regulatory system (the FCC) in order to avoid congestion. In America, however, a

supplementary aim of the regulation was to protect free trade and competition

(McChesney, 1993), while most European nations explicitly sanctioned

monopolies in public service broadcasting (Kelly et al., 2004).

The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) became the template for gover-

nance, and philosophy, for broadcasting in Europe, placing the organisation not

only outside the market but also outside of direct state control. Following suit, most

European broadcasting services in the west of Europe became public service

monopolies that were financed by government-sanctioned licence fees (originally

a licence paid to own the radio receiving device). Argumentation that legitimated

this was partly to spectrum scarcity of frequencies and partly to fears about market

failure. Many agreed that only authoritative planning and mandated requirements

would ensure that programming would provide the full range of desirable goods,

construed as merit and public goods that were important for the common welfare of

a general public (Scannell & Cardiff, 1991). Media goods were therefore peculiar in

importance and in the potential effects of failure to supply—or to oversupply—a

range that was considered desirable.

After the Second World War, the news agency cartels were largely deregulated,

and cultural arguments became more prevalent in media policy both nationally and

internationally (Curran, 2002). The emergence of television had no short-term

impact on the well-established regulatory regime and public service approach in

Europe. The established rules of radio governance were amended only slightly in

most cases (Britain’s ITV and Finland’s MTV being exceptions and both beginning

in 1957).

But over time, beginning in the 1980s, gradually a dual system of commercial

players and public service players emerged. This dual system is comparatively

unique to Europe, at least in terms of the characteristic size of each sector and the

intensity of competition between them (Lund & Berg, 2009). Commercial players

routinely called for less government regulation and advocated self-regulation along

the lines of common practice in the USA. By the late 1980s, this was accomplished

by political constellations that were increasingly in favour of neoliberal theory
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(Ferguson, 1990; Freedman, 2008). State monopolies in telecommunications were

privatised and public broadcasters were forced to contract out services to private

companies on market conditions. New technologies offered more channels and

lowered cost barriers for entry to the media business. New global media providers,

with Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp as the champion, aggressively built operations

that crossed national borders, rendering previously important aspects of localised

regulations at least irrelevant and in many css obsolete (Chenoweth, 2001).

In this situation, the EU, EFTA, the Council of Europe and other international

agencies attempted to fill the regulatory gap (Hartcourt, 2005). The EU was

especially persistent in pursuing transnational codes of governance to secure the

interest in a competitive internal market. These attempts were encouraged by a

desire to meet commercial challenges from the USA. In 1989 the Television
Without Frontiers directive came into force, although the newspaper industry did

not become EU regulated until the mid-2000s. Today, however, most media

companies of all types are invested in online media, and at the same time newspaper

companies are invested in TV and radio operations. Convergence and consolidation

make platform-specific rules and regulations difficult to maintain—and in some

aspects even to justify.

But the European Commission is pursuing conflicting targets in the commercial

attempt to secure free trade and market harmonisation on the one hand and its

normative aims to ensure media pluralism and diversity at the national level on the

other. From the 1990s, the cultural grounds for regulation have been somewhat

overshadowed by competition authorities acting more assertively. Content values,

such as product variety, choice extension, new consumption opportunities and

access, now define current political debates on media organisation and ownership

regulation. According to research-based evaluations, hybrid combinations of pri-

vate and public players in moderate competition are generating a relatively high

degree of diversity in media output, in marked contrast to cut-throat competition

that is reducing pluralism (Lund & Berg, 2009). Other aims of regulatory efforts in

Europe are the protection of domestic programming and public service values,

i.e. regulatory aspects that are currently being monitored more closely by trans-

national agencies—particularly within the EU. The increasingly interventionist

policy in the media sector forces European managers to adapt to transnational

precepts implemented across the board. In the decision-making process, however,

Brussels has accepted that co-regulation may beat not only top-down but also self-

regulation in the future (European Commission, 2001) (Fig. 6.1).

Today, EU member states with dual media systems consisting of private as well

as public service providers are regulated under the principles of subsidiarity and

proportionality, as earlier noted. Transnational regulation is being adapted and

adopted as negotiated orders in different political cultures. Most European regu-

latory regimes also rest on the arm’s-length principle between governments and

media, also noted earlier, and enforced by public agencies similar to Britain’s

Office of Communication (Ofcom, created in 2003 as a conglomerate of former

specialised regulatory agencies, e.g. the Independent Television Commission, the

Broadcasting Standards Commission and the Radio Authority). Policy formation is
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usually carried out in incremental fashion to reach a negotiated order that secures

parliamentary consensus and involves multilateral bargaining with a number of

participating stakeholders.

Despite transnational convergence, most government regulators regard it as

politically legitimate to treat public service media (PSM) and private commercial

media (PCMs) differently. This is reflected also in EU policy because the main legal

instrument for PSM is the Amsterdam Protocol on Public Service Broadcasting that

was amended to the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam, while the main legal instrument for

PCM is Television Without Frontiers in 1989 (updated in 2009/2010 as the Audio-

visual Media Services Directive). The persistent regulatory argument is that espe-

cially in relatively small media markets (the majority by number in Europe) with

limited linguistic reach, an all-commercial media system would result in market

failure (Doyle, 2002). Diversity of content would suffer and duplication of certain

programme types would reduce collective welfare, resulting in a lowest common

denominator type of output and a ‘cultural discount’ (Hoskins, McFadyen, & Finn,

2004). Media regulators negotiate compromises between public ownership and free

market competition in attempts to avoid both market failure and regulatory failure.

Both PSMs and PCMs are expected to offer a high-quality mix of information,

education and entertainment. This may lead to cartel-like conduct, thus limiting

consumer choice. Consequently, all European states have general antitrust laws

prohibiting abuse of a dominant position. But all in all, specific media directives

have been organised to leave room for self- and co-regulated action (Lund, 2007).

Content and process control currently consists of EU quotas, licensing

procedures and prohibition of advertising directed specifically at children or for

prescription medicines, alcohol, tobacco, etc. Furthermore, most national PSMs are

obligated to air quotas of certain types of programming, primarily news,

Prescriptive Media Regulation Restrictive Media Regulation

Freedom of Speech Limitation of Freedom of Speech:
- slander & libel
- national security
- blasphemy
- protection of minors
- equal time during elections
- prescription drugs advertising
- tobacco advertising
- alcohol advertising
- hate speech

Copy Right Conventions Copy Right Exemptions
Public Service Remit Frequency Scarcity and Limitations
Government sanctioned Licence fees Exemptions from licence fee payment
Press Subsidies Targeted taxes
Must Carry Rules Product Placement Rules
Property Rights Cross-Ownership Limitations
Quotas for European Content Commercial Time Limitations
Mandatory Digital Distribution Termination of Analogue Distribution

Fig. 6.1 A selection of media regulation examples
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documentaries and cultural output. The main regulatory method is the so-called

public service contract that defines programming requirements in considerable

detail. Such contracts are usually negotiated, however, although in some media

markets, these are one-sided demands from the government, and in more

co-regulated media systems, they are based on self-assigned responsibilities

(Svendsen, 2011).

All in all, then, commercial as well as public service media managers in Europe

must consider their cultural and political roles in order to avoid rigid regulation.

Here we adopt a pan-European perspective on these developments but find consid-

erable variation in the degree to which commercial media managers are required to

consider wider social responsibilities. Indeed, many focus their efforts mainly on

minimising regulatory responsibilities in a post-scarcity environment and have an

evident interest to end their public service status (most evident these days in the UK

among the commercial PSB operators, like ITV and C4). Concomitantly, PSMs

must deliver a broad market share and can’t strictly cater to marginal types of

content or audiences. Recently these considerations may be the impetus encourag-

ing priorities that are more typically commercial. This, in turn, has stirred legiti-

macy problems regarding ‘unfair competition’ and ‘state aid’ in dual audiovisual

markets, as voiced by private media owners and their lobbies and for the most part

being backed by EU directives. Denmark’s TV2, for instance, has been accused by

commercial competitors of accepting unwarranted state aid. Furthermore, commer-

cial players have complained about gatekeeper control in television distribution.

These confrontations have increased due to the gradual switching off of analogue

signals and the introduction of digital terrestrial television (DTT). In this respect,

EU regulation takes the form of standards applied by regulatory authorities in all

member states and those (as is the case in Norway) choosing to adhere without

being EU members.

From the end of the nineteenth century, four phases of government intervention

in European media matters may be detected: first, a period dominated by the print

press with a high degree of self-regulation and controlled on a case-by-case basis by

the courts and then a period of increasing government regulation, especially in

relation to public service broadcasting, sanctioned not only by law but also by

government authorised licence fee funding. From the 1980s, however, we have

experienced a period of deregulation in the media business as a whole, especially in

telecommunications and broadcasting. Finally, it may be argued, most European

media systems are now working within a transnational EU regulatory regime based

on co-regulation, which combines international conventions and national imple-

mentation within a negotiated order of re-regulation. This phase poses new

challenges to media management and some of these are discussed next.
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6.3 Media Managers Engaging Stakeholders

The current trend towards co- and re-regulation of the European media business

influences not only national regimes of governance but also poses new challenges

for media managers at the micro-level of stakeholder relations. The main challenge

for media managers is not strictly cast in the form of autonomy versus compliance.

Modern media governance is an invitation to demonstrate strategic leadership in

collaboration with regulators, audiences, commercial competitors and other stake-

holders. Government regulation is no longer an absolute given. If media managers

engage stakeholders strategically in shifting alliances of negotiated order external-

ities, they may be proactively influenced (Lund, 2004).

Furthermore, cross-platform competition, prompted by digitalisation and de-

regulation, increasingly renders media-specific, top-down regulation obsolete.

The Internet, for instance, cannot be regulated in detail as was the case for radio

or television in the last century. Accordingly, media managers may take advantage

of differing regulatory regimes in print, broadcasting, telecommunications and on

the World Wide Web in order to gain competitive advantages. In spite of growing

international intervention in the media business, government regulation of the

media in Western states is still primarily a national process grounded in ideals of

representative democracy. These premises place the mass audience (and the mass

media) as carriers of public opinion as a starting point for political decision-making.

The decision-making route in Fig. 6.2. represents an ideal-typical parliamentary

chain of command, originating among citizens offering voice, loyalty and exit for

media regulation demands (Lund & Blach-Ørsten, 2013).

Audiences Mediators Authorities

Associations Elected bodies Ministers

AdministrationMedia Management

Fig. 6.2 Government regulation
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These processes of governance can be illustrated by the concurrent efforts to ban

certain types of advertisements on television (Federal Trade Commission, 2003).

In order to gain support for claims of this sort, mediators and associations are

mobilised, e.g. the National Cancer Society and Heart and Lung Associations, and

opposed by others, e.g. Distillers’ and Brewers’ Associations. In tandem with

elected representatives at the local, national and regional levels, stakeholder

alliances woo governments for political action. If successful a bill or a directive

will be prepared by the authorities, passed and amended by representative bodies,

and forwarded to public administration to be more or less rigidly implemented.

In the final event, the regulated media companies are expected to comply or they

may risk sanctions of more or less severe kinds. The textbook example is tobacco

advertising, now banned from television.

Before, during and after the regulatory process, if strategically apt, the targets of

regulation may influence the decision-making process. This, we argue, can be done

by various means, in priming, framing and lobbying the stakeholders involved.

Proactive media managers are not limited to mobilising support or opposition

through official channels. Consequently, the formal chain of command model rarely

tells the full story about the making of media policy. In most instances, the mass

audience, formally the subject of regulation processes, is situated on the sidelines of

political decision-making and treated as passive bystanders (Schudson, 2003). If,

however, lobbyists and other organisations can mobilise representatives of the

concerned public, they may be mediated as key opinion leaders putting pressure

on politicians and administrative authorities. The textbook example of this is

alcohol advertising, which differs widely in Europe today.

Normatively, this may be regarded as unfortunate. Strategically, however, it may

be interpreted as pluralistic opportunities for free speech in ongoing processes of

stakeholder engagement and professional bargaining. Stakeholder engagement of

this kind (Freeman, 1984) may be regarded as participatory governance among

competing interests in order to create a sustainable compromise among conflicting

interests. In these decision-making processes, media managers cannot realistically

pay equal attention to all potential stakes and holders. One must choose the battles

and prime potential opponents and lobbyists in order to frame political and admin-

istrative alliances related to future co-regulation (Fig. 6.3).

Compared to the one-way street of the government regulation model, the

stakeholder governance model represents a web of interactions that crisscross

formal chains of command. Regarding stakeholder relations as an integrated part

of public opinion formation and media governance, we may define ‘the public’ as a

conglomerate of interest-based holders of differing stakes (Lund & Blach-Ørsten,

2013). Freedom of speech and the associational ideal of mass participation consti-

tute a social context for individual and collective action. In decision-making

processes of this kind, bargaining most likely results in conflict and compromise,

rarely satisfying any of the stakeholders in full.

Media managers opposing a regulatory measure, e.g. restrictions on advertising

content, may attempt to mobilise stakeholders against the proposed rules in a
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number of supplementary ways. In the final event, it requires priming the general

public, e.g. threatening to reduce popular programming to the audience due to

reduced advertising revenue. Another route to influencing the regulatory authorities

is framing the restrictions as a threat to freedom of speech, i.e. endangering a higher

principle of media governance. In so doing, new alliances can be formed that

mobilise campaigns with strange bedfellows, even with competitors. Parallel to

these measures, key opinion leaders, ministers and administrators may be lobbied.

In the case of European limitations on advertising of alcoholic beverages, the net

result of these processes has been rather different rules and implementations across

the continent (O’Brien, Miller, Kolt, Martens, & Webber, 2011).

While some media systems accept commercial messages of this kind on tele-

vision (some with the add-on that encourages the user to ‘Drink Responsibly’),

others have forbidden any form of advertising of this kind, while yet others allow

for certain types of drinks (e.g. beer and/or wine, but not hard liquor). This may

inspire European television networks to place their corporate headquarters within

one political system, e.g. the UK where regulations are more liberal, while broad-

casting into more regulated media markets, e.g. Scandinavian ones, as is the case

with the MTG and SBS corporations. This, in turn, has prompted demands for

harmonised, transnational EU regulation because the differing rules may impair

inner market competition, opening up for yet more proactive processes of stake-

holder involvement.

Even after an EU directive has been converted into national law, government

regulation is not necessarily an absolute given. Strategically it may be regarded as a

stake around which a number of competing and collaborating holders organise

Audiences Mediators Authorities

Associations Elected bodies Ministers

AdministrationMedia Management

Fig. 6.3 Stakeholder governance
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themselves. One way of influencing governance of this kind is to go directly to the

minister from the national government under whom the regulative body is formally

placed. This, however, is rarely effective, unless the minister is personally or

politically engaged in the regulation at hand. Furthermore, media regulation need

not be the business of one minister only, e.g. most European media are formally

placed under a department of culture, but regulation of importation for the media

business is often initiated by the ministry of finance or the ministry of taxation,

i.e. the department of finance (collecting levies on beverages) may be less eager to

limit advertising of this kind than the ministry of health, placing the ministry of

culture under crossfire. This, in turn, invites lobbyism and compromise.

The individual media manager has limited influence on these issues. But work-

ing together within cross-national alliances has proven quite successful in curbing

or modifying top-down regulation. For instance, the European public service

broadcasters in concert have convinced the WTO that PSB should be recognised

as a special case on cultural grounds, even within the general framework of free

trade (Colling, 1994). In line with this, EU competition directives protect cultural

interest when balancing merger control decision-making (Hartcourt, 2005). In this

framework groups of media managers are more likely to influence national

authorities that implement European directives. This can be done by offering to

provide self-organised controls and reporting and promising minimal implement-

ation costs. De facto repeal may also be possible by engaging political actors who

share one’s stake, preparing amendments or mitigation of negative effects from

media policies. One way of doing so is to offer alternative self-regulation in a

voluntary fashion rather than be subjected to external controls and sanctions.

Stresses and strains in relations between the private and public sectors have been

further exacerbated by the economic recession since 2008. Many public service

broadcasters have become increasingly involved in commercial practices, either via

direct competition for scarcer advertising revenue (in much of Southern and Eastern

Europe) or via commercial subsidiaries (like BBC Worldwide). Dating back to

1989 and the foundation of the Association of Commercial Television in Europe

(ACTE), relations between commercial and public service stakeholders are not

congenial. The dual system has become a duelling system (Alm & Lowe, 2001).

National and international media regulation has become an important element in

establishing competitive advantages and disadvantages. This, in turn, weakens

efforts of co-regulation, limiting top-down pressure on the industry as a whole.

By regarding the formation of media governance as networks of interdependent

stakeholders, the stakeholder approach invites a shift from traditional dichotomies

of public versus private interests and from regulators versus the regulated. Instead,

the managerial focus is on stakeholder networks and based on principles of mutual

interdependency: Where power is exercised, opposing influences are simulta-

neously invoked. Media management is aptly described as being characterised by

unstable relations between conflicting interests promoting self-serving ends in

ongoing deliberation and bargaining processes. That constitutes the salience of

issues that are relevant for government regulation and which stakes are left to

self-regulation. In the long run, this kind of governance depends heavily on framing
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(Reese, 2001). By shifting the frame of alcoholic advertising from a question of

health and safety to a framework of commercial free speech, commercial media

managers seek to mitigate negative connotations and thereby improve the legiti-

macy of their self-interests. Conflict frames make better media stories than consen-

sus frames.

On the other hand, strategic use of stakeholder governance requires lip service to

political consensus. If a stakeholder can convince the trendsetting news media that a

particular framework is more ‘politically correct’ than opponents, then all things

being equal such a frame will be more effective—even if not necessarily as

spectacular as a controversial frame. Regarded from a stakeholder governance

point of view, the strategic use of framing is an essential element in the constant

struggle to promote special interests as common interests. Even more important is

the effort to bury unfavourable demands for regulation in litigation and the

so-called spirals of silence (Noelle-Neumann, 1984). This is not to say that stakes

can be framed independently from frames promoted by competing stakeholders.

On the contrary, framing efforts in media management are constantly being

influenced by competing interests. With an almost unlimited supply of interests

and stakes being framed and spun in political arenas, long-term priming of interests
becomes a key to success. Just as a professional painter primes a surface before

painting the portrait, the communications strategist must prepare the ‘surface’

(materiel and audience) before sketching the picture—at least if the goal is to

have a message that covers and holds (Goidel, Shields, & Peffley, 1997). Priming

defines premises that constitute the foundation for public affairs management

(McCombs, Shaw, &Weaver, 2007). While lobbyists are busy spinning to political

decision-makers, the professional primer is talking to key opinion leaders,

e.g. academic researchers and administrators, to pave the ground for future persua-

sion efforts. To maintain a cooperative and effective working environment, it is

critically important to monitor and anticipate the mood of public opinion (making)

and political opposition.

In this way, effective stakeholder governance may hide a great deal by diverting

attention away from unpleasant talk and action. Strategic combinations of priming

and framing in media management are marked by paradox, and, consequently,

engagement of stakeholders combined with co-regulation can hardly avoid becom-

ing somewhat hypocritical (Brunsson, 2002). Frequently a media manager must say

one thing while acting differently, engaging salient stakeholders in decision-

making processes by promising to meet specific ends but only at some hazy time

in the future. In strategic games of this kind, it is essential to engage relevant

stakeholders in a long-term sustainable fashion. In doing so, professional stake-

holder interaction may define which issues require political regulation and, con-

versely, what parts of the media business should remain unregulated. All in all,

conflicting alliances of competing stakeholders create limits on government inter-

vention. Professional stakeholder governance, however, rarely determines how the

authorities should act. It is more likely that priming and framing stakes with salient

holders may influence the authorities in terms of what they should not regulate

because they risk facing fierce opposition.
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One final challenge, often overlooked when discussing media regulation, is the

ambiguities of competitors. In processes of co-regulation, competitors may become

best allies, as clearly demonstrated by the actions and talk of trans-European trade

organisations. Competitors may not share all stakes with each other, but quite

frequently their mutual interests outweigh differences in opinion. On the other

hand, a regulatory measure may damage the position of a competitor even more

than one’s own media company. So instead of working together in alliances, media

managers may occasionally consider joining ranks with the government and/or the

European Commission in confrontation with a competitor (Schoof & Brown, 1995).

For media managers brought up in the tradition of strategic thinking under cut-

throat competition with ‘Porter’s Five’ and similar zero-sum frameworks as

guidelines for strategic thinking, the stakeholder perspective may be hard to

stomach. But even Michael E. Porter himself has realised that win-win situations

can be found by creating shared value with stakeholders rather than merely

maximising profits for shareholders in the short run (Porter & Kramer, 2011).

The creating shared value with stakeholder perspective calls for self-regulated

corporation. Generally speaking, strategic management aiming at shared value

creation is most effective when alliances based on common interests have primed
regulatory decisions by framing talk and action in ways that balance legitimacy and

efficiency while allowing room for trial and error.

In this fashion, principles of value-driven stakeholder involvement in the media

business outperform the traditional target group thinking of competitive media

management thinking (Lund, 2006). At the same time, the adjustments of regu-

latory orientation, advocated in this chapter, do not necessarily rule out the com-

petitive tricks of the trade, e.g. strategic lobbying promoting rules and regulations

for self-serving purposes. But it does warn against the old-fashioned hands-off

media managers waiting passively for politicised regulation processes to be

conducted and lobbied by outside forces. The latter shall increasingly be faced

with ‘no-go demands’ reducing proactive media management to reactive choices

between comply or complain.

Notably, you cannot engage all the stakeholders all of the time. A strategic

sample of salient stakeholders, evaluated in terms of power, legitimacy and urgency

(Andriof et al., 2002), must be selected specifically for situational decision-making

processes. If successful in promoting relevant and cooperative stakeholder

activities, the outcome strengthens the professional media manager’s licence to

operate by creating shared value with stakeholders. If unsuccessful, however,

government regulation may seriously harm your market position turning salient

stakeholders against you.

6.4 Conclusion

Once upon a time, stakeholder involvement, media policy and government regu-

lation could be regarded as unwelcome externalities interfering negatively with

day-to-day management of media firms. This chapter has made the argument that
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governance of media matters of the twenty-first century must be understood by

media managers as an integrated negotiated order defined not only by official

agencies and political actors but also by a number of non-authorised stakeholders.

The implications of this analysis matter not only for those involved in old-fashioned

mass communication but also for innovators in new media—especially for Internet

service, currently regulated to a much lesser degree than radio and television.

For most media managers, the libertarian free riding times of deregulated

markets are long gone. Nonetheless, most policymakers herald the arm’s-length

principle, questioning the regulatory regimes of media governance based on

polarised majority rule, litigation and unconditional compliance. The current trends

towards light-touch regulation, combined with long-standing traditions of parlia-

mentary oversight of media content, invite media managers to engage stakeholders

and move from a reactive single-media compliance towards a more proactive stance

on multimedia governance. This is especially apparent when dealing with public

service media, depending on government funding, and the so-called social media

(e.g. Facebook and Twitter) where the traditional divide between producer and

consumer is collapsed into prosumer relations.
Manifested as dual systems of commercial and public service players acting on

inner market terms, most European governments tacitly accept the increasingly

transnational framework for regulation of mediated content. But all media systems,

including the Internet-based ones, operate under domesticated conditions that invite

lobbying and involve engaging key stakeholders. According to the European

Commission, co-regulation is currently the name of the game and regarded as

particularly useful in situations where uniform rules must be implemented in a

negotiated fashion that respects principles of arm’s-length regulation as well as

subsidiarity and proportionality. One size does not fit all, and the so-called open

method of co-ordination may provide future inspiration for negotiated orders on

media matters. In so doing, mutual trust and general credibility among stakeholders

of co-regulatory regimes is hardly given. In marked contrast to the USA, most

European media markets have maintained civil society traditions and domestic

diversity with relatively strong public service media. Language and national regu-

lation provide protective barriers of entry when regarded from the viewpoint of

European inner market harmonisation. But it does not make national media immune

to global competition at cut-rate prices, i.e. national regulation may actually be a

competitive advantage.

These transnational conditions invite media managers to proactively engage not

only national but also international stakeholders. Notably, this is a two-way street

that can’t usefully be reduced to lobbying, issue management or PR stunts. It

becomes essential to understand stakeholder engagement as an ongoing bargaining

process of long-term priming, middle range framing and short-term spinning of

stakes and holders, including not only current friends but also former foes and

future allies.

In other words, from a stakeholder framework point of view, top-down regula-

tion is neither a given nor necessarily a threat to the corporation, but an occasion for

rocking the boat and shaking things up—potentially to competitive advantage. The
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research-based advice we can offer media managers across Europe, and perhaps

even occasionally far beyond, is quite simple: Never accept directives and govern-

ment regulation as anything carved in stone. Political demands and administrative

norms are significant externalities, but in the end, merely papers that can be cut into

pieces by new technology and organisational innovations. It should, in short, be

regarded as an invitation to constructive deliberation with salient stakeholders.

In this respect, we can amend the anecdote presented at the beginning of this

chapter: Senior managers would be wise indeed to think of media governance as

a global game with local players where paper sometimes binds rock, but rock

usually commands the scissors, if they are proactively primed to cut red tape of

paper regimes and engage stakeholders.
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Obeying His Masters’ Voices: Managing
Independence and Accountability in Public
Service Media Between Civil Society
and State

7

Christian S. Nissen

7.1 Introduction

‘After months of conflict with the government on the coverage of its foreign policy,
the Director General resigned yesterday following a board meeting’. The history of
public service media (PSM) contains numerous stories of such incidents. Another

common dimension is the more or less automatic change of a PSM organisation’s

top management after a parliamentary election as a new government takes office.

Despite broad domestic and international support of the ‘arm’s length principle’

that is supposed to guard the independence of PSM from government interference,

the principle isn’t meticulously followed in many cases.

It should be noted that the balance between editorial independence and

organisational accountability is not unique to PSM. Securing independence from

potential meddling by corporate owners of media businesses and at the same time
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being accountable to them is a common and difficult balance in any media business.

But, as described in the following, it is far more difficult in public service media

supposed not to refrain from exposing also their institutional ‘owners’ (parliament

and government) to critical investigations and harsh commentary. Here we are

confronted with a conflict of interest dilemma that goes to the heart of public

service media as an institution established to serve civil society and regulated,

financed and controlled by governments and parliaments in their role as

representatives of their elective publics. Although sacking top management is an

extreme and highly visible outcome, it is really only the tip of the iceberg. Beneath

the surface one finds a broad range of ongoing power struggles over varied aspects,

including programme policies and stipulations about the coverage of news and

current affairs, conflicts that can be just as, if not more, detrimental to editorial

independence.

Such problems seem to be widespread given the extensive general concern about

political interference inmedia as evident in resolutions and recommendations, and in

numerous reports, from international bodies that especially include UNESCO (2005,

pp. 74–85), the Council of Europe (2006, 2012), the European Union (European

Commission, 2012; European Parliament, 2011) and important NGOs (Deltenre,

2012; Open Society Foundation, 2005, 2008). In this light it is surprising that little

has been documented and thoroughly analysed to explain the sources, dynamics and

patterns of such conflicts and especially to describe how governmental interference

takes place also inmature democracies with public servicemedia institutions that are

supposed to operate at arm’s length from such interference.

One must however bear in mind that these are complex matters and that it is

often difficult to draw a clear line of separation between heroes and villains. Media

accounts and press conference pronouncements frequently oversimplify the causes

of a fired DG. Efforts to ‘spin control’ the story is typical also by their supporters.

The conflicting parties (PSM top management, other managers that work for and

support or oppose them, the governing board, regulatory authorities and govern-

ment agencies and parties) usually offer different interpretations. What from one

side defined as a consequence of bravely defending institutional autonomy and

editorial independence is described by another stakeholder as the deserved conse-

quence of unsatisfactory management performance or inadequate accountability—

which in this relation is usually discussed as lack of responsiveness or even loyalty.

Furthermore, it’s not easy to collect trustworthy information in these situations.

While sacking top management usually attracts considerable public attention, it

doesn’t have a strong bearing on daily life for most people and rather quickly

disappears from the front pages of newspapers. It might not even survive long in the

collective memories of PSM staff in the professional environment. Those who were

directly involved on both sides don’t want to open up about the details of what are

often continuing conflicts or find it in their personal interests to provide a forthright

explanation of the specific circumstances that determined their ‘solutions’. Some

have good reason to hide as much as possible due to culpability of varying degrees,

while others refrain from blowing their whistles because they are afraid of retalia-

tion. Most fired top managers want to get on with their lives, and there can be
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significant instrumental value in avoiding too much attention, as this would cause

problems in finding a new job. Although some reveal their ‘true story’, doing so is

rarely rewarded and is often seen as taking revenge causing lack of credibility that

is only possible when taking a balanced approach, presenting both sides of the story.

This problem in obtaining reliable, neutral and balanced information has also

been a challenge writing this chapter. The author was himself in the period 1994–

2004 Director General of the Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR) and was

dismissed after a prolonged conflict with the DR Board of Governors. So part of

the text can (at best) be considered to be based on personal observation and on close

contacts with European colleagues, which on the one hand provides a compa-

ratively unique window for observation but on the other of the very same reason

must be weighed against the risk of bias and distortions.

With these analytical problems and reservations mentioned, it’s the purpose of

the chapter to bring some of the elements of this controversy out in the open. The

following section will describe the importance of the two key concepts in public

service media, independence and accountability, and their necessary and delicate

coexistence. This is followed by a schematic description of channels and

mechanisms of governance and public regulation and an account of their use in

practice. At the end the chapter will conclude by addressing some broader questions

on PSM governance with regard to the two definitive concepts.

7.2 Independence and Accountability Cannot Be Balanced
on the Same Weight

Before taking a closer look at editorial independence and institutional accountabil-

ity of public media organisations in their relation with governments, it should be

noted that both concepts are fundamental to the general concept of corporate
governance. Partly due to a growing separation between the ownership and the

management of companies quite generally, more attention is typically devoted to

the governance of their interrelations. As described by Robert Picard (2005, p. 2)

with particular emphasis on media companies, ‘Corporate governance is concerned

with the owner and management relationships, distribution of power, and account-

ability in corporations . . . [and] publicly traded firms typically have more signifi-

cant corporate governance responsibilities under law and in regulations’. What goes

for publicly traded firms is certainly even truer for public service media companies,

both with regard to the reasons behind and the regulatory consequences of corporate

governance. Following Hallvard Moe (2010), the ‘governance’ concept is used in

its broadest sense, including not only legal regulation but of particular importance

also a number of informal channels and processes used to exert influence.

A public media institution’s degree of independence and accountability to the

state and its government are often seen as codependent (Mendel, 2011, pp. 87–92).

There is an apparent logic in that the more detailed the framework of legislative
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rules and executive government decisions governing PSM institutions, the more

constrained they will be in freedom of action. As the number of commitments

increases, to which they are held accountable, the degree of independence

inherently decreases. It’s also correct to assume that a free-flying PSM top man-

agement asserting institutional independence to a degree that ignores obligations

towards all external stakeholders can only be justly criticised as acting

unaccountable.

To fully understand the complexity of acting in a way that is both accountable

and independent requires going beyond this surface logic, however, because the two

terms are not necessarily opposite or inversely related principles; in fact, they don’t

balance on the same fulcrum and thus can’t be fairly construed as a singular

dimension. It can be argued that a public media management that refuses to support

a government’s foreign policy about an issue of public importance (such as war) in

its news coverage is acting in a way that is very accountable to what should be the

most relevant constituency—civic society. But most governments will regard this

stance as acting in an unaccountable (and irresponsible) manner given their view of

public service obligations to ‘properly’ align news coverage with ‘the nation’ or

national interest in a time of crisis. In contrast, few would consider an amendment

to a media law specifying that news and current affairs programming is a priority

over entertainment to be undue political interference although, in fact, that would to

some extent limit the independence of the public media firm.

7.2.1 Editorial Independence

In fact, then, the full or unlimited independence of public service media from

political authorities is not the issue. The mere fact that there is a legal framework

for PSM institutions with general operating rules and given that all or a consider-

able part of the funding is allocated by parliaments and governments leads rather

naturally to a certain and unavoidable dependency that is not inherently unhealthy

or problematic. The key issue, however, is to understand why editorial processes are
vulnerable to governmental influence to a degree that merits setting up particular

boundaries, as highlighted in the arm’s length principle.

As mentioned earlier, the importance of editorial independence is not limited to

public media. This is a well-established principle for any ‘free press’. The editorial

policy of a newspaper living up to journalistic ideals is not decided by outside

forces and external pressures, whether they be politicians or economic interests.

Historically, in the West at least, it has been generally agreed that the owners of a

newspaper should limit their influence to the appointment and dismissal of the

editor-in-chief and not interfere with the content of the daily paper. The reason

behind this principle boils down to an issue of trustworthiness by and for the public

and thus securing the media’s special role in acting as an ‘unfettered watchdog’ for

public interests and the healthy functioning of a democratic society. That is

precisely the reason why media typically enjoy constitutional protections—unlike

other ‘industries’. External limitations on the editorial freedom of media, whether
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imposed by governments or any other self-interested constituency, are contrary to

the basic principles of a free, open and pluralistic society. These general principles

are even more important for a ‘state-owned’ and overseen public media firm, due to

the inherent obligation to defend the interests of society and citizens against

perceived wrongdoings carried out by the very same state and its political actors.

This distinction between state and society is one recurring theme in governance

disputes over editorial independence and also the reason why the accountability

principle is not easily handled.

7.2.2 Accountability: To Whom and for What?

As hinted above, in dealing with accountability and governance for public service

media, one sooner rather than later comes to the question of to whom the institution

is accountable. It should be noted that accountability relations exist and function at

many and different organisational levels (McQuail, 2010, pp. 206–220). In this

discussion we are dealing with the issue at an institutional level, parallel to a

publicly traded firm’s accountability towards its owners, that is the shareholders.

In the case of public service media, it is however less clear who the owner of the

public media corporation is (the government, the parliament, the people, etc.) and,

thus, to whom the institution is responsible. The fundamental tenet that legitimates

public service media answers that question by positing that public media belong to a

civil society and are accountable to its citizens.

This posited relationship between society and the public service corporation is

rather unique. It could be conceived as a societal contract or ‘pact’ (Nissen, 2006a,

pp. 19–20) typically containing ideological and normative clauses, quite com-

monly, for instance, to ‘sustain national culture’, to ‘foster diversity and ensure

media pluralism’, to ‘enhance social, political and cultural cohesion’ and to ‘sup-

port citizenship’. Demonstrating accountability for such abstract and overarching

PSM obligations is much more difficult than what is required of the top manage-

ment for a private, commercial enterprise. Here accountability towards

shareholders is determined by relatively few criteria to evaluate (e.g. profit and

loss) and there are well-established accounting procedures and quantitative

measurements (Atkonson, 1997, pp. 63–72). Some of the higher complications

for PSM provide useful illustrations.

Although broad and quite general PSM obligations are usually parsed into more

focused operational goals with specific commitments, typically articulated in the

text of media laws and ‘public service contracts’, neither these legal instruments are

actually easy to use for demonstrating accountability. Because of the very complex

governance environment principles, priorities and performance are all, and very

often, interpreted differently and are subject to ongoing disagreements among

diverse PSM stakeholders. That is evident, for example, when looking at the

perspectives of different groups of organised viewers and listeners, private media

competitors, political parties at diverse positions in the spectrum and certainly also
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diverse licence fee payers. Accommodating the interests and wishes of one group

can often only be accomplished at some expense to one or several of the others and

will almost always generate criticism whichever decision is taken.

Related to this problem is the question of how to operationalise the public

ownership as the relevant addressee of accountability. Civil society can’t act as a

societal entity. It is a concept alluding to a physical being that is not specifically

embodied or materially captured. That is why we elect members of parliament and

governments to represent the interests of citizens in a civil society, which is

supposed to be inherently diverse, often conflicted and constantly evolving.

Because of this, regulatory and oversight authority is placed in the hands of

parliament and administered by government and more or less independent

regulators, who are supposed to act as the institutional addressees for a wider and

more general public accountability.

This is perfectly aligned with principles of a representative and constitutional

democracy but leads to another intricate problem, namely, the difficulty of

differentiating public service media from ‘state broadcasting’ in which every

activity can be decided in detail by the authorities of the state—i.e. dictated by

various means of control (McQuail, 2010 pp. 42–44). Since the fall of communism,

the notion of ‘state radio and television’ has disappeared from the official vocabu-

lary in the Eastern European countries whose PSM institutions are however still

burdened by features of that heritage. Also in other European countries, one often

has difficulty in seeing a clear difference between PSM and state media, making it

rather difficult to explain the distinctions to people from other continents who are

eager to understand how the textbook ideals of European public service media are

carried out in the real-life context of daily operations. It is also not easy—neither for

governments nor for PSM institutions—to handle their sensitive interrelationships

even in countries lacking an authoritarian legacy.

7.3 The Mechanisms of Public Regulation

This somewhat blurred picture is partly caused by the simple fact that the ideals of

editorial independence and diffused accountability mechanisms, which are essen-

tial for and to PSM, are alien in the general political–administrative–regulatory

system of any state bureaucracy. In the power struggles of daily politics, majority

governments can usually, within the limits of a constitution, enforce their will

through legislation and various supplementary cabinet decisions. In a hierarchical

chain of command structure, the state bureaucracy transforms the results of such

struggles (i.e. political decisions) into authoritative rules, executive decisions and

numerous control and reporting procedures. Not distorting principles as broad,

abstract and differently interpreted as independence and accountability in such a

political–administrative culture is not easy. The typical mechanisms of parlia-

mentary and governmental influence are illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
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There are formal, constitutional procedures handled in legislation passed in

parliament, which governments have responsibility to execute. Besides that govern-

ments exert influence by using both ‘carrot and stick’, exerting pressure by meting

out punishment here and giving rewards there (Hanretty, 2011, pp. 25–29). Some of

this takes place in transparent parliamentary procedures, but much happens by

‘discrete’ actions behind tightly closed doors. In the ‘twilight zone’ of power-

play politics, governments—also in well-functioning and mature democracies—

are only limited in pursuing their goals by their interpretation of ‘the law of the

land’ and a variety of countervailing and contending forces such as opposing

political parties, the judiciary, powerful lobbies, the civil society organisations

and (hopefully!) an alert, independent and incorruptible press.

The model in Fig. 7.1 has three levels, beginning with the formal governance

elements and processes in the outer circle and working inwards to indirect interfer-

ence and direct interventions in editorial processes. The model is based on the ideal

premise that although being subject to a fully legitimate external regulation and an

obligation to act accountably, the responsibility for the editorial processes should

rest with PSM top management. The organisational bodies, structures and processes

described, and the terminology used, cover considerable variations in actual PSM

Fig. 7.1 Mechanisms of political influence on public service media
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governance from country to country, as no standard model exists that would be

generally accepted. There are, however, sufficient common features in Western

Europe, at least, to make some basic comparisons. The ‘standard models’ of PSM

legislation (Rumphorst, 1999) and governance (Nissen, 2006a, pp. 37–40) can be

used as reference points.

7.3.1 The Formal Elements of PSM Governance (Level 1)

Here we are dealing with the lawfully intended, formal governance elements of

which the most important ones are illustrated by the five white cells in the outer

circle (i.e. Regulatory authority, Public Funding, Legislation, Staffing, Board of

Governors). These can be considered as the institutional channels for the interaction

and exchange of political regulation and PSM accountability. Supervisory bodies

and regulatory authorities are established to convey and enforce the influence of

legal authority, either via ex ante (before the fact) and/or ex post (after the fact)

procedures. Media laws and different kinds of more specific executive regulation

determine PSM obligations, set priorities and establish boundaries. Public funding

is followed up with careful critical audits that contain guiding conditions and come

with strings attached.

All in all, these types of general regulatory oversight and authority are well

established and supposed to entail different kinds of legitimate influences, which by

inference may also influence programme policies and, to some extent, constrain

editorial decisions. Further, it’s worth noting that these formal governance elements

also include possible legal sanctions (enforced by the courts and/or a regulatory

authority with the power to levy fines, etc.) if the PSM institution does not live up to

its obligations. These formal channels can however be misused and subvert edi-

torial independence via illegitimate interference. That constitutes the battlefield of

PSM governance quarrels. A few illustrative weak points and disputed areas are

useful here.

The roles of the non-executive supervisory body or board of governors and the

regulatory authority are crucial for establishing a presumed barrier between a PSM

management group and the government. In spite of having no formal operational

influence on the editorial processes, both of these bodies can—depending on

circumstances—have a substantial influence at a general level. How robust the

barrier is in practice depends, for instance, on how much influence the government

has on appointing the members of these two bodies. That varies from country to

country, with different combinations of appointment by government, parliament

and civil society representatives, but even though in formal terms the members are

not directly appointed by a government, it anyway often has considerable influence

on the process and its result.

Besides that, the formal power of the two bodies to influence programme issues

and editorial decisions is certainly crucial. A rather extreme case of using a

regulatory authority for what amounts to governmental control over media is seen
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in the Hungarian media law from 2011, so extreme that it caused the EU to react

(European Parliament, 2011). The case is significant because the EU rarely

interferes in this sort of issue and because the text of the specific Hungarian law,

as argued by the Hungarian government, was not very different from similar

regulations in other European countries. A neutral external evaluation by the Centre

for Media and Communication Studies (CMCS, 2012) confirmed some of the

claimed similarities but based its critique of the Hungarian law on a broader scope.

Another area of dispute is in how the governing boards administer their super-

visory role. By typically having the formal authority to decide and control PSM

corporate strategy, general programme policy and operational budgets, a governing

board is empowered to set and to adjust the course of the corporation. It is generally

considered ideal that governing boards limit themselves to overarching tasks, but

those lines often become hazy in practice and it seems quite difficult to live up to the

‘standards’ in practice. Board members are usually tempted to meddle for their own

reasons or—as discussed below—pressured by their hinterland (the appointing

source) to intervene in specific programmes that have aroused public attention

and are drawing criticism. If an occasional ‘lapse’ develops into a general habit,

it can’t help but influence top management to a significant degree and risks trickling

down to programme departments where priorities are accordingly distorted and

where creeping self-censorship becomes a problem. In summary, the formal gover-

nance elements described as level 1 play a complex dual role in both protecting the

PSM institutions from direct government interference and providing channels for

political steering and control. Adding to this complexity they also function as the

main channels for documenting and reporting on accountability to PSM

stakeholders, which entails two further problems we will consider next.

The first is the knock-on effect of two decades of a prevailing pattern of public

steering and control described as the ‘New Public Management’ (NPM) paradigm

(Dunn & Miller, 2007). The contentious character of NPM is related to its alleged

instrumental rationality that legitimates a top-downward managed control system

stressing performance contracts, quantifiable outcome indicators and detailed

reporting obligations. Although NPM contains a lot of common sense in many

areas of decentralised public service production (hospitals, schools, social security,

etc.), it doesn’t fit very well with the overarching and rather vague societal

obligations and goals of public service media, especially because they are difficult

to operationalise in an environment with such conflicting interests—as already

discussed.

Taking into account that the PSM audience, the politicians and the competing

private sector are primarily focused on what is broadcast, this growing detail in

regulations is ultimately directed towards programme policy and the media services

provided for the audience. Regulations that limit, constrain or otherwise create

boundaries in the PSM remit, such as specific quota obligations, service contracts

and the ex ante evaluation (public value tests), are—practised with national

variations (Moe, 2010)—examples of the dense grid of gradually accumulating

restrictions that are curtailing PSM independence. Although executed at a macro
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level, this has also a knock-on effect on editorial freedom (Coppens, 2005; Nissen,

2006a, pp. 35–40).

The second problem of the predominance of accountability through the formal

channels of state administration is that such procedures tend to overshadow the

broader and equally important accountability relations towards the principle stake-

holder, i.e. civil society. To put it simply, radio listeners and television viewers do

not read annual reports and performance accounts, and few participate in meetings

where they can (in principle, at least) hold PSM management accountable. They

have another and quite formidable means of influence, however, which they

exercise daily—the remote control, which facilitates the power of market competi-

tion. This causes a difficult, unsolvable dilemma for PSM management that must

manoeuvre between ‘the Scylla of populism and the Charybdis of elitism’ (Nissen,

2006b, pp. 74–77). On the one side, PSM management is held accountable for its

obligations (stated in public regulation and contracts and supported by an influential

cultural elite) to provide content of an alternative kind not delivered by the

commercial market. On the other side, they will desert their fundamental civic

obligation if, by neglecting to accommodate a mass audience, they are marginalised

in the market. This is worth bearing in mind as we move on to the more informal

and less transparent channels of PSM–government relations taking place outside

popular access and insight.

7.3.2 The Twilight Zone of Indirect Interference (Level 2)

Although the formal, ‘constitutional’ channels of influence (level 1) also contain

some problematic unintended side effects, as discussed, they are certainly a lesser if

necessary evil. The problems are more pronounced in the twilight zone of level

2 where government influence is indirect and efforts are taken to conceal govern-

ment interference. This aspect—illustrated by the dotted black arrows in Fig. 7.1—

takes place via proxies and by misusing the formal channels of legislation and fiscal

budget procedures in order to serve the specific political purposes of one group or

another for interests that are not premised on media laws or any part of the ‘pact’

between society and the PSM institution.

It is easy to understand how detrimental this can be to the editorial independence

of a PSM institution when, for instance, a government during negotiations over a

multiyear agreement on activities and funding explicitly threatens or even obliquely

hints that the institution will ‘take a hit’ of some kind if they don’t acquiesce to the

government’s wishes. The state representative need only allude to dissatisfaction

within the government over unfavourable media coverage of its policies and

performance to make the point—and to have some effect, even if the ‘threat’ is

resisted. PSM top managers are however often rather responsive to such signals and

need only the risk of pressures like these to be concerned enough to take some steps

in a direction that can lead to growing and self-imposed limitations on editorial

freedom.
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As alarming as that scenario, which is not uncommon, it is even more serious

when government interference takes place through the back door of the boardroom.

The histories of PSM as an institution are riddled with incidents where a govern-

ment has instructed top management, or at least exerted formative pressure on

board members with oversight authority, to intervene in programme policy—and in

the worst cases even to cancel the broadcast of a specific scheduled programme. To

use a rather infamous example, in 1985 when the conflict in Northern Ireland was at

one of its heights, it became publicly known that the BBC planned to broadcast a

television interview with a leading figure in the IRA. In a letter dated 29th of July

1985 to the Chairman of the Board of BBC governors, the Home Secretary urged

the board not to broadcast the programme. The phrasing is of particular interest and

not atypical in such cases:

May I first make it quite clear that I unhesitatingly accept that the decision to broadcast or

refrain from broadcasting this programme must rest exclusively with the Corporation. It is

no part of my task as Minister with responsibility for broadcasting policy generally to

attempt to impose an act of censorship on what should be broadcast in particular

programmes. To do so would rightly be inconsistent with the constitutional independence

of the BBC, which is a crucial part of our broadcasting arrangements. I do, on the other

hand, also have a Ministerial responsibility for the fight against the ever present threat of

terrorism, and I would be failing in my duty if I did not let you and your colleagues have my

considered views on the impact of this programme in that context . . .. I cannot believe that
the BBC would wish to give succour to terrorist organisations; and it is for this reason that I

hope that you and your colleagues will agree on reflection that the Real Lives programme

should not be broadcast. (Copy of the original letter published by The Guardian, 2005)

In his memoires the then BBC Director General, Alasdair Milne, describes the

painful decision process and makes a pertinent comment about the letter from the

Minister:

. . .A formal letter from the BBC’s sponsoring Minister (the Home Secretary) asking that a

programme should not be shown (even though he had not, of course, seen it and could have

used his powers to ban it, if he so wished) could not easily be shrugged off. (Milne, 1988,

p. 142)

The BBC board followed the urging request from the Minister and decided that

the programme should not be broadcast, a decision which, by the way, was reversed

by the same board 3 months later. The conflict over this specific programme was

only one in a long row of battles between the Thatcher government and the BBC

that was also related to its broadcasts about the Falklands War and the miner’s

strike. In 1986 a new Chairman of the Board was appointed and shortly after Milne

was forced to resign.

It is interesting to note that the ‘power to ban it’, which Milne refers to in his

memoires, is still today rooted in the BBC agreement with the government under

the heading Defence and Emergency Arrangements, with the following wording:

‘The Secretary of State may give the BBC a direction in writing that the BBC must

not broadcast or otherwise distribute any matter, or class of matter, specified in the

direction, whether at a time or times so specified or at any time’ (BBC, 2006, article

81, 4).
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Such disagreements on programme policy and even about particular

programmes between a government and a PSM institution are neither unusual nor

unhealthy in constitutional terms. The two parties have different and equally

important positions and should often take opposing roles. That is especially the

case when dealing with policy issues that are dividing ‘the nation’ in popular

opinion and causing rifts and complications in the political arena, where public

media is obliged to deal impartially with both sides of any divide. Doing that well

and properly is almost impossible without being considered biased by either the one

or the other side. Striking an appropriate balance during wartime can be particularly

challenging. But it is precisely during such times, as already illustrated, that the

balancing problem and potential interference become severest.

In the weeks leading up to the second Iraq War in 2003, the News Director of the

Danish Broadcasting Corporation, DR, anticipating a Danish participation in the

intervening forces, drilled her staff on which vocabulary to use in news casts about

the situation. Should an American-led intervention in Iraq be described as an

‘attack’, an ‘invasion’ or a ‘liberation’? Should the intervening forces be called

‘the attackers’, ‘the allied’ or ‘the coalition’? Words and expressions were bal-

anced on a finely tuned weight. Little did it help; however, on the 25th of March

2003, 5 days after the beginning of the war, the conservative Danish Minister of

Culture, Mr. Brian Mikkelsen, confidentially e-mailed the Chairman of the DR

Board of Governors, Mr. Jørgen Kleener, the following report from a cabinet

meeting (author’s translation):

Dear Jørgen, Purely for your information, the DR’s coverage of the government and

especially the Iraq war was discussed at the cabinet meeting today, first at breakfast by

many ministers and then during the formal meeting. There is a very great dissatisfaction

with DR’s coverage, which is very one-sided—they are specifically annoyed with a few

female hosts and Ole Sippel* (whom many referred to as extreme in his expression against

the coalition). It came as far as to the Foreign Minister suggesting that we should not

privatize TV-2** which was considered fair in its coverage, but rather DR. This very fact is

the strongest argument among liberal-conservatives against privatization of TV-2. Many

believe that we should privatize DR, which is anti-government, while they do not under-

stand that we are privatizing TV-2, which is positive toward the government. I know it’s

hard for you—this morning I was the one in the line of fire because it was suddenly seen as

my responsibility—but you should be informed about the government’s position. I men-

tioned to the Prime Minister that I continually have a confidential dialogue with you about

the situation. Also that I had the impression that the Board of Governors and Nissen took it

very seriously, but the problem lay with Lisbeth Knudsen***. Yours sincerely Brian

-------------------------------------------------------

* DR’s Middle East correspondent

** TV2 is the second of the two Danish public service broadcasters. It was at that time on

the liberal-conservative government’s agenda to privatise TV2.

*** Lisbeth Knudsen was DR Director of News from 1998–2006 and a member of the

managing board.

Four years later, the e-mail was published by the author of this chapter as one of

the several illustrations of government interference (Nissen, 2007), and it has since

been used in another book (Hanretty, 2011 pp. 174–175). The initial publication

created some furore and was the subject of debate in the Danish Parliament. Having
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been dismissed 3 years earlier from the DG position, the author was met with two

opposite reactions, representing two very different organisational cultures. From

the one side, top civil servants confided that publishing a confidential e-mail from a

minister was a serious and unforgivable breach of norms considered fundamental

by the top of the civil services. From the other side, experienced journalists blamed

the author for breaching a key journalist norm by cowardly keeping the e-mail

hidden while serving as DG.

Securing PSM independence during wartime and other ‘national emergencies’

can be a challenge even in well-functioning, stable democracies and societies with

relative high degrees of economic, social and political stability. How much more

difficult then in societies ravaged with social unrest, ethnic division and less mature

political systems, where emergency situations tend to be the norm and everyday

occurrences. This is worth bearing in mind when contrasting editorial independence

and measuring the arm’s length principle in comparative contexts. The crucial

difference might not be sought solely in the PSM governance system itself and

the way it is handled, but as much in the society in which it’s embedded.

If pressure through the back door of the boardroom on the top management of a

PSM organisation fails to produce the intended results, i.e. to make the managers

fall in line, governments can choose another method to exerting pressure; they can

urge the governing board members (together or as individuals) to dismiss the

Director General. Certainly there can be fully acceptable and completely legitimate

reasons for a governing board to fire the executive manager. If the initiative for

doing so, however, originates from outside the boardroom, that is quite another

situation. The crude way to do this is to initiate a dismissal as a punishment for a

specific piece of a news or programme considered unfavourable to the government.

As this will often create unpleasant public attention, a more ‘discrete’ way of

handling the dismissal is to postpone it for a while and make the governing board

do this under some other pretence more acceptable due to typical reasons of

managerial misconduct and lack of confidence.

If the board can’t be persuaded to use one or the other of these two methods, then

it might help to replace the Chairman—which was probably what happened in the

above-mentioned case when the Thatcher government in 1986 appointed a new

BBC Chairman, who shortly after forced DG Alasdair Milne to resign. An even

smoother way to get rid of ‘inflexible’ directors general—and if necessary also

stubborn chairmen—is to synchronise, more or less formally, such shifts to coincide

with changes in government.

This phenomenon has been studied by Chris Hanretty (2011) in his book Public
Broadcasting and Political Interference, by using a proxy measure of independence

based on two sets of data: (a) the rate of turnover of chief executives (directors

general) and (b) the percentages of government changes which within 6 months

were followed by a change in the chief executive. Although the method—as also

mentioned by Hanretty—has some deficiencies, it results in an ‘interference index’

ordering the 47 analysed cases (PSM corporations) in a sequence (Hanretty, 2011,

pp. 11–15). Among the 27 European PSM organisations included in the analysis,

eight of the ten with the lowest score on government interference are situated in the
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north-western corner of Europe (the two remaining are Switzerland and Austria). At

the other end the seven out of ten PSM organisations with the highest interference

score are situated in Eastern European, former communist countries (the remaining

three are Italy, Spain and Portugal).

This clear geographical division corresponds with the picture of media indepen-

dence in general and especially suggesting public service media being at stake in

several Eastern European countries (Dragomir, 2009). Here directors general, heads

of news, editorial managers and even individual critical journalists are fired more or

less automatically following changes in government offices, in the wake of a critical

broadcast, or due to their reluctance to follow the line of the ruling political parties.

The methods used in countries including Poland, Slovakia, Romania and Croatia

generally fall under the above-described categories but often take place in very

opaque processes, which makes it especially difficult for outsiders to clearly

distinguish between ‘the good and the bad guys’ (see, for instance, Bacisin, 1998;

Czwitkovics, 2011; Karpinski, 1996).

As a somewhat balancing comment to this rather rude mapping of political

interference related to dismissals of top PSM executives, one could imagine that

governments that are seldom criticised for interfering in the hiring or firing of PSM

top management are simply more adept at handling the practice in ways that are

discrete and subtle. That would be the case, for instance, in patiently waiting for

some time-lag between changes of government and directors general. Take, for

example, the Nordic countries, reputed for their immaculate political culture and

governance. While their directors general are rarely fired at short notice due to

disagreements with government, or automatically dismissed after changes of

government, few hold their positions for extended periods or get reappointed for

a new term if they are not ‘in tune’ with the government of the day.

7.3.3 Direct Government Intervention (Level 3)

Direct intervention can take place in the open in various ways, for instance, in

published comments in newspapers or in public speeches in which PSM manage-

ment is criticised for an alleged lack of accountability (read ‘loyalty’) or more

specifically in relation to some critical broadcast that was not appreciated (so to

say). Such public statements are not necessarily in conflict with the arm’s length

principle unless they are followed up by threats of retaliation. Anyhow it is clearly

preferable to go this route compared to the covert direct personal contacts which take

place behind closed doors outside reach of public attention. Most directors general

and their heads of news and current affairs departments can recall ministers making

angry phone calls or drag them into a corner during one meeting or another to scold

them about a special broadcast or demand ‘equal airtime’ to correct reports about

perceived misdeeds—often followed up by threats with various kinds of retaliation.

Very few such incidents are however substantially recorded or documented.
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A well-known case combining open criticism and more covert pressure is the

battle between the British Prime Minister’s office at Downing Street 10 and the

BBC in 2003 concerning its reporting and commenting on the government’s

reasons for participation in the Iraq War. In May 2003, the BBC Defence Corre-

spondent, Andrew Gilligan, quoted an unnamed source who alleged that Downing

Street wanted the government’s dossier on Iraq ‘sexed up’ with a reference to

Saddam Hussein’s ability to launch a biological or chemical attack within 45 min.

Although the UK government fiercely denied the allegation and publicly accused

the BBC of lying, the BBC’s top management stood firm and was backed by the

Board of Governors. When Gilligan’s source, a Ministry of Defence microbiologist

named David Kelly, was found dead, it triggered a public enquiry led by Lord

Hutton. In January 2004 the Hutton Report was published and it included serious

allegations against BBC. The British government was more or less acquitted, a

verdict that has been heavily debated (Cowling, 2004; Dyke, 2005, pp. 250–330;

The Economist, 2004; The Guardian, 2004). The BBC Chairman, Gavin Davis,

resigned on the day of publication, and the next day the Director General, Greg

Dyke, was forced to follow.

What makes this case exceptional is not so much the end result but rather the

process that led to that result, with frequent exchanges of letters between a very

offensive government and a BBC top management defending its editorial indepen-

dence. One might add that compared with many other such conflicts between

governments and broadcasters, the BBC case was also extraordinary both because

the top management didn’t silently give in and due to the fact that the BBC was

eventually exonerated and came out of the conflict with the public considering it

more trustworthy and accountable than its political adversary. Compared to such

conflicts in other countries, the BBC–government conflict over the Iraq War was

also an exception because a public enquiry was indeed conducted.

7.4 General Patterns and Trends of PSM Independence
and Accountability

Specific cases have illustrated the twilight zone between the formal independence

of public service media and the more ‘brutal’ examples of direct government

interference, even manipulation, in controlled ‘state radios’. This background

contextualises a couple of more general questions related to the independence

and accountability issue of the primarily European PSM landscape.
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7.4.1 Government Interference Going from Bad to Worse

Measured by the many statements, resolutions and alarming reports highlighted in

the introduction to this chapter, there would seem to be a general tendency of

increasing government interference in the editorial work of public media corpo-

rations. The subtitle of the Open Society Institute/Foundation report from 2008,

More Channels, Less Independence, following up on a previous analysis 3 years

earlier (Open Society Foundation, 2005, 2008), confirms this general feeling of

things going from bad to worse. Assessing the general trend in the nine—primarily

Eastern European—countries reassessed, the Open Society Institute report states:

Another feature revealed by this monitoring is a worrying determination on the part of

political elites to reaffirm their influence over broadcasting. Many of the regulators are still

subject to blatant political interference. There are clear signs that the inclusion of civil

society representatives—introduced over the past 10 to 15 years—has not had much impact

on regulators’ partisan behaviour. Political elites have proven quite capable of

manipulating these representatives . . .. In our sample, the re-politicisation of public service

media is clearest in Poland, Romania and Slovakia, though it is evident too in Lithuania and

elsewhere. (Open Society Foundation, 2008, p. 20)

This apparent trend could be a misconception caused by the growing concern in

itself and the many studies carried out to substantiate it. But there are other and

plausible explanations providing a sufficient basis for increasing awareness. One

key fact is that the honeymoon days of liberation from totalitarian regimes in

Central and Eastern Europe in the early 1990s are over and done. Converting

‘state radio and television’ into ‘public services’ of an open society was quite

rightly conceived as a key ingredient of democratisation and also by the way as

one of the conditions—although a rather soft one—for joining the European Union.

Such a conversion is however not done overnight by changing the corporate name

and the clauses of media law. Engaged in severe conflicts over deep societal

divides, politicians revert to familiar patterns and old habits, and (‘their’) PSM

top management is inclined, if not forced, to follow.

Another explanation, also covering the development in the rest of Europe, and

closer to the governance theme of this chapter, is the new challenge stemming from

a changing communicative political culture. Political communication has in recent

decades been thoroughly professionalised because the battleground over public

opinion has become increasingly important to political success and social pro-

cesses. The timing and substance of political initiatives are pretested in focus

groups and tracked by opinion polls. The back offices of ministries are staffed

with media consultants and communication officers employed to influence—both

defensively and offensively—the press in order to create a favourable media

environment. This development has made the position of public service media

especially difficult. While media in general is often considered an adversary by

many governments, they seem particularly tempted to look upon and treat ‘their

own’ PSM institutions as a potential part of their communicative arsenal.
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This development can be illustrated by comparing two of the examples men-

tioned above. In 1985 the attempt by the Thatcher government to stop the BBC

from broadcasting a specific programme related to the conflict in Northern Ireland

was handled in a personal letter from the Home Secretary to the BBC Chairman.

Two decades later, during the Iraq War, government pressure on the BBC was

exerted via a virtual bombardment over a long period ‘on land, at sea and in the air’,

which was administered by a professional communication officer (Alasdair

Campbell) and his team in Downing Street 10.

7.4.2 The Notion of Profound Differences in Media Systems Might
Be Somewhat Superficial

Choosing the United Kingdom to illustrate serious political interference begs an

intriguing question: is it possible that the general conception of PSM governance in

the north-western corner of Europe—especially the United Kingdom and Scandi-

navian countries—considered close to the ideal of the arm’s length principle is

based on an ethnocentric prejudice? And then another series of questions arises: is

referencing this region a basis for bias? Can it be argued that this whole discourse is

to some extent based on the fact that the idea and the principles of public service

media were developed in Britain and more or less ‘wholeheartedly inherited’ in the

rest of Europe? And when measuring editorial independence, are we unconsciously

using the ‘genuine UK’ model as the normative yardstick? This is certainly a line of

argument often raised by those accused of editorial interference.

The repeatedly reported pattern on government interference in the editorial

domain of public service media is probably quite correct in general. The central,

eastern and southern parts of Europe—not to speak of countries in Asia, Africa and

South America—are troublesome areas in this respect, whereas the countries in the

north-western corner of Europe seem to be less plagued by these problems, yet more

open about them when interference occurs. Not only is this observation supported by

the many worried citizens and media professionals in the countries of concern but

also by the way protesters, daring to highlight the abusiveness, are often treated. This

view also conforms to the more analytically based picture drawn by Hallin and

Mancini in their book, Comparing Media Systems (Hallin & Mancini, 2004).

On the other hand, crucial differences might be sought and better understood in a

broader societal context than solely focusing on the media systems and the way

PSM governance is handled. It seems reasonable to suggest that all governments

want to influence media coverage, especially when they are in difficult situations

and under extreme pressure. Also it is reasonable to expect that they will aim their

interventions especially at media institutions that are constitutionally, so to speak,

within easier regulatory reach, and that implies the public service institutions. If so,

it would be an obvious hypothesis that any government—regardless of country and

media system—will try to circumvent or limit editorial independence of its public
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media institution if the hazards are considered to be at a certain ‘national emer-

gency’ level.

In the peaceful north-western corner of Europe, this level of emergency only

occurs in the comparatively rare situations when ‘the nation goes to war’, whether

against other countries or against terrorism within its own borders. In less fortunate

countries, marred with social unrest, profound economic crisis, ethnic division and

unstable political systems, governments find themselves in emergency situations as

a routine fact of social life. If accepted, then it is not unreasonable to argue that—all

other things being equal, i.e. dealing with crisis at a level being considered equal by

the ruling politicians—European governments are treating their public media

institutions and handling the principle of editorial independence very much the

same way.

7.5 Conclusion

Although by no means pretending to be based on a representative sample of

countries or on a thorough analysis of single cases, this chapter describes some of

the most important governance elements by which public service media organ-

isations are politically controlled and held accountable. It substantiates the wide-

spread concerns over threats to editorial independence of PSM institutions and the

ways their accountability obligations are handled, overtly and covertly. Not only

are the editorial processes subjected to all manner of government pressure, but also

the increasingly zealous and detailed institutionalisation of regulation entails a risk

of dominating and distorting the more diffuse and less manageable responsibilities

that are important for PSM relations to and with civil society, the principle

addressee of public service media accountability in ideal terms.

The most daring assertion of the chapter is that all governments—including

those usually considered generally to observe the arm’s length principle—intervene

if and when the stakes are considered high enough to warrant that. And when this

happens, all PSM top managers either submit or are removed. This calls into

question whether government interference can be reduced by establishing stronger

barriers in media legislation or by refining internal PSM editorial guidelines, as

argued by Chris Hanretty (2011, pp. 193–195). Nor is it reasonable to assume that

any significant improvement will come by simply ‘encouraging’ PSM management

to stand bravely firm against governmental pressure.

The reasoning behind this rather pessimistic view is that we are dealing with

basic societal conditions and power relations that are of a more general and

complex nature than those usually found in corporate governance relations between

owners and managers of private enterprises in any industry. The atypical dual

stakeholder composition (civil society and government) in public service media is

one of the strongest reasons validating this argument. Here real editorial indepen-

dence and adequate accountability are not two balancing extremes of a single

continuum. On the contrary, they are better understood as two sides of a coin.
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Few things are helping PSM institutions secure independence from governments as

much as being conceived accountable by their real owners: civil society. Supported

by international institutions and NGOs, this might be the only factor capable of

exerting the necessary continuous counterpressure needed to improve editorial

independence from government interference. This is essential to grasp because

one especially important implication is that the trend to develop ex ante evaluation

instruments may not guarantee the kinds of accountability that are most important

for PSM to have or to the most important addressees of accountability. This trend

might be considered even more worrisome as it also threatens the more fundamental

and essential demand for editorial independence.

As a final point, the focus on public service media independence ought briefly to

be extended to media in general because, as mentioned at the beginning of the

chapter, editorial independence from owners and specific external interests is

crucial for all media companies living up to basic publicist principles. It’s worth

noting that, firstly, governments eager to optimise their media coverage usually

don’t limit their attempts to interfere to public media. General media legislation,

regulatory authorities, discriminatory placement of official advertising and licens-

ing of the broadcast spectrum are a few of the ways that governments influence all

media companies, private and public alike. In passing it should be mentioned,

however, that sometimes governments are met with such powerful adversaries

and media as agents of influence and that very close links between government

and industry result in pressure and interference being exerted in the opposite

direction, as revealed by hearings on Murdoch’s media empire in the News of the
World phone-hacking scandal (Kellner, 2012).

Secondly, we should remember that private media companies are also subject to

tight editorial control from their corporate owners. The aforementioned Rupert

Murdoch is together with Silvio Berlusconi, probably some of the best known

examples of owners exerting an editorial influence over their media corporations

that goes far beyond what is possible for any government. Finally, one should not

forget the strong indirect influence that large advertisers have on the media by

virtue of deciding where they place their ads.

All in all, then, we can conclude that editorial independence is always at risk

regardless of whether we are dealing with a public or private media firm. From a

governance perspective, the crucial difference is the more complex stakeholder

constellation for public media as a sector. Not only is the formal owner (the state)

often characterised by strong, conflicting interests between different political

parties, one also has to consider the unique role of civil society—ideally very

different from that of consumers—as the genuine addressee of PSM accountability.
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Corporate Social Responsibility and Media
Management: A Necessary Symbiosis 8
George Tsourvakas

8.1 Evolution of the “Corporate Social Responsibility”
Concept

In many respects, the arrival of explicit conceptions of corporate responsibility

coincided with the Industrial Revolution. Before that time, the vast majority of

companies had neither the desire nor saw a need to address social issues. Industry

was generally dominated by small, family firms working within a relatively stable

external environment, with the human factor manifested in specific forms of craft

and commercial expertise.

The advent of Industrial Revolution and the consequent rapid growth of firms

totally transformed this situation. Furthermore, the transformation of companies’

legal status through incorporation brought about by limited liability ownership

enabled the scale of resources needed for mass production and markets. This also

had the unfortunate consequence of encouraging an unequal distribution of wealth

and brought significant changes in the way that companies behaved and took

decisions. Such changes prompted an increasingly thorough reconsideration about

the nature of business activities and relationships. It is from this conjuncture that we

can gauge the emergence of “corporate social responsibility” [CSR] at the earliest

stage in its development (Carroll, 1979, 1999, 2000; Carroll & Shabana, 2010).

In key respects, CSR counters the notion that the obligations of businesses are

restricted to a limited number of stakeholders—principally shareholders—and

extend solely to the maximization of profits. This perspective on shareholder

value inhibits the cultivation of CSR. In the name of maximizing profits, firms
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have too often ignored the significant aspect of proper alignment with principles of

mutual respect that are vital for long-term sustainability. The overexploitation of

resources arising from the previous and in many respects “mainstream” business

logic is now generally realized by individuals and institutions and even by some

progressive entrepreneurs who have at least informally introduced the concept of

CSR in their thinking and to steer decision-making.

During the nineteenth century, charitable giving and the endowment of trusts

served as a precursor of elements that eventually were taken over by the designs of a

modern welfare state. Arguably such initiatives were as much defensive in nature as

they were examples of the embryonic CSR strategies of good corporate citizens

because they were undertaken as a counterweight to the increasing organization of

labor, manifested in strong unions and a general unrest that produced waves of

strike action that seemed to threaten capitalism. In the longer term, CSR became

part of the public relations strategy of companies and a means of building public

goodwill, which is not the same but is partly rooted in a similar vein of defensive

calculation (Blowfield & Murray, 2008).

During this period, in many emerging, modern capitalist economies, the media

sector was comprised of small print media firms concentrated on narrow rather than

mass audiences. Most of their clients and customers were members of elite political

and social groups. The print media were expensive and depended largely on

revenue from circulation, which wasn’t cheap. In some countries, actually quite a

few, newspapers were either directly or indirectly owned by political parties or

trade unions and formed part of the ideological armory of contending movements.

Since there were few newspapers, magazines, and books, their responsibilities were

largely limited to economic performance (Picard, 2010).

The expansion of manufacturing and service industries in the first half of the

twentieth century saw the extension of media’s economic, social, and institutional
power. From the 1950s onwards—and particularly in the sixties and seventies—

such power drew attention not only from policy makers but also from public social

movements, often countercultural in nature and intentions, bringing increasing

pressure upon businesses to become more responsible members of a wider commu-

nity. Moreover, the importance of business philanthropy was significantly higher

with the enhancement of corporate donations to health, education, and culture—

essentially following in footsteps of earlier industrialists like Andrew Carnegie,

John Hopkins, and Joseph Rowntree.

Research interest in CSR accelerated in the 1980s with a keen interest in more

developed and interrelated theories in pursuit of a systematic approach (Amir &

Amir, 2010; Lee, 2008). One increasingly influential approach was stakeholder

theory, according to which a socially responsible company endeavors to balance a

variety of widely drawn contending interests. Instead of being overly driven by the

incentive to realize profits and grow shareholder returns, a “responsible” enterprise

also takes into account the needs and interests of employees, suppliers, distributers,

local communities, and, ultimately, a nation as a whole—perhaps even a group of
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nations for a transnational enterprise. During this period, new terms emerged for

describing the actions of socially oriented enterprises, such as social response,

corporate social performance, and CSR itself.

Exploring the dimensions of such concepts generated deeper insight into the

nature of social responsibility in the corporate context. For example, social perfor-

mance integrates three dimensions: a firm’s social obligation (corporate behavior in

response to market forces); its social responsibility, which is normative; and social

response, defined as the adaptation of corporate behavior to the needs of a host

society (Carroll, 1999, 2008). Noteworthy is the fact that during the 1980s, the first

empirical investigations explored business philosophy to specify actions and

practices that are in line with a CSR framework. The majority of those studies

aimed to provide a record of companies’ performance in fulfilling social and

cultural objectives in diverse dimensions: respecting the rights of minorities;

meeting environmental targets; and, more generally, supporting education, the

arts, urban regeneration, and human rights. However, despite a greater focus on

defining CSR in more scientific terms and using such insights to improve monitor-

ing, there was less focus on the nature and application of constituent practices and

objectives (Carroll, 1999, 2008).

From the 1990s, management research in this area became increasingly preoc-

cupied with empirical studies intended to extend the range of issues embraced by

CSR and theorizing about potential corporate responses. The period was also

characterized by a further period of growth in the global economy, particularly

within the banking and financial sectors that encouraged an increasing focus on

theoretical models of corporate social performance and business ethics (Garriga &

Mele, 2004). The concepts of “sustainability” and “corporate citizenship” were, for

the first time, subsumed under the conceptual umbrella of CSR with an emphasis on

comparing social performance with financial performance (Carroll, 2008; Moura-

Leite & Padgett, 2011).

Perhaps most importantly, the advent of the globalization has transformed the

international economy. For multinational companies, increasingly characteristic in

commercial media industries, globalization has encouraged the international adop-

tion of best practice in CSR and prioritized the management of public and commu-

nity issues. In this light, CSR is seen as a coherent framework for linking policies,

practices, and programs as an integrated “package” that informs the running of a

business and as a cornerstone in decision-making.

In the early twenty-first century, and especially in the aftermath of financial

calamity since 2008, evolution in the development of CSR has reached the point

where discussion about the social role and responsibilities of large corporations

and their ethical priorities has moved to center stage (Bonn & Fisher, 2005;

Carroll & Buchholtz, 2006; Gentile, 2001; Kotler & Leee, 2005; Porter &

Kramer, 2006).
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8.2 CSR and Media

The emergence of formalized approaches to CSR coincided with significant

developments in the character of mass media. Newspapers and other mass media

outlets progressively added more entertainment content in the latter half of the

nineteenth century, in the case of newspapers tripling the average number of pages.

Cover prices were lowered (i.e., the penny press) and greater emphasis was placed

upon attracting advertising revenues. This was especially pronounced in the USA

but also evident elsewhere if not usually as extreme. The number of broadcasting

outlets also grew, most of them state or public operators in the first half of the

twentieth century in Europe, which by definition were more socially oriented and

typically mandated to cater for a wide range of needs. There were strongly

regulated mechanisms for the allocation and utilization of spectrum and national

airwaves (Picard, 2008).

The evolution of mass media during the twentieth century was characterized by

an inherent tension between public interest and public service concerns on one side

and commercial drivers on the other—a condition that was institutionalized begin-

ning in the mid-1980s with the licensing of commercial broadcasters and the

creation of a dual media system in Europe. For much of this period, regulation

and strong public service institutions provided a counterweight to the attributed

value-neutral profit maximizing tendencies described earlier.

The 1980s and 1990s saw the liberalization of most national media markets. This

encouraged extensive consolidation and an increasingly significant role for major

international media conglomerates, notably AOL Time Warner, Viacom, News

Corporation, Bertelsmann, Sony, and Vivendi Universal. There was significant

growth in multichannel, cable, satellite and pay television companies. The

regulating mechanism that has been more or less national in orientation and author

was becoming less effective and media markets were very profitable, although still

at a lower degree in comparison some other economic sectors (Barwise & Picard,

2012).

In certain respects, the pattern of development within the media industries would

seem to be the opposite of that seen in the commercial sphere as a whole. While

management studies and corporate practice have embraced—to greater or less

degrees—CSR principles and methods, many national media markets have seen,

at varying rates, a high degree of dismantling of externally levied regulations and

also internally imposed codes and regimes of best conduct. Such processes have

been uneven, in some cases slower and in others rapid, but often with troubling

outcomes when considering the social responsibility of media operators

historically.

In the digital sphere, where regulation and best practices race to keep up with the

pace of technological change and the proliferation of internet and mobile products

and services, the challenges are even more profound. Audiences vary in size from

small to extremely large, and they are more powerful than ever as they can interact

directly with one another, create their own content, and, significantly, highlight
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instances of poor or unethical journalism. This also encourages media managers to

be more aware of, and concerned with, CSR as a vital aspect of the firm in practice.

The growth of social and user-generated media has been paralleled by a number

of notable failures of governance and professionalism and in the standards of

behavior and duties of care expected from media organizations and their leading

employees. Examples range from Jayson Blair’s acts of journalistic fraud when

working for the New York Times to the phone-hacking scandal at News Interna-

tional. There are signs that this might lead to a new dialogue on the policy issues,

media pluralism, and independent professionalism (Doyle & Schlesinger, 2012).

Hitherto, public interest and public service values, as well as strong industrial

and professional codes of conduct, helped limit such ethical failures while stable

industry models and predictable revenue streams meant fewer pressures to cut

corners. In an environment characterized by deregulation and increasing financial

pressures, however, some wonder if it is realistic (or practicable) for media

organizations to reconcile commercial imperatives with wider ethical and social

obligations. In the remainder of this chapter, we shall explore what media can learn

from the managerial mainstream and whether a CSR adapted to the unique charac-

ter and needs of the media enterprise (whether public or private) can provide a

counterweight to mitigate against ethical lapses and malpractice. We begin with an

encapsulation of theoretical view of CSR in application to media firms and

industries.

8.3 Carroll’s Model of Corporate Social Responsibility

As we have seen, CSR has gone through several phases of evolution. There remains

little consensus on its precise definition. We can say that all the theoretical

constructions developed after the 1950s agree that companies committed to CSR

demonstrate corporate motivations that go beyond profit-making and formal legal

obligations to involve a wider set of social and ethical concerns. Such principally

include protection of the environment, fostering an improved society, supporting

economic development, and sustaining good corporate relationships (Dahlsrud,

2008).

The social responsibilities of media companies are arguably more extensive and

intensive than for most other industries because media are so central to cultural

production and play such an important role in educating citizens and equipping

them to participate in the democratic process. Moreover, media firms are able to

influence others by shaping public opinion, cultivating social perspectives, and

inculcating systemic values (not ignoring the fact that such is contentious, of

course, and always fractured). It is clearly true that media industries have, or should

have, significant responsibilities.

Carroll’s model synthesizes a range of theories and models summarized in four

kinds of social obligations that together constitute CSR:
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• Economic responsibilities are fundamental. Without the foundation of profitabil-

ity, none of the other responsibilities are feasible or deliverable.

• Moving up one step, legal responsibilities are the next most important and reflect

the way that society’s ethical principles are codified and applied.

• Ethical or moral responsibilities form a higher set of internalized obligations that

encourage workers, managers, and firms to do what is right and avoid

doing harm.

• Philanthropic obligations reside at the apex of Carroll’s pyramid of corporate

social responsibility, obliging the corporation to act as a good corporate citizen

to promote a generalized social welfare that is crucial to shared quality of life

(Carroll, 1991).

These levels are not independent. Carroll sees them as tightly interrelated with a

high degree of interdependence.

Carroll’s model is useful because it allows us to map the theories that have been

developed to analyze CSR activities in application to media organizations. Media

industry theory typically prioritizes the economic dimension of media’s social

responsibilities. The second group can be summarized as media ethics theories

and corresponds to the second level in Carroll’s hierarchy. The third category can

be related to media shareholder theories. Finally, I will argue that the ultimate

category—that of the philanthropic or the good corporate citizen—can be at least

partially identified in the work of sustainability media theorists like Garriga and

Mele (2004). In what follows we treat each level in turn.

The first level of theorization focuses on socially responsible activities as tools
for wealth creation. Of course this is significant for any commercial enterprise, but

one needs to understand that even not-for-profit public corporations are nonetheless

financial organizations. Lacking the resources to operate effectively inherently

means that no other aspect of social responsibility is possible for a media firm.

The problem, however, is that too often (and increasingly) this is considered as the

only social obligation of media companies. If that were indeed valid, then it would

strongly suggest that the management of media firms is no different from any kind

of firm.

This approach traces its origins to the work of Milton Friedman and his seminal

New York Times article, “The social responsibility of business is to increase its

profits” (Friedman, 1970). For Friedman, the only responsibility for any firm—and

thus by extension any media firm—is to maximize shareholder value within the

regulatory framework and without violating the most general morals of a (national)

society. Apart from achieving the financial targets, media companies have no

further obligation other than avoiding outright breeches of ethics that are endemic

to an industry in the public’s expectations for its performance. The key task, then, is

to secure economic benefits. Also, it is generally accepted that the requirement to

maximize shareholder value is not incompatible with taking into account the

interests of other media stakeholders. Obviously wealthy media companies have

more resources to produce quality and diverse content, although that is not to say

they will do that if a less expensive alternative produces better margins.
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Therefore, the conclusion drawn from the theory is that the social contribution of

media firms is not the issue at all and that media enterprise and entrepreneurial

actions are clearly financial in prioritization. This theory is subject to extensive

criticism mainly given the increased risk that media face by focusing only in the

economic field and the overly restrictive approach it implies for long-term

planning. In fact the “bottom line” for a media firm is strongly determined by the

perceptions it has of higher ethical standards, such as integrity in journalism and

fairness in the portrayal and representation of diverse peoples. A media firm that

ignores the general standards of public expectations for these industries courts

disaster, as the News Corp phone-hacking scandal illustrates all too well. But one

could make the same claim, if too a lesser degree, of the recent controversies about

the salaries and benefits awarded to BBC managers.

Thus, adherents and critics alike generally agreed that it is important to broaden

CSR in media beyond the purely economic approach, if for no better reason than the

importance this has for marketing and public relations. Working on the assumption

that reputation and brand name are important drivers of profitability, media

companies feel compelled to forge a more intimate relationship with their

audiences. For adherents, therefore, investment in public relations is a key element

in bolstering the financial foundations of effective CSR—other aspects bolster the

bottom line and are critical to success in that pursuit. The latest development here is

about how media achieve measurable social targets and how those targets are

related to corporate financial performance (Burchell, 2008; Hawkins, 2006;

Schwartz & Salla, 2012).

The second layer of theories terms as media ethics theories highlight the firm’s

relationship with society and the influence that each company can have in the

political sphere. Because the basic assumption is that growth depends on the

enterprise’s harmonious engagement with society, it is necessary to take ethical

social requirements into account as a priority. The ethical complexion of CSR

encourages greater sensitivity regarding the actions of each media company in

relation to the host community. In short, ethical theories acknowledge the relation-

ship between media business and society as a relationship with deeply rooted moral

values. Media is not, in short, “business as usual.”

To usefully analyze the ethical dimension of CSR requires understanding the

complex, collective character of responsibility. Groups of social actors—

shareholders, employees (journalists and content producers), and volunteers—

have individual responsibility to act ethically and ensure the socially responsible

character of the enterprise. An ethical breach or lapse by an associated individual

can have profound consequences for the entire corporation. Regarding the collec-

tive aspect, we need to realize that the enterprise as a whole is a social actor in its

own right and will be judged for its actions—both good and ill.

In media industries particularly, professional ethics and continually strengthen-

ing a moral “center” are core components of CSR because these provide the internal

impetus for media companies to go beyond self-interest to meaningfully respond to

social as well as economic drivers. The argument I advance is that CSR should be

understood not only as a means to improve the functioning of the media business
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but that managers are wise to remember that in this business, they are responsible

on a moral basis.

In this light, the concept of media ethics is an integral part of CSR for these

industries and functions as a benchmark to establish the degrees to which media

companies fulfill social expectations and, moreover, that financial incentive is a

practical reality. The management challenge for media companies is how to achieve

the best “ethical fit” between legal macroethics, organizational middle ethics, and

individual micro-ethics (Appelbaum, Vigneault, Walker, & Shapiro, 2009;

Schwartz & Carroll, 2003).

8.4 Stakeholder Theory and CSR

Stakeholder theory provides a useful means of engaging with CSR issues in media

firms and acts as a bridge between the ethical and philanthropic levels of Carroll’s

CSR pyramid. For a media company to be consistent with sound ethical principles,

it must firstly take into account the groups that have a legitimate interest in its

activities and their consequences. These are stakeholders who either benefit or

suffer from the actions taken by a media companies and thus ultimately from the

decisions made by its managers. Managers therefore need to pay attention to and

embrace issues that matter to the host community and not just those parties that

directly associated with its financial interests, i.e., shareholders. Media managers

will often struggle to balance the rival interests and concerns of diverse

stakeholders that include owners, advertisers, audiences, shareholders, and

politicians (to name but a few). Environmental protection is another important

concern today, and this raises the question of whether media organizations also

have obligations to fairly consider the interests of nonhuman stakeholders (other

species, wilderness preservation, habitat diversity, etc.). Culture, technology, and

the physical environment all pose challenging questions for society and commerce

and have always had a strong bearing on media industries.

Carroll’s model and the stakeholder approach converge in the pursuit of

maximizing shareholder value, which has a conceptual foundation in the ideals of

democracy as well as the proper functioning of a free market economy. But the

important difference is that in stakeholder theory, the media company is required to

overcome an often complicated, always complex, and constantly evolving set of

conflicting interests (Jonker & de Witte, 2006; Werther & Chandler, 2006). While

all industries and types of companies must deal with this to varying degrees, the

complexity and intensity of the challenge is arguably much higher for media firms

than many others.

In one of its most far-reaching manifestations, media firms are beginning to

embrace concepts of sustainable development and “green media” as an important

dimension of CSR policy. The intention is to ensure that companies (and industries)

can grow and develop without compromising the interests of future generations and

the environmental legacy passed down to them (Bansal & Roth, 2000; Saha &
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Darnton, 2005). Such notions are closely tied to those dealing with the improve-

ment of general welfare and quality of life. The pursuit has financial and practical

benefits, as well. For example, Yleisradio in Finland is now encouraging employees

to work several days per week at home, providing them with laptops and

smartphones to facilitate this. That is good for the environment but also means

the firm doesn’t need as much physical space and facility as in the past. It is thus

possible to lease or even sell some Yle properties to other investors, lowering the

fixed costs of the firm.1

Some media firms now vaunt their green agendas. For example, BSkyB

announced in 2009 that it had invested £233 million to develop “Europe’s most

sustainable broadcasting facility.” The company has also led the way in developing

energy-saving set-top box technologies (BskyB, 2009).

Sustainable development theory prioritizes forms of development that serve

long-term and generalizable human needs and contribute to the improvement of

quality of life (Haddock-Fraser, 2012). Such outcomes are only possible with

popular support for conservation and the responsible use of scarce resources that

are the “property” or sphere of societies as a whole, whether natural, human, or

financial. Of course one of the main limiting factors is the increasing dominance of

multinational media corporations that are less beholden to, and often less intimately

linked with, local interests or geographic communities.

Notions of corporate citizenship underpin what is perhaps the most activist and

interventionist of all the forms of CSR identified by Carroll. The philanthropic

organization and professionals working for them actively donate to causes as a form

of investment in the production of social goods. In fact media companies were

among the earliest proponents and are historically evident in the first stage of

development. Corporate citizenship, as we would now call it, was associated with

the involvement of media businesses in charitable activities and donations as

illustrated by Pulitzer’s commitment to social life and education in journalism

and various endowments that benefit media research and development (such as

the Rockefeller Foundation and the Open Society Foundation). For Carroll, social

solidarity is one of the fundamental aims of such programs (1991). For all firms—

including media firms—corporate citizenship and philanthropy can take a variety of

forms from ad hoc and discrete donations to ongoing support for “third sector”

entities (charities, cultural institutions) and investment in community projects and

social enterprises.

Another important contextual factor in many countries is the downsizing and

even withdrawal of the state from former areas of social and cultural provision in

which states previously had a key role. Private organizations not only have the

opportunity to work more closely with citizens and communities to meet

obligations formerly addressed by national and local governments but increasingly

are rather expected to do that. This is evident in frequent claims that the private

sector can do much of what has been historically handled by the public sector in

1 Personal communication with Gregory F. Lowe, 21 May 2014.
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ways that are more efficient and effective. While not always true, but there is cause

for renewed consideration of where and how that argument has merit. Media

companies can identify which specific social actions can influence people and

societies for the better and complement their strategic intentions (Heikkurinen &

Ketola, 2012; Jamali & Mirshak, 2007; Kramer & Kania, 2006). For example, it is

clear in the newspaper industry’s best interests to support literacy and civic

engagement. That has a bearing on the health of their business and on the welfare

of society.

The theories we have considered support that argument that media companies

should be more actively engaged in helping solve social problems, including

pressing environmental concerns. CSR is a positive way to complement existing

public interest models and potentially offset both the seemingly inherit weaknesses

(e.g., bureaucratic and slow) and their overall diminution. The CSR approach takes

a different view from traditional public interest approaches because there is not a

third party (state intervention or independent authorities) to decide what is good for

people and how to fit with the social interests ex post but rather is about making

decisions by the managers themselves (a self-regulated mechanism) in ex ante

fashion. Of course CSR is not a panacea for all failures of either the free market

or governmental provision. Nor should we underestimate either the contradictory

impulses within organizations employing CSR strategies or ignore criticisms

leveled at CSR from within academia or political and social movements. There is

much truth in the general critique. But this doesn’t invalidate the contemporary

importance of, even social necessity for, CSR as a core dimension of principle and

practice in media industries.

8.5 Challenges for Media Companies in the Framework of CSR

I am arguing the importance of CSR theory and principals for media companies.

This is particularly important for media industries because they are distinguished in

having a dual role as both market and social actors. Media firms contribute signifi-

cantly to the overall quality of social life when practicing corporate social respon-

sible behaviors and being committed to sustainable development. This matters, as

well, because they face mounting challenges for improvement in accountability and

transparency. The media sector is less regulated today than in the past, and that

suggests the crucial need for thinking more precisely about how they gather

information, what responsibilities they have in choices about content, and how to

act responsibly as corporate citizens in an increasingly globalized world. In this

section, we want to better understand what I’ll call media CSR practices (MCSR).

As discussed, media mangers are influenced by different stakeholders and face a

number of dilemmas (McManus, 1997; Stern, 2008). The first and a fundamental

decision for media managers is how to balance the offering of a public good with

the economic interests of a business with costs and the need for profits. The
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difficulty is evident in decisions about what kind of content managers chose to

produce, as this reflects the rationale as well as priorities. Media content is impor-

tant because it affects everyone in the many daily decisions about political, cultural,

and social issues. Certainly the commercial aspect is significant because of the cost

of production and the need for revenue (Achtenhagen & Raviola, 2009; Tsourvakas,

2003). As already mentioned, the first duty of any company is to ensure its

continuation with sufficient resource to fulfill the mandate. Media managers face

challenges to make their media companies profitable, but also with a sufficient

quality content and (across operators and sectors) for all types of audiences, not

only segments that are highly profitable (Lowe, 2009; Picard, 2005).

A related dilemma has to do with the priority media managers assign to their

main source of revenue because commercial operators typically must serve the

(often) divergent interest of two markets at the same time: audiences and

advertisers. According to Ots (2009), managers weigh and filter what to prioritize

in the light of their firms’ self-interested needs. Will the focus privilege journalistic

values or care more about the desires of advertisers when advertisers want specific

thematic content or angles of coverage to appeal to particular audience profiles?

Here is the risk of ignoring issues relevant to minority audiences or an audience

with lower purchasing power or indeed even the overall interests of society at large

in some instances. A large readership or viewership is usually the first reason for an

advertiser to choose a medium and media firm. Media managers experience strong

cross-pressures and must develop ample competence to handle this. Although our

example here is focused on commercial firms, it is worthwhile to note that public

sector companies also have dual markets to satisfy—governments and regulators on

the one side and audiences and users on the other. These interests also frequently

diverge. Governments affect media manager’s decision-making via regulation,

subsidies, and offers of loans or tax relief (Doyle, 2000; Loomis, 2008).

Thus, a constant and characteristic dilemma that media managers encounter is

being able to effectively manage the interests of diverse stakeholders with varying

incentives. Staff working within media companies—journalists, producers, artists,

technicians, and administrative staff—often pursue both economic and noneco-

nomic incentives. They like to work within their chosen medium and to wield

influence. Professional identity is a core feature of personal identity and self-worth.

Many choices in media industries are based on noneconomic considerations. As

Picard (2010) has noted, many people will do media work for free. There aren’t

many industries where that happens.

The potential for ethical problems becomes pronounced where conventional

workplace rewards (principally salaries) are very low or there are no clear or agreed

professional standards. Financial pressures, or the allure of fast money, can encour-

age corrupt relationships with politicians or business people, or the use of inappro-

priate methods to collect news in manner that risks violating human dignity

or producing low quality content (Clifford & Nordenstreng, 2004; Tsoukamoto,

2006). Competitors influence, as well, when the intensity encourages short-term

thinking or prioritizes low-cost strategies (Van der Wurff & van Cuilenburg, 2001).
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Media managers cope with direct and indirect efforts to influence the selection or

shaping of content to support their own opinions or to slow or constrain the free

exchange of information. They face problems with the entertainment programs that

have language or images that some find offensive, that have a sensationalistic

character, that rely on social stereotypes, and that promote sexism or racist attitudes

(Beam, 2001; Lacy, 1992). When media companies are managed in an opportunis-

tic and irresponsible way, they are far away from an MCSR business model (Breit,

2010; Kaye & Sapdsky, 2009; Li, 2012). In many European media markets, public

media organizations do a better job, overall, than private sector counterparts,

according to Ingenhoff and Koelling (2012). The authors attribute this to the

probability that public media feel more accountable to audiences because of their

public service obligations and funding.

Gulyas’s (2009) research suggests that the giant communications agencies and

broadcast industry in UK have far more developed processes of regulating and self-

regulating social responsibility than longer-established newspapers and small-sized

media organizations. The author attributed this to the fact that the broadcast

industry was for many years more regulated than the print industry and that large

organizations are more exposed to the public eye since most of them are listed firms

on stock markets. Finally, a small number of UK media companies announce yearly

reports on corporate social responsible results, although a sense of best practices is

so far elusive.

For Han, Lee, and Khang (2007) who compared only print media, the main

reason that some newspapers are more socially responsible in their content than

other is explained mainly by an organization’s work culture. It’s also important to

consider the role of general editorial policy. Adams-Bloom and Cleary (2009)

studied the degree of social responsibility of the morning news segment of major

US TV channels and concluded that channels with appropriate policy gave equal

weight to economic objectives in relation to shareholders and the journalistic values

for independence and professionalism. The researchers proposed clear and distinct

roles to distinguish the products advertised from the news production. Napoli

(2001) conducted research about the degree to which American TV outlets are

concerned with the public interest and found that all private television channels

have reduced the number of public interest programming such as news that supports

democratic procedures but does not attract large audiences and is expensive to

produce.

For Kung (2008) and Agas, Georgakarakou, Antonopoulou, and Tsourvakas

(2011), MCSR is mainly about diminishing the potential negative effects of con-

tent, such as reducing the level of violent content, declining pornographic aspects,

and encouraging respect for human dignity and concern about life for minorities

and the disadvantaged.

All the empirical evidence suggests that there are unique peculiarities of MCSR

that are characteristic of challenges managers constantly face in media companies.

These peculiarities are mainly caused by fundamental conflicts between public

interest obligations and private financial interests, resulting in various ethical

dilemmas and continually requiring a complicated process of balancing the
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contending interests of different stakeholders. Thus, media managers are required

to strike a fair and useful balance between social mission and ensuring the neces-

sary financial resources to produce quality content that is also competitive in an

ethical manner (Chong, 2010; Worth, 2009).

8.6 Recommendations for Media Social Responsible Practices

With all of that in view, I suggest that corporate social responsibility should be a

mandatory competence for media managers. I would go so far as to argue that some

set of best practices should be developed and adopted internationally. A social

responsible index for all media should include variables that are more important for

media industries in comparison with other industrial organizations or service

providers, as argued in this chapter. I propose four variables to start:

1. Content quality measure. Content is the core focus and purpose for media

companies and its consumption influences everyone in a society. Therefore,

content policy should be transparent regarding editorial practices for collecting

and producing news, the freedom to express opinions, and should include a

plurality of types and styles of programs for diverse social groups and heteroge-

neity of news, featuring the widest possible range of voices including activists,

subcultures, and minorities or regional groups. Broadcasters should be serious

about children programs, especially, and all operators should be respectful of

human rights and careful in the production of all types of programs and contents.

2. Healthy media business practices. Best practices will include policies to ensure

fair labor relations and proper care for employees’ life balance. Managers should

have transparent relationships with shareholders, independent producers,

distributers, financial institutions, advertisers, and others. MCSR means, in

practice, developing a different way of thinking. It’s important to treat workers,

both those on staff and those contracted as freelance or other temporary labor, as

fully human resources. This requires supporting sufficient social activities of

employees, organizing leisure activities systematically, and working to solve

organizational problems that cause unnecessary and hurtful stress.

3. Social solidarity report. Media companies could be required to make annual

investments at some reasonable and (varying, we suppose) proportionate level to

contribute in resolving persistent social problems. Some will be media related,

such as education and cultural issues, and others more general, such as concern

with supporting the development of tolerance for pluralism and diversity. Those

investments could include economic support (philanthropy or donations) or

know-how support for a period of time.

4. Environmental improvement measures. These could be defined as the

percentages of shift to achieving green media companies. This would include

direct support of staff members in voluntary activities to improve the company’s
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internal effectiveness in sustainability and in working with citizens to solve

environmental problems (deforestation, threats to endangered species, cleaning

beaches, etc.). It would certainly include ongoing support for efforts to reduce

negative influences and support beneficial influences in content.

After the 2008 economic crisis, there is no doubt that regulations, free market, or

other hybrid models do not guarantee a stable and sustainable economic and

physical environment. MCSR strategy for media companies will validate invest-

ment to balance social service and public interest functions with financial self-

interest.
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Resources and Perspectives from Media
Political Economy 9
Justin Schlosberg

9.1 Introduction

The existence of media management studies as a delineated field of scholarly

inquiry rests on an inherent conceptual tension. Management studies have tradi-

tionally been goal oriented towards identifying the structures and practices that

maximise a firm’s capacity to survive and thrive under market conditions. Within

this context, empirical research has been chiefly concerned with variables that

affect related indicators of efficiency, productivity, competitiveness and profitabil-

ity. Within the broader scholarship of media and communication studies, however,

it is the social and public value of media outputs that carry the most weight. This

calls attention to an altogether different set of performance indicators regarding

things like an informed citizenry, the circulation of diverse viewpoints and ideas,

the representation of minorities and the subjection of powerful interests and

institutions to proper scrutiny and accountability.

Of course, the social and public value of media output may not always be in

conflict with the profit-oriented goals of media firms. Indeed, media organisations

that are self-sustaining within the market and produce positive social externalities

may be inherently desirable because:

1. They are not compromised by a dependence on state or philanthropic sources of

funds.

2. They can provide an effective counterweight to state or public broadcasting in

those countries where it is dominant.

Nor does the tension discredit media management studies that do not take the

societal impact of media output as their starting point. There are certainly core
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characteristics of media products—or symbolic goods—that make conventional

management studies inadequate to the task of understanding how media

organisations can optimally function in the marketplace. For instance, attention to

the value of novelty attached to media products (and the inherent risks associated

with it) tells us much about the acute need of media firms to achieve economies of

both scale and scope and the incessant drive towards concentration and consolida-

tion within and across media markets (Garnham, 2000). This in turn underlines

justifications for policy interventions and regulation that are particularly sensitive

issues for media companies, not least because of the perceived association between

media independence and free speech rights.

Even studies that are centred on questions about market performance of media

firms are therefore always linked—at least tacitly—to broader concerns to do with

policy, democracy and freedom. For this reason, the impact of media management

variables on media output (as opposed to market performance) is considered by

some to be the most pertinent line of inquiry and ‘the raison d’etre of the field’

(Mierzjewska & Hollifield, 2006: 40).

Seen from this perspective, the central question underlying media management

scholarship has to some extent been reframed from that which underlies manage-

ment studies more broadly. In particular, the articulated goal is to address not

simply how media firms can optimally survive and thrive under various market

conditions but how they can optimally survive and fulfil their social role under

various market (and indeed nonmarket) conditions.

This intrinsically links the study of internal management structures and pro-

cesses to the social externalities of media output, both positive and negative. But if

media management scholarship is intimately concerned with social externalities

rather than just market performance, we might well question whether it constitutes a

distinctive field at all. Much of critical media theory, for instance, is concerned

precisely with what we might consider to be media management variables and their

effects on media output and society at large. This is most clearly the case with

respect to the political economy literature, which takes the ownership structures of

media firms and their entrenchment within the market as the basis for explanations

of media output. This is used to develop a broader understanding of the relationship

between media systems and structures of power in society.

Given its central concern with internal production processes and characteristics

of media firms, media management scholarship may complement, underpin and

extend political economic accounts and help to fill in some crucial gaps. In

particular, political economic accounts have tended to be very effective in probing

the nature and extent of the problem, but much less effective in determining the

precise causes, and perhaps partly as a result of this, there has been relatively scant

attention to possible alternatives and solutions.

At the same time, media management scholarship would be emboldened by

attention to not just the social value and cultural characteristics of media output but

more acutely to its (often presumed) ideological features and its purported role in

challenging or reproducing relations of power. It is the core contention of this

chapter that if political economists have intrinsically linked market dynamics with
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ideology and power, media management studies are best placed to probe, question

and define that link.

As such, broader media theory—and critical media theory in particular—can

offer useful conceptual starting points for media management research. In turn,

media management research may offer important contributions to the development

of critical media theory. In order to illustrate this, we will first sketch an overview of

key studies in the political economy of the media, addressing some of the central

critiques that have been levelled against them. We will then consider how media

management research may help to answer some of these critiques in ways that may

be especially fruitful amidst current market conditions and the age of ‘crisis’.

The focus here is on the provision of news and current affairs. This is not to

disregard the importance to democracy in respect of the wider cultural contribution

of the media industries, nor the increasingly blurred boundaries of news in a

converged media environment. But the conventional liberal narrative of the

media reserves a special place for journalists as agents of democracy, holding

power to account and fostering an informed citizenry. The extent to which they

can or do live up to this role is a core concern shared by political economists and

media management scholars alike.

9.2 Political Economy Roots

Political economy is the study of the relationship between economic structures and

processes on the one hand and the production of values and power in society on the

other. When applied to the media, political economic accounts tend to examine the

impact on media output of industry structure and ownership or the various elements

of the commodity cycle (production, distribution, exchange, consumption). They

are rooted in theories of historical materialism, though not all are explicitly Marxist.

Some are closer to the historical materialism advanced by Harold Innis through his

conception of ‘knowledge monopolies’ as the by-product of media technologies.

According to this view, it is the determining effects of media technology that both

structure and nurture the development of civilisation—and imperial conquest

(Innis, 1950). Nor are all political economic accounts of the media unequivocally

critical. Some (e.g. Mosco, 2004) acknowledge that processes of commodification

and control in the media industries are not flawless or unchecked but subject to

various obstacles, including political conflict and resistance.

In the main, however, media political economy tends to be grounded in Marxist

analyses of power and the reproduction of social and economic relations. These

assert that the ‘function’ of the mass media is to propagate the legitimating ideology

of the ruling class and that this is achieved by virtue of its control over the ‘means of

mental production’, or the ‘ideological apparatus of the state’ (Althusser, 2008;

Marx & Engels, 1976; Poulantzas, 1978).

Not surprisingly, the development of mass media in the twentieth century—

particularly television and radio—was seen by Marxist political economists as a
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consolidation of elite ideological control. More acutely, the mass media were seen

as the primary means by which late capitalist societies endured the tremors of

foundation-rattling crises. They provided the glue or ‘social cement’ (Thompson,

1990) to preserve a dominant systemic order, engineering just enough consensus to

avoid popular revolt. This was despite a growing concentration of wealth and

income inequality, particularly since the Second World War.

One of the earliest and most explicit invocations of these ideas was offered by

Adorno and Horkheimer in their Dialectic of Enlightenment (Adorno &

Horkheimer, 1933 [1944]). Focussing on patterns of standardisation and

rationalisation that accompany the commodification of cultural forms, they painted

a dystopian picture of late capitalist societies becoming increasingly unified and

conformist, with the mass media serving to normalise, exclude or co-opt deviance

and individuality.

In the 1970s and 1980s, more empirically based studies influenced by political

economy became adept at demonstrating ideological bias in the news. In both

public and commercial broadcasting, they found persistent patterns of bias in the

coverage of crime, terrorism, industrial conflict and the Cold War, among other

topics (Chibnall, 1980; Glasgow University Media Group, 1976; McNair, 1988;

Schlesinger, Murdock, & Elliott, 1983).

9.3 Critiques and Counter-Critiques

The most vociferous challenge to these accounts has centred on their (often)

embedded assumptions about media effects (e.g. Klaehn, 2002). Critics have rightly

pointed out that audience studies beginning in post-War America have consistently

demonstrated ‘minimal’ media influence on the audience’s political views and

dispositions. Marx’s notion of a ‘camera obscura’ or false consciousness—

according to which the proletariat come to perceive their own social reality in

ways that legitimise the status quo—began to look somewhat detached from the

reality of complex and heterogeneous post-industrial societies.

Radicals countered that the most potent media effects were beyond the scope of

experimental, survey-based or even anthropological studies. They were held to

consist not so much in persuasion but reinforcement, the ‘drip, drip, drip’ which

characterises subtle and long-term mobilisation of bias and is a function of the mass

media’s pervasive presence in people’s lives (Downing, 1980; Silverstone, 1999).

Others suggested that ideological effects consisted not in the media’s ‘message’ but

rather in what was left unsaid (Curran, 2002; Hall, 1982). It is, after all, difficult to

study audience responses to content they have never consumed.

In any case, the presence of ideological bias in the media is undesirable

irrespective of whether it has mobilising effects on audiences. Access to diverse

viewpoints is considered a foundation of the media’s liberal democratic function,

and as such, critical media studies in the political economy tradition have been right

to focus their attention on processes of production over and above consumption.
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Whilst the latter has been a particular point of focus for cultural studies, political

economists place greater weight on the former in view of its poll position within the

‘integrated circuit’ of mass communication.

In effect, however, the political economy tradition has been concerned with the

first two of what Stuart Hall (1973) considered the three key ‘moments’ in the flow

of mass communications—production, content and reception. It is when asserting

the influence of production—both instrumental and structural—over content that

political economists have more to answer for. It is one thing to observe that the

media are controlled and operated by an elite or privileged group, but it is another to

assert that ownership, or the media’s entrenchment within the market system,

somehow determines the nature of its output. Just as Marx himself was unclear as

to what the ideological apparatus of the state consists in (and much less how it

functions), critical media theorists have been accused of falling victim to the

‘fallacy of internalism’ (Thompson, 1990)—making assumptions about the causes

and effects of media output based only on patterns observed within the output itself.

A related charge is that political economists have generally failed to explain the

relationship between structures and processes on the one hand and social behaviour

and norms within the journalism profession that give rise to systemic ideological

bias on the other. Equally, there has been scant attention to how agency or

instrumentalism might impact on structures in turn (Manning, 2001). In a convinc-

ing critical review, Michael Schudson dubbed this gap a ‘black box’ that political

economists have shown little interest in examining (Schudson, 1989).

None of this negates the important contribution of political economy to critical

media theory, however. In particular, we have at our disposal various contentious

models that attempt to explain and predict the behaviour and performance of media

firms in Western democracies (at least). If nothing else, these can be empirically

‘tested’ with a view to rejecting, accepting or refining them.

9.4 Models of Dominance

Perhaps the best known and controversial of these is the Propaganda Model which

attempts to link patterns of systemic bias in the media to strategic priorities

consistent with the global expansion and consolidation of capital (Herman &

Chomsky, 2002). It is a useful focus for the purposes here because it draws on, as

we shall see, a range of other models that position journalists in a dependency role

vis-a-vis media owners, advertisers and elite sources. The absence of journalist

autonomy is perhaps the common defining feature of political economy

explanations of the media.

The controversy that continues to surround the Propaganda Model stems in part

from its name. Given its intimate association with Nazism and other violent

dictatorships of the twentieth century, it’s not surprising that the term ‘propaganda’

might be inherently contentious when applied to the media in liberal democracies.

The distinctive features of propaganda in autocratic regimes are that a) it is
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centrally and consciously directed by the state and b) it is ‘total’ insofar as media

output outside of the state-sanctioned framework is prohibited.

This is clearly not an accurate picture of the media landscape in Western

democracies. But the literal meaning of the word propaganda, based on its Latin

derivation, is simply ‘that which ought to be propagated’. Its use in the Propaganda

Model therefore reflects no more than the observed, or assumed, functionalist role
of the media in capitalist democracies. That function—as Marx asserted—is to

protect, serve and advance the interests of capital above all else. The social

democratic value attached to the media in liberal democracies is therefore no

more than a convenient fiction, underpinned by what are occasional, exceptional

or marginal departures from the consensus framework (Chomsky, 1989).

In explaining how the news media come to play this essentially functionalist

role, the Propaganda Model is predicated on five ‘filters’ that condition and shape

media output. These filters consist of the various influences and pressures that

operate on the media stemming from (1) advertisers, (2) media owners, (3) official

sources (both in terms of ‘subsidy’ and ‘flak’) and (4) the overarching ideological

paradigm (e.g. ‘anticommunism’ in the model’s original formulation).

The third of these sources of influence warrants particular attention in view of its

strong connection to the way news organisations are bureaucratically organised and

structurally constrained—a theme that intersects with media management studies.

The two ‘filters’ at issue here concern the capacity of elite sources to offer both a

carrot and a stick to journalists that resonate with their institutional norms, profes-

sional values and careerist goals. According to the Propaganda Model, these are

used to encourage conformity and deter deviation from the official line.

The carrot or ‘subsidy’ consists in the provision of a steady diet of newsworthy

source material—regular press conferences, statements, interviews, etc. It is the

regularity and predictability of these often pre-scheduled news ‘events’ that help

media firms cope with the endemic risks and uncertainties associated with news as a

commodity. Accreditation and access to official sources are therefore extremely

valuable to journalists and news media firms, and official sources are able to equally

exploit this in the form of ‘flak’—punishing overly critical individual journalists or

firms by denying or limiting their access. Sanction may take the form of accredita-

tion or licence withdrawal or the threat of libel suits. The key point is that the

conditioning power of both subsidy and flak is predicated on the intrinsic value of

exclusives, which drive the business of news making. Scoops are dependent on

journalists’ access to authoritative sources—the bigger the scoop, the greater the

dependency on that access.

This aspect of the Propaganda Model traces its roots to the structural model of

Primary Definition that emerged in the 1970s, which posited that the perceived

reliability and authority of officials provided them with a default advantage in

defining the news agenda (Gans, 1979; Hall, 1978; Sigal, 1973). There are at

least two conditions that determine this privilege. First, the activities of leading

political figures and other elites are intrinsically newsworthy in virtue of their

widespread consequences and hence their suitability to dramatic news narratives

(Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Tuchman, 1978). Second, they are often the ‘key holders’
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to public information (Golding & Elliott, 1979; Miller, 1994) meaning that their

accounts carry authoritative weight, absolving journalists of the need to source

additional evidence or engage further in the often difficult and resource intensive

task of fact-checking.

As a consequence of these conditions, news media firms tend to be bureaucrati-

cally organised in such a way as to exploit official source subsidy as far as possible.

The so-called Westminster lobby—exemplified by the BBC’s dedicated news desk

at Milbank—is one example. According to the model of Primary Definition, the

way that media firms are organised to take full advantage of accreditation and

access to elite sources further enhances their dependence on them.

Primary Definition has also underpinned several other model variants collec-

tively known as ‘indexing’, according to which dissent in the media is triggered all

but exclusively in response to a split within elite ranks (Hallin, 1994; Livingston &

Bennett, 2003). Their common standpoint is that inter-elite conflict provides the

benchmark according to which journalists will respond—and crucially legitimate—
any given controversy. But the important distinction of the indexing model is its

conception of a relatively dynamic and fluid process, with the degree of consensus

among elites liable to shifts over time and subject to a range of variables and

influences. It went some way to addressing a central charge against radical func-

tionalist accounts (such as the Propaganda Model) for their overattention to static

and determinist structures. This came at the expense of examining dynamic and

fluid conditions that shape both the scope and limits of journalist autonomy in any

given context, at any given time (Schlesinger & Tumber, 1994).

An even more nuanced depiction of journalists’ adherence to elite source

definitions offers a ‘cascading activation’ model of news framing (Entman,

2004). According to this model, whilst elite conflict may trigger public debate

through the media, the content of that debate is further modified by interventions at

various stages in the news filtering process. Such interventions may stem from

so-called ‘mid-level’ sources, journalists themselves or public opinion. The

opportunities for challenging elite definitions were, according to this model,

given considerably greater force by the decline of the Cold War ideological

paradigm.

9.5 Political Economy at a Crossroads

The decline of this paradigm coincided with the rise of digital communications and

an associated dismantling of information control (McNair, 2006). Digital

utopianists place emphasis on the exponential growth of decentralised and

de-territorialised networks of communication, the spread of multiway and micro

media news flows and the emergence of new forms of resistance such as culture

jamming and hacktivism, all of which undermine political economy approaches

based on the centrality of mass media power.

But political economists countered that processes of commodification in the

digital sphere were erecting new barriers to specialist or in-depth information
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(Bagdikian, 2004), creating ‘artificial scarcities’ (Mansell & Jarvery, 2004) and

replicating patterns of consumption around the ‘legacy’ media brands (Curran,

Fenton, & Freedman, 2012). A major study by Pew Research in 2011 found that

of the top 25 most visited news websites in the USA, 17 were those of legacy media

organisations (Pew Research Centre, 2012). Meanwhile, television viewing in the

UK and elsewhere has actually increased in tandem with Internet growth (albeit at a

slower rate), and it remains overwhelmingly the dominant source of news and

information for most people in both the developed and developing world (Open

Society Foundations, 2012). And despite the structural and terminal decline in print

media sales and advertising revenue in the UK, most of the major national

newspapers are collectively reaching a wider audience than ever before, courtesy

of their online editions.

So where does all this leave the study of media political economy and what, if

anything, can media management studies contribute to its enduring relevance? We

have seen that political economists have offered robust responses to their critics in

respect of empirical concerns including evidence of ‘minimal’ media effects,

instances of journalist autonomy and the ‘cultural chaos’ and transparency charac-

teristic of the digital age. With regard to more theoretical critiques based on the

relationship between structures and output, and between structures and agency,

various models have been advanced which provide a useful basis for testing and

refinement through empirical research.

But there is one problem area that has not been satisfactorily addressed and

which carries increasing weight and urgency amidst an apparent and enveloping

market failure in news making. The crux of the problem is this: if systemic

ideological bias is a function of the media’s entrenchment within the market

system, how does this compute with markets that are increasingly unable to support

professional news making? Indeed, radical media accounts must confront the

reality that much of the mainstream news media, at least in the UK, has long

been the product of nonmarket systems such as public service broadcasting. Even

within strictly commercial news markets such as print newspapers, leading agenda-

setting titles—including the papers like the UK’s Guardian and The Times—have

long functioned as loss leaders propped up by philanthropy, foundation funding or

cross-subsidy.

Where political economists have compared the output of public service with

commercial broadcasting, they have found little difference in patterns of ideologi-

cal bias (Glasgow University Media Group, 1976; Lewis, 2006). Explanations of

such similarity have tended to rest on the assumed entrapment of public service

broadcasters within the logic of markets, both in terms of production and competi-

tion for ratings (Murdock, 1982). There is also clear alignment in the bureaucratic

organisation and culture of public service and commercial newsrooms, such that the

former are equally vulnerable to the structural power of elite sources identified in

the Propaganda Model and Primary Definition.

But this seems at best an insufficient explanation given the profound distinctions

in organisational goals, structure and operation between public service and com-

mercial broadcasters. Similarly, journalists and editors working at broadsheet
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newspapers clearly work within a different set of priorities and pressures compared

to those at the tabloids. It is one thing to show that the ideological function of the

media transcends distinctions in the type of news organisation, but the question of

why very different institutional structures and cultures can produce essentially the

same end result demands more scrutiny.

Likewise, as a wider array of alternatives to the market framework of journalism

begin to surface, we need more attention to the crucial question of which

organisational structures can or could produce a different end result, one that better
lives up to the promise of adversarial journalism without fear or favour.

These questions carry profound implications for the study of media management

as much as media political economy. Both fields have adopted the age of crisis in

the media industries as a focal point in recent studies. For political economists, the

crisis has been considered variously in terms of its impact on journalist-source

relations (Franklin & Carlson, 2011), its implications for media policy-making

(McChesney & Pickard, 2011) and its consequences for news quality (Fenton,

2010). Much of this work has offered a sobering counterweight to more celebratory

accounts of the rise of citizen media (e.g. Allan & Thorsen, 2009). But there is still

comparatively little attention paid to the implications of nonmarket alternatives for

professional journalism. Emergent media management studies, on the other hand,

have tended to focus on the implications of crisis for those working within media

industries, examining, for instance, the impact on labour conditions (e.g. Deuze,

2011) and the creative value chain (e.g. Aris, 2009). But with the focus thus

restricted, we gain little insight into the implications for citizens and democracy

at large and the media’s role in shaping and reproducing relations of power.

9.6 Towards Synthesis

In regard to journalism specifically, despite a burgeoning literature revolving

around the notion of crisis, there has been comparatively little empirical work on

the actual causes, nature, extent and consequences of that crisis. It is at this point

that a synthesis between media management and political economy approaches may

prove especially useful in uncovering the ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions of structural

decline and the funding crisis currently gripping journalism in many parts of the

world. Most urgently, we need research that scrutinises and evaluates how pro-

cesses of consolidation and tabloidisation affect both the market and social value of

news media output. Studies embedded in the tradition of political economy would

do well to factor in a focus on the strategic responses of firms to structural pressures,

rather than just the conditions which shape and determine output. On the other

hand, media management studies in this area would benefit from attention to

broader dynamics characteristic of critical political economy that impact on both

news output and audiences. These include media ownership, journalist-source

relations, as well as policy and regulation.
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In short, both disciplines would benefit from a more holistic approach to

assessing media economics in light of normative, descriptive and critical accounts

of the media’s democratic and social role. Such research should be driven not just

by the need to understand the nature of the problem but also by a goal to identify

effective solutions both in the context of management strategies and public policy.

Political economy critiques have tended to eschew the notion that the market

could—under any conditions—meaningfully support the kind of media that under-

pin theories of liberal democracy. But this may well turn out to be an oversimplifi-

cation. If declining audiences are at least partly a function of errant market

strategies, this suggests the possibility that different strategies under different

market conditions might well produce more sustainable, democratic and account-

able media capable of fulfilling their expected social role.

There are certainly cogent examples of such alternatives. Cooperative news

firms in such diverse regions as Camden in North London (Camden New Journal)
and theWest Highlands of Scotland (West Highland Free Press) have demonstrated

that local news markets can support independent titles at least under certain

conditions. In a compelling argument on behalf of the cooperative movement,

Dave Boyle (2012) draws a connection between the ownership structure of a

local news organisation and the essential ingredient of its survival: trust. This is

understood both in the context of trust among workers within a cooperatively

owned title and the trust of readers placed in that title. Indeed, the two may be

mutually reinforcing.

But whilst political economy approaches have all too summarily dismissed

alternative possibilities for sustaining public interest news within the market sys-

tem, emergent media management studies have so far neglected to articulate the

problem explicitly as a crisis for democracy and to apply their distinct methodolog-

ical approaches to this wider context. In particular, we need attention to the

feasibility and sustainability of nonmarket and hybrid models of professional

journalism outside of the state-corporate framework. Here too, recent years have

seen encouraging developments. There is an emerging sector in foundation-funded

initiatives of investigative journalism in a broad range of countries—with some

indications that they have been given added momentum by the development of

digital media (Open Society, 2012). Examples such as ProPublica in the USA and

the Bureau for Investigative Journalism in the UK demonstrate the potential for

hybrid models of both funding and dissemination to breathe new life into the sector.

In sum, we need attention to the sustainability of cooperative, foundation-funded

and cross-subsidised news media. Such attention should be directed towards critical
research questions such as:

• To what extent are foundation-funded models sustainable in the long term?

• Are cross-subsidies helping to ensure the survival of the quality news sector or

simply enhancing the political influence and leverage of owners?

• To what extent can cooperatively owned media firms function outside of partic-

ular local market contexts?
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Underpinning these questions is a need to gather data on new and developing

models of news provision in different regions and at both the national and local

level, to conduct in-depth feasibility studies aimed at identifying which structures

of ownership/funding work best under different state and market conditions and to

identify ways in which hybrid organisations can extract maximum value and cost-

efficiencies through digital tools and networks and multiplatform strategies of

dissemination.

There is an equally pressing need to broaden the scope of such inquiry beyond a

Western media focus. Much of this work is already being done in the study of global

journalism (e.g. Curran & Park, 2000; Thussu, 2009). But greater attention specifi-

cally to the nature of crisis as well as new and emerging models of ‘third sector’

journalism in different regional contexts around the world would substantially

enrich the field.

9.7 Conclusion

The key question of whether, or to what extent, autonomous, public interest

journalism can be sustained by the market remains deeply unresolved and more

pertinent than ever. At a time when the professional news media are facing an

unprecedented crisis of legitimacy as well as funding, political economy and media

management scholarship is best placed to examine this critical question. Research

can be bolstered by approaches that draw on both. This in turn might help to shed

light on broader and more theoretical questions at the heart of critical media theory,

which remain equally unresolved. At their core, these questions concern the

capacity of the media in post-industrial societies to support pluralism and diversity,

hold powerful interests to account, and to serve citizens through the provision of

both informative news and a platform for engagement and voice. It is a concern that

both media management and media political economy studies ultimately share in

common and are both goal oriented to addressing.

This chapter has contended and attempted to show that their distinctive areas of

focus may yet yield far-reaching insights in combination and synthesis. It began by

suggesting that the central and distinctive feature of media management scholarship

concerns not just how media firms can function optimally in the marketplace

but how they can optimally survive and fulfil their social role under various

conditions—both within and outside of the market. As such, it is well suited to

complementing traditional scholarship in the field of media political economy

insofar as it appears better placed to consider alternatives and solutions rather

than simply dissect the nature of the problem. But I have argued that studies starting

from a media management theoretical standpoint could benefit from attention to

some of the broader themes characteristic of media political economy, including

its explicitly critical dimension and intimate concern with power. Finally, both

fields ought to take more account of professional news provision outside of the
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state-market framework and the possibility that marketisation may itself be a potent

cause of market failure in the news industries.

Such harmonisation between the respective approaches may prove not only

fruitful but essential in order to sustain the relevance and theoretical force of

media political economy in the digital age, to justify media management studies

as a growing and distinctive subsector of the field, to enable media studies as a

whole to adequately address the crisis of funding and legitimacy which has

enveloped news industries around the globe and to provide the basis for meaningful

alternatives at the level of both strategic agency and public policy.
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Managing in the Distinctive Economic
Context of Media 10
Gillian Doyle

10.1 Introduction

Anyone interested in media management will be aware that the number of scholars

working in this subject area and in the related area of media economics has

expanded dramatically over the recent years. Growth of this subject area has been

fuelled by many factors including increased recognition within mainstream media

studies of the relevance and value of the analytical tools provided by business,

management and economics as disciplines. More academic research and an expan-

sion of teaching in the area of media management also reflect the demands of

industry and of policymakers who share a burgeoning need for a better understand-

ing of the many complex forces that bear upon an ever-changing media landscape.

The challenges for media executives and strategists concerned with how best to

manage and use their resources span a broad range of factors including how to

ameliorate risk and uncertainty, manage creative personnel, maximise the value of

intellectual property at a time of unprecedented piracy, adjust to a globalised

competitive environment, negotiate powerful new gateway monopolies, sustain

and build markets and harness the opportunities created by digitisation. Growing

scholarly interest in such themes is central to media management studies and comes

at a good time. For researchers who want to develop knowledge and shape the

analytic concepts of this emerging field of enquiry, opportunities are abundant.
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The field of media management is diverse but the management practices and

strategies that are prevalent often reflect the distinctive nature and characteristics of

this industry, including the distinctive economic features of media. An unusual but

crucial economic attribute for media content industries is that the essential quality

that consumers get value from resides in meanings, which are not, in themselves,

material objects. Despite the many challenges for media firms associated with

adjusting to persistent technological change and advancement, this very core

economic attribute of media gives rise to a distinctive and ongoing set of issues

and opportunities for managers in this industry.

This chapter provides an introduction to some of the key distinctive economic

attributes of media outputs and markets and assesses what this implies for the

organisational, business and corporate strategies that suppliers of media output

need to deploy. Focusing on network formation, corporate expansion and diversifi-

cation and risk spreading, it provides an overview of the relationship between the

distinctive economic characteristics of media, changing market conditions and

some of the main business strategies that enable media firms to manage their

resources effectively.

10.2 What Is Distinctive About Media Economics?

The media industry is unique on a number of counts. One characteristic that

distinguishes it from other areas is that media firms often operate in ‘two-sided’

markets (Rochet & Tirole, 2003) or what have sometimes been termed ‘dual

product’ markets (Picard, 1989, pp. 17–19). Media markets are two sided because,

in many instances, media firms simultaneously produce two different commodities

that, in turn, can be sold to two distinct and separate groups. The two sorts of

commodities generated are, first, content (e.g. television programmes, news stories,

etc., arranged into a schedule or, usually, some bundled product, e.g. a newspaper or

magazine) and, second, audience attention. The latter is routinely packaged, traded

and sold to advertisers. The commercial income it generates is substantial, for

example, accounting for some 50 % of the revenues of the global television industry

(OFCOM, 2012, p. 131). The features of media as a commodity that are especially

distinctive generally relate to the first sort of output: media content.

Collins, Garnham, and Locksley (1988) were amongst the first to shed light on

the economic peculiarities of media content as a form of output. Focusing on the

attributes of television programmes and other broadcasts, they noted that ‘the

essential quality from which their use-value derives is immaterial’ (p. 7). Many

cultural goods share this common characteristic that their value for consumers is

tied up in the messages or meanings they convey, rather than with the material

carrier of that information (e.g. the radio spectrum, a CD or the digital file, etc.). It

follows that media content is not truly ‘consumable’ in the purest sense of this term

(Albarran, 1996, p. 28). Messages can be enjoyed by audiences without being

depleted in any way in the process and so, like other ‘information’ goods, media

content has the so-called public good characteristic that the act of consumption by
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one individual does not reduce its supply to others (Withers, 2006, p. 5). Broadcast

material and other content outputs exhibit the peculiarity that they can be supplied

over and over again at zero or quite marginal cost. If one person watches a

television broadcast or listens to a song, it does not diminish anyone else’s oppor-

tunity to view or listen. In this respect, media seems to defy one of the very basic

premises on which the laws of economics are based—scarcity (Doyle, 2013).

Given that the main value residing in media content is generally to do with

attributes which are immaterial, it follows that once the ‘first copy’ of, say, a video

or a news feature has been created, it then costs little or nothing to reproduce and

supply it to additional customers. Increasing marginal returns will be enjoyed as

more and more customers for an item of content are added. As a result, the industry

is strongly characterised by economies of scale. Firms in this sector tend to enjoy

increasing marginal returns as consumption of their output expands. ‘First-copy’

production costs are usually high but then marginal reproduction or distribution

costs are low and, for some media suppliers, zero (ibid).

Another feature that is commonly characteristic of media industries is the

prevalence of economies of scope. Economies of scope are generally defined as

the savings available to firms from multiproduct production or distribution. They

are common again because of the public good nature of media content output and

the fact that a product created for one market can, at little or no extra cost, be

reformatted and sold through another. Because the essence of what we value about

media content is contained in ideas and messages that are intangible and therefore

do not get used up, the product is still available to the supplier after it has been sold

to one set of consumers to then sell over and over again. For example, an interview

with a celebrity can potentially be packaged into a television documentary, a news

item, a radio transmission, etc. The reformatting or altering of the scope of a

product intended for one audience into a ‘new’ one that extends consumption of

it releases savings for the firm and therefore generates economies of scope (ibid).

The challenges for media managers that derive from the distinctive economic

attributes of media are varied and considerable. One such is the difficulty of

measuring or evaluating the impacts that arise from a decision to allocate resources

in one fashion rather than another. Communicating with mass audiences, as an

economic activity, is inextricably tied up with welfare impacts. And as a field,

media economics seeks to play a role in showing how to minimise the welfare

losses associated with any policy choices surrounding media provision. And yet, as

prominent economist Alan Peacock observed some years ago, welfare impacts are

and still remain very difficult to measure convincingly (Peacock, 1989, pp. 3–4). As

a corollary, performing outcome-based assessments in efforts to assist managerial

decision-making is often far from straightforward.

Another problem is that whereas notions of economic ‘efficiency’ and

assessments of whether efficiency is being achieved or not depend upon clarity

about objectives, the circumstances surrounding cultural provision, of which media

is a subset, often militate against such clarity. The perceived objectives associated

with media provision are multifaceted and at times contradictory, with some

organisations operating in the nonmarket sector (Doyle, 2013; Wirth & Bloch,

1995). So, managers in the media are apt to find themselves subject to a diverse
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and complex array of expectations on the part of differing constituencies and

stakeholders. And when it comes to using the tools of economics to analyse

media markets and industries, whereas paradigms suited to the peculiarities of

this particular industry are still very much in development, few if any all-embracing

models based in conventional economic theory can fully match that challenge.

Other special difficulties that media managers in the media are faced with stem

from, for example, the uncertainties, risks and irrationalities associated with pro-

ducing creative output or from seeking to analyse production, distribution and

consumption in an ever-changing technological environment for mass media

(Doyle & Frith, 2006). The presence of risk, such as uncertainty of demand, and

incentives and motivations guiding artistic and creative ‘talent’, is a particularly

noteworthy aspect of media and other creative industries (Caves, 2000). The

process of creating the initial copy of, for example, an edition of a magazine or a

television programme is often highly expensive while suppliers have little certainty

about which content properties will be a hit with popular taste—itself unpredict-

able. So a key objective for content creation businesses is to establish operating

conditions that are conducive to the production of regular hits and that enable

effective management of failure (Picard, 2005, p. 63). As discussed below, the

economic imperative of counteracting risk is another feature that is strongly

impressed upon the sorts of managerial and corporate strategies that are prevalent

in the media industry.

However, the presence of economies of scale and scope has had and continues to

have a major and determining influence over production practices, managerial

strategies and market behaviours in the media sector. The spread of digital technol-

ogy in the twenty-first century had a transformative impact on the industry (Küng,

2008; Napoli, 2011). Fragmentation of mass audiences and progressive empower-

ment of individuals to express preferences via the digital return path have funda-

mentally altered modes of interaction between the forces of demand and supply.

Notwithstanding the ways that digitisation has reshaped the media landscape, the

presence and availability of economies of scale and scope remain a dominant

feature of the sector, and as discussed further below, this has major implications

for the operational and corporate strategies that make sense in this distinctive

industrial context.

10.3 Networks

On account of the high initial production costs that typify production of many forms

of media content and the low marginal costs associated with facilitating additional

consumption of that content, a strong incentive exists to extend consumption of any

given content property as far and widely as possible. The urge to increase profits in

this way is reflected in numerous different sorts of managerial strategies in the

media industry, the fundamental aim of which is to spread per-consumer production

costs across an extended audience base. The formation of networks, for example, in
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radio and television, is a prime example. A broadcasting network usually consists of

a group of players located in distinct geographic regions who have entered into a

strategic alliance in order to create and then exploit some mutual advantages,

usually centred around shared use of content.

The media industry is not a ‘typical’ network industry because the array of

economic structures and activities it encompasses extends beyond the systems of

interconnections and links typically associated with network industries such as

transport. Nonetheless, networks are a well-established and distinctive feature of

traditional media industries. Moreover, as the spread of digital technology has

brought media, communications and IT industries closer together, the role of

networks has assumed far greater prominence in the converged order (Doyle,

2013). Therefore the ability to manage effectively in media industries has become

increasingly dependent on understanding the distinctive economic features of

networks and the different sorts of economic rationales that underlie the formation

of networks.

Other types of networks have traditionally been characteristic in the media

industry. In magazine publishing, networks of international players working in

partnership to produce different local editions of a magazine under a contract-

based arrangement are common (Doyle, 2006). An important feature of most

magazine networks, and other such conventional media networks, is that they

involve a unidirectional flow of content to consumers. Content flows from the

centre to regional hubs and, from there, on to audiences. The main advantage of

forming a conventional media network is that it allows shared use of content, brands

and management expertise. Again, the formation of a geographically dispersed

network of media outlets provides an effective means of spreading the high initial

fixed costs involved in content creation across additional audience groups and

constituencies that share an interest in that content and are situated in other

localities. So the key economic incentive that lies behind the formation of a

media network of this sort is predicated on supply-side economies of scale.

Setting aside media for a moment, most ‘standard’ network industries such as

electricity supply, railways or telecommunications are constructed to facilitate

traffic flow to and from all nodes in a reciprocal manner (Shy, 2003). When traffic

is multidirectional rather than unidirectional, different sorts of benefits arise.

Multidirectional networks are prone to ‘network effects’, sometimes called positive

network externalities, and based on the idea that the value of a network will increase

when others share it (Katz & Shapiro, 1985). Telecommunications is a good

example: the more people that are signed up to participate in the service, the

more valuable that service becomes. Network effects refer to the ways that higher

or wider usage of certain products or services confer greater value for all users
(Shapiro & Varian, 1999). For instance, when an extra member joins a business-

related or professional online network such as LinkedIn, this confers a benefit on all

other subscribers that have registered to use it. Likewise, beneficial network effects

accrue to online social and communication networks such as Facebook and Twitter

because the more people that use these services, the greater the utility for each

network participant.
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Metcalfe’s law, named after computing engineer Robert Metcalfe, suggests a

way of quantifying this benefit by proposing that the total value of, say, a

telecommunications network is proportional to the square of the number of users

connected to the system (Shapiro & Varian, 1999). Whether the value of individual

users is actually as high as Metcalfe proposed is questionable, however. Recent

work on applied network effect theory has suggested that this is an exaggeration

(Odlyzko & Tilly, 2005). But there is no disputing the basic notion that extra

participants add value to a communications network. And network benefits are

not only based on opportunities for reciprocal communication; they often stem from

technological compatibility. If many people have the equipment needed to be part

of one sort of system, then others, in order to synchronise with the dominant

technology, will want to invest in it too. Thus, network effects are especially

endemic to computing and electronic industries.

A crucial point for media managers to take on board is that whereas supplying

media to mass audiences has traditionally involved unidirectional traffic flows,

network benefits are generally predicated on facilitating multidirectional traffic.

As digital infrastructure supercedes analogue distribution, a return path is increas-

ingly present and available to facilitate multidirectional flows of communication

and content. In fact, digitisation has introduced new and successful players into the

converged realms of media and communications whose raison d’etre is harnessing
the benefits and advantages that stem from facilitating multidirectional flows. The

rise of online social networking services such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter

demonstrates how the Internet can play a huge role in facilitating networks of users

who want to engage in multiple conversations with each other.

It is important to observe that the economics of operating an online social

network are different from running a conventional media network (Doyle, 2013).

Online social networks are centred around sites (e.g. Facebook and China’s Renren)

where members are encouraged to generate individual personal profiles by

uploading content such as videos and photos and posting text about themselves

and their interests and opinions. Thus, a major difference between traditional media

networks and online social networks is that in the latter the clear distinction

between suppliers and consumers of content is blurred. While traditional media

networks have to invest in creating or acquiring compelling original content, in

social networking sites, members serve the role of both producers and consumers of

content. Although audience attention can be monetised by the online social network

owner, no cost burden stemming from the need to originate content will arise.

The business of running a social networking site is different from a conventional

media network, but in both cases, growth of the network will generally bring

significant benefits. Even though introducing extra traffic to digital networks adds

marginally to distribution costs and on occasions may give rise to capacity

problems, a range of incentives will propel network owners towards expansion

(Doyle, 2013, p. 57). However, the nature of the economic incentives to expand the

network is different for conventional one-to-many versus digitally interactive

many-to-many networks. Social network sites benefit from ‘network effects’ in

that the more people who join a social network, the greater its usefulness to each
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member because each will be able to communicate and interact with more people.

For conventional media networks, the value of the service does not change simply

because new audience members sign up, but instead, the chief advantage of wider

participation is that it enables the high fixed costs involved in content production to

be spread across more individual consumers. Of course, it is possible that bigger

audiences can legitimate higher prices to advertisers.

As more and more traditional media companies—broadcasters and magazine

publishers—respond to digital convergence by migrating towards strategies of

content delivery that involve multiple delivery platforms including digital, a signif-

icant challenge is identifying how best to use two-way connectivity to their

advantage, how to use return path data ‘intelligently’ (Gershon, 2011), and how

best to capitalise on network effects as is the case for social networking sites.

10.4 Corporate Expansion and Diversification

The high initial investment and low marginal costs associated with facilitating

additional consumption that typify the process of supplying media are strongly

reflected in the corporate expansion and diversification strategies that managers in

and across media industries are apt to deploy. Of course, propensities towards

expansion may be motivated by alternative factors that have little to do with

economics or profit maximisation. This is true of all sectors of industry—the desire

to build empires may reflect personal or managerial agendas. But it is obviously a

particularly relevant consideration in the context of media where control over the

main channels for public communication is accompanied by significant political

and cultural influence. Sánchez-Tabernero and Carvajal (2002, p. 83) have

identified a variety of not only economic but also noneconomic factors which

fuel an ‘obsession’ with enlarging company size, especially including political

and psychological motives and pressure from investors. Expansion in the media

sector is not always fuelled by economic motives and nor does it offer an assured

route to increased profits.

That said, profit maximisation is frequently present as a fundamental motive

guiding corporate strategy (Griffiths & Wall, 2007, p. 81). And in the media

industry, the prevalence of economies of scale and scope has a major bearing on

what sorts of corporate configurations make sense (Doyle, 2002). The imperative of

exploiting the public good characteristics within media content and the need to

spread per-consumer production costs across an extended audience base are

reflected in a natural and persistent gravitation in media industries towards oligop-

oly and monopolisation. As numerous empirical studies have shown, a tendency

towards highly concentrated levels of ownership is a widespread and common

feature of media industries internationally (Noam, 2013).

The ongoing globalisation of media markets and the effects of convergence in

blurring the boundaries between media and other industries have caused many firms

to adapt their business and corporate strategies accordingly (Doyle, 2013). The
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logic of exploiting economies of scale—a natural feature of media industries as

already discussed—creates an incentive to expand product sales into secondary,

external or overseas markets. As market structures become more competitive and

international in outlook, opportunities to exploit such economies have become

increasingly alluring. Globalisation and convergence have created additional

possibilities and incentives to repackage or to ‘repurpose’ media content into as

many different formats as is technically and commercially feasible and to sell that

product through as many distribution channels in as many geographic markets and

to as many paying consumers as possible.

Sánchez-Tabernero and Carvajal also argued that the financial and managerial

challenges associated with enlargement sometimes cause serious problems for

media firms who, in the process, lose their focus and momentum (2002, pp. 84–

87). Nonetheless, strategies of enlargement and diversification in the media often

make a great deal of economic sense. Highly concentrated firms can spread

production costs across wider product and geographic markets to benefit from

natural economies of scale. Enlarged, diversified and vertically integrated groups

appear well suited to exploit technological and other market changes sweeping

across the media and communications industries.

Strategies of corporate growth can be divided into at least three different

categories: horizontal, vertical and diagonal expansion. A ‘horizontal’ merger

occurs when two firms who are in the same product market or engaged in the

same activity combine forces. This allows firms to expand their market share and,

usually, rationalise resources and gain economies of scale. Companies doing

business in the same area can benefit from joining forces in a number of ways

including, for example, by applying common managerial techniques or through

greater opportunities for specialisation of labour as the firm increases in size

(Griffiths & Wall, 2007, p. 79). In the media industry, the prevalence of economies

of scale makes horizontal expansion a very popular and attractive strategy.

Vertical growth involves expanding either ‘forward’ into succeeding stages in

the distribution chain or ‘backward’ into preceding stages in the supply chain.

Vertically integrated media firms may have activities that span from creation of

media output (which brings ownership of copyright) through to distribution or retail

of that output in various guises. Vertical expansion generally results in reduced

transaction costs for the enlarged firm (Lipsey & Chrystal, 2007, p. 116). But

gaining more control over their operating environment and better guarding against

losing market access in important ‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ phases are also

benefits that vertical integration provides firms, and these are generally of particular

significance for media managers. A television production company that is vertically

integrated into distribution has assured access to audiences. Likewise, a media

distributor that expands upstream into production is assured of having a secure

supply of content to disseminate via that infrastructure (Doyle, 2013).

Diagonal or ‘conglomerate’ expansion occurs when firms diversify into new

business areas, often adjacent. For example, a merger between a telecommu-

nications operator and a television company might generate efficiency gains as

both sorts of services—audiovisual and telephony—are distributed jointly across
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the same distribution network. Newspaper publishers may expand diagonally into

television broadcasting, or radio companies may diversify into magazine publish-

ing. A myriad of possibilities exists for diagonal expansion across media and

related industries. Such strategies often create economic gains and synergies, but

not necessarily so. One possible benefit is that such expansion helps to spread risk.

Large diversified media firms are, to some extent, cushioned against any damaging

movements that may affect a single sector in which they are involved. More

fundamentally however, the widespread availability of economies of scale and

scope in the media means that strategies of diagonal expansion are generally apt

to deliver very significant cost efficiencies.

In addition, many media firms have become transnational entities in recent

years—i.e. corporations with a presence in many countries and (in some cases) an

increasingly decentralised management structure. Globalisation has encouraged

media operators to look beyond the local or home market as a way of expanding

their consumer base horizontally and of extending their economies of scale. UK

media conglomerate EMAP, for example, acquired several magazine publishing

operations in France in the mid-1990s to become the second largest player in that

market, before itself being taken over by German publisher Bauer in 2007. US

publisher Hearst acquired the substantial magazine publishing interests of French

media conglomerate Lagardère in 2011 and is pursuing further opportunities for

international expansion in emerging economies such as China, Latin America and

India (Gelles, 2011).

A desire to exploit the public good characteristics within media content drives all

of these enlargement strategies. Diversified and large-scale media organisations are

in a good position to squeeze additional value out of content assets and other

common resources across different product and geographic markets. This is not

to deny the potentially numerous difficulties and challenges associated with man-

agement of enlarged and multifaceted enterprises (Sánchez-Tabernero & Carvajal,

2002, pp. 84–87). In terms of profit performance, the financial pitfalls and manage-

rial complexities associated with expansion and diversification may sometimes

outweigh the benefits that might be realised through economies of scale and

scope (Kolo & Vogt, 2003), at least in the short term. Even so, large, diversified

and transnational entities are at least potentially better able to reap the economies of

scale and scope that are naturally present in the media industry and which, thanks to

globalisation and convergence, have become even more pronounced.

10.5 Management of Risk

Creation of media products and services typically requires sizeable initial

investments in production. At the same time, processes of media content creation

involve elements of novelty and risk and, therefore, uncertainty about likely

demand for an as-yet-unproduced item of content. That is a fact of life that

managers in media content production industries live with daily. Because a creative
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product is an ‘experience good’, the extent to which it will please and satisfy is a

subjective matter and ‘nobody knows’ how consumers will respond or what will

work (Caves, 2000, p. 3). Publishers, television production companies and

filmmakers are obliged to take on major risks. So, on account of uncertainty

about demand, managers in the media industry must routinely deploy a number

of strategies aimed at reducing risks.

Of course content production does not necessarily have to be expensive. The

spread of digital technology has made it feasible to produce and distribute media

content at a much lower cost than in the past. The Internet is a repository for vast

amounts of user-generated digital content, most of which has been created at

extremely low cost. Because digitisation has reduced content production costs,

some have argued that publishing no longer entails the same high levels of risk

and uncertainty as in the past (Shirky, 2010). It is suggested that low production

costs and free copying of digital files mean that virtually anyone can publish

anything, and in consequence, quality-based decisions about what should or should

not be produced are now unnecessary.

Although it is true that the Internet has made publishing of low-cost and less

popular content items for micro-audiences much more feasible than in the past (Aris

& Bughin, 2009, p. 101) and moreover that some conventional suppliers have

clearly suffered from the rise of online alternatives—especially in news, it would

appear that overall patterns of media consumption continue to strongly favour

expensive professionally crafted content. We see this in popular television shows

such as Mad Men and The Big Bang Theory that succeed more readily than most

low-cost user-produced alternatives. So the conventional model of publishing

which is based on high initial investment and hopes of wide distribution to yield

economies of scale still predominates in the digital era, and thus the pressure on

media managers to use strategies which counteract risk is as great as ever.

In other industries such as an investment where uncertainty is endemic, an

approach commonly used by managers looking to spread risk involves a portfolio

strategy. The same approach can be found for example in television and radio,

where broadcasters routinely offer audiences a range of products (elements of

programming), with some parts of the schedule designed to appeal to some

audiences and others to a different group of individuals (Blumler & Nossiter,

1991, pp. 12–13; Collins et al., 1988, p. 11). The use of portfolio strategies by

broadcasters has grown in recent years as digital compression techniques have

multiplied the number of distribution channels available to them and facilitated

new strategies based on more extensive diversification and targeted development of

content. For instance, the range of channels offered by ITV (ITV1, ITV2, ITV3 and

ITV4) provides an example whereby each somewhat differentiated service is

designed to extend exposure of ITV content to a different set of individuals.

Since uncertainty exists about which channels, strands or items of content will

perform better than others, a portfolio approach enables the broadcaster to dissemi-

nate an array of elements based on the expectation that the success of a few will

subsidise the provision of all—and generate a suitable profit. The strength of

individual elements—the ones that happen to hit with popular taste—spreads risk
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and equalises costs across a range of total output that is designed to generate the

greatest possible audience value or appeal.

The use of content portfolio strategies is widespread across the media and, for

example, most major magazine publishers such as IPC, Bauer, Time Inc. and

Hachette Filipacchi offer not just one or two but rather an extensive range of

different titles. The more risky the business, the more compelling the case for

reliance on portfolios. Such strategies are common, for example, in book and music

publishing where commercial prospects are often subject to the vagaries of fashion

or to fads that are difficult to predict and impossible to control. Management of the

portfolio is not simply about countering risk by developing as wide an array of

products as possible, but rather the manager’s function is to intervene—to discrim-

inate and filter—so those innovations and product ideas which are most likely to

succeed will receive an appropriate level of backing and attention (Aris & Bughin,

2009, p. 97).

Thus, the hit-or-miss nature of the business of supplying a product such as a

feature film or a television programme requires risk mitigation. Hoskins, McFadyen

and Finn (1997) explained how risks and uncertainties associated with generating

high-cost audiovisual content could be offset through such tactics as using sequels.

The use of sequels and series that build on successful formats, as well as the use of

the ‘star’ system, helps build brand loyalty amongst audiences and thereby promote

higher and more stable revenue streams (Bielby & Bielby, 1994; Caves, 2005).

Another strategy that enables the risk involved in developing new products to be

managed and mitigated is to lease the rights for a programme format that is already

successfully established elsewhere for domestic production (Esser, 2010;

Kretschmer and Singh, 2009).

The film industry is characterised by both high costs and extreme uncertainty

about the revenue prospects for any new production. Many scholars have focused

on effective management of risk as being key to the success of the Hollywood

majors in dominating international trade (De Vany, 2004). The key to the risk

reduction strategies of Hollywood is control over distribution plus the ability to

supply a copious well-funded product. The ability of the majors to support and

replenish a large portfolio of film output depends on being able to fully exploit new

and old hits, as with the music industry. This is now potentially under threat from

growth of the Internet and—associated with this—growth in illegal copying.

10.6 Conclusions

The question of what is ‘special’ about the management of media can be addressed

from a number of angles, but an essential starting point is to recognise that media, as

a primary vector for our thoughts, ideas and understanding of the wider world, is

inherently different from other sectors. Central to the complexity of managing

media is that, whether willingly foregrounded by media businesses or not, decisions

about how best to allocate the resources involved in supplying media to mass
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audiences may be imbued with significant sociocultural and welfare implications.

But even so, with that as a given, the issues that are distinctive to management of

media also clearly stem from specific economic attributes of media outputs and

markets that mark this sector out as comparatively unique. The purpose of this

chapter has been to introduce some of the key economic characteristics and

peculiarities that underlie operational realities, an understanding of which helps

to make sense of business and corporate strategies that are prevalent in media

industries.

Differing sectors of the media of course have their own special attributes but, in

general, reliance on technology is a widely shared feature. As industries, the media

are strongly affected by new advances in how content may be produced, distributed

and consumed. Each major evolutionary step—from the invention of the printing

press, to the arrival of broadcasting, to the spread of the Internet—has brought both

upheaval and opportunity for market incumbents. The spread of digital techno-

logies is significant today and has brought with it a host of commercial and creative

possibilities and created a variety of new challenges and problems for media

managers. Despite changing technology and widening market access, however,

many aspects of the economics of content provision remain both distinctive and

unchanged.

While the struggle to discover how to make the most of advances in technology

is a perpetual challenge for media industries, it is evident that the structure of

markets and the interactions and behaviours of organisations in this sector are

frequently shaped by a core set of economic issues with characteristic features.

This chapter has focused attention on some of the most important: the prevalence of

high initial or ‘first-run’ production costs and, on account of the public good

characteristics of media content, relatively low marginal distribution costs which,

in turn, give rise to economies of scale and scope. Despite changing patterns of

media usage, the presence of these particular economic attributes can be discerned

and attributed as the basis for many typical operational, business and corporate

strategies deployed in and across media industries. The examples discussed in this

chapter—network formation, corporate expansion and risk-spreading—while not

exhaustive are intended to highlight the inescapable relationship between decisions

about how to manage media resources effectively and awareness of their distinctive

economic characteristics.
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Entrepreneurial Venturing and Media
Management 11
Andreas Will, Dennis Brüntje, and Britta Gossel

If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all
other of exclusive property, it is the action of the thinking
power called an idea, which an individual may exclusively
possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment it is
divulged, it forces itself into the possession of everyone, and
the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it. [. . .]

Thomas Jefferson, 1813 in Quah, 2003, p. 14.

11.1 Introduction

Recent developments in the media industries—foremost those caused by progress

in information and communication technologies (McKelvie & Picard, 2008)—

create increasing opportunities for the market entry of innovative media ventures

even in established media industries. These ventures might be start-ups like Spotify

(2012) with its “freemium” streaming model for online music listening or Readmill

(2012) that connects e-books and digital social networks. Media ventures might be

spin-offs of existing units or new business units launched by large, established

media companies, as the examples of Hulu (2013) (Disney, News Corp. and NBC

Universal) and Watchever (2013) (Vivendi) illustrate. These firms and business

units might threaten the business models of other established media firms, which in

turn will have to answer the challenge. Novel business models would have been

hardly imaginable for media industries some years ago and are fuelled by the

dramatically rising speed of innovation in the media industries overall. We contend

that entrepreneurial venturing is a suitable mean of acting in highly innovative

environments and this is one significant area that makes the practice of media

management comparatively unique today.

Undoubtedly, media management practice and entrepreneurship are drawing

closer and are more interconnected—in short, the practice of media management

is becoming entrepreneurial. Thus, the question arises: What is special about

entrepreneurial media management? The answers are situated in the context of
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highly innovative and fast-changing media markets. It is useful to think more

deeply about the interconnections between media management and entrepreneur-

ship research and see what can be learned from these interconnections that matters

for improved understandings, description and analysis of novel media ventures in

the digital era. That is the focus of this chapter.

Media management research is still dominated by a focus on existing (and

mostly large) enterprises operating in (assumed) discrete media markets and

industries, most notably books, TV, radio and various new media platforms. This

division of the media by sectors and as discrete industries has proven useful for

describing the historic structure of media markets and is a good starting point for

explaining key challenges the traditional media industries face. However, when

media management research strives to analyse the creation of innovative media

ventures, an industry-sector focus is too narrow. Traditional boundaries between

industry sectors no longer determine or restrict the formation of new media

ventures. For example, an online news platform operated by a TV or radio station,

by a print publisher or by any other operator contains text, picture, video and audio

content, but is not a newspaper, a television channel or a radio station. Thus, the

question arises as to how we can better describe and explain those new ventures.

As new media ventures are vitally important for both start-up media enterprises

and established media firms, the approach taken in this chapter holds promise for

the field as a whole in thinking through and about industry development. Based

upon a detailed literature review, we aim to identify crucial characteristics of

entrepreneurial media ventures and to provide a conceptual framework for describ-

ing and explaining the creation of new media ventures in the digital era.

We start by an examination of current research about the interconnections

between media management and entrepreneurship. We then discuss our perspective

on entrepreneurship with a keen focus on entrepreneurial opportunities. In

Sect. 11.4 we introduce our perspective on media management with emphasis on

digital media products. In Sect. 11.5 we connect both perspectives and offer

recommendations for future research, before drawing conclusions.

11.2 Media Management and Entrepreneurship: Two Fields
of Research that Need Integration

In Schumpeterian terms (1943), start-ups feature an entrepreneurial, innovative

spirit with considerable potential for creative destruction in the media industries.

van Weezel (2010, p. 47) supports this presumption: “creative destruction is the

reason why we see traditional business models of media companies crumbling”.

While accepting that historic success often limits the will of larger and older media

firms to think in new ways because of perceived threats and also accepting that

these firms are often complicated and that makes entrepreneurial efforts difficult, all
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kinds and sizes of media firms are nevertheless required to redevelop in the digital

environment.

Obviously, this argument holds true for businesses other than in media, but we

believe that for media industries the requirements for change are very high,

arguably to a unique degree. For most industries their products are essentially the

same even when production and delivery are coordinated by software and even if a

customer can configure his or her dream model digitally. But in the media industry,

the product itself is becoming digital and dematerialised to a degree that is unusual.
Of course some media products have been nonmaterial when consumed, such as TV

signals, but most have depended on some physical basis (a film, a tape, a book, a

newspaper, etc).

Due to instability, fast-changing environments and much greater difficulty in

achieving a mass media situation, the media across sectors are now faced with the

need to become entrepreneurial. Larger and older media companies that find this

impossible should be concerned about dooming themselves to decline. Thus, they

need to succeed at entrepreneurial activities, and in our view they can. Our exami-

nation of entrepreneurial activities is limited to two stages, the concept-formation

stage and the market entry stage, because we are interested here in new media

ventures. Nor do we highlight the role of the individual entrepreneur or the

motivational aspects for starting a business or identifying and exploiting

opportunities. That would require more space than we have to work with, and

would obscure the focus we intend. Here the entrepreneurial organisation is the

essential point of focus.

The first major efforts to introduce research on entrepreneurship into the field of

media management were achieved by Hang and van Weezel (2007) and by

Achtenhagen (2008). Achtenhagen (2008) conceptualised and explored the phe-

nomenon in traditional media industries and showed that nowadays it is still

possible that sustainable entrepreneurial ventures can emerge in traditional media

firms. The study by Hang and van Weezel (2007) remains the most thorough and

systematic overview of the media entrepreneurship literature published from 1971

to 2005. They found that two-thirds of the 78 relevant studies appeared in the latter

part of the period, between 2000 and 2005, which means that research about the link

between media and entrepreneurship is recent but increasing. The strong relevance

of entrepreneurship research for media management studies should not be

surprising because “the essential characteristics of the entrepreneurial activities

such as creation, innovation and novel ways of thinking are critical in building

media business success” (Hang & van Weezel, 2007, p. 51). But their research

limited “its scope to the traditional forms of media, leaving out the Internet as a

medium” (Hang & van Weezel, 2007, p. 54). Therefore, entrepreneurial media

management in the digital era is underdeveloped.

Hang and van Weezel (2007) concluded that entrepreneurship research in media

industries is unevenly distributed. From the media management perspective, certain

media industries including newspapers, film and music have been investigated more

frequently than others (e.g. radio). From the entrepreneurship research perspective,

specific phenomena have been preferred (e.g. innovation, creativity, the role of the
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entrepreneur), while others are only rarely and insufficiently examined

(e.g. entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurial orientation, the financing of

entrepreneurs). “This uneven distribution might [. . .] be caused by the nature of

media industry and entrepreneurship (e.g. family business is a frequent topic in

newspapers, while financing entrepreneurs is likely to be a common issue in the film

industry)” (Hang & van Weezel, 2007, p. 62f). Although important, this means that

insight about the peculiarities of the creation of innovative media ventures in the

digital era is lacking.

Hoag (2008) concluded that existing entrepreneurship studies of media are

mostly either micro level or industry level. The earlier study by Hoag and

Compaine (2007) underlines this observation: with respect to the products and

services offered, media entrepreneurs are subdivided into categories according to

the historic pattern of differentiating between media industries. Even earlier, Hoag

and Seo (2005) found that big media corporations may be innovative organisations

but are not entrepreneurial on an individual level. Hass (2011) countered this,

however. But although disruptive technologies like the Internet provide additional

opportunities for new entrants in the media industries, the majority of entrepreneur-

ial activities still take place within established firms. The emergence of new media

ventures like Spotify (2012) and Readmill (2012) are kicking up dust in the media

industry with their innovative business models, and that merits research as well.

Recently Compaine and Hoag (2012) analysed 30 media entrepreneurs, focusing

on factors affecting entry in media markets. Other than noting the importance of

few existing barriers, they emphasised two outstanding factors of support: “the

effects of technological innovation and so-called ‘big media’, which far from

erecting barriers can be a major source of opportunity” (Compaine & Hoag,

2012, p. 27). These examples show the controversy in scientific discussion about

new ventures entering the media industries.

Furthermore, van Weezel (2010) sought explanations about why research in

media management mainly focuses on big companies in the media sector instead of

nascent ventures and small firms. He suggested that, first, large organisations seem

more exciting for researchers who presume that such study leads to more important

implications. Second, data on large firms are more easily available, a fact that is

especially important for the prevalent quantitative approaches in media manage-

ment and economics research. Third, the influence of established theories in media

economics (especially industrial organisation) has shaped the way researchers

approach media firms and the industries in which they compete. van Weezel

(2010) recommended conducting studies about small media firms and applying

consistent research methods, including qualitative and mixed methods

(i.e. triangulation). The authors discussed in so far several interconnections

between the research fields of media management and entrepreneurship, but a

conceptual framework connecting the two perspectives on a theoretical level does

not yet exist.
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Our conceptual framework adopts a broad understanding of media and media

ventures, encompassing not only start-ups operating in the traditional media sectors

but also in new media. In emphasising the creation of innovative media ventures,
we want to distinguish media ventures from other types of ventures in order to more

usefully characterise the terms of innovation and to focus on the creation aspect. For

this reason, our assumption is based on the key definitions of (a) media economics

and (b) innovation.

Following Picard (1989, p. 9f), “media economics is concerned with how the

media industries allocate resources to create information and entertainment

contents to meet the needs of audiences, advertisers, and other societal institutions”.

In our argumentation we emphasise specialties of digital media products and their

consequences for new media firms. But in classical definitions of media ventures, a

consideration of the digital value chain is missing. For example, according to Wirtz

(2006, p. 11, own translation), a media venture is defined as a “methodically

organised economic unit [. . .], packaging made or bought editorial content (infor-

mational or entertainment content), transforming those contents to a storage-

capable carrier medium, and directly or indirectly distributing it”. However, the

distinctive aspects of an entirely digital value chain and business creation process

are not in focus.

Thus, our understanding of a digital media venture follows the definition of an

“e-venture” outlined by Kollmann (2011, p. 11, own translation): “An ‘e-venture’

can be assumed as a new venture originating within the Net Economy based upon

an innovative business idea, which offers its products and/or services by utilising an

entirely digital value chain delivered via electronic platforms and on data networks,

presenting an offer enabled by the development of information technology”. As

regards “innovation”, we employ a broad definition within parameters defined by

Schumpeter (1964) and Barnett (1953). Both assume that innovation is a recombi-

nation of previously existing elements. While Schumpeter describes innovation as

the new combination of existing resources, Barnett emphasises cognitive

configurations: “An innovation is here defined as any thought, behaviour, or thing

that is new because it is qualitatively different from existing forms” (Barnett, 1953

quoted in R€opke, 1977, p. 102). Thus, our argumentation does not focus (only) on

technological innovation.

As current literature focuses on certain media industries or special entrepreneur-

ial phenomena rather than exploring the interrelation between media and entre-

preneurship in general, and having our initial assumptions of our introduction (see

Sect. 11.1) in mind, a discrete observation of both fields seems promising. We start

with a focused aspect of consideration in the entrepreneurship perspective.
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11.3 The Entrepreneurship Perspective: Focusing
Opportunities

Caught in crossfire of several influences from various disciplines, entrepreneurship

research is not yet agreed on the key conceptualisation of the field. However, the

most highly regarded definition of entrepreneurship was given by Shane and

Venkataraman (2000): “Organization scholars are fundamentally concerned with

three sets of research questions about entrepreneurship: (1) why, when, and how

opportunities for the creation of goods and services come into existence; (2) why,

when, and how some people and not others discover and exploit these opportunities;

and (3) why, when, and how different modes of action are used to exploit entrepre-

neurial opportunities” (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000, p. 218).

Recently, Shane (2012, p. 12) noted that this definition—criticised as well as

supported—is tending to become a consensus and pointed out that current research

focuses especially on the “nexus of opportunities and individuals”, as well as

questions about “new combinations” (ibid, p. 18f). This leads to the concept of

opportunities as a focal field of interest in entrepreneurship research. In their

systematic literature review on the subject of “opportunity”, one central problem

identified by Frank and Mitterer (2009, p. 400) was that “the construct of opportu-

nity with its complexity is not yet described in an appropriate way” (own transla-

tion). Nevertheless, two threads of discussion can be identified within the literature,

which are in some sense alternatives: (1) the idea of pre-existing opportunities

(discovery) and (2) the concept of opportunities as a result of entrepreneurial action

(creation) (e.g. Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Berglund, 2007).

11.3.1 The Opportunity-Discovery Perspective

The assumption of pre-existing opportunities is an essential feature of the Austrian

economic tradition. As one of the main representatives, Kirzner (1997) introduced

the entrepreneurial discovery approach based on key elements first proposed by

Mises (1949) and Hayek (1948). “From Mises the modern Austrians learned to see

the market as an entrepreneurially driven process. From Hayek they learned to

appreciate the role of knowledge and its enhancement through market interaction,

for the equilibrative process” (Kirzner, 1997, p. 67).

The opportunity-discovery perspective covers both active and passive search.

The assumption of a passive search was introduced in Kirzner’s framework by the

attribute of “alertness”. Following his theoretical assumptions, he “focuses atten-

tion on the entrepreneur not as a creator, but as being merely alert” (Kirzner, 2009,

p. 148). In this view, the entrepreneur “simply had to be alert to price differentials

that others had not yet noticed” (Kirzner, 2009, p. 147). As well as being “merely

alert”, the entrepreneur is further assumed to have some presumably innate ability

to identify opportunities without search (Kirzner, 1979).
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Most of the research in the alertness perspective has been conducted on the basis

of these characteristic assumptions. One example is the study of Gaglio and Katz

(2001), who provided “a new translation of the concept of entrepreneurial alertness

into its appropriate cognitive and psychological properties” (Gaglio & Katz, 2001,

p. 96). A second example is the work of Kaish and Gilad (1991), who focused on the

differences between managers and entrepreneurs in relation to their alertness and

information-seeking behaviour. They suggest one broad conclusion:

“Entrepreneurs do seem to expose themselves to more information and their

alertness takes them to the less obvious places” (Kaish & Gilad, 1991, p. 59).

Active search in the opportunity-discovery framework is represented by the

systematic search approach. Pre-existing opportunities are assumed here as well,

but the systematic search approach is far from any assumption of surprise. Based on

Stigler (1961), “in the case of systematic search, prospective entrepreneurs

intentionally seek out entrepreneurial opportunities to the extent that the marginal

benefits (information) gained by the search exceed the marginal costs (time) of

conducting the search” (Smith, Matthews, & Schenkel, 2005). According to these

assumptions, the search for opportunities is assumed to be strategic and deliberate.

Several authors have conducted relevant empirical and theoretical work. Fiet

(2007) developed a prescriptive model of entrepreneurial search and discovery.

Patel and Fiet (2009) found a positive relationship between the use of systematic

search and success in new venture creation. The difference between both

approaches can be described by the following: “In fact, it should be possible to

consider alertness and systematic search as they are practiced as being at opposite

ends of a continuum, depending on how deliberate and systematic were the actions

of the entrepreneur” (Patel & Fiet, 2009, p. 504).

11.3.2 The Opportunity-Creation Perspective

As introduced by Berglund (2007) and by Alvarez and Barney (2007), the -

opportunity-creation perspective follows a radical subjectivist tradition and is contrary

to the realistic view of the discovery perspective. The key difference lies in their

assumptions about the nature of opportunity. The discovery perspective assumes

that opportunities pre-exist and are awaiting discovery (opportunity is independent

of the entrepreneur), whereas the creation perspective assumes that opportunities do

not exist without the entrepreneur—the entrepreneur actually creates opportunity.

“Search implies entrepreneurs attempting to discover opportunities—like

mountains—that already exist. In creation theory, entrepreneurs do not search—for

there are no mountains to find—they act, and observe how consumers and

markets respond to their actions” (Alvarez & Barney, 2007, p. 131). The works

of Dimov (2007, 2010) and Sarasvathy (2001, 2008) are leading sources in creation

theory. Sarasvathy concluded that “these opportunities are a result of the

efforts of particular entrepreneurs striving to construct stable economic and sociolog-

ical institutions, including the organizations and markets we see in the world”
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(Sarasvathy, 2008, p. 178). Dimov (2007) suggested an elaboration of the opportunity

concept as a creative product, seeing opportunity development in a creative context as

a social learning process.

Focusing our key question on the creation of new media ventures with respect to

these theoretical perspectives on opportunities, the aspect of information seems to

be of enduring concern (e.g. Grichnick, 2006, p. 1308). The results of Shane (2000)

can be seen as one example from the discovery perspective: “differences in prior

information influence who discovers entrepreneurial opportunities” (Shane, 2000,

p. 467). In this view, media entrepreneurs are engaged in a search for opportunities

that exist but have not yet been discovered, and do so either as a function of trained

alertness or by a systematic method (or some combination). While that certainly has

merit in many respects, one could ask: “If these opportunities exist, and could be

exploited right away, why have they not already been exploited?” (Casson &

Wadeson, 2007, p. 286). These authors answer the question from a cost-oriented

viewpoint: “The misunderstanding arises because the costs of discovery have been

ignored. More opportunities could be discovered if more resources were devoted to

their discovery. But diminishing returns are liable to set in” (Casson & Wadeson,

2007, p. 286). All of this clearly has relevance to the “search for weak signals”

school of thought (e.g. Day & Schoemaker, 2006).

Clearly it is important to recognise that entrepreneurs do not always or only

discover opportunities, but are actively engaged in the creative work of making

opportunities in the first place. The question that is most pertinent for media

managers is the extent to which companies are, in the first instance, actively

searching out opportunities as a routine practice and, in the second, actively

engaged in creating opportunities as well. The answer to that question goes to the

heart of where and how scholarship on media management and entrepreneurship

connect, and suggests why the integration of the two fields matters for practice.

Keeping these assumptions in mind, a deeper analysis of the media management

perspective is requested.

11.4 The Media Management Perspective: Digital Media
Products

Turning to the media management perspective, the focus of this section is on digital

media products and their characteristics, providing a link to the discovery and

creation perspective of entrepreneurial opportunities discussed above. Undoubtedly,

the market will see novel media products and new media ventures based upon

traditional production processes, distribution channels or carriers. Nevertheless,

it can be assumed that the vast majority and the most important and sustainable

innovations will be digital media products based upon a digital value chain. Thus, it

is important to understand the distinctive characteristics of digital media

products. For the purpose of a clear analysis, we assume a completely digital value
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chain, and we do not take into consideration any obstacles that media firms face

while transiting from the analogue to the digital world.

The constituting characteristic of a digital product is its representation by a

digitally stored bit string; moreover, the product itself is “a payoff-relevant bit

string, i.e. a sequence of binary digits, 0 s and 1 s, that affect the utility of or payoff

to some individual in the economy” (Quah, 2003, p. 6). Thinking of a simplified

three-step chain of creating, producing/bundling and distributing digital products,

the digital representation starts at the very beginning of creation and continues

through the value chain to the crossroads of digital or “traditional” delivery (the

latter not to be examined in this chapter).

With respect to entrepreneurial opportunities, digital products play a double role

as input and output of entrepreneurial venturing (cf. Quah, 2003, p. 7ff). (1) On the

input side of the value chain, they represent—on a quite general level—(new) ideas,

technical concepts or human knowledge. They arrive as, e.g. patent specifications,

technical standards, scientific journal articles and software codes. As inputs to the

production function, they “feed” the process of value creation in the economy. They

especially provide means and tools operationalised by encoding and decoding

software, which allow bit strings to be consumed by end users on the demand

side of the economy. Given this, digital products can be seen as pre-existing

opportunities which can be searched after, discovered and combined by

entrepreneurs. And with the same arguments, they represent the result of the

entrepreneurial creation of opportunities: condensed ideas as blueprints for new

media ventures. (2) On the opposite side, at the output end of the value chain, digital

(media) products represent, e.g. video games, movies, poems or symphonies, which

can be played, viewed, read or heard, thereby meeting the information and/or

entertainment needs of recipients—what traditionally (in the predigital era) would

be associated with a willingness to pay for the ownership or usage of these products.

In the remainder of this section—following Quah (2003)—the characteristics of

digital products are discussed, which can be derived from their representation as bit

strings. These characteristics apply to, and affect, innovation and value creation on

the input side and the consumers’ utility on the output side. The representation as bit

strings implies that “digital goods are non-rival, infinitely expansible, discrete,

a-spatial, and recombinant” (Quah, 2003, p. 13).

11.4.1 Infinite Expansibility and A-Spatiality

At the end of the path of digitalisation, we can assume an ideal digital product
which can be reproduced at zero time and zero cost (i.e. it has infinite expansibil-

ity); copies can be made available to everyone everywhere instantaneously

(indicating a-spatiality). Obviously, a real digital product might have above zero,

but very low time and costs of copying. The copy cannot be distinguished from the

original product, meaning it is identical. In many cases, reality comes close to this

ideal: copies of a product can reach millions of users worldwide without any
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relevant lack of quality within seconds (e.g. tweets) or hours (e.g. music files).1 We

concentrate on the ideal product, thereby contributing to a clear line of the follow-

ing argumentation.

The characteristics cause a market equilibrium price of zero because at any place

and instantaneously the product can be reproduced and made available at zero

marginal cost. This means that making an additional unit (copy) does not cause an

increase in the original cost of production. Under this condition the market is

threatened by failure due to the nonrival aspect (treated below). The good is not

diminished by consumption. For the ideal digital media product, the non-existence

of a perfect competition market (industrial organisation theory) may imply that

such a product will not be produced at all. To keep it simple, there is no market for

uncovered, unprotected bit strings. Traditional answers to this problem have tried to

restrict access to digital media products, for example, by means of digital rights

management, encryption and paywalls (changing a public good into a club good)

without dismissing the old idea of the now digitally represented product as the good

to be sold. The observable weakness of such solutions (e.g. in the newspaper or

recording industry) leaves media management with the great and still open chal-

lenge of finding business models beyond selling digital bit strings. In this sense and

following the discovery perspective of entrepreneurship, “free” media products

could not be seen as a problem, but as easily available inputs used in novel business

models, as entrepreneurial opportunities for new media ventures.

11.4.2 Nonrivalry

The use of a copy of an infinitely expansible digital media product (reproduced at

zero marginal cost) does not affect the use of any other copy of the product. As

Kollock pointed out in a technical argument: “one person’s use of the information

in no way diminishes what is available for someone else” (Kollock, 1999, p. 4). For

the input side of the value chain, it can be concluded that using an idea or any freely

available digital product as input to value creation cannot prevent any other

entrepreneur from using the same idea for the same or another purpose. We do

not state that literally every idea will become a nonrival digital product (e.g. it

might be secured behind the boundary of a firm). But once an idea has entered the

public domain as a digital good, nonrivalry conditions rule and any firm could use

the idea for their respective purposes.

On the output side of the value chain, the same argumentation holds true:

consuming a digital media product will not affect the satisfaction of another

consumer’s need. An additional reader of an online newspaper or an additional

user of a search engine does not affect the usage of any other consumer. More

1A major restriction of free distribution is governmental prohibition of access—and punishment

when prohibition is bypassed.
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strongly stated, we know that due to network effects the value of information for

one person can even increase with the number of persons having received (a copy

of) the same information. In other words, information is sometimes more valuable

when shared than when exclusive. Obviously, nonrivalry applies to traditional

analogue broadcast media. But while in the analogue era it was restricted to the

output of a limited number of TV and radio channels with their specific

characteristics, in the digital era nonrivalry is predominant for every single digital

media product.2 Again, media management faces the challenge of finding business

models dealing with the problem of nonrivalry. And again, we presume that

entrepreneurship may help find solutions to this challenge, namely, by the creation

of novel and individual media services which can be built upon the last character-

istic of digital products, the ease of recombination.

11.4.3 Recombination

Digital products are easy to recombine and the recombination creates products of

new or different quality. The larger the number of input products, the larger the

number of possible recombined products. Thus, infinite expansibility and

a-spatiality of digital products favour a broadening of range, number and speed

for novel recombined products in media industries. Again, this characteristic

applies to both digital products as inputs and outputs of the value chain. With

respect to inputs, Weitzman (1998) described this as a process by which “knowl-

edge can build upon itself in a combinatoric feedback process” (Weitzman, 1998,

p. 331), suggesting “that the ultimate limits to growth may lie not so much in our

abilities to generate new ideas, as in our abilities to process to fruition an ever

increasing abundance of potentially fruitful ideas” (Weitzman, 1998, p. 359). This

goes directly to the heart of innovation and entrepreneurship. With respect to digital

media products, the broad span of recombination opportunities is obvious: from

“copy and paste” plagiarism to novel business models built on recombination of

content (e.g. music) with individual preferences generating immediately and ubiq-

uitously a unique content stream or bundle, completely built upon pre-existing

elements.

Consequently, we come to the key aspect that makes digital media products

distinctive from non-media products: the product itself is digital and therefore

dematerialised. Once having entered the public, it is unsaleable: a pure bit string

can be made available everywhere and instantaneously at (nearly) zero costs. Thus,

one conclusion is that media management under these conditions is closer to service
management than to traditional product management. To lock the bit string behind

2By the nonrivalry argument, we do not state that digital distribution systems are per se cost-

efficient, however. For example: in terms of costs, broadcasting might often enjoy superior

advantages to peer-to-peer networks with their high infrastructure costs.
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a paywall will not guarantee economic success. If only one identical copy is “free”,

the willingness to pay the entrance fee is greatly diminished. But an entrance fee to

a superior service experience of personalised, convenient media usage can be an

attractive offer for consumers, especially if time limitations constrain the will to

search after and combine media products on their own. This may go along with a

“digital revival” of the traditional editorial function as a service offering

emphasising on selecting, sorting and bundling digital information. In a broader

sense, a service offering will be valued if it is supporting consumers in constructing

the “meaning behind the message”, e.g. by building on revealed personal

preferences concerning usage habits, genres, etc.

To summarise and connect the discussion so far, we elaborated the non-

existence of a conceptual framework connecting the perspectives of media man-

agement and entrepreneurship on a theoretical level. This is the initial point of our

argumentation: there is too little said about specialties of new media ventures, the

specialties of their products and its consequences for the creation of new ventures in

media industries. If we assume that media ventures are characterised by those

specialties that make a difference in market position and performance, there is a

need to highlight and segment those specialties of digital media products and their

consequences for new media firms. According to our observation, constructs of an

entirely digital value chain and business creation are missing in classical definitions

of media ventures.

We next elaborated four distinctive characteristics of digital media products: An

ideal digital product theoretically can be reproduced at zero time and zero cost

(infinite expansibility). Copies can be made available to everyone everywhere

instantaneously (a-spatiality). Furthermore, the use of any copy does not affect

the use of any other copy of the products (nonrivalry). Finally, digital products are

easy to recombine and the recombination creates products of new or different

quality (recombination). We complemented these observations with discussion

about two perspectives in entrepreneurship research related to the discovery or

creation of new business opportunities. In the following section we will connect

these perspectives on entrepreneurship with the media management perspective.

11.5 Connecting the Perspectives

As explained earlier, the constituting characteristic of a digital media product is its

representation as a digitally stored bit string that applies and also affects innovation

as well as value creation, and does so on both the input side where production

happens and on the output side with respect to consumers’ utility. This is pertinent

to any discussion of a digital media economy. The discussed characteristics of

digital media products indicate increased opportunities for innovative media

ventures and suggest the following presumptions: (1) Infinite expansibility and

a-spatiality make it comparatively easy for anybody with reasonable intelligence

and experience to be aware of, search after, find and use ideas and concepts that
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offer opportunities for media business development. (2) Infinite expansibility also

implies nonrivalry, and thus, using an idea as input to one firms’ production

function does not prevent another firm from using the same idea3 for the same or

another purpose. Of course there are copyright and intellectual property issues,

which create barriers, but there are limits in that as well (e.g. a title cannot be

copyrighted, and a format can be used after appropriate modification). (3) Finally,

the infinite expansibility and a-spatiality of digital products also favour the range,

number and speed of novel recombined products. Hence, the infinite expansibility

and a-spatiality affect both nonrivalry and recombination so that the four

characteristics of digital media products are inherently integrated. Looking at

current developments in media industry development, we observe that new media

ventures are virtually built on this construct, as evident, for example, in Spotify

(2012) with their freemium streaming model for online music listening and

Readmill (2012), which brings together e-books and digital social networks.

This is suggestive for how media management can affect the opportunities for

entrepreneurialism in media industries and offers a good starting point for

introducing media management into the field of entrepreneurship research. But

what can media management learn from entrepreneurship research that is especially

important? We presented the two central perspectives that dominate the scientific

discussion in this field. The opportunity-discovery perspective assumes that

opportunities already exist independently from the entrepreneur and have to be

discovered, ascribing to the entrepreneur two ends of a continuum: the attributes of

better alertness and strategies for systematic search. The opportunity-creation

perspective instead assumes that entrepreneurs create opportunities. We adhere to

the second perspective and propose that the alertness and systematic search of an

entrepreneur is not enough, although it is required as one important element. The

entrepreneur should be understood as a “composer” and a “creator” of business

ideas, here typified as recombination of self-created opportunities and, we suggest,

are empowered by the highlighted characteristics of digital media products.

This brings us back to the quoted statement from Thomas Jefferson at the

beginning of this chapter. Jefferson believed that as soon as an idea is published

or professed, it forces itself into the possession of everyone. Although the degree to

which incorporation of the idea is actually “forced” versus “adapted” is arguable,

the essential notion is useful. In our view, ideas and concepts represented as and in

digital media products are observable and recombinable and therefore offer more

than ample opportunities for entrepreneurs to create (see also Gossel & Will, 2012,

p. 321ff). Obviously, these increasing opportunities do not directly lead to success

in media venture creation. Recognised opportunities might not be pursued because

the perceived risks are too large. Moreover, timing is an essential element in

3 Ideas are naturally not capable of being protected (e.g. business ideas, format ideas). In contrast a

concept (e.g. technological method, industrial design) can be patented or copyrighted. Apple and

Samsung are proof of that, and earlier the legal battle over graphic interfacing between Apple and

Microsoft. To protect format ideas, media companies draft the so-called production bibles that are

copyrighted and cannot be infringed without courting penalty.
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deciding when an opportunity is worth pursuing. Last but not least, other entrepre-

neurial success factors (e.g. entrepreneurial skills, motivation, flexibility, market

knowledge) influence the probability of successfully starting a business. Neverthe-

less, the potential of recombination offers potentially more lucrative possibilities

for creating business ideas, and these can increase exponentially, which seems

especially true within media industries, for the creation of new business units as

well as for spin-offs in large media companies.

The classic example from corporate media entrepreneurship is iTunes

complementing the iPod. Apple did not invent legitimate digital music services

from scratch. The components were already in existence in a variety of devices,

music download services, early music industry initiatives and digital rights man-

agement experiments. However, Apple was able to bring all the elements together

as an integrated business model, as a service offering with a viable user proposition.

Importantly, that means Apple was able to make entrepreneurial decisions and do

the deals required to make the business happen.

Furthermore, without these increased possibilities in observing and recombining

digital media products, particularly new media ventures such as Spotify (2012) or

Readmill (2012) would not have been imaginable even several years ago. Both

start-ups were keen enough to face big challenges of their respective media

industry, e.g. piracy in the music business and lacking innovation in the e-book

market, by developing new and innovative business models and services. Music

catalogues, playlists, social media, sharing options and streaming technologies

were not invented by Spotify, but this start-up succeeded in observing and

recombining these components to create an innovative business model, whose

core is the use of streaming as distribution model and reliance on a freemium

pricing model. Free access to the main features accounts for a fast-growing user

base. A large number of users create network effects and an active community.

Incentives encourage users to subscribe to the premium features, e.g. offline listen-

ing. Thus, premium users pay for a superior service and user experience (but not for

“bit strings” per se—in other words, they pay for the well-prepared meal, not for the

immaterial ingredients).

Books, libraries, social media, recommendation systems, cloud technology,

e-reading technology and usability were not novel concepts for Readmill. But
combining these elements under the umbrella of reading, discovering and sharing

book contents created a unique entrepreneurial business idea: to service as an

intermediary between authors, publishers, e-book stores and readers. The service

is completely free of charge to users. The revenue model is based on an affiliate

programme for bookstores and publishers, enabling publishers to learn much more

about the interests of their readers (Wohlert, 2011). Due to the competitive situation

on the e-book market today, it remains to be seen if this model will be successful

(e.g. Amazon, further social reading platforms, etc.), but that does not detract from

the example’s relevance.
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11.6 Recommendations

As a conclusion, we want to give final recommendations for research as well as for

practice in media management and entrepreneurship.

Media management research and entrepreneurship research need to explore and

develop the interrelation between the fields. Both research communities should

engage much more in reciprocal learning processes. On a conceptual level, media

management research should focus more on the emergence of new media

ventures—in start-ups as well as established media firms. Entrepreneurship

research should do more to address media products and services and to investigate

relevant phenomena in media industries. The Internet has fuelled an astonishing

number and variety of new media ventures in the last decade. Research in entre-

preneurship and media management would mutually benefit from investigating

media venture creation.

Of course we have only addressed the first two stages of idea and market entry

for new media ventures because our focus has been on encouraging more attention

to starting ventures. In further research later stages in the entrepreneurial process

have to be considered as well. Certainly, more empirical research is needed using

various methods, qualitative as well as quantitative. Furthermore, observations by

many scholars of media and management indicate a blurring of boundaries that

merits in-depth investigations.

Our work in this chapter also has implications for how media ventures ought to

be managed in order to realise entrepreneurial intentions. Media managers need to

be open-minded and to resist defensive logic; keen to observe apparently uncon-

nected concepts, ideas and technologies; and active in developing connections.

They can benefit from entrepreneurial thinking by developing their skills in the

ability to recombine elements to create new and integrated business models:

innovative bundles (such as creating superior service or user experience), novel

forms of distribution or pricing models beyond selling bit strings (such as selling

services, setting incentives to convert free users to paying customers or building

upon a business-to-business pricing model).

This process of composing in the sense of recombining existing elements is

precisely in line with assumptions in the opportunity-creation perspective:

“Clearly, the creation of a new combination can be interpreted as the creation of

an entrepreneurial opportunity” (Buenstorf, 2007, p. 325). It all starts with the “seed
of a new opportunity” (Luksha, 2008, p. 275) represented by new ideas, beliefs or

framings (Sarasvathy et al., 2003). Thereafter, “the organization, entrepreneur, or

group thereof, frames or reframes an issue so that a potential new construct (new

beliefs and new ideas) emerges” (Luksha, 2008, p. 275). Although the ingredients

already exist, what is most important is figuring out to recombine them success-

fully, as our examples illustrate. “In opportunity creation neither the supply nor

demand exists prior [. . .] instead the individual through their actions develops both
the opportunity and the market” (Alvarez, Barney, & Young 2010, p. 30). This
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opens a wide field not only for the practice of media management but also for

research in both media management and entrepreneurship.

What is recommended for media management, then, is learning to compose

business ideas as an everyday practice and the ability to this as recombinant

approach in pursuit of new self-created opportunities. This has not been sufficiently

in the focus of media management, which is still strongly influenced by

perspectives inculcated in the era of mass media. In short, then, what is special

about media management is not only in its comparison with other industries

(perhaps dominating media management research so far) but crucially lies in

comparisons within this increasingly complex and complicated industry overall.
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Business Models of Media Industries:
Describing and Promoting
Commodification

12

M. Bjørn von Rimscha

12.1 Introduction

For legacy media, questions of branding and business model often lack explicit

recognition. Organisations may possess both, but their nature and existence often go
unacknowledged (Gerth, 2012). By contrast, in discussions about new and social

media, they come to the fore. The term business model became fashionable with the

emergence of the Internet economy—first in the jargon of consultants and trade

papers but later also in the academic literature. However, there is still no consensus

about what a business model actually is and what it comprises (Morris,

Schindehutte, & Allen, 2005; Zott, Amit, & Massa, 2011). The origin of the term

can be traced back to business informatics where all business processes shall be

captured in the IT architecture (Stähler, 2002). In everyday speech, a business

model is often reduced to the revenue model that is the question how a venture

derives its cash flow for its operations. Another popular perspective equals business

models to strategy. And indeed, the concept of business models builds on theoreti-

cal groundwork in strategic management. There are references to the value chain

(Porter, 1985), to strategic positioning (Porter, 1996) and to the resource-based

view (Barney, 2001).

Since the advent of the Internet in the 1990s, the use of the term has proliferated

(Ghaziani & Ventresca, 2005; Zott et al., 2011). With every new wave of start-ups

and Internet-based services, the concept of business models returns to the public

and academic attention, often with the implicit suggestion of a fundamental change

with completely new business models for media companies. This of course is not

the case, as the following chapter shall demonstrate. For the most part, changes are

limited to the service offer, which might entail some new or accentuated
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possibilities in other elements of the business model. However, the public focus on

business models highlights a tendency to regard media solely as commercial

enterprises and downplay the societal aspects of media. This goes in line with a

general tendency of media companies to focus on the publishing part of the industry

and pull out of the production. The business model approach by and large neglects

externalities of the media industry such as culture or public sphere.1 Thus, a

withdrawal from production and a focus on business models can be understood as

an effort to turn the management of media companies more akin to general

management circumventing some of the challenges the characteristics of the

media product pose to managers.

This chapter is structured as follows: First, a short overview of the literature on

business models in general and on media business model in particular will be

provided. The defining elements of a media business model will be identified, and

it will be discussed how, to what extent and why social media may be any

different from legacy media in terms of their business models. For reasons of

clarity, social and legacy media will be used as the two ends of a continuum. The

term legacy media shall describe traditional offline media such as a newspaper or

a broadcast channel; the term social media shall describe online platforms that

focus on the interactions between their users as defined by Ellison and Boyd

(2013) and Bechmann and Lomborg (2013).2 It will be pointed out that the

business model approach fails to address externalities which are a defining

aspect of the media business. Thus, the conclusion argues that business models

are a useful but not sufficient means of media management possibly fostering

commodification.

12.2 Business Models

The business model concept evolved from a popular term to a key concept in

management (McGrath, 2010). In a basic sense, the business model describes

how a company is set up to sustain itself. The term is used in a multitude of

disciplines including entrepreneurship, strategy, organisation, finance, marketing

and operations management and information systems. In a recent approach, busi-

ness models are defined as the choices (in terms of deployed resources and

competences, value propositions and internal/external organisation) made by a

firm to operate (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). In a changing industry such as the

media industry, the dynamic aspects of resources and thus business models

(Teece, 2010) become important. If media companies want to stay in business in

1While in principle it might be possible to describe public service business models, usually

proponents of this approach restrict themselves to models that allow for profit rather than utility.
2 In doing so, this chapter neglects in-between media such as online newspapers that allow user

comments.
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a changing industry, they have to continuously adapt and renew their business

models, redesigning or updating the logic or mechanisms of how they create and

capture value (Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013). Not all media businesses want

to and have to turn themselves into Internet-based social media. But still their

business model needs to be adapted according to changes in the market. Before the

question how social media business models differ from those of legacy media can

be addressed, we will have a look on what is generally understood as a business

model, how is it defined in the literature.

12.2.1 Definitions

Zott et al. (2011) have shown that business models are often studied in lack of an

explicit definition of the term. If the concept is defined at all comparisons between

different research results is hampered by the fact that a great number of definitions

are used which at times have little overlap. Key elements in numerous definitions

compiled by Zott et al. include such divergent terms as ‘statement’ (Stewart &

Zhao, 2000), ‘description’ (Applegate, 2001; Weill & Vitale, 2001), ‘representa-

tion’ (Morris et al., 2005; Shafer, Smith, & Linder, 2005), ‘architecture’ (Timmers,

1998, p. 2; Dubosson-Torbay, Osterwalder, & Pigneur, 2002), ‘conceptual tool or

model’ (Osterwalder, 2004; Teece, 2010), ‘structural template’ (Amit & Zott, 2001,

p. 511), ‘method’ (Afuah & Tucci, 2001), ‘framework’ (Afuah, 2004), ‘pattern’

(Brousseau & Penard, 2007), ‘set’ (Seelos & Mair, 2007; Johnson, Christensen, &

Kagermann, 2008, p. 52), ‘system’ (Zott & Amit, 2010, p. 216), ‘reflection’

(Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010), ‘heuristic logic’ (Chesbrough &

Rosenbloom, 2002, p. 529) and ‘stories’ (Magretta, 2002, p. 4).

Thus, depending on the perspective, a business model can be either very

concrete or very vague. It can be a sales as well as a planning tool or no intended

tool at all but an ex post description of business proceedings. Zott et al. conclude

that ‘the literature is developing largely in silos, according to the phenomena of

interest to the respective researchers’ (Zott et al., 2011, p. 1019) or organisational

roles. Despite this dissension in terms of definition, they also identify a common

ground between the authors where, among other things, business models shall

explain how firms do business by analysing both value creation and value capturing.

In this regard, it is widely agreed that a business model consists of several

elements that either contribute to value creation and capturing or provide a mea-

surement category. One promising approach to a generalisable concept of business

models thus would be to compare the elements used in different studies that are said

to constitute a business model. Morris et al. (2005) have conducted a literature

review to identify the core elements. The 18 articles on business models they

include in their review feature 24 different elements in total. There are several

overlaps; however, there is not a single element that is present in all studies

analysed. The most mentioned elements are value offering, economic model,
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customer interface/relationship, partner network/roles, internal infrastructure/

connected activities and target markets. Again, despite a lot of dissent in details,

there is a certain consent about what is needed to describe a business model. The

concept itself is generic; however, it is not particularly suitable to capture positive

externalities of media for society, since in any case the value offering in question is

individual rather than societal. A business model requires a business case, but

especially the societal functions of media regularly do not constitute a business

case. Some (news) media content can be considered as merit good and thus per

definition not as a business case but as a public remit.

12.2.2 Media Business Models

The ambition of this paper is not to reconcile divergent perspectives on business

models; thus, for the following, the focus will be narrowed to concepts of business

models discussed in the media business context. According to Picard (2002),

business models describe the basic characteristics of companies to have sustain-

able success in the media business. Business models in this sense are not about the

everyday operations but about the basic layout of the business, its interfaces with

other industries and which (financial) interactions potentially render it successful.

Business models are the structure of the relevant streams of information, services

and products. Thus, they provide an overview of the necessary operations and

their respective relative importance. Wirtz (2011) takes this concept further when

he differentiates these operations into six partial models of a media business

model.

12.3 Elements of a Media Business Model

Following a heuristic put forward by Wirtz (2011, p. 68), a business model

comprises six partial models that are necessary to describe all aspects of a business

model. While all partial models are necessary, they are not equally important in all

cases. Each media business has its own business model where the partial models are

in a characteristic balance (Fig. 12.1).

In the following, the partial models will be described in more detail. For each

partial model of a business model, differences between legacy media and social

media will be identified. The focus will be on social media since the operations of

legacy media are well documented in the literature.
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12.3.1 Market Model

The market model clearly lays out the markets in which the company interacts with

which other actors, be they buyers or competitors. Accordingly, Wirtz (2011, p. 69)

distinguishes between a consumer and a competition model.

The consumer model describes the extent and nature of the demand and the

associated willingness to pay: Who wants what at what price point? The potential

customers can be distinguished in submarkets based on their respective properties.

For example, one can differentiate customers with a high willingness to pay from

Fig. 12.1 Partial models of a business model (Source: Wirtz (2011, p. 70))
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those with no or minimal willingness to pay. It seems sensible to address and serve

these two groups differently according to their respective needs.

The competitive model describes the competitive environment of the company.

Therefore, the structure of the sales market as well as the market behaviour of

existing and potential competitors needs to be analysed. For Internet services that

are available globally, it is necessary to take into account the respective national

legal and economic framework in each market served. Legal regulations concerning

the protection of minors or health may require adjustments to the business or to the

permitted means of advertising.

12.3.2 Procurement Model

The procurement model describes the other side of the market: Which input factors

must be obtained in order to serve the market? This part of the business model deals

with products and services that are purchased from external parties. In the last

decades, procurement has become more important for legacy media as they have

reduced the share of content they produce themselves. Tunstall (1993) has

illustrated this shift from producer to publisher using TV as an example; however,

the trend is evident in other legacy media as well, for instance, when newspapers lay

off editors and procure complete segment from news agencies. Other legacy media

have experimented more or less successfully with user-generated content, turning

the idea of citizen journalism into a low-cost content procurement model. Social

media have taken that idea even further. They have pulled out of editorial produc-

tion altogether and limit their procurement on infrastructure that is necessary to

provide the service (servers, Internet connectivity, user interface, etc.). An excep-

tion from this rule can be found in offers that are not based on user-generated

content but only allow users to comment on professional content to generate

recommendations for other users from the aggregated user behaviour and

comments. In these cases, the procurement is about licensing existing professional

media content similar as for legacy media. An example in this context would be

music streaming services like Spotify or simfy.3

12.3.3 Production of Goods and Service Model

The production and processing of input factors within the company is represented in

this partial model. Legacy media used to produce their own content; however, today

3However, in this category of services, the social networking aspect is less prominent. The

paramount objective is to use recommendations and chats to increase session length and thus

drive advertising revenue or to turn occasional users of the free offer to paid subscribers.
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they restrict themselves largely to selecting and (re)arranging ready-made content

they have procured. Social media providers usually neither procure nor create their

own content. YouTube does not pay directors to shoot short films, and Facebook

has no journalists writing on ‘how things are going’. Both companies mainly

provide a platform for the self-portrayal of its users. That said, YouTube has

commissioned original content to boost the quality of the content and compete

with platforms run by legacy media corporations such as Hulu (Halliday, 2011).

With a further decline of advertising revenues for legacy media, social media might

take over as commissioners of content, but this depends on their market model: do

they consider themselves in the entertainment market (like a cable channel) or in

the socialising market (like the local pub)? For the time being, the vast majority of

the content on the platform stems from users, professionals as well as amateurs.

Even Wikipedia does not pay employees to write and amend articles. The platform

character of social media means that no in-house staff have to be employed to create

original content and only few might feel a need to hire commissioners. The

production of goods and service model primarily is about software programming

in order to enable users to create their own content, be it comments, reviews, status

messages or even advertisements. Furthermore, the provision of services implies

the creation of software that stores, sorts and links the user-generated content

(Lorenz & Hess, 2010). This can be automated in the software, for example,

when a music recommendation service like Last.fm distils its recommendations

from the evaluation of the aggregated preferences of its registered users. The

generation of links between content elements can also be delegated to the users

themselves, for example, when users tag familiar faces in pictures on Facebook. In

principle, the software programming is a one-time effort, but in reality constant

updates are necessary to ensure both the data integrity and security. Furthermore,

improved usability and new features are necessary to stand up to the competition for

new users and retain existing ones. The main difference between social and legacy

media in this context is that with social media the selection and arrangement of

content are mostly automated. There are no editors or commissioners who rate

content using criteria such as news values or measures of relevance and normative

quality which determine the societal and cultural value of a media content. The

paramount criteria for a social media publisher—that is, most of the time an

algorithm—are popularity and supposed individual relevance. In other words,

most of the aspects that render legacy media companies and their management

special are excluded from the business model of social media.

12.3.4 Service Offer Model

In the service offer model, it is laid out which potential customers are offered what

services. Most media companies are at least partially advertising funded and thus

operate in two-sided markets (Dewenter, 2004). This means different user needs

must be met and the aggregate and qualified demand of recipients has to be
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processed for advertising customers. Ideally, different groups of users and

advertisers are offered specific services according to the segmentation of the

market, in order to address their respective needs and skim their willingness to

pay. Thus, for the service model, there are two basic offers. On the one hand, the

recipient is provided information, entertainment or a platform for self-expression

and communication; on the other hand, advertisers are offered the users’ attention.

In this context, social media is not fundamentally different from legacy media.

However, there are important differences in details: Social media users are usually

forced to create a user profile and in doing so reveal their (consumer) preferences.

Furthermore, they document these preferences by their behaviour on the platform

which can be easily monitored unlike the behaviour of a newspaper reader or a TV

spectator. This allows the proprietor of a social media platform to segment their

users in a considerably higher resolution. Target groups of advertisers can thus be

represented accurately, at least if the potential customers use that specific social

media platform.

Also on the user side, there is an important difference between offline legacy and

online social media. The social media offer can be easily adapted to the respective

willingness to pay. A newspaper must determine the copy price once and for all and

decide on the desired proportion of the advertising revenue. A reader cannot decide

to pay £5 for a Sunday Times instead of the regular £2.5 and then demand to get it

printed without the advertising. Not so with online offerings, user regularly can

choose between a free, ad-supported version and an ad-free version that comes at a

fee. The attractiveness of the payable version is enhanced by additional features.

The peculiarity for social media is that it is visible to other users, whether someone

pays or not. The premium paid-up membership is therefore an element of the profile

and the self-expression that can be regarded as a signal to other users. The users’

willingness to pay works as a signal that the network and thus the contacts that are

made and maintained there are value for money.

12.3.5 Distribution Model

The distribution model describes how the goods and services produced by the

company reach its customers. The most important question in the context is whether

a media product is tied to a physical carrier medium (newspaper) or not (TV, radio,

social media). Thus, social media again is not fundamentally different from (elec-

tronic) legacy media. However, the distribution model also includes ensuring the

availability of the service for the users. Notwithstanding net neutrality, this could

mean that the provider of a video sharing platform has to pay for the preferred

handling of its data packets. Furthermore, the distribution model includes the

relationship with intermediaries. For social media providers, this implies the inte-

gration of recommendations and links in as large a number of other Internet sites as

possible.
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An important characteristic of media products, both legacy and social, is the

existence of network effects that influence the value of a media offering beyond the

individual use. A network effect occurs if the value of a product or service increases

with the number of users. A single phone is worthless; however, if connected to a

second phone, two households can communicate, and between five phones the

number of possible connections already equals ten. According to Metcalfe’s law,

the value of a network increases in proportion to the square of its participants

(Shapiro & Varian, 1999). At some point in time, a situation is reached when no one

can afford not to be connected to the phone network. In a market with network

effects, a company with a small competitive advantage can expand its market share

to gain a dominant position, while a company with a small disadvantage will lose

market share and will possibly be driven out of the market. The Internet industry is

particularly affected by network effects and thus has been referred to as ‘winner-

takes-all market’ (Kelly, 1998; Shapiro & Varian, 1999). In some sense, there are

network effects at work also in legacy media markets, for instance, if we think of

consumption capital in the context of follow-up communication. If a user follows a

popular TV show instead of one with a mediocre rating, he or she will have more

potential communication partners, with whom he or she can chat about the latest

episode. Thus, an additional user increases the attractiveness of the show to others.

Likewise, in politics, newspapers with a reputation for investigative stories may set

the public agenda and thus exert influence beyond their paid circulation.

However, in social media services, network effects are much more evident. A

social media platform, with a lone user, is worthless. With an increasing number of

participants, the probability to meet like-minded people on the platform rises. At

the same time also, the attractiveness of the platform for developers who provide

applications and for advertisers who want to reach narrowly defined target groups

increases. This means there are multiple positive feedbacks to a rising number of

participants since the value of the network synchronously increases for multiple

stakeholders. This explains why newly established social media services emphasise

a growing user figure over monetisation of the users. Prior to the dotcom crisis,

many Internet start-ups pursued a ‘get-big-fast strategy’ in which they tried to

maximise the number of users without generating any significant revenue

(Liebowitz, 2002). The same can still be observed today at many social media

platforms, where the number of participants is increasing much faster than their

revenue. It is difficult to put a price on an offer that was offered initially for free to

maximise the number of participants. The obvious result could be the exodus of the

majority of users to a new competitor. Providers try to lock in participants in order

to impede the migration to potentially better or cheaper networks—for example,

when Facebook prevents the transfer of user contacts to Google+. ‘As a result, there

will probably be no cross-community services with transferable user profiles for the

foreseeable future, since hardly any community has an interest in sharing their data

with competitors’ (Berge & Buesching, 2008, p. 32). Therefore, the aim of the

major social media platforms is to offer their once established reach to the adver-

tising industry. Thus, indirect network effects lead to a dominance of the advertis-

ing revenue model (see below). From a media management perspective,
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externalities of the network are limited to the marketability neglecting the societal

value of media.

However, social media is only partly to be described as a winner-takes-all

market. Besides Facebook as the current top dog and all-purpose provider, special-

ist providers can hold their ground if they offer a better functionality for a certain

thematic realm (Cusumano, 2011, p. 33) or if clustering in a network means that

contacts in close proximity are more valuable than distant ones (Lee, Lee, & Lee,

2006). This might be a reason why the social network Orkut prevailed in Brazil.

Portuguese is not a world language, so the exchange within the country was more

important than with foreign language users around the globe. In addition,

maximising the number of participants does not necessarily mean maximising

returns. An offer that charges a fee, as several business contact platforms do, can

turn profitable with a much smaller number of participants than a solely ad-funded

platform [for a sample calculation, see Berge and Buesching (2008, p. 44)].

A rather new trend is that specialised networks such as SoundCloud for

musicians allow users to log in using their Facebook account. In doing so, they

lower the barriers to entry for their users and avoid being pushed out of the market.

The big network allows smaller ones to coexist in exchange of the user data they

receive from these deals.

Overall network effects lead to concentration in both legacy and social media

markets; however, in social media markets, concentration is less of a market entry

barrier for media managers than in legacy media markets.

12.3.6 Capital Model

Finally, the capital model presents the financial resources of a company and the

opportunities available to refinance its operations. The capital model can be

differentiated in the financing model, that is, the description of the sources from

which the capital to finance the company is derived, and the revenue model, that is,

the question of where and how revenues can be realised for refinancing the

operations. It also includes questions about the optimal volume, the desired margin

and flexibility of prices.

In the context of the capital model, there are only minor differences between

legacy media and social media. Concerning the financing model, there is a differ-

ence in terms of who are the investors in the business. In most European countries,

new outlets of legacy media are usually founded and financed by existing pub-

lishers. An alternative might be a group of frustrated laid off journalists who come

together for a content-driven rather than a commercially driven project. Thus, the

market usually evolves through activities of existing players. However, similar to

the IT industry, start-up companies in the social media context are mostly financed

by venture capital and later either taken public or purchased by an established

media corporation. The on-going popularity of social media offerings among

investors represents a distinct business model for entrepreneurs in this context. A
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social web service with high reach is set up quickly with the help of venture

capitalists and sold or taken public even before the operating break-even is reached

(or at least it is clear that it can ever be reached). StudiVZ, a once popular German

social network, was bought in 2007 by the publishing group Holtzbrinck for

85 million euros. In 2011—still not profitable—Holtzbrinck failed to find a

buyer. Eventually, in 2013 they sold to an investment group at an undisclosed

price. While the founders and venture capitalists were able to sell with a high profit,

the later investors have suffered significant losses. At the same time, the example

shows the impact of network effects in winner-takes-all markets. StudiVZ suffered

from the appeal of Facebook because users are not willing to maintain multiple

profiles with different services and if in doubt decide for the larger network in

which they can find more of their friends. Without own content production, a social

media provider can do little about this.

The potential for market development in the social media context largely

remains with external players who usually do not subscribe to the non-commercial

concept of media contributing to political, societal and cultural development or the

cohesion of society.

With respect to the revenue model, there are the same options for refinancing

available for both legacy and social media. Social media do not feature profoundly

different sources of revenue, but network effects have an important influence on the

question which revenue models are likely to be profitable. Sources of revenue can

be differentiated into direct and indirect sources (Zerdick et al., 2000, p. 25) or by

distinguishing the relevant markets in which a media organisation is active and

generates revenues (Wirtz, 2011, p. 71). Direct revenues usually are collected from

the media users, while indirect revenues can derive from companies (advertising) as

well as from the state (subsidies). The consideration of relevant markets

differentiates three markets where revenues are generated: the content market, the

user market and the advertising market. On the content market (1), content licences

and exploitation rights are traded. Media users (2) can be charged a fee based on

access or usage. In addition, services or merchandise products can be offered. In the

advertising market (3), different advertising formats with their respective potential

of relevant information about the consumers can be offered. In addition, under

certain circumstances, the state can be an important fourth source of revenue or at

least provide opportunities for cost reductions. Legacy media are considered to be

important and influential for political and cultural live and the cohesion of society.

Thus, in many countries, they benefit from government support. In Germany and

the UK, public broadcasting is funded by fees approved by the state; in Spain, it is

funded directly from the taxpayers’ money. In most countries, legacy media enjoy

reduced tariffs of VAT, often the postal distribution of print media is promoted, and

film producers can take advantage of tax breaks or direct subsidies. None of these

measures exist in the field of social media. Although the relevance of social media

in politics is uncontested, for example, in election campaign communication

(Cogburn & Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011), the potential importance for the formation

of the political will and social development has not yet led to a discussion on the

eligibility for public funding of social media. Exceptions can be found in the
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context of media education, where children shall acquire media literacy in a

protected environment. One such example is Watch Your Web, funded by the

German Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection. It features

a portal with rudimentary social media functionality that shall teach adolescents a

responsible use of social media. However, beyond the motive of protecting minors,

the provision of social media as a means of (public) communication is usually not

regarded as a public responsibility.

Social media offerings are thus in the same situation as those legacy media, who

are said to have no relevance for democracy (e.g. commercial fictional TV): In

order to diversify risks and to avoid unilateral dependencies, they use a mixed

financing based on their three relevant markets. The respective share of the different

sources of revenue depends on the good characteristics and the competitive envi-

ronment (Kind, Nilssen, & Sorgard, 2009).

Direct revenue funding is common for legacy entertainment media such as

books, cinema or sound recording media. However, relatively few social media

companies can use a revenue model where they rely on direct funding by the users.

Since the usefulness of an offer above all depends on the number of participants, a

user fee is problematic since it excludes potential users with low willingness to pay

and thus limits the value of the network. If users are attractive for advertisers, the

loss of value for the network may be greater than the potential income from a fee.

In the media industry, revenues frequently are not directly related to

transactions. Readers often pay a subscription fee for their newspaper, and

advertisers pay for the advertising space and the assumed associated user attention

while they cannot be sure whether their message actually is perceived. The licence

fee must be paid regardless of the actual use of public channels. The reason for this

can be found in the good characteristics of media products (see Chap. 11). It is hard

to set a price for the use of an experience or credence good. Before the use, the

willingness to pay is low, as the quality and usefulness of the product cannot be

assessed. Conversely, after the use, the quality and usefulness can be assessed, but

still the willingness to pay is low, since the experience has already been made. The

same principle also applies to social media. The user learns about the value and

benefits of a network only after they have signed up and started making contacts.

Beforehand, they cannot assess what potentially interesting contacts the network

provides unless they are told so by their offline friends. For this reason, no social

media platform requires an entry fee. Unlike a TV show where the recreational use

ends with the reception, a social media platform can offer on-going benefits.

Therefore, social media platform can demand a fee after a trial period. However,

since most social media platforms face competitors which offer more or less the

same service, and the willingness to pay is said to be lower online, advertising

revenue usually constitutes the single most important source of revenue.

The bulk of revenues are generated with small advertisements which are

dynamically adapted to the type of content and/or user in order to be more relevant

for the recipient.

Since users are forced to create their own profiles, social media providers usually

have in-depth knowledge about their users. Thus, they can target advertising
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messages much more accurately than most legacy media. Facebook as an example

offers differentiations by location, language, education, occupation, age, gender,

relationship status, birthday, interests and groups of friends. Often, the price is not

fixed, but varies according to the demand for a certain advertising space.

Advertisers specify how much they are willing to pay and are allocated the

demanded advertising space only if no competitor is willing to pay more to reach

the same target group. Thus, prices are much more volatile than at legacy media,

and available advertising space and willingness of advertisers can be better

matched.

Overall, we can summarise that social media depend much more on advertising

revenues than legacy media. This has implications for their management as well as

for their societal impact.

12.4 The Business Model Approach as Commodification
Indicator

Social media are the culmination of a development that has started when legacy

media began to pull out of content production and retreated to the packaging and

distribution of procured and in some cases commissioned content. These two latter

elements of the media business value chain are less distinct from other industries

than the business of producing media content. Credit card operators also have to

deal with two-sided markets (Rochet & Tirole, 2003), and network effects are a

common issue in the telecom and IT sector (Liebowitz & Margolis, 2002). If media

companies engage in commissioning content, they may still be involved in the

content production, but still they cannot exert the same influence. It is more than

just a make-or-buy decision, but organising the flowing networks (Altmeppen,

Lantzsch, & Will, 2007) of content production is similar to managing strategic

alliances (Emden, Calantone, & Droge, 2006) in other industries. Reduced to

packaging and distribution, the media business is not all that special and can be

treated as a commodity. The more an analysis of media focuses on technical and

tangible aspects of media, the less distinct the media appears to be. From this

perspective, the Internet is merely another carrier medium for information, not with

the exact same characteristics as a sheet of paper, but receptive to the same means

of management. This explains the popularity of the business model concept: As a

dominant means of analysing the industry and basis for managerial decision

making, the business model approach implicitly reduces the media business to

making money with media. External effects for the society (positive or negative)

are not really included in the model and thus neglected. On the one hand, this has

opened up a much bigger reservoir of potential managers which may be recruited to

manage media businesses (Underwood, 1993). On the other hand—for good and

bad—this means that certain characteristics of media products are not reflected in

the management of media businesses. It can be argued that the proliferation of both

social media (understood as retreat from content production) and the concept of
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business models can be understood as interconnected indicators of a more

commoditised media industry.

The business model approach is a useful generic tool to guide media managers to

organise their business focusing on economic aspects. If, however, media managers

truly want to address the special characteristics of the media products and arrive at

objectives beyond the maximisation of profit, they need to add elements from

stakeholder management to their management repertoire and try to address the

needs and demands of secondary stakeholders (Karmasin, 2002).
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Technology Management and Business
Models 13
Gustavo Cardoso and José Moreno

13.1 Introduction

The current revolution in the information and communication technologies is

having a huge impact on media companies, both in their processes and workflow

and—more importantly—in their business models. Almost all modern companies

have seen their businesses transformed by technology, from supply chain to cus-

tomer interface, but media firms are distinctive because information and digital

content are the business, and the transformation has been even more radical.

In order to adapt to such radical change, managers of media companies must

improve their understanding of what is at stake and which alternatives are best

suited to face challenges and seize opportunities.

In this chapter, we will argue that the massive changes affecting media work and

business models are best understood by examining technological strata, rather than
at the level of technological products and solutions. Such an approach examines the

way that new layers of technology are laid down like layers of sediment. Under-

standing the potentialities (and constraints) of new technologies is dependent upon

accounting for the characteristics of underlying layers and the relationship

between them.

Our approach explores, in theoretical terms, how the shift from analogue to

digital information and communication technologies forms the basis for both the

development of tools and their social appropriation. It is our contention that media

companies’ work, function and value are determined, in large part, by the social and

commercial means by which technologies are adopted and utilised. In doing so, we

draw on the theoretical work of sociologists Manuel Castells (2010), Jan van Dijk

(2006) and Yochai Benkler (2006) to analyse how the network society and its
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digital information and communication technologies affect the media business and

its management strategies.

This chapter attempts a diagnosis of the situation of the media companies in the

digital age by examining the aggregated results of 30 reports, published between

2011 and 2012, from 17 consulting firms that studied the issue. We try to identify

some of the major trends that are changing the media field and the business of

media. We will argue that, in order to manage technology in media companies,

media managers need to develop foresight and be able to spot technology trends

that influence social uses. Media managers must develop an integrated approach in

terms of seizing the opportunities posed by those social uses instead of simply

trying to distribute their content using different available technologies.

We will conclude this chapter by proposing an approach to technology manage-

ment based on what we have termed, Technology Trends Management (T2M), and

argue that managing technologies in media companies is not simply an issue of

managing technology but rather managing business models within the framework
of available technology.

13.1.1 From Analogue to Digital: A Theoretical Framework

Much of what is happening in the media right now can be traced back to the

conjunction of two combined effects: the massive adoption of digital communi-

cation and information technologies and the expansion of broadband telecommuni-

cations (van Dijk, 2006). Faced by rapid and profound technological change, media

managers often tend to focus upon the functions of specific technological devices

instead of the under technologies themselves. Even if they pass the level of the

device’s capabilities and potentialities, they will still be looking at a partial techno-

logy—the smartphone, for instance—instead of the technological basis of the

smartphone and other modern information and communication technologies.

In order to fully grasp the forces and directions of the technology change that is

affecting the media, media managers need to first understand the socio-technical

layer that supports the technologies and the devices with which they are confronted.

The single identifiable fact that most extensively explains the way new informa-

tion and communication technologies are impacting media companies is the shift

from physical and analogue technologies to digital (Moreno, 2013). Until the

invention and the mass adoption of the computer, the social distribution of infor-

mation was almost entirely made by physical and analogue technologies like the

printing press or the Hertzian television. With the invention of the computer, the

manipulation of information quickly became digital at all stages of the process

(Manovich, 2001).

The shift from analogue to digital can be viewed as the base stratum upon which

all other developments in the digital world (other technological and commercial

strata) are layered (Castells, 2010). Such technological sub-layers, to a greater or

less degree, determine others. This sub-layer of technology has in itself, prior to any
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subsequent technological developments, distinctive ways of being appropriated at

the social level: a distinctive socio-technical paradigm (Castells, 2010). Those

social uses are the result of the intersection between the characteristics of the digital

technology and the social structures and connections that incorporate it in daily life.

When considering modern digital communication and information technologies

as a whole, we can single out the digital code as the first technological layer upon

which all other technological layers are based. The digital binary code is the

language all computers and computer-like devices share and on which they operate.

Then, each computer or device may have its particular operating system (e.g. iOS),

with one or several software platforms (e.g. web apps, web sites or native apps),

each with several more specific software packages or programmes and applications

(e.g. Skype, Google Maps or Facebook). Each application, software or device it

works on can be considered a specific information and communication technology,

and many will be viewed by the media manager as potential news outlets or

media products and services (see Fig. 1).

We can point five main distinctive characteristics of the digital technologies that

influence the way information is socially distributed and the way people use

information and information tools in their day-to-day life: metadata, interactivity,

flexibility, convergence and global reach (see Fig. 2). These characteristics influ-

ence the attributes and design of workflow and business models of media

companies.1

The first distinctive feature of digital technologies is what has come to be known

as ‘metadata’. Metadata refers to an additional layer of data, attached to the

main data, one that is mostly unknown to the user and serves the purpose of

characterising the data itself.

As an example, this ‘data about the data’ registers your browsing history in a

given news website so that it can offer you a personalised news experience the next

time you visit. If I, as a user, save a new report in my Delicious bookmark account

with my own tags, I am adding different metadata to the original metadata supplied

by the author. Likewise, if a number of people bookmarked that particular news

report, the Delicious software will register that as metadata and will be able to

construct an automatic recommendation service with that metadata.

The concept of ‘big data’ is, in part, a consequence of this feature of digital

technologies. Big data is ‘big’ not only because of an obvious increase in the

information flows in society but most of all because of the astonishing growth of

the information collected and managed as information about information.

The digital layer of metadata allows for a wide array of operations to be

conducted on the data in question—cataloguing, registration, decomposition,

recomposition, correction, multiplication, filtering, ordering, etc.—creating either

new types of information or new and innovative ways to present that information.

Furthermore, digital technologies not only act on the metadata layer of informa-

tion but also provide tools and knowledge to work on the information itself and

1 These characteristics are not listed in any order of priority.
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on its metadata, which means that, with digital technologies, any information

user—a website visitor, for instance—can transform that information into some-

thing new and out of the control of the original author or proprietary. It’s not just the

ability to copy and paste but also the more sophisticated ways of managing

information. The website IFTTT (if this, then that—https://ifttt.com/), for example,

allows the nonprogrammer user of the Internet to instruct many software services to

perform automatic actions on information based on its data and metadata. This kind

of operations on information and its metadata is something new, with obvious

Information products and services
(media management)

Software programs and apps
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Programming platforms
(desktop, web apps, native apps, widgets, etc)
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Fig. 1 Layers of digital information and communication technologies
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“Cloud” is “everywhere”
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Software algorithms
Artifical (information) intelligence
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New content distribution channels
Diversified authoring tools

Digital reinforces globalization
Abolish frontiers = global reach

Fig. 2 The distinctive features of digital technologies
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consequences on copyright enforcement but also with potential for new insights to

be drawn by media technology managers.

This leads us to a second distinctive feature of all digital technologies: inter-

activity and flexibility, two ways of looking at the same phenomenon. Interactivity

refers to the conditions of action and reaction allowed by digital communications in

relation to analogue ones. Flexibility refers to the ability of digital information to be

assembled and reassembled in multiple formats. Both ways to look at the phenom-

enon converge on an empowerment of the individuals in the communication and

information process.

Interactivity is greater in digital media than ever was in analogue media, at least

at three different levels (van Dijk, 2006). The first level is spatial. Digital media

allow a bidirectional or multidirectional communication wherever the individuals

may be. In a global network, of course, those who communicate digitally can be

anywhere on the planet and maintain a bilateral or multilateral conversation. The

second level is temporal. One may choose to consume a particular piece of

information whenever he or she chooses and in the context he or she chooses,

alone or accompanied, in presence or digitally connected through distance. These

two levels of interactivity have huge consequences on the way we consume media

and on the way media companies do business. Most traditional media products are

conceived on strict time and/or space frame. Newspapers are daily, magazines are

weekly or monthly and TV shows go on at a given time, all, mostly, with a national

or regional reach. It’s not just that the Internet changes the conditions of that media

production—you can have a website producing news 24 h that can be ‘consumed’

anywhere in the world. Most importantly, it puts the control of that consumption in

the hands of the consumer.

The third and most important level of interaction is behavioural (van Dijk,

2006). In digital media, sender and receiver can switch roles in the communication

process. This constitutes a new feature for traditional media and basically means

that all individuals may produce information, which is a ‘game-changing’ concept

(Benkler, 2006; Bruns, 2007). Much of the disruption media face nowadays derives

from the fact that individuals are increasingly involved in the production and

redistribution of information besides its consumption. Of course, the information

and content produced by professionals is very different from that created by

amateurs. However, as users become increasingly empowered and involvement in

production increases, managers are likely to have to adapt their strategies to

incorporate such content and collaborate more effectively with users. Digitally

coded information is also easily copied, modified or remixed, a challenge to the

media companies’ copyright and established business models.

The fourth distinctive feature of digital technologies is what came to be known as

‘convergence’ (Jenkins, 2006). Content tends to converge in twoways: on the device

and by enabling distribution through different digital channels (television, PC,

tablet, etc.). This of course opens up obvious opportunities for media companies,

because the same content—or different versions of it—can be distributed and

marketed through different devices. But what media managers need to understand

is that convergence is a ‘bottom-up’ as much as a ‘top-down’ process. To the extent
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that individuals learn to use the authoring tools made available to them by digital

technologies, they will increasingly be capable of producing audio, video, image and

text, thus seizing for themselves the opportunities created by the convergence

process.

The fifth, and final, impact of digital technologies with consequences for the

media companies is the global reach and delocalisation. Globalisation is a process

that started long before digital technologies emerged, but as the underlying conde is

understandable by any computer on the planet (even if interfaces may be language

specific), digital technologies tend to massively reinforce the globalisation process.

Of course, censorship barriers remain, and governments may seek to control the

flow of information by technical means, but the impact remains significant.

These five basic shifts result from the emergence and massive adoption of digital

technologies and are the basis of our network society (Castells, 2010). Together,

these changes create an entirely new environment for media companies that is

fundamental for media managers to understand. In this new media environment,

space is increasingly less a space of neighbourhoods, cities or countries and is

increasingly a space of flows. What matters are not the confined limits of any

geography but the flows of information throughout the networks. Additionally, as

Castells suggests, time itself tends to become timeless, in the sense that the

processes of digital information cease to be constrained by time—all digital infor-

mation is available at all times (Castells, 2010). Managers need to develop the

capacity to spot technology trends that affect their companies’ business models and

also to understand the affordances of technologies—their potential uses and modes

of interaction—and their impacts.

13.1.2 What Is Changing in Media Technology? A Diagnosis

After analysing the basic theoretical assessments regarding the shift from analogue

to digital information and communication technologies, it is now time to look at the

changes that shift is producing on the media companies’ workflow and business

models. An analysis of 30 reports produced between 2011 and 2012 by 17 multi-

national entities including consultancy firms and think tanks shows the evolution of

a new business space in the digital sphere or ‘extended media environment’

(Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, & Lima, 2013).

In this context, it should be stressed that technology migration has initiated new

models for creating economic and cultural value. The first feature many reports

agree upon is that media businesses now reside within a fully digital age. According

to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), we should refer to a ‘new normality’ of a digital

nature. Oliver Wyman (2012) suggests we have already reached the point of no

return and we are all connected now. In short, what is argued is that the digital has

become the base state to which all media business models must, to a greater or

lesser extent, conform.
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However, the transition to a digital media environment is complex and requires

structural changes that are not easy to implement. If they are to lead the develop-

ment of new products and overcome procedural problems and limitations, media

managers need to better understand technological principles; the full potential of

products and digital processes; community and user behaviour; and informational

architecture, content management and analytics.

It is necessary to understand the deepest features of digital media in order to

avoid adopting a purely cosmetic approach, which is often the case when media

managers are pressured to advocate measure to confront the digital revolution.

Innovation needs to happen both at the level of products and processes. Ideally, the

production of content should itself be influenced by these new dynamics. Managers

should consider whether new ventures would be better served by content developed

for new platforms and their characteristics rather than simply reversioning archive

content or existing products and services.

The same logic should be applied to marketing. In this context, we are already

seeing the awakening of the so-called conversational marketing, which places the

user at the centre of a strategy oriented towards interactive negotiation with active

interlocutors. This new form of marketing is closely linked to social networks; up to

90 % of purchases made by an individual are subject to social influence (Roland

Berger, 2012a). At the same time, a connection can be made to the use of marketing

dedicated to the analysis of data mining, a trend that guides managers towards a

hyper-segmentation of the market. Both changes acknowledge the new active role

of consumers and the potential of big data.

As the various media adapt themselves to a ubiquitous electronic context and

permanent online connection, a new interactive language gains space in which the

consumer is able to choose a specific method of consumption, taking advantage of

convergence (increasingly mobile and multimedia) as well as the time when they

will consume the information (live/streaming, online/offline, deferred/podcast),

using the flexibility allowed by the digital. These are indications of how the profile

of the passive media consumer is giving way to one of an active user/producer

(Deutsch Bank Research, 2011). An active user/producer values the possibility not

only of reacting to a media product, commenting, for example but also maybe of

participating (producing) in a platform designed for it. A possible approach for a

media company facing such a consumer would be to develop and offer such a

platform, very much like what the Guardian and CNN have done with

GuardianWitness and iReport, respectively.

Accompanying the paradigm shift here analysed, there has been a widespread

uptake of touch-screen technology in which the touch and screen triumph over

mouse and keyboard (DB Research, 2012a). In practice, the devices used for online

interactions have changed (KPMG, 2012a). Statistics from Deutsche Bank

Research (2012a) reveal how the demand for lightweight, portable equipment

(connected via cloud computing and network infrastructures) skyrocketed in 2011.

‘Cloud’-based products and services are another recurring theme of the reports

analysed and a key driver of business model innovation. Cloud-based infrastructure

lowers barriers to entry—especially where highly scalable computing and storage
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resources are required. KPMG places the terms ‘cloud’ and ‘mobile’ at the

epicentre of change (KPMG, 2012b).

The age of ‘Always On’ will allow for the renovation of business models and

investment in goods and products with a view to minimising client loss and

strengthening the user loyalty. Correspondingly, ‘push’ strategies tend to serve

the market better than the traditional ‘pull’ strategies, both in the distribution of

information and in the marketing efforts (Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, et al.,

2013). For example, applications such as Foursquare allow users to be alerted to

offers that are close to where they are currently located.

Faced with the frenetic rhythm of technological advances, the media and tele-

communication sectors are the business areas most subject to rapid change. How-

ever, they are also the ones in which opportunities could emerge to counter

downward trends in profitability. Of course, the current changes in information

technologies affect all sectors of business, but disrupt most massively those that use

information as its raw material.

The aforementioned importance of multiple screens for the business models of

media companies (Deloitte 2012d) highlights the importance of understanding the

optimisation of the content, adjusting it to fit the profile and usage characteristic or

affordances of each of the available platforms. The Portuguese public television

company, for example, recently launched a family of mobile apps, called ‘5i’,

designed to work in coordination with some of its most popular TV shows and

take advantage of the ‘second-screen’ use many people are making of their tablets

and smartphones when watching television. Those apps have their content

optimised to connect with the content of the TV show and integrate with it on the

business model with added value phone calls. In this case, both the process of the

TV show and its business model integrate with the new social use for a digital

technology.

The spread of apps and digital technology is helping to spur the growth of

international content markets. It is true that some markets continue to resist services

such as Facebook or Twitter, either because they are blocked by national firewalls

(e.g. China) or because of the existence of strong national players. However, many

of these have seen their share eroded or have been closed down (e.g. in Brazil, the

Google-owned Orkut being replaced by Facebook). The same is currently happen-

ing with social recommendation engines like Yelp or traffic management services

like Waze.

Reference should be made to the role of the aggregators and distributors (Bain &

Co., 2012). With privileged access to almost all types of content, they retain the

power to orchestrate the selection of content (Bain & Co., 2012), currently a large

source of revenue (US$59.8 billion total income in 2013 for Google and US$7.9

billion for Facebook). The network owners and content aggregators—the telcos and

the platforms on which users search, filter, produce and distribute information—

establish themselves as key players in terms of bargaining power, capable of

influencing trends in online consumption and licensing terms prevalent within

content markets.
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By contrast, content creators and producers are relegated to subordinate levels,

something that future business models of content-creating organisations will have

to seek to address (as may regulators). They need to analyse the social and user

needs that companies like Google and Facebook fulfil and how this allows them to

create economic value.

They also need to understand the nature of ‘empowered individuals’ and the

most effective ways of collaborating with them. How can they combine their own

proprietary content with that of user-producers, and how can companies make their

own content available for users engaged in new forms of content curation and

filtering?

Media companies’ products and services may, because of their specific character-

istics, limit the available options. Some existing models may involve the combi-

nation of content and distribution (e.g. pay TV bundles). Media products are also

non-excludable and nondepletable goods whose consumption by one individual

does not interfere with its availability to others. Most media companies depend on

revenue streams from consumers and from advertisers. Some media will be attached

to a time window for the release of their products or be geographically based,

covering a limited cultural, linguistic and/or geographic audience (Chan-Olsted, &

Sylvia, 2006). Some of these practices may have to be abandoned, whilst in other

cases, the adoption of technology should acknowledge some of these characteristics.

One final aspect many of the analysed reports mention is the importance of social

media in enabling media companies to seize the opportunities created by the digital

technologies. In the future, the creation of value within companies will be linked to

the way in which social networks are used (McKinsey, 2012). Interaction with

content in social media occurs through a multi-experience, multichannel and multi-

content environment, within a wider community with cross-border reach and with

people who share similar interests (PWC, 2012). Meanwhile, users are curating and

discovering content in a new way, not only through search but also increasingly

through social media acting as curating and filtering tools.

This new organisation of content consumption and connectivity presupposes a

vertical integration according to Oliver Wyman (2012), partnerships between

telecommunication companies and leading companies from within specific

industries including entertainment but also, potentially, healthcare, financial

services and automotive.

The threats and opportunities faced by media companies in the transition to

digital information and communication technologies and its related strengths and

weaknesses can be summed up in the following SWOT analysis. Although there are

certainly specific threats and opportunities in each sector of the media business

(television, newspapers, radio, etc.), the central problems and business oppor-

tunities are similar.
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Strengths

• High-quality content

• Professionalism (management and teams)

• Strong media brands

• Social institutional relevance

Weaknesses

• Weak training in the use of new

technologies

• Dependence on advertising revenues

• Innovation constrained by dominance of

traditional models

Opportunities

• Co-opt and acquire user-generated content

• Reuse information products

• Put big data/metadata to work for you

• Curate and filter information abundance

• Migrate to ‘the cloud’ to make information

management easier

• Spread information through multiple channels

and devices

• Create scale/network effect

• Leverage social media sites

• Take advantage of global reach

Threats

• Difficulties in copyright enforcement

• Overall revenue decrease

• Declining advertising rates

• Competition from content aggregators

• Audience decrease in established products

and services

• Age gap in the audiences

• Growth in mobile (difficult to monetise)

13.1.3 How Can Media Managers Get Technology to Work
for Them? A Prognosis

Armed with an understanding of the social and economic effects of the current

digital information and communication technologies and with the knowledge of the

disrupting effects they are inducing within the media landscape, media managers

are better able to formulate and choose the right strategies to incorporate new media

technologies into the workflow and the business models of their companies.

To take advantage of those opportunities, it is important that senior media

managers have some understanding of the impact and potentialities of media

technologies and that they aren’t simply restricted or delegated to technical

specialists (Chief Technology Officers, Heads of IT, etc.).

One competence media managers need to develop in this changing media

environment is trend spotting. This means going beyond just immediate empirical

evidence and examining the underlying nature of trends, such as the growing

importance of social media and the increasingly central role of mobile devices.

Of course, plenty of empirical evidence points to several key developments in the

media landscape, like the growing importance of social media and the emerging

central role of mobile devices in the media diet (Stateofthemedia, 2013), to name

just two examples. For media companies, it is important to spot such trends.

‘Big data’ is an increasingly important element of the strategic planning acti-

vities of media companies (Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, et al., 2013). Privacy

concerns on the part of regulators, policymakers and private citizens should not be

discounted and may serve as a countervailing factor. Nonetheless, big data offers

considerable potential for improved segmentation and product customisation and

targeting.
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The successful management of technology within media companies is likely to

depend on the ability to integrate them into a corresponding business model. Rather

than embracing new technologies for their own sake (because they are novel), they

should be evaluated in terms of their ability to support and extend existing or new

business models.

There is temptation to have a presence in every platform, every channel and

every new technology available to distribute information. That may be a waste of

scarce resources and assets if that presence is not strategically connected to a viable

and sustainable business model. And that may prove more difficult to equate than it

seems, because media companies’ resources are often still directed at the traditional

business models.

The first temptation would be to replicate in the new media environment the

business models that were successful in the past. But, given the scope and depth of

the transformations analysed above, that may not be the best solution. Most

probably the best business models are precisely the ones that respect the basic

characteristics of the digital media landscape mentioned above and capitalise them

on behalf of media companies (Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, et al., 2013).

The most important technology trends emerging are those that correlate several

or even all of the basic characteristics of the digital environment:

(a) Social media: This is the many-to-many architecture of online networks and

the flexibility with which users can share online content. This is an opportunity

for media companies to significantly increase the reach of their media brands,

although that is not itself easily monetisable. It may, however, increase the

potential to generate web traffic (eyeballs) for the content associated with

current or new business models. Today, many information brands originating

from print already gather a significant part of their online revenues from video

(Cardoso, Mendonça, & Neves, 2013).

(b) User-generated content: This will continue to grow. Taking advantage of

digital authoring tools, people will search for new ways to create and remix

content. And they will do so increasingly as they learn to use those tools or as

new and improved tools are created, both being permitted and stimulated by

the digital technologies (Pascu, Osimo, Ulbrich, Turlea, & Burgelman, 2007).

For media companies, this means that, at same time that it disrupts the one-way

information flow from media to audience (and its associated business models),

digital technologies create a new flow in the opposite direction. The online

companies that have been economically successful in the digital age are not

creating content but providing the platforms for individuals to create, host and

distribute their user-generated content such as YouTube, Blogger, Facebook,

Twitter, Instagram, etc. (Accenture.com, 2013a, 2013b; Pascu et al., 2007),

which means—again—an obvious opportunity for media companies that are

able to act as content platforms rather than content producers or—ideally and

transitionally—as both.

(c) Information overload: This is increasingly a problem and therefore an oppor-

tunity. The combination of the ease with which digital information can be
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produced and remixed with the network effect of having multiple open

channels generates unprecedented amounts of information circulating in a

network. In this context, the problem is not the scarcity of information, but

its abundance. Users will value ways to manage the abundance, both in the

form of tools and of professional curating. Increasingly, user-generated con-

tent and social media platforms are doing precisely that, based on the metadata

individuals generate when they use those services. Media brands have here a

clear opportunity for innovation.

(d) Big data: This is still almost entirely ignored by traditional media companies.

Rich in metadata, digital information and communication allow the treatment

of that information either to better direct marketing efforts of the media brands

themselves or to fine-tune the audiences they can present to advertisers. The

metadata collected with digital information and communication technologies

is something new in the media landscape and therefore suggests opportunities

for new business models that can be devised on the basis of the collecting,

managing and exploration of those large amounts of metadata.

(e) Mobile devices: This expansion in the computing and media landscape is an

effect of both the miniaturisation of electronics and the convergence of digital

media in a single device. That trend will evolve in the direction of more

wearable devices and the so-called Internet of things. Each development will

produce trends in the near future. Alongside the current surge in popularity, they

also pose real challenges to media companies because adapting their informa-

tion products and services to such devices is not an easy task. The app environ-

ment plays a major role in this trend, not only because it facilitates the

mentioned adaptation to the specific characteristics of these devices but also

because the current app environment provides an element of scarcity that

resembles very much the traditional business models of the media companies.

Therefore, that trend will continue to evolve and will present media with

additional business opportunities in the future.

(f) The empowered audience: This is fostered by digital information and com-

munication technologies and affects the way marketing reaches them. That is

relevant to media companies in two ways: first, because it empowers the

audience vis-à-vis the media brand itself and secondly, because it empowers

the audience that the media brands wish to ‘sell’ to advertisers. In a digital

context in which individuals gain control over the production, distribution and

consumption of their information, marketing must become relational

(Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, et al., 2013). Although advertisers will try

that directly with their audiences, media brands still retain the possibility to

establish relational marketing channels with their audiences and ‘sell’ to

advertisers the relational access to those audiences. This is yet another trend

that can be crossed with new types of business models.

This list does not exhaust all the trends media companies can identify in the

foresight of the evolution of digital information and communication technologies.

But it covers a lot of potential threats to their current business models, as well as
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opportunities to expand them or altogether create innovative ones. What is impor-

tant to retain at this point is that, according to our thesis, the successful avoiding of

those threats and seizing of those opportunities will depend on the media manager’s

ability to understand what the shift to digital technologies means at a deep social

and economical level and his or her capacity to identify the trends most relevant to

his or her company and cross them with viable business models.

An understanding of socio-technical trends and the intrinsic nature (and benefits)

of technologies enables managers to choose technologies that extend their business

reach, deepen customer engagement and set a path directly or indirectly towards the

generation of revenue streams. Doing that effectively requires an understanding of

the strengths and limitations and being able to make a comparative assessment of

different technology types. Managers will need to understand how technologies

relate to user behaviours and how those, in turn, access the propensity of someone
(whether user, advertiser or other third party) to spend.

13.1.4 Conclusion

The management of technology in media companies is a greater task than it may

seem at first approach. Of course, having a YouTube channel, an iOS news app or a

Smart TV app may be immediately attractive for media companies as a way of

extending their audience reach. However, several reasons advise a more cautious

and selective approach. It is probably clear to the reader that the authors regard the

embrace of appropriate technologies as a matter of importance. However, this

needs to take place in a systematic fashion, situated within a broader understanding

of socio-technical trends. To not do so entails a number of risks.

First of all, the rate at which technological innovation is happening nowadays is

greater than even the broadest company strategy might accommodate. The funda-

mental disruptive effect those technologies are having on the current work process

and business model of media companies makes it urgent to find solutions for the

social relevance and eroding revenues of the media (Pascu et al., 2007). Also, the

magnitude of the changes imposed by the new digital information and communica-

tion technologies imply structural internal transformations that will not come

without a cost for the media companies (Cardoso, Mendonça, Paisana, et al.,

2013). All of those reasons advise a selective approach regarding the strategies to

be pursued in meeting the challenges posed by technology.

In this chapter, we have argued that there are deep changes occurring that call

into question the social function of the media and their current business models.

Understanding those changes is the first step in meeting the challenges. The second

step is to work at spotting emerging trends that are the result of social adoption of

new digital technologies. And, finally, the third step is to bring those trends together

in practical application by creating new and innovative business models that can

compensate for the disruption of current ones.
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Both technology and business models (and not just one component) are clearly

central in the task of managing media companies. News Corporation’s ill-starred

acquisition of Myspace is an example of what can go wrong when companies buy

into the perceived benefits of new technologies and platforms without understand-

ing their inherent strengths and weaknesses or the degree to which they integrate

with companies’ strengths, corporative culture and business models (NYT, 2014a).

Rather than adopting an ad hoc approach to technology adoption, its manage-

ment needs to become more systematic. The management of technology in media

companies should be thought as part of Technology Trends Management (T2M), an

approach in which the analysis of trends in social appropriation by users of

technology is combined with an accurate knowledge of the technological trends

available and informs the development and renovation of business models.
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Products and Markets



Contents as Products in Media Markets 14
Mercedes Medina, Alfonso Sánchez-Tabernero, and Ángel Arrese

Media products usually comprise two components: a nonmaterial element (journal-

istic, fiction, persuasive, etc., called content) and a material element (whereby

the content is distributed and made accessible to consumers, typically referred

to as a platform). While both components function in tandem in the market

as regards meeting needs, consumer demand is primarily linked to content; the

role of communication or transmission platforms is secondary in this regard,

although they may be crucial to such concerns as accessibility (Murphy 2011;

Chun 2006).

Hence, the distinguishing feature of media products as such is their capacity to

meet the needs and satisfy the desires of potential consumers by providing infor-

mation, persuasive communication, and entertainment contents. The material

elements can influence what kinds of content can be offered and what demand

can be fulfilled, but they do not create a demand per se that would be independent

from the contents.

Based on this premise, the distinctive nature of media contents may be defined in

relation to a set of key concepts that distinguish such contents from other products.

On the one hand, these characteristics relate to the status of media products as

economic goods, and on the other, such features stem from the special social and

cultural significance of media products (Bates 1988).

This chapter addresses media products as economic goods made available in the

media market, wherein the management of such products is based on their distinc-

tive nature. Thereafter, the conditions that shape innovation and the production of

high-quality contents are explored. Finally, the relationship between contents and

target audiences is analyzed because the latter are imbricated (arranged in an
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overlapping structure) in content management, and this is characteristic of such

products from their very beginning.

14.1 Media Contents as Special Products

In light of the two dimensions of media contents cited above, their functioning as

information goods, dual (multiple) goods, and talent goods is outlined below.

14.1.1 Information Goods

Media contents are information goods; as such, they share a set of characteristics

that are inherent to their nature (Shapiro & Varian, 1999). First, given that their

quality and usefulness may only be assessed once they have been consumed, to one

degree or another, information goods are experience goods (Nelson, 1970). Hence,

the primary objective of media product management in many cases is to gain the

client’s trust through the experience of an accurate perception of value (for money),

which is reinforced or altered over time through a process of continuous learning

based on cumulative experiences. Moreover, many media contents also function as

credence goods because consumers may find it difficult to assess their degree of

quality relative to what they are looking for, and this uncertainty can persist even

after consumption of the product (Darby & Karni, 1973).

Second, information goods are subject to economies of scale and economies of

scope. These phenomena are related to the normal structure of costs for the

production of these contents, characterized by high fixed costs for the initial

production of the first copy and low variable costs (in some cases, almost zero)

for reproduction. As Doyle observes (2002), this cost structure ensures that mar-

ginal costs fall in inverse proportion to the number of units consumed (the basis of

economies of scale) and at the same time enables significant savings in multiprod-

uct commercialization strategies and in resale activities for a single product in a

variety of formats (the key to economies of scope).

Finally, information goods share to various degrees qualities that are commonly

found in public goods, describing goods that depend on the twin characteristics of

being both nonrival and nonexclusive in consumption. As far as media is

concerned, there are a number of ways to face rivalry and exclusiveness. While

free-to-air television and radio have traditionally been regarded as emblematic

public goods, the newspaper, music, and cinema industries share many of the

defining features of private goods. The traits mean that consumption of the good

by one person doesn’t prevent consumption also by another (nonrival), and the good

is not inherently private (i.e., exclusive).
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14.1.2 Multiple Purpose Goods

One of the key characteristics of contents as products is the number and variety of

uses to which they may give rise. Hence, it has become common to refer to such

contents as multiple purpose goods because they comprise two complementary

products targeting two different markets at the same time: contents for audiences

and the attention-time of audiences for advertisers (Picard, 1989).

Decision-making in media management must effectively address both the “con-

tent product” and the “audience product” (Napoli, 2001), taking into account that

each involves specific strategies as regards product design and quality, as well as

price, distribution, and promotion. One of the integral criteria of such products in

terms of advertising reception and usefulness is their status as attention goods. The

media compete in an “attention economy” (Goldhaber, 1997; Lanham, 2006) where

variables including consumption time, repetition, and (in)compatibility with other

forms of consumption all play a role (Aigrain, 1997).

However, besides the two basic dimensions of most media products (contents for

audiences and the attention-time of audiences for advertisers), which imply they be

described as dual goods, there is a third dimension that should not be overlooked.

This dimension accounts in large part for debates about public intervention in the

media sector. To a significant degree, media products have a third target audience:

society as a whole. This is especially important for considerations about media

effects, or externalities, that can be for good (e.g., promoting greater tolerance) or

ill (e.g., promoting violent behaviors).

Thus, media contents are cultural goods—the symbolic products of human

creativity. As such, media content pertains to what has come to be known, under

varied formulations, as the culture industries. The sociocultural value of media

products should not be ignored, which can happen with an exclusive focus on their

economic value. Media contents such as films and musical recordings comprise part

of the cultural heritage of a society insofar as they have a direct impact on shaping

social identities—although how and to which extent certainly vary—and are subject

to debate. As regards the information media at the other end of the spectrum

(perhaps), the quantity, quality, and variety of information made available may

affect the sociopolitical framework of the community in which it is published or

broadcast (Picard, 2000). For example, news coverage impacts political election

campaigns and results.

The cultural dimension of media products, which is bound up with their potential

management as public economic goods, has been used to a significant extent to

justify state intervention in the sector, either through ownership or concrete

regulations that affect these markets.

In light of the ideas set out above, most media products may be regarded as being

multiple by nature—that is, given the number and variety of uses to which they may

be put by a multiplicity of clients and target audiences, both individual and

collective, they are more than simply dual goods.
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14.1.3 Talent Goods

The cultural dimension of media content further suggests that they be conceived

and assessed as talent goods. Imagination, creativity, and talent are indispensable

for the success of media contents, in some cases because of the potential of “star

power” to generate extraordinary flows of attention and in other cases because

particular teams of professionals succeed in pooling their skills and abilities to

produce truly valuable contents in competitive terms. That can happen in sporadi-

cally or in a more consistent way over time. In this regard, media contents fulfill the

requirements to consider them as creative products. This was defined by Caves

(2000: vii) as “the product or service that contains a substantial component of

artistic or creative endeavor.”

A hallmark of the creative product is a comparatively high degree of unpredict-

ability in market behavior, either in terms of demand (uncertainty as regards the

consumption of experience goods as such) or the offer (whereby the reasons for

success or failure may not be clear either before or after it takes place)—and,

indeed, both. In conjunction with the need to take on high fixed costs, many of

which may be unrecoverable, such unpredictability involves a very significant rate

of financial risk. At the same time, unlike what may be standard practice in other

fields of activity, creative workers are heavily invested in the extent to which they

personally care about what they produce. Their “creative inputs” must be internally

coordinated within complex work teams, whose members cannot be easily

replaced, and must be combined effectively with “humdrum inputs” such as

commercialization actions, for instance. Makers of media content typically take

the role seriously in terms of its role on professional identity and in terms of its

reception and perception among other makers and audiences alike. Factors that may

play an important role in the management of media contents when framed as talent

goods include market behaviors associated with the so-called economics of

superstars (Adler, 1985; McDonald, 1988; Rosen, 1981) and forms of individual

brand management linked to “ingredient brands” (Norris, 1992; Venkatesh &

Mahajan, 1997).

The specific features of contents as products outlined above mean that media

management is a complex process because many of the factors by which the quality

and value are assessed will be difficult to measure and because it is also difficult to

select the basic and essential resources—above all, talent—in a sector where there

is often an (over)abundance of creative pitches and proposals.

To excel in media management, given the relationship with such unique

products, companies must practice prudential decision-making at the crossroads

between art and commerce, between the creativity of individuals and teams and the

firm’s corporate financial resources, and between meeting specific audiences’

wishes and dealing with both advertiser preferences and society needs in the general

interest.

The next two sections discuss how these crossroads are manifested in the

management of two key aspects for the success of businesses focused on contents:
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one internal, that is, the management of product quality and innovation, and one

external, that is, managing relationships with audiences.

14.2 Contents, Quality, and Innovation

Quality is a relative concept because it depends on objective and subjective

differences between given contents and the range of other products available.

Hence, quality always relates to particular situation at a specific time in a given

market context. Indicators (objective standards and the data that measure public

perception) reflect the relative position of a product or service, which is only known
in comparison with equivalent goods produced by rival companies, rather than on

some hypothetical, ideal, or theoretically perfect alternative.

In some cases, the link between the objective and subjective aspects of quality

emerge in a natural and immediate way: no persuasive process is required to

convince consumers that a comfortable, well-furnished mansion is of higher quality

than a cold and leaky shack. However, the quality of intangible goods is not nearly

as easy to identify: what is the best book, song, or movie of the last decade? The

answer will depend on the preferences and backgrounds of each person answering

and on the experience they had in consuming the product at a particular time and

specific place for each of them.

Framing media products as highly complex goods has a direct bearing on the

assessment of the level of quality achieved by the product or range of products that

media management decides to offer an audience. As Nieto and Iglesias (2000: 137)

pointed out, content quality is a “sum of qualities,” many of which are difficult to

assess. The fact that media products are basically experience goods and talent

goods, whose value is intangible and which encompass a significant creative

dimension, renders this issue especially problematic for managers in media

industries.

The assessment of content quality ought to at least encompass the following

dimensions in a coherent way: objective quality standards (as loosely defined by

media professionals: journalists, screenwriters, film directors etc.), subjective qual-

ity criteria (the degree to which needs are said to be met and expectations satisfied

for particular audiences), and what may be referred to as aspects of social quality

(the ways in which such products fulfill symbolic, cultural, political, and social

purposes that are regarded as beneficial to and for democratic societies). The

inherent difficulty of aligning these three dimensions of quality in a harmonious

way, in response to their dependence on experience or trust, results in a spectrum of

judgments that range from “Nobody knows” to “I know it when I see it.” Thus, it

should come as no surprise that products scoring high on objective quality standards

sometimes lose out in the market to other, simpler contents that make fewer cultural

demands on an audience (Costera, 2005; Ginsburgh & Weyers, 1999).

The quality of media contents is also continually evolving and may be consol-

idated over time, establishing consumer loyalty behaviors. Habits are formed by
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repeated acts of consumption that are persistently gratifying—or at least satisfying

enough. A particular product may be tried for the first time out of curiosity, on the

basis of an effective advertising campaign, or because no more appealing alterna-

tive is apparent or available in the market. The endeavor to ensure that the initial

reception is eventually consolidated requires media managers to work at molding

audience preferences. Only if the audience is “educated,” when the public is made

to feel comfortable in a particular situation or with a given brand, can a company

succeed in establishing an entry barrier to other firms that strengthens its own

position in the market. This can mean it not only captures potential clients or

customers but also may unseat rival companies in the sector due to the influence

it exerts on consumer preferences (Hasebrink, 2011).

Next, then, we will explore quality as the architect of identity, the costs of

quality, and the interrelationship between quality and talent in greater detail.

14.2.1 Quality and Identity

In addition to its subjective and objective dimensions, product quality for media

content also encompasses a third condition: the construction of an attractive and

clearly differentiated identity among competitive alternatives. Growing competi-

tion generates noise in the market and creates uncertainty among consumers, who

may not know which product to choose or how to distinguish between one offer and

another. In this regard, every media outlet needs to have a clearly defined brand

identity, which is linked to a well-grounded editorial agenda and communicates a

set of instantly recognizable values. As we have explained, media contents are

experience goods; as a result, they need credibility to survive.

In a market where there is an overwhelming supply of products, with low entry

barriers (especially in relation to creative processes required for their production)

and significant volatility in demand, the need for a strong brand identity is becom-

ing more important all the time. That is vital for diverse reasons: to offer a range of

different contents as part of a single, coherent brand identity; to create a brand that

is continually renewed over time but retains significant values and associations

within the market; and to ensure a brand that establishes professional and creative

quality norms and sets a standard of public significance, thus facilitating consumer

decisions regarding purchase and/or attention.

Brand identity is identified with the company’s corporate mission, which grants

the organization both a sense of continuity and a capacity for change (Aris &

Bughin, 2005; Bogart, 2004). Stability is important because without a fixed point

of reference, a company may easily lose its way. Any weakening of identity may

give rise to erratic behavior, i.e., one step forward may lead to two steps back and

before long the company may be falling far short of the original goal it set when

starting out. To all intents and purposes, this risk disappears if company managers

base decision-making on clearly established editorial principles (broadly construed,

i.e., not restricted only to news content, but certainly especially pertinent there).
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The corporate mission also enables a sense of dynamism within the company,

since innovation is required if long-term goals are to be met. Internal circumstances

(changes in a company’s strengths and/or weaknesses) as well as external

conditions (emerging opportunities and/or threats in the market) may render what

was once regarded as effective and suitable, at a particular point in time to be now

outdated and in need of revitalization. Moreover, the corporate mission is

comprised of a combination of fixed principles (a particular view of the human

being, a set of professional standards, a number of underlying ideas) and other,

more variable considerations (market structure, public taste, broader international

or domestic developments). Without a well-grounded editorial program that

articulates more than merely generic or ornamental statements of good or “politi-

cally correct” intention, the company may become paralyzed or unable to change—

or even to act. To supply innovative contents, thereby meeting emerging demands

from the audience, the company must face challenges head-on and be prepared to

leave its comfort zone. It is easier to undertake such a risk for the sake of a

particular project that both guides and fosters progress, rather than simply set

success itself as the only goal.

To a significant extent, strategies of content imitation stem from the fact that

some companies fail to find new ways forward because they do not know where

they want to go. This especially happens when their sole concern is not to fall

behind or to end up in a cul-de-sac, off the beaten track. However, imitation is often

a trap: the strategies that work for some companies may lead to stagnation in other

organizations that are limited to merely copying the moves made by the former. It is

also possible that the strategy and brand may not be appropriate to either the

competencies or the position another firm has enjoyed in the market. On the other

hand, in some cases, imitation may make good economic sense because companies

are able to save on the costs for R&D, launch products and formats that are already

successful in several markets, and realize profits from investment in innovation

already accomplished by competitors.

14.2.2 Quality and Talent

There are two “brakes” on quality, the first of which is intangible. A lack of talent,

of motivated professionals, and of a spirit of teamwork and a culture that promotes

both excellence and innovation comprise one significant brake. The second limiting

factor relates to the financial resources available to a firm because many forms of

progress are “capital intensive”—that is, significant investment is required to bring

about the expected results (Berry & Waldfogel, 2010).

The intangible “brake” on further development lies in the difficulty in building

teams of outstanding professionals. The margin of error in this regard is almost

unlimited, covering the selection and training of employees, a poor use of tools

which, in turn, compromises professional teamwork, as well as policies relating to

hiring and firing. Deficiencies in any of these fields tend to produce disenchantment
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among professionals as regards the companies for which they work, prompting

them to write and speak to the interests of management personnel (what the

managers want to hear) rather than consider how their work may have a positive

or negative impact on the public. Given a workplace dynamic of this kind, innova-

tive change and progress become impossible.

In part at least, the second “brake” is linked to the first: companies may

mistakenly hire mediocre employees who have neither appropriate principles nor

a particularly refined capacity for storytelling. This situation tends to occur in

situations where the preeminent concern is to keep salaries low, rather than as a

result of poor employee selection procedures (Martin, 2006).

In sum, then, it should be clear that quality does not come cheaply in media

products. It requires the use of a lot of resources (more resources than those used by

competitors offering a lower-quality product) and of many types in the hope that

such investment may be recovered in the long term, at least. A generous budget

enables companies to recruit good employees, to reach beneficial agreements with

the best suppliers and distributors, to access the best production tools, and to devise

a wide range of different products and/or services to meet the needs and preferences

of every consumer group. But it is also safe to say that big budget productions have

routinely failed, as well (Picard, 2011). Again, then, the unpredictable nature of

media markets, competition, and product performance are particular to media

industries—and their management.

The latter aspect is crucial for three reasons: first, the production systems are

more flexible, and therefore the cost of implementing variations in each model or

prototype is lowered. Second, rival companies endeavor to expand their presence in

the market by seeking out less adequately covered market niches, and thus offering

a very generic range may involve a major risk in terms of lost sales. Finally, the

audience is now accustomed to making its own decisions in consumer choices and,

as a consequence, a limited range of options may lead to rejection.

Every rule has relevant exceptions: sometimes, extraordinary talents are able to

produce a blockbuster with a small budget. This is the case of “The Blair Witch

Project,” “Paranormal Activity,” or “Super Size Me”: all of them spent less than

100,000 dollars and got earnings of more than 30 million dollars. Similar cases can

be found in music, television production, or publishing industries.

14.2.3 Quality and Competition

In practice, a balance tends to be struck within the market between the number of

competitors and the range of products and/or services on offer. The destruction of

competition in media industries is contrary to the public interest because an

unregulated monopoly generally leads to an abusive pricing system while also

severely limiting incentives that may favor innovation. But it is equally contrary

to the public interest to see the emergence of too many competing companies in

these industries: if the market becomes too fragmented, the gaps for companies to
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potentially exploit may be reduced, leading to an increase in prices because of the

higher unit cost of production and stifling the drive to innovate. Here again the

concept of media contents as special products is implied: for the most part, media

products are public goods characterized by a nonexclusive consumption.

Balance in the range on offer is related to how well audience preferences are

met. But this must be measured against the fact that too many offers will exceed the

potential for a sufficiency of consumers, which results in a loss of productivity. The

counterweight of greatest production efficiency is keyed to cost savings realized by

producing a generic product for many consumers. This may fail to satisfy the needs

of a large part of the public, however, thus both lowering the rate of consumption

and undermining entry barriers that prevent or inhibit new competitors.

In this regard, an historical analysis of what a specific company has done in the

past, and what other similar organizations have done previously, may disclose very

useful insights into what future commitments should be made (Gershon, 1997).

Managers and administrators must strike a successful balance between the variety

of products and/or services they make available and the need for production

efficiency. Internal corporate debates often center on disputes between those who

favor supporting consumer preferences and those pressing for greater cost savings.

The factors cited above (technological development, an increase in competition,

and a more ingrained habit of choice among consumers) have an extraordinary

impact in all media today—print, audiovisual, and interactive. In particular, tech-

nology has fostered high levels of specialization and segmentation in

communications media, giving rise to what might be referred to (in terms of

theoretical possibility at least) as the “Daily Me” or “Personal TV.” In fact,

limitations on the range of products or services on offer in many fields are now

solely economic in nature. As noted above, excessive personalization might place

too high a cost burden on many users.

Here it is useful to consider three stages in the process of innovation: (1) identify

potential improvements or advances in products and services, often based on the

development of new technologies and knowledge; (2) discover whether such

changes are of interest to the public, how and to what extent; and (3) devise a

business model that would (as much as possible) guarantee that making such

change is sustainable (Rao, 2009). Given that quality is a relative concept, the

lack of innovation marks a step backward because it weakens a company’s position

in relation to its competitors and gives rise to dissatisfaction among consumers

whose demands and preferences are subject to ongoing change (the two are

correlated, obviously). Thus, to maintain and reinforce its competitive edge, the

media company must avail its self of the services of many alert professionals who

are capable of discerning opportunities for continuous improvement that may be

enacted via actions designed to meet the needs of the audience. These professionals

may be in-house employees or specialists contracted on some basis from the wider

market of service providers.

The decisions taken may also be inspired by some notable activity among

outstanding professionals in a field. Professionals in every field explore the newest

possibilities afforded by technological and scientific developments, by what other
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firms and sectors in the industry (and adjacent industries) are doing, and by listening

to the advice and suggestions of consultants and experts. However, the most

effective way of bringing about significant innovation is to listen carefully to, and

strive to understand, the public as people express their thoughts, desires, and

preferences by many and varied means. It is vital for media managers these days

to be cognizant of social and cultural change, able to trace implicit demands,

competent to interpret consumer decisions, and capable to address the causes of

success and failure in their firms and industries.

In summary, it is extremely difficult to ensure efficient quality control systems in

and for media industries. The best way to foster quality is to build up excellent

teams, to ensure a culture of innovation, and to allow some “waste” and failure

because that is necessary to explore and discover new territories. For this reason,

the management of media companies is particularly challenging; such work

requires more creativity than technical knowledge, although the later is also

important.

14.3 Audience Products

The most important aspect of media management is to manage audience reach

(quantitative) and public satisfaction (qualitative). This means that decision-

making in media companies is determined by considerations of and about

audiences. However, media are interested in audience as a measurable entity, not

for altruistic reasons. They are dependent on the “audience product.” The values

supplied by the media are not primarily designed to meet audience needs or satisfy

public demands, but rather to hone their competitive edge in relation to competitor.

Media companies must produce high-quality content not only to achieve audience

ratings but also to engage audience attention. In the emerging digital media

markets, how media products can become more interactive, how the attention of

publics may be engaged, and how audience satisfactions may be measured have

become key issues for media managers and all of that needs to be understood in this

light.

14.3.1 Audience Participation

The availability of digital broadband presents telecommunications operators with

new business opportunities, as well as other suppliers outside the industry who have

expanded their business into the booming media sector. Media companies are no

longer the only providers of content. Users have begun to play an increasingly

significant role in content development—as evident in the Web 2.0 model

(Davidson & Rees-Mogg, 1997; Shapiro, 1999). User-generated contents receive

high viewer ratings on global online platforms such as YouTube. New technologies
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have given individual citizens the status of coeditors involved with shaping public

opinion via blogs, chats, online communities, and instant messaging. Neither the

traditional media nor politicians can afford to turn a blind eye to this shifting

influence.

The potential for personalization enabled by new technologies may lead to the

paradox described by Carlson (2006). While the new media grants users the power

to enjoy media contents when and as they choose (see also Albarran, 2010) and to

avoid advertising, such technologies also enable the collection of valuable

audience-related data of great interest to content providers and advertisers, such

as demographic information and viewer preferences, that facilitates a more targeted

form of advertising.

Online media products are characterized by peer collaboration, transparency,

audience participation, segmentation, and globalization (Kozinets, 2006; Tapscott

& Williams, 2006). Some of these features are complementary to traditional media,

and therefore they may enrich their potential. Siapera (2004: 164) believes the

Internet brings to the media the possibility to control fans’ activity, ascertain their

preferences and promote the creation of communities, thereby strengthening audi-

ence loyalty to the media. Of course this causal link is not certain and there is a lot

that can go wrong. Again, as already discussed, media goods and their performance

in markets are characterized by high uncertainty.

Digital media audiences tend to be more passionate and engaged: they do not

simply enjoy what they like by themselves; they typically share it with others

(Newman, 2012). Hence, communities that are based on shared interests, tastes,

and knowledge have emerged and proliferated. At the same time, the evaluation of

contents continues to rest mainly on popularity—in general, a spontaneous form of

popularity—which media managers may find difficult to either plan for or predict.

In the new media scenario, it seems necessary to develop efficient tools to know and

understand audience behaviors and interests.

14.3.2 Engaging the Audience

Media audiences are defined on a scale of quantitative parameters that advertisers

use to budget their investments. These are based on viewer ratings, shares, and

circulation measures. Media managers are keenly aware that users have a variety of

tastes, feelings and critical perspectives as regards different media products. The

critical attitude among many in the audience today is especially acute in relation to

contents for which they have to pay. Audiences that pay, known in commercial

circles as subscribers, tend to pay only for contents they regard as indispensable

(Herrero, 2003; Picard, 2011).

Pay-per-view media make available a wide range of consumer options and foster

user evaluation and personalization of the contents on offer. Users can pay to view

the basic package, select specific contents, or pay to access exclusive contents. Pay-

per-view options grant the subscriber a decisive role in establishing which contents
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ought to be offered and which withdrawn. The later especially happens when few

users express a willingness to pay for the offer. The pay-per-view model facilitates

an almost perfect match between supply and demand, at least in theory, taking into

account the tastes and needs of subscribers.

For media companies in many cases and types, the meeting point with

consumers, a key location for all companies in the service sector, is not a physical

space where direct interaction takes place. This can happen, for example, when a

radio or TV channel is broadcasting from a remote location or at the head sales

office of a book publisher. But for many media, and media products, ratings figures

amount to an implicit, indirect form of contact, wherein the role of users tends to be

minimized. This tends to be problematic, however, as insightful discussed by Ien

Ang (1991) in a seminal volume titled Desperately Seeking the Audience.
Westerlund, Rajala, and Leminen (2011) highlighted two aspects of the new

digital business model: the revenue paradigm and customer-driven strategy, both of

which foreground the role of the audience. The transformation of business practice

brought about by new technologies has prompted a shift from something-for-

everyone to everything-for-selected media consumers—that is, spectacular growth

in specialized and personalized contents that respond to particular consumer

profiles. The internal structure of media companies has likewise been transformed

(or is being, depending on context) by this radical change, leading to a focus on

market research and on building new organizational capabilities and operational

skills. The company-driven or competitor-driven strategies approach that shaped

media operations for many years is being replaced by customer-driven strategies.

This shift also requires business organizations to be more versatile and adaptive

than historically characteristic (Sánchez, 1995).

In addition to allowing users to choose their favorite programs or channels, the

type of interactivity enabled by new media technologies fosters what Bordewijk

and van Kaam (1986) referred to as interactivity of register, which denotes the

media’s capacity to register user information and to adapt or respond to user needs.

Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) draw a distinction between “customization,” a

production strategy whose purpose is to meet the needs of a particular client, and

“personalization,” in which the client is a cocreator or the content (s)he uses. Digital

media are significant here because of their capacity to foster a more active attitude

to and engagement with contents among users. By means of technologies integrated

into a platform, rather than external devices such as mobile telephones or the

Internet, the audience can take part not only in content creation but also in its

evaluation.

Online digital media also enable new and richer data to be collected (Napoli,

2011). Although the Internet is still a comparatively new media and its audience-

measurement tools are not yet fully developed, it is clear that far more than only the

number of users or the amount of time spent on a given website can be quantified.

Analysis can reveal where users come from, what they like, how they behave, and

when they make choices. Thus, the Internet provides more detailed knowledge of

the audience.
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In the new digital media context, profitability is more closely related to nearness,

identification, satisfaction, entertainment experience, and branding than to mass

audiences and large revenues. A number of scholars have used the term “social

capital” (Burt, 2005) in this regard, described as “the benefits individuals derive

from their social relationships and interactions: resources such as emotional sup-

port, exposure to diverse ideas, and access to non-redundant information” (Ellison,

Steinfield, & Lampe, 2010: 873). However, social capital is very difficult to

monetize, even among users. Rather than revenues, social media provide media

companies with traffic to their sites and information about how people are thinking

and responding to products. This depends on the degrees to which media firms are

able to capture the data, analyze it, and do something useful in response. This

indicates a range of new challenges and also opportunities for media managers.

Engagement and branding, closely related to identity ant talent, would appear to be

the most valuable benefits to be monetized; some say these are the real social capital

(Doyle, 2010).

14.3.3 Audience Satisfaction

The audience does not simply consume media contents: implicitly or explicitly, the

public acknowledges the value of such contents as information goods insofar as

they add to their knowledge and/or meet their expectations. If contents succeed in

holding the public’s attention, audience satisfaction can increase. However,

establishing a yardstick against which such satisfaction may be measured is not a

straightforward task in media management.

In 1995, the annual report issued by AEDEMO (the Spanish Association of

Market, Marketing and Opinion Research) included an assessment scale devised to

optimize program scheduling in audience satisfaction terms. This was based on

viewer predictions in relation to programming (see Pascual & Navia, 1995). To

ensure that these predictions are accurate, the assumption was that every individual

is watching what (s)he likes in any given moment—the so-called coefficient of

coherence. Further research disclosed that this was not in fact the case, and so

researchers began to ask why viewers don’t always consume the content they might

like most. The reasons for this apparent contradiction are many and various and

often lie beyond the control of media managers. For instance, the consumer’s

choice may depend on someone other than the individual viewer; viewers may be

unaware of other, more appealing program options; broadcast schedules may

prevent viewers from watching the programs they most like; and loyalty to a

particular program may lead viewers to ignore more highly rate programs sched-

uled for broadcast at the same time. This suggests a level of complexity that is quite

high for managers of media firms.

Frank and Greenberg (1980) carried out a series of inquiries exploring the

interrelationship between audience attention, program types, and the reasons why
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viewers watch different programs. Among the significant potential factors they

identified are social stimulus—that is, sharing ideas with others, the desire to retain

a certain social status and/or to impress others, effort to assert leadership, seeking to

escape one’s problems, trying to build closer family bonds, wanting to better

understand others, to be entertained, to improve one’s knowledge in educational

terms, and an intellectual desire simply to learn. As Frank and Greenberg pointed

out, this research facilitates program scheduling based on audience interests,

program promotion, and the evaluation of existing shows. But of course, it also

suggests the complications in establishing which interests to prioritize in making

those decisions and the need to juggle varied and potentially contradictory interests.

Hooking and holding the audience’s attention marks success in understanding

what audiences need, likes, and tastes. Meeting audience needs and interests

involves fulfilling their wishes, thus raising their spirits and prompting them to

share what they like with others. In the new digital media economy, sharing is both

a sign and measure of satisfaction. Satisfaction cannot be assessed only in terms of

audience ratings; it can also be evaluated by reference to the number of individuals

who talk about the content; how many view the contents repeatedly; how many

download or record contents for later viewing; how many register as fans or access

other media to find out more about given contents; and how many are prepared to

pay for related products (Medina, 2009).

14.4 Conclusions

The distinctive nature of media contents as products is complex. Their threefold

definition as information goods, multiple goods, and talent goods creates particular

demands on the decision-making process as regards the range of contents on offer

and gives rise to a significant number of distinctive consumer behaviors, which

render the management activity in media companies more complex and more

complicated than in many other industries.

On the one hand, media contents as products cannot be managed merely by

reference to conventional quality standards. Rather, the multiplicity and variety of

factors that comprise content or service quality must be taken into account. In this

regard, aspects relating to brand and corporate identity and mission and the talent of

professional and management teams, as well as their ability to innovate contents in

response to audience indications and needs, are especially noteworthy.

At the same time, media contents as products require increasingly refined

management competency insofar as these are framed by and depend on audience

as product. This form of management goes beyond the established approach to

traditional management, or even of legacy media products, because it involves

offering high-profile products whose competitive edge draws on such factors as

audience participation, engagement, and satisfaction.

In short, then, the management of media contents framed as high-quality prod-

ucts and as audience products requires investing significant resources in the
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knowledge that such investment will only be recovered in the long term, if at all. In

fact, it requires taking calculated risk to a very high degree because success is so

unpredictable. This locates the audience (i.e., meeting the public’s needs and

demands) at the heart of the business decision-making process and calls for the

design of an editorial project that renders the diverse skills, talents, and labor of

many kinds of professionals internally coherent and consistent and sets out a path

toward progress that is clear and compelling for most. This both arises from and is

reinforced in companies with highly trained and motivated staff who are committed

to bringing about a “peaceful transition” more or less as a continual project today—

a process that neither unnerves the audience by making abrupt changes nor rests on

the laurels of past success when the fundamentals no longer facilitate sustaining the

causes of that success.
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The Audience as Product, Consumer,
and Producer in the Contemporary Media
Marketplace

15

Philip M. Napoli

15.1 Introduction

One of the most distinctive characteristics of the media marketplace—and thus one

of the most important points of focus for media managers—is the role and function

of the audience. In the dual-product marketplace that characterizes media, in which

content is sold (or given) to audiences and audiences are, in turn, sold to advertisers,

audiences occupy the unique position of being the customer in one market and the

product in the other market. A substantial literature—some of it critical, some of it

strategic/managerial—has developed around the dynamics of this dual-product

marketplace, in which the audience occupies this prominent dual role (see, e.g.,

Ang, 1991; Meehan, 1984; Napoli, 2001, 2003; Owen & Wildman, 1992; Smythe,

1977; Webster, 1998).

New media technologies related to the Internet have contributed to an unprece-

dented transformation of the media marketplace on a variety of levels (see, e.g.,

Garfield, 2009; Wirtz, 2011). One of the most significant aspects of this trans-

formation is that it has further expanded the role of the audience (Napoli, 2011).

Today, the audience as consumer/product dynamic is being further complicated by

the ways that digital, interactive media are increasingly providing audiences with

the opportunity to also serve as content producers, capable of making and distri-

buting content that can be of significant value to other media consumers—and to

advertisers (Benkler, 2006; Livingstone, 2003; Napoli, 2010; Shirky, 2010). That is,

media users now regularly produce and distribute content that reaches, and is

consumed by, audiences. In addition, media users often produce content, such as

social media comments and endorsements, that assist advertisers in delivering

brand messages and that can also be used as data in assessing the effectiveness of

advertising campaigns.
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The traditional dual-functionality of the “audience” in the media marketplace

has taken on an increasingly prominent third dimension, thereby further

entrenching the audience as perhaps the most significant of the various key

stakeholders (including content producers and distributors, advertisers, media

buyers, and research companies). Clearly, understanding the nature of the media

audience is fundamental for media managers looking to effectively navigate the

unique complexities of the media marketplace.

When addressing the question of what is so special about media management, an

important part of the answer is in our understanding of the audience, as the audience

is much more than the traditional consumer of goods that characterizes most other

product markets. The audience serves a number of additional roles, all of which are

interconnected and all of which can have profound implications for the manage-

ment of media organizations. This chapter outlines key distinctive characteristics of

the audience as product in the media marketplace and the implications of these

distinctive characteristics for media management. The chapter also examines

audiences as both consumers and producers of media products. In exploring these

various dimensions, the chapter will pay particular attention to what these various

dimensions of the audience mean for the management of media organizations, as

well as how they have been addressed in media management scholarship.

15.2 The Audience as Product

Many (though not all) media organizations derive at least part of their revenue from

the sale of audiences to advertisers. The transaction essentially involves selling the

attention (hopefully, but not certainly) of potential consumers to advertisers seeking

to sell products to them. When talking about this “audience marketplace”

(see Napoli, 2003), we are basically discussing something that is grounded in the

rather murky economics of human attention (see, e.g., Davenport & Beck, 2001;

Goldhaber, 1997).

The extent to which media organizations participate in this audience market-

place varies by industry sector and even by individual media organizations within

sectors. Today some of the key strategic decisions that media managers must make

involve questions of if and how they are going to attempt to monetize audiences

through collecting advertising revenue. We have seen some social media organ-

izations, such as Twitter, migrate to a business model that is increasingly dependent

upon advertising revenues (Lee, 2010), and others, such as Facebook, engage in

significant reconfigurations in terms of how they sell their audiences’ attention to

advertisers (Heine, 2012; Williams, 2012).

One of the most important aspects of the audience as product is the fact that not

all audiences have the same value for the consumers of audiences (i.e., advertisers).

The value of an audience varies across a wide range of criteria (see Napoli, 2003).

The most significant and well-known criteria are, of course, the essential demo-

graphic characteristics of age and gender. For many years, the audience
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marketplace has been driven by a powerful demand among advertisers to reach men

and women in the 18–49 age bracket (Napoli, 2003). In many cases, an even

narrower audience segment is highly desired (men and women age 18–34). And

for many advertisers, the relative scarcity of young men in the media audience (they

tend to consume less media) has made them particularly valuable. Other related

factors that have been shown to bear directly on advertisers’ valuations of media

audiences include income, education, and race/ethnicity (Napoli, 2003).

Why are certain demographic groups worth more than others? The answer lies in

the fact that these demographic characteristics have historically served as the best

available (or at least the most economically viable) proxy for what advertisers

presumably care about the most, which is audiences’ product purchasing

preferences and behaviors. And so, at the most general level, audiences in certain

age/income/education categories have been valued more than others largely on the

basis of an assumption that these audiences are more likely to spend money on the

products being advertised, for reasons ranging from having a greater amount of

disposable income to spend, to being more susceptible to advertisements, to a lack

of established brand loyalties that might be built up over time to the advantage of

the advertiser (Napoli, 2003).

However, it is important to emphasize that audience demographics are an

imperfect proxy for the genuine source of the value of audiences and that this

approach is an effort by the key stakeholders (commercial media and advertisers) in

the marketplace to bring a manageable level of simplicity and efficiency to a very

complex process. Advertisers have tended to value certain demographic groups

well beyond the extent to which these groups can be empirically demonstrated to

warrant such interest (for reviews of this literature, see Napoli, 2003, 2012a). There

has always been a fair bit of what we might call “slippage” between those character-

istics of the audience that genuinely matter most to advertisers (what products they

buy or are likely to buy) and characteristics that actually serve as the key valuation

criteria (demographics) in the audience marketplace (see, e.g., Seles, 2010). Yet,

advertisers and content providers have for years persisted in relying on this

established template for making decisions in the audience marketplace.

As stakeholders have recently begun to meaningfully confront dramatic changes

taking place in the population as a whole, we are beginning to see buyers and sellers

of audiences move away from heuristics that have long guided their decisions and

behaviors. Thus, for instance, the aging of the sizable Baby Boom generation has

compelled some advertisers and content providers to rethink their strategies of

largely ignoring older audiences (in the 60-plus age range). That is partly because

Baby Boomers continue to demonstrate behavioral characteristics that are appeal-

ing to advertisers, being more active consumers than previous generations of older

audiences (because of better health and more wealth), and partly because they

represent a very large (and too large to ignore) percentage of the overall population

(BoomAgers, 2012; Elliott, 2009; Moses, 2011).

It is important to emphasize that the reason for the historical disconnect between

how audiences are valued and purchased and why audiences are actually valuable is
to some extent a function of the ways in which media audiences have traditionally
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been measured in the audience marketplace. The process of quantifying human

attention for sale in the audience marketplace brings us into the realm of audience

measurement as an institutionalized practice (see, e.g., Bermejo, 2007, 2009;

Napoli, 2011). One cannot discuss the audience as product without discussing

audience measurement. Audience measurement systems are the means by which

a product as intangible as human attention is made tangible. Traditionally, audience

measurement systems have focused on recruiting a relatively small—though,

ideally, representative—sample of a total population and asking that sample to

participate in whatever measurement system the firm relies on for information

about them (Bermejo, 2007; Webster, Phalen, & Lichty, 2013). Sample-based

audience measurement continues to dominate most media platforms, including

radio, television, and magazines.

More interactive technologies such as the Internet and digital cable television

have contributed to an ongoing migration away from this traditional sample-based

process (at least within these platforms), as consumption data can be gathered from

virtually every user (see Napoli, 2011). However, even in these contexts, sampling

still maintains a prominent role as a control mechanism intended to enhance the

generalizability of the findings and to provide the necessary demographic data that

advertisers continue to demand (Napoli, Lavrakas, Callegaro, & Mane, 2014).

Considering, then, the role of demographics in this process, it is important to

emphasize that, given the many complexities involved in such processes (sample

recruitment, retention, proper participation, etc.), emphasizing demographic

distinctions has been the most cost-effective means that measurement firms could

implement for categorizing the audience as product. More complex categorizations

that are based, for instance, on product affinity and purchasing behaviors of

individual audience members would introduce a much higher (and perhaps unwork-

able) degree of complexity into the decision-making processes for buying and

selling audiences. Equally important is that attempts to systematically link

audiences’ media consumption activities with their product purchasing behaviors

have failed on a number of occasions, due largely to the measurement challenges

and costs. These challenges and costs are associated with the difficulty of

maintaining a sufficiently large and representative sample of participants who are

willing to engage in all of the activities that are necessary to have their media

consumption and product purchasing behaviors accurately measured (Napoli,

2011). Thus, the default system for measuring and valuing media audiences has

long been focused on demographics.

This traditional approach to producing the audience product is further

challenged by dramatic transformations affecting the media environment. Of par-

ticular importance is the increased fragmentation both within and across media

platforms, which is a result of the increasing bandwidth and channel capacities with

the various media, and the proliferation of new devices and platforms that are

changing the media landscape (see Napoli, 2011). Fragmentation makes it increas-

ingly difficult for sample-based measurement systems to fully capture the complete

range of audience’s media usage. As the number of channels available to a typical

television household or the number of Web sites available online increases, the
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extent to which audiences are spread across these available content options

increases as well (though certainly not proportionally). The result is that a growing

proportion of the available content options have audiences that are quite small (the

well-known “long-tail” phenomenon; see Anderson, 2006).

This situation poses real problems for audience measurement. A sample of say

25,000 television households, or even a million Internet households, becomes

increasingly inadequate to provide accurate and reliable audience projections for

all of the content options that are available. Consequently, advertisers’ trust in the

audience estimates is reduced, and thus the value of those small audiences declines.

But increasing the sample size increases the costs, and there are limits to what can

be charged to clients. Essentially, then, an increasing proportion of total audience

attention falls through the measurement cracks. This “dark matter” of audience

attention (see Napoli, 2011) cannot be effectively monetized. This ongoing process

has been perhaps one of the key issues confronting media managers—and audience

measurement firms—over the past decade, as it involves a disruption in the very

economic foundation of the audience marketplace (see, e.g., Garfield, 2009).

It is important to emphasize that the realm of audience measurement is a

dynamic landscape, particularly in light of the abovementioned changes in the

media environment that require effective responses for the audience marketplace

to operate as efficiently as possible. Alterations to existing audience measurement

systems can recast the nature of the audience—and its value—in significant ways

(see, e.g., Barnes & Thomson, 1994; Buzzard, 2002). New systems of audience

measurement can emerge that illuminate new potential sources of audience value.

Thus, for instance, in recent years, we have seen the emergence of “social TV

analytics,” in which data from social media conversations about television

programs is collected, aggregated, categorized, and reported in ways that allow

the volume and valence of social media discussion about programs to serve as an

alternative, or supplement at least, to traditional ways of measuring and valuing

television audiences (Napoli, 2012b). Obviously, how many people are discussing a

television program online (and how positive or negative their sentiments)

represents a very different representation of the audience than the traditional

approach of measuring (via a representative sample) the size and demographic

characteristics of the audience exposed to the program. Not surprisingly,

participants in the contemporary television audience marketplace have been

engaged in a fairly detailed examination—and sometimes contentious discus-

sion—of whether social TV analytics represent a meaningful approach for measur-

ing and valuing the television audience (Napoli, 2012b).

This social TV example is just one of the many ways in which the new,

interactive media environment has disrupted established approaches to understand-

ing audiences. To address this increased complexity, media organizations and

advertisers are now drawing upon a wider array of information sources, ranging

from the use of various forms of “big data” (consumer purchasing and lifestyle data,

server logs, etc.) to more granular forms of qualitative and ethnographic data that

seek to understand the ever-changing dynamics of audiences’ media usage across a

growing array of platforms. These approaches create new information flows that are
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contributing to a dramatic reconfiguration of how media organizations and

advertisers go about understanding and valuing their audiences.

These patterns and dynamics are part of a much broader transition away from

measuring and valuing audiences merely on the basis of their exposure to media

content and/or advertisements to instead measuring and valuing audiences on the

basis of their demonstrated level of engagement with the content and/or advertise-

ment (Napoli, 2011, 2012a). Inherent in such a transition is the institutionalization

of the value of a dimension of audience behavior that had been largely neglected

under the established parameters of the audience marketplace. How this situation is

resolved remains to be seen.

The first point here, however, is that various technological and institutional

changes can contribute to reformulations of the key criteria of audience value, but

any such reformulation must ultimately emerge from—and be supported by—

systems of audience measurement that all of the relevant stakeholders in the

audience marketplace perceive as sufficiently accurate and reliable to be useful

(Balnaves & O’Regan, 2010; Buzzard, 2002). The second important point here is

that the value of the audience product is inextricably intertwined with the ways in

which the audience is measured. The mechanisms of audience measurement have

the power to uncover or unlock previously untapped sources of audience value.

These systems also have the potential, via the particular methodological approaches

they employ, to neglect potentially important sources of audience value.

From a management standpoint, there are a number of important implications

that emerge from the nature of the audience as product and these rapidly evolving

dynamics of the audience marketplace. The first is that audiences are a uniquely

intangible product. Because the audience product is often the projection of a

particular (potentially fallible) measurement system, buyers and sellers of

audiences face a high degree of uncertainty about the product that is central to

their transaction. Media managers must therefore maintain a comprehensive under-

standing of the strengths and weaknesses of the specific measurement systems that

are being used to translate audience attention into something tangible that can be

bought and sold in the marketplace.

Second, as the recent evolutionary patterns discussed above illustrate, the pro-

cess of understanding and capturing the true sources of audience value is ongoing,

which creates an important opportunity for media managers. What is particularly

interesting about the contemporary media environment is the extent to which

stakeholders are embracing alternative sources of audience value and thus insti-

tutionalizing a greater diversity of success criteria in the audience marketplace.

This creates greater opportunities for new and innovative types of content to

potentially take hold and can actually serve as an incentive for experimentation

and innovation.
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15.3 Audience as Consumer

The second dimension of the dual-product marketplace that characterizes the media

sector involves the audience as consumer of media products. It is important to

emphasize the overlap between this dimension and the audience as product dimen-

sion, given that audiences’ behavioral patterns as consumers factor directly into

how they can be packaged and sold to advertisers. But here the focus is on

audiences in terms of the dynamics of how they consume media products (rather

than how these dynamics are measured and valued). Of particular emphasis will be

the role that audiences can play as a direct source of revenue for media organ-

izations (i.e., as paying customers) and the associated range of complications for

managers of media companies.

The media sector is characterized by a wide range of strategic approaches within

and across platforms in the extent to which media organizations seek to capture

revenue directly from audience members. Different strategic approaches have been

employed over time even by the same organization. Thus, for instance, the story of

the New York Times (along with many other online newspapers) in the digital age

has been an ongoing saga of the company imposing and then removing paywalls

and experimenting with other payment and access variations (see, e.g., Salmon,

2011).

These activities reflect the changing dynamics of the contemporary media

marketplace, an environment in which, due largely to the increased availability of

“free” content via both legal and illegal channels, audiences’ willingness to pay for

content has diminished (see Anderson, 2009). Capturing revenue from audiences

today therefore involves a complex and dynamic strategic challenge as media

managers must determine whether audiences’ demand for content is sufficiently

high to sustain consumer payment and develop pricing and access strategies that

can effectively parse low value and high value content in ways that maximize

revenues.

To illustrate, we see sites such as ESPN.com and Hulu making the bulk of their

content available for free but withholding some higher value (premium) content for

those willing to pay a monthly subscription fee. This “freemium” strategy (see

Anderson, 2009) for pricing access to content is increasingly common and depends

on an accurate assessment of how audiences value different types of content. This

strategic approach can be difficult to implement, however, particularly on a global

scale. Particular strategies and access models adopted in one domestic market may

not work across geographic boundaries or (as in the case of “windowing”) may

require that content access models and platforms shift over time. This suggests the

need to maintain a dynamic and fluid perspective, but of course that is no recipe for

stability and predictability—which are important for business. Moreover, such

strategic differentiations can be undermined all too easily by the ways in which

pirated content often circulates freely online.

Questions about if, when, where, and how much to charge for content need to be

assessed in conjunction with an understanding of how the different pricing
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strategies interact with potential advertising revenues. Thus, the interaction

between the audience as product and the audience as consumer has obvious

importance. Content made available for free will usually attract a larger audience

than paid-for content, and a larger audience stands a better chance of being

successfully monetized in the audience marketplace. However, it is possible that

more revenue could be derived from imposing a requirement to pay directly for

access than would be obtained purely from advertising if the content is made freely

available. So the choice is not always straightforward or self-evident. The revenue

captured on a per capita basis from paying customers can be significantly higher

than what individual audience members are worth to advertisers. Media managers

today frequently find themselves trying to ascertain how best to navigate this dual-

product marketplace at a time when both the content and audience marketplaces are

in a period of profound change.

It is important to understand, as well, that the audience as a consumer of media

products goes beyond the fairly narrow issues regarding the dynamics of consumer

payment. Whether content is free or not, audiences are still engaged in processes of

searching for, learning about, selecting, and consuming media products. Increas-

ingly today, this also involves sharing their media consumption experiences with

others. Media managers must have a thorough understanding of the dynamics of all

of these components of the diverse and complex processes by which audiences

consume media.

There’s a long tradition of research that has sought to enhance media managers’

(and scholars’) understandings of how and why audiences consume media. Early

research in this vein examined issues such as consumer satisfaction with various

media products (see, e.g., Lazarsfeld & Field, 1946; Steiner, 1963). Over time, the

study of media consumers has come to increasingly focus on understanding how

consumers choose various media products (see Owen & Wildman, 1992). This

body of primarily theoretical work has sought to develop predictive models for

consumer content selection and the associated content provision decisions of media

organizations under varying consumer preferences, channel capacities, and compe-

titive conditions.

Empirical work inspired to some extent by the program choice literature has

delved into a wide range of factors that impact consumer choices. The findings

include both audience factors (i.e., the characteristics of the media consumers,

such as tastes, preferences, and awareness of various content options) and

media factors (i.e., the quantity of content options, the range of media consumption

technologies available). This research seeks to account for both the structural-level

and individual-level factors that impact consumers’ choices in the media market-

place (Webster & Phalen, 1997).

This research has addressed questions such as the extent to which media

consumers’ individual genre or format preferences drive media consumption,

how content selection is impacted by changes in the technological environment

(such as increased channel options, or increased technological choices), and, more

broadly, the extent to which media consumers exhibit passive versus active

tendencies in their media consumption behaviors (and how such tendencies may
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vary across different media types and across different demographic categories). The

primary objective is to identify consistent and predictable patterns in consumer

choice that can have both applied utility for media managers and yield theoretical

insights into the dynamics of media consumption.

Another important behavioral pattern among media consumers, from a media

management standpoint, involves the “one-way flows” of media products (see, e.g.,

Kim, 2006; Wildman, 1994). Research on one-way flows has illustrated enduring

patterns in media consumer behavior involving (as the name suggests) the tendency

for the consumption of media products to flow from large markets to small markets

(both nationally and internationally), but seldom vice versa. Such patterns illumi-

nate an important tendency among media consumers to gravitate toward content

produced for larger markets, due in large part to the higher production budgets that

result in more appealing products (Owen &Wildman, 1992). Many of the recurring

patterns we see in the distribution of audience attention in the contemporary media

environment, such as the well-known “long-tail” phenomenon (see Anderson,

2006; Brynjolfsson, Hu, & Smith, 2006; Elberse, 2008), can be explained in large

part by audiences’ tendencies to gravitate to content options with very large

production budgets—i.e., the “big head.”

Despite some general predictable patterns and tendencies in the consumption

patterns among media audiences, it is important to emphasize an inherent unpre-

dictability. Although audiences exhibit fairly predictable patterns across the aggre-
gate of content options, and of course those patterns vary across cultures and media

environments in different countries, everywhere there remains a tremendous

amount of uncertainty about audience selection of individual content options.

From the “nobody knows anything” mantra that has long permeated the film

industry, and research into motion picture audiences (e.g., De Vany, 2004), to the

“all hits are flukes” perspective that has emerged from research on the production

and consumption of television (see Bielby & Bielby, 1994), media consumers have

been, and continue to be, very difficult to predict with regard to specific content

options.

For these reasons, media managers often conceptualize consumption as a two-

stage process (see, e.g., Webster & Phalen, 1997). The first stage is about making

the decision to consume content via a particular medium. This stage is reasonably

predictable and exhibits fairly stable behavioral patterns. The audience is going to

watch TV, go to the movies, read a newspaper, or go online. The second stage is

about the selection between individual content options, and this is highly unpre-

dictable. Which TV channel to watch, which movie to see, which paper or even

which article to read, and which site to visit?

This explains todays’ keen interest in, and increasingly sophisticated uses of, the

ever-growing amounts of data that can be gathered about audiences’ media con-

sumption processes, in efforts to develop more predictive models of audience

behavior. As was noted above, in today’s increasingly interactive media environ-

ment, audiences frequently leave measurable traces of their media consumption

choices—digital footprints, of sorts. These traces can be aggregated and analyzed in

a variety of ways that can, presumably, reduce uncertainty about audiences’ media
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consumption patterns. And so, for instance, motion picture studios increasingly rely

on sophisticated algorithms to predict the likely performance of films well before

they are even produced (Davenport & Harris, 2009). Predictive tools are derived not

only from historical patterns in moviegoing but also from analyses of the sentiments

expressed online about individual films. Similarly, online “buzz” is used to predict

the likely audience sizes for new television programs (Napoli, 2011). In these and

many other ways, mining the vast and growing troves of data about audiences’

media consumption has become a vital tool for media managers seeking to effec-

tively anticipate and serve audiences’ content preferences.

The key point here is that audiences’ media consumption decisions are uniquely

difficult to predict, which makes most sectors of the media industry very high-risk

endeavors. From a management standpoint, this situation emphasizes the impor-

tance of developing the necessary analytical tools for effectively predicting audi-

ence behavior. While, as was noted above, the industry is developing a wide range

of data-based tools for making such predictions, there are others who would argue

that understanding and anticipating audiences’ tastes and preferences is more art

than science and that the most successful media managers have been those with an

innate sense of what types of content will succeed and what types will fail.

And here, of course, is where the unique dual-product marketplace of the media

sector comes into play once again. Whereas the manager of an automobile factory

can make a very accurate prediction about how many cars the factory will produce

in a given day, the producer of audiences for sale in the audience marketplace often

lacks any such certainty, given the unpredictable nature of audiences’ media

consumption. This situation imposes levels of risk and uncertainty that are, in

many ways, defining characteristics of the media sector that media managers

must learn to effectively navigate.

15.4 Audience as Producer

In recent years, the role of the audience in the media marketplace has expanded

significantly, in ways that further distinguish media management from other mana-

gerial fields. No longer does the audience serve only as consumer and product in the

media marketplace. Today, in a media environment of increased interactivity, in

which audiences’ opportunities to engage in the production and distribution of user

generated content are increasing well beyond those that were available in the

“traditional” media era, audiences are increasingly able to operate alongside tradi-

tional media companies as content producers, competing with them for audience

attention and, to some extent, advertising revenues (see, e.g., Napoli, 2010; Shirky,

2010). To return to the automobile industry comparison, automobile manufacturers

generally don’t have to worry about their customers deciding to produce and

distribute their own cars. In the media sector, in contrast, the contemporary environ-

ment is one in which every media consumer can also become a competitor for

audience attention and advertising dollars.
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Prominent new media platforms such as YouTube place traditional,

institutionally produced media content alongside user-generated content emerging

from what some characterize as “the people formerly known as the audience” (see

Rosen, 2006). While it seems a bit extreme to claim that the concept of the

“audience” is fundamentally outmoded, it is important to understand and appreciate

the ongoing expansion of the audience’s role in the media marketplace and how it is

factoring into media managers’ decision-making.

At the most basic level, the rise of user-generated content can be seen as both

threat and opportunity for media organizations (see, e.g., Bughin, 2007; Mabillot,

2007). The threat arises largely from the extent to which this content can serve as

competition for audience attention (and advertising dollars) in an already highly

fragmented and competitive media marketplace. Aggregators and facilitators of

user-generated content, such as Facebook and YouTube, have proven tremendously

powerful in attracting and retaining audience attention—and increasingly in cap-

turing advertising dollars. But such platforms also represent inherent opportunities

in user-generated content, as clearly evident in the fact that there is substantial

revenue potential for media companies that manage to effectively aggregate and

package user-generated content for audience consumption. And, of course, a

particularly appealing aspect of user-generated content is that media organizations

that find effective ways of aggregating it and monetizing do not have to incur the

substantial production costs associated with traditional types of content.

There are a variety of additional roles that user-generated content can play in the

strategies of media organizations. Many news organizations are utilizing such

content to supplement content produced by their often-dwindling news-gathering

resources (i.e., fewer journalists) and as a means of providing amore interactive, and

thus more appealing, experience for their audiences (see, e.g., Gal-Or, Geylani, &

Yildirum, 2010). Advertisers have, in some instances, relied upon consumers to

generate advertisements for them (Burstein, 2012). And a variety of television

programs are drawing upon the ever-growing amount of user-generated video posted

online (Reinhard & Amsterdam, 2012). In these and many other ways, the effective

integration and interplay of user-generated content with traditional, institutionally

produced content has become a strategic imperative (Mabillot, 2007).

To date, however, advertisers tend to value media content produced by the

audience much less than professionally produced content (Rosenbaum, 2011). It

is important to emphasize this is not to say that the audiences are intrinsically less

appealing than those for more professionally produced content, but rather that

advertisers are wary—or at the very least uncertain—of the “context” (i.e., the

nature of the content) in which their advertisements are likely to appear. Here is

another instance of the problem of unpredictability in media industries, and thus as

a key dimension in their management.

Here we also have an example of the type of emergent (and still evolving)

market dynamics characteristic of user-generated content. Other emergent issues

include revenue sharing, liability, and the as-yet unclear dynamics surrounding

audiences’ long-term demand for opportunities to both produce and consume user-

generated content in conjunction with traditional media content. All of this
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highlights a new set of strategic imperatives that media managers are faced with

when thinking about “the audience.”

Finally, media managers need to be cognizant of the ways in which the

audience’s role as content producer can interact with its role as product and

consumer. Thus, for instance, as the social TV example discussed above illustrated,

some forms of user-generated content can be aggregated to serve as data that inform

and affect decisions about the buying and selling of audiences. Similarly, various

forms of online conversation, such as user-generated reviews and

recommendations, are playing an increasingly influential role in audiences’ media

consumption decisions, creating an important and influential form of “word of

mouth” that becomes a vital point of focus for media managers.

15.5 Conclusion

This chapter has addressed a variety of interacting functions that the audience

serves in the media marketplace as a key driver explaining why and how media

management is fundamentally different from management in other industries.

Certainly conceptualizing and understanding consumers for the products of most

industries is inherently challenging; it seems rather clear that the degree of com-

plexity and uncertainty involved with this requirement for managing in the media

industries is greater than most others. On the face of it, the idea of the “audience”

seems rather simple, but in fact media managers must contend with a complex,

abstract, and unpredictable entity that is fundamental to their successes and capable

of simultaneously being a product, consumer, and producer in the media

marketplace.

Fortunately, media managers have a growing array of analytical tools at their

disposable for trying to understand, predict, and value audiences in their multiple

roles. This also makes it clear that the work of the media manager is increasingly

specialized, given the range of dedicated tools for measuring, engaging, valuing,

and monetizing media audiences and the fact that these tools continue to grow and

become more sophisticated. In this regard, a persistent theme in the media trade

press is the increasing analytical sophistication and analytical skill sets that need to

be brought to bear on all aspects of the process of buying, selling, attracting, and

monetizing audiences (see, e.g., Allen, 2012; Kaye, 2012; Soloff, 2011). Thus, as

the nature of the media audience continues to evolve, so too do the necessary

conceptual, analytical, and practical skills required of media managers in their

persistent need to understand audiences in their diverse roles.

As noted at the outset, media management can be distinguished from other fields

of management in large part by the centrality of the dual-product marketplace. As

this discussion makes clear, it is further distinguished by the comparatively unique

degrees of ambiguity, malleability, and persistent unpredictability of the audience

product. Moreover, as this chapter has illustrated, the media audience is a rapidly

evolving construct and its evolution is driven by technological changes that impact
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not only how audience use media but how those usage patterns are perceived and

valued by industry stakeholders. Keeping apace of this evolution is a central

challenge for media management practitioners and researchers.
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Audience Experiences and Emotional
Economy 16
Annette Hill

Audiences are at the heart of an emotional economy. From the perspective of media

industries, an emotional economy is about ensuring that a live event, programme or

format not only has economic value but emotional value as an interactive experi-

ence that becomes embedded in people’s lives (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). Audiences

are able to experience media in such a way that they play diverse roles: as

consumers, performers, participants and producers. In many ways, audience

experiences of media parallel those cultural experiences offered to fans for live

sporting events. Audiences are positioned as supporters rather than consumers, as

part of and not extra to an event (Boyle & Haynes, 2009). Emotions are a striking

feature of media products, compared to other types of goods and services, and this

has implications for the management of an emotional economy within media firms.

Philip Napoli claims in Audience Evolution (2010, and also in his chapter in this
book), that media managers must understand audience practices if they are to

survive changes occurring in the marketplace. Media professionals are entering

into a complex relationship with their consumers–audiences–producers. Content

producers and media managers face a series of challenges in creating cross-media

content with economic value, aesthetic value and sociocultural value. This is a

challenging balance between executive producers, advertisers, sponsors and

broadcasters looking to ensure an economic return on a product, creative producers

working to ensure the quality of content that connects with consumers, and

audiences and users, who engage with content they find meaningful. From a

managerial perspective, balancing different types of value is no mean feat. Tensions

arise over different practices surrounding value within media management and

creative production and the value media has for audiences.

This chapter explores the case of reality entertainment as an example of an

evolving audience for complex mediascapes. Reca (2005) cautions against an
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overly generalised perspective on media product management, and to that end, the

chapter looks specifically at challenges facing media professionals involved in the

making, management and distribution of the reality genre. The focus here is on the

development of global reality entertainment formats and the role of audiences as

consumers, producers and users in their success or failure. The research draws on

quantitative and qualitative empirical data that tells us a great deal about audience

engagement with this kind of popular entertainment. We shall see that an overly

general approach to media management in a multisite project of brand, format and

cross-media content can work against the situated practices of audiences as

consumers–producers (see Reca 2005). This suggests that in the case of reality

entertainment, there is need for flexible management practices that can respond to

the fast and furious changes among audiences for this kind of popular culture. The

capacity to adapt quickly and effectively to volatile markets is significant to media

management.

G€oran Bolin notes that the value of media is not so much in content but in how

value is produced from that content (2011). The value of reality television often lies

beyond the content on offer. For example, the value of mega format Idols is about
its economic value as an international entertainment format with multiple revenue

streams, its aesthetic value as live entertainment for cross-media content and its

cultural, social or emotional value. The connections across these different types of

value are constantly shifting positions. American Idol (Fox, 19 and

FremantleMedia) capitalises on an experience economy so that audiences can be

both consumers and participants in an immersive media environment, able to

support and vote for contestants during live broadcasts, perform during auditions

and live events, produce and create mobile and online media content and consume

merchandising, music and other media, such as spin-off shows, magazines and

newspapers. The brand of Idol, then, is connected to consumer interaction and

emotional attachment to this form of talent show across a diverse range of media

content and experiences. For the past decade, American Idol outperformed other

television series, including drama, sports and rival talent shows, to be a ratings

juggernaut of American network television. Its success in this region helped in the

global reach of the format around the world. And yet for all its rating success,

American Idol also regularly tops ‘love to hate’ charts and is the butt of jokes on

Internet sites like Television Without Pity. One of the reasons for the low cultural

and social value attributed to American Idol is the perceived overproduction and

manipulation of contestants ‘formerly known as the audience’ (Rosen, 2006). Thus,

reality TV’s innovation as a genre—real people as entertainment—is also its

downfall at this historical juncture as the media become saturated with people

performing themselves.

Audiences’ evolving experience of reality entertainment is richly suggestive for

thinking about the tensions surrounding different notions of value within media

management and different modes of emotional engagement with specific forms of

entertainment. In terms of media innovation, there are tipping points for media

content that can be successful and then fall out of favour with audiences. It is of
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critical importance that media managers adapt and cope with change in uncertain

media markets.

16.1 Emotional Economics

The idea that emotional impact matters for media product success is not new in

itself. It is a common assumption in cultural industries (such as sports, leisure and

media) that there is money to be made from emotional experiences. A global

industry has developed over the past few decades in sports that capitalises on fans

of football, for example, and their emotional identification with players and teams.

The sporting industry works in close relationship with media industries in

representing these fans and their passionate commitment to sport, on TV, in

newspapers and in social media. A book on media and sports titled We Love to
Hate Each Other (2012) neatly encapsulates the use of fans and anti-fans in the

business of sports as a consumer experience. In tourism and leisure industries, there

is the development of emotional tourism aimed at consumers looking for memora-

ble experiences. A variant on experience-driven holidays is dark tourism, where

people specifically travel to nuclear hot spots or visit the site of the 9/11 terrorist

attacks in New York City, to experience a holiday with a difference they find

remarkable (Sheller & Urry, 2004). Successful tourist operators and leisure

managers do not just sell holidays these days, they sell memorable and unusual

experiences (Hill, 2011).

In media industries, there has long been an understanding that generating

emotional reactions to a film, radio and TV shows is one crucial element in

achieving successful ratings. Genres such as soap opera or melodrama rely on a

range of emotions (love, hate, pity, jealousy, etc.) to create a backdrop for the

multiple narratives and characterisations that are a feature of these genres. If the

maker can get audiences to react strongly, then they most certainly have their

attention. Recently, popular television has expanded the range of audience

reactions from identification with characters, or a storyline, in soap opera say, to

shiny floor shows such as Strictly Come Dancing (BBC Worldwide) where emo-

tional identification works alongside audience interaction and participation.

Variously, business trends called attention economy, time economy or talent

economy are about harnessing time and audience feelings in correlation with

consuming products and services. Philip Napoli (in this book) refers to an attention

economy to indicate the way media managers have to think about their consumers

as dividing their attentions between different genres and across platforms. Albarran

and Arrese (2003) in Time and Media Markets signal the significance of an attention
or time economy. Reca (2005) noted how celebrities and stars become a talent

economy in a busy media market. Such talent can draw audiences and consumers to

a celebrity performer, programme or product again and again, potentially

generating a personal investment and emotional connection with a brand over

time. This ability to catch viewers and users and to persuade them to devote
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precious time to a media product is a significant feature of an attention economy

and quite evident today as a key feature of media markets. Thus, it is not surprising

that managing product commissioning and acquisition, scheduling, branding and

marketing and cross-platform production are core competencies for media

managers—especially in broadcasting companies.

Arlie Hochschild (2003) noted how time is a scarce commodity in commercial

society. She calls the commercialisation of intimate life ‘the time bind’. The phrase

perfectly encapsulates the pressure people feel in having enough time given the

routines of work, family and households in contemporary society. Hochschild sees

a time bind as a negative aspect of the development of American society that is in

large part the result of its being so overwhelmingly commercialised. Companies

that offer services to help in managing time, such as childcare and relationship

advice, capitalise on the time bind to produce revenue. But such a perspective on

time, essentially reduced to a commodity, arguably leaves the community and civic

values of American society in short supply. Hochschild shows the problems and

tensions that arise in families and relationships when people feel the time bind and,

perhaps grudgingly, turn to companies that capitalise on the commercialisation of

intimate life. She also shows how such negative political, economic and social

trends can be worked around or resisted through people’s practices on a daily basis.

This combination of macro trends and micro practices creates contradictory

meanings and values surrounding our relationship with time and has significant

implications for media.

These broader trends in an attention economy, an emotional economy or a time

bind in commercial society relate to industry audience research. Napoli (2010)

analyses the transformation of audience information systems, such as ratings,

audience appreciation and measures of engagement. Analyses of industry audience

research highlight engagement as attention, memory, emotions and social relations

(2010: 100). In particular, ‘audiences’ emotional responses to content have also

been posited as a central element of the broader concept of engagement’ (ibid: 104).

Performance metrics are applied to television content, for example, emotional

engagement in drama, recall of adverts or mood detection for Twitter feeds. Napoli

describes the current state of institutional audience research as chaotic attempts to

respond to changing dynamics of media consumption, especially increased frag-

mentation, interactivity and autonomy. He predicts a future of ‘greater narrative

complexity and ambiguity in our cultural products’ where ‘the narrative experience

associated with any media product extends beyond the primary medium for which it

was produced’ (ibid: 155).

This state of play regarding media products as narrative or emotional experiences

within an attention economy means that media managers need to develop

relationships with their audiences that go beyond brand attachment or customer

satisfaction. Managers at varied levels—especially in the making of content—must

be concerned about creating memorable experiences, moments that stand out in a

noisy media market. Good content is partly that because it stimulates emotional

responses that audiences find satisfying. It is not nearly enough to fill schedules with

content that is cost-efficient—it must also be emotionally effective. The balance
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between the economic value of a product and the aesthetic, emotional and cultural

values of a product becomes crucial when attracting consumers in a time bind. This

means that media managers should understand that their competition is not only

with other media firms and products but with the wider range of demands on

everyone’s shrinking amount of ‘free time’. People want to spend precious time

on products that have a cultural and emotional resonance, whether in drama, factual

programming or entertainment. And people’s practices shift depending on their

engagement with a dramatic narrative like The Walking Dead (AMC, USA) or

participation in a cultural phenomenon like live sporting events. What follows is a

case study of the rise and current decline in reality entertainment formats and

audience reactions keyed to the shifting values of these live events as both cultural

formations and media experiences.

16.2 Reality Entertainment

The Experience Economy (Pine & Gilmore, 2011) charts business trends that go

beyond goods and services. The subtitle of the first edition spells out the message:

‘work is theatre and every business a stage’ (1999). In the 2011 update, they write,

‘The greatest opportunity for value creation resides in staging experiences’ (ix–

xviii). Examples include tourism and boutique hotel experiences, the Apple Store

modelled on hospitality experience design and food and drink industries—e.g. the

Heineken Experience. Pine and Gilmore argue that the experience economy comes

at a key moment when knowledge, attention and creativity are of high social and

economic value. They give the example of birthday parties; whereas only a few

decades ago, parents would bake a cake, decorate a home and organise games for

their children’s birthday parties, now time-poor parents are willing to pay for a

birthday party experience organised and managed by event companies, fast food

outlets or petting zoos. ‘Staging compelling experiences begins with embracing an

experience-directed mindset’ (2011: 27). This mindset includes ‘sensorialising the

goods’ on offer by heightening the sensory experience for customer interaction and

increasing opportunities for membership and participation (ibid). Companies can

also ‘stage goods events’, often through live and interactive experiences (ibid).

Although Pine and Gilmore emphasise the staging of experiences for companies,

they acknowledge the role of ‘cocreation in the formation of experiences’ using

terms such as participation and prosumer to highlight the multiplicity of dimensions

to engaging, multisensory and memorable experiences (2011: xx).

The Experience Economy was first published at a time when reality TV took off

as formatted entertainment. It is no coincidence that the reality genre shifted from

infotainment in the early 1990s to an emphasis on drama and performance, with

multiple points of narrative, characterisation, engagement and interaction (see

Glynn, 2000; Hill, 2005, 2007). Around the turn of the millennium, Napoli

(2010) described a media industry in crisis, with audience fragmentation across

different kinds of content, media ownership and regulation in flux and the rise of the
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Internet as a major rival to audience attention. Reality TV producers finely tuned an

already existing interplay between fact and drama and formatted this mix into live

mediated experiences.

Format is a decisive feature of media products. A format is a way of taking a

creative idea, like the reality game show Big Brother (created by Endemol), and

crafting that idea as a series with characteristic features that is produced in different

countries and regions. In an article on reality entertainment formats, the fashion

term ‘made to measure’ has been used to convey the way formats have a certain

pattern that can be adjusted for different regions (Hill & Steemers, 2011). Reality

formats from the 2000s are household names worldwide today (see Kraidy &

Sender, 2011). There are live formats that recruit public votes for each media

event (The X Factor, produced by Syco and FremantleMedia) and pre-recorded

formats that mobilise audience attention and public debate through the scheduling

of the series (MasterChef, produced by Endemol Shine).

Reality formats utilise many kinds of cross-media content. The formats rely on

the mothership, which is the television programme, and that is linked to votes via

telephones, mobiles and second screens, to audience interaction via live events and

social media and public debate (and discussion) on radio and in newspapers and

magazines (Oren & Shahaf, 2012). The biggest formats have spin-off events, like a

sister programme that focuses on gossip and interviews with contestants and judges

(e.g. Big Brother), a national tour or a reunion show (e.g. Idols), and extra products,
like mobile applications, games and songs. These global formats span a variety of

themes including survival competitions like I’m a Celebrity. . . (ITV, UK), talent
competitions like The X Factor, cooking competitions like Hell’s Kitchen (ITV

Studios) and business competitions like The Apprentice (Mark Burnett

Productions). The roll-out of a format like Idols across the media landscape, in

each country or region, is a professionally managed juggernaut.

There were reality formats before the global successes of Big Brother or Idols.
The following viewers (aged 18–44) commented on lifestyle TV like Changing
Rooms (produced in the UK by the BBC) in the late 1990s:

Mark: I find that too orchestrated now, it’s the same format every time. . . you know
what’s coming and you know how it’s going to end and I don’t enjoy it for those

reasons, really.

Andrew: It’s had its day really, hasn’t it? It was all right at first, weren’t it?

Mark: Yeah, you watch the first two minutes and you watch the last two minutes

and you’ve seen the programme.

But, in the words of producer Peter Bazalgette (the manager behind Changing
Rooms), reality formats ‘changed the face of television’ when they first

appeared (2005).

There are several reasons why formats such as Big Brother became ‘a billion

dollar game’ at the turn of the millennium. Briefly, independent producers were

able to sell shows to broadcasters whilst retaining rights to the idea itself—the

format. From this new kind of intellectual property rights, format-driven companies

were able to grow into powerful international businesses that acquire, create,
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produce, market and distribute formats around the world. Rather than create an idea

for a new show from scratch, networks, broadcasters and cable channels can reduce

their economic risks through buying a show with a proven track record elsewhere.

These programmes have a certain look and feel that is elaborated in a ‘production

bible’ that comes from the format originator but can (with negotiation) be made to

measure for other regions, countries and cultures (Hill & Steemers, 2011). In terms

of the experience economy, reality formats transformed ‘people TV’ into live

events where audience interaction was embedded in the format and increasingly

offered additional revenue streams.

Some companies have to think creatively about how to sensorialise their goods

and services. Pine and Gilmore talk in awe about transforming a household product

into duct tape experiences. Reality formats put emotion and performance centre

stage. Here the drama of a live entertainment show for a large crowd is utilised for

maximum affect. There are emotional, physical and vocal performances, judging

performance skills and the performance of people participating in the show as

themselves, as contestants and as live crowds and audiences. Interactive elements

include phone and Internet voting, chatting, creating and sharing content through

social media or gaming. The sensorialising of the format and the interactive

elements like public voting are steps towards the central staging of live media

experiences, key to the success of many reality shows. One viewer defined these

kinds of reality formats as follows:

I’ve got this tight interactive section—The X Factor, Big Brother. . . they rely basically,

totally, on viewer participation as much as watching. You’ve got to call. These shows

couldn’t work if they didn’t have people calling and stuff like that. That’s how they make

their money. (21-year-old male writer)

Tight interactivity is a good way of describing reality formats such as competi-

tive reality or talent shows. For example, from the moment auditions begin, The X
Factor relies on a high degree of audience and performer interaction. In the first

iterations of the format, these auditions were filmed behind closed doors. In later

seasons, the producers recognised a new opportunity in opening up the auditions

process to a live audience in theatrical venues to heighten interaction. The feeling of

liveness is produced even in these pre-recorded segments through the participation

of the contestants and their family and friends as supporters, coupled with the

judging panel positioned in front of the stage and backstage presenters and

producers. Once the live shows begin, the interactive elements are part of an

event that carries audiences through to the season finale. Tight interactivity is a

key driver for audience engagement through a long season that can include as many

as 20–30 shows. As one viewer explained:

The X Factor, The Apprentice, which you have to kind of watch it every week to appreciate
it. . .You have to know the characters to appreciate it more. It’s more of an investment. And

you kind of decide ‘yeah, I’m going sign up for that.’ (38-year-old female office assistant)

Reality talent formats are examples of the way media managers and producers

can extend narrative experiences beyond the show itself into a global brand and

immersive environment. When Reca (2005) talks of a talent economy, these
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formats take that idea of talent to the very core of the format. Following Aaker’s

(1997) work on brand personality, the symbolic value of ordinary people

performing social roles such as pop star, or dance star, adds to the personification

of the brand for these talent formats. These stars in the making are produced by

media professionals and audiences who vote in their millions to support or reject the

next winner of a talent format. However, the media management strategies for

harnessing a talent economy in these formats can backfire as consumers can also

feel manipulated into voting for certain personalities. Too much producer interven-

tion into the casting and management of ordinary people in these entertainment

programmes can lead to audience disengagement not only with a particular series

but a brand as well.

Take American Idol, for example. According to the official FremantleMedia

(2014) website, Idols has been ‘watched by over 460 million viewers worldwide

since it first launched in 2001’ and ‘the Idols format has aired 207 series across

47 territories to date’. Producers of American Idol construct a narrative of consumer

power where the public vote is seen to make a difference to the larger dramatic

narrative of the competition. As viewers vote for their top ten singers in American
Idol, their votes are reflected back to the audience in the changing faces of the

remaining singers. The live elimination shows have dramatic presence, an

unfolding narrative where votes make a difference to people’s lives—‘America

has voted’. Try to watch these elimination shows a few weeks or months later and

the drama has faded—the emotional connection is largely gone. This is where the

national tour acts to extend the narrative experience beyond the live event. Viewers

are invited to vote for their favourite performers who they can see for themselves if

they buy tickets to the live tour after the season finale.

Such an embedding of a commercial agenda into a reality entertainment experi-

ence can backfire with audiences who tire of a branded talent format. According to

the New York Times (Stelter, 2012), the 2012 season of American Idol saw the

format ‘grappling with its own competition’. Rival talent shows challenged the

juggernaut (e.g. The Voice), although American Idol still remained number one

after eleven seasons on Fox. TV critics and social media chatter suggested the series

had lost its cultural value, however, suffering from ‘format fatigue’. A commentator

for the now defunct website, Television Without Pity, noted how contestants

‘probably can’t remember a world without American Idol’ and noted that training

for the competition from a young age is ‘like watching somebody who was grown in

a vat for this purpose’ (Stelter, 2012). For 2013, the season dropped its pole position

by 40 % compared to 2012, with 14.3 million viewers, in particular losing younger

viewers. The average audience age is around 50 now: ‘it’s become your

grandparents American Idol’ (Halperin, 2013). For 2014, the ratings dropped

further still, with 8.4 million for a mid-March show. The show has now been

cancelled. The ratings decline marks ‘the fall of the house of Idol’ (Carter, 2014).
Such an example illustrates the tricky balance between different kinds of value that

a media manager must be aware of and handle within the industry and its

connections to wider trends in society and culture.
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16.3 Emotional Engagement

To understand future audience trends, a good place to start is with emotion because

that is fundamental to human experience. Emotion is traditionally associated with

narrative, performance and audience reactions to popular cultural artefacts. For

media managers, a crucial aspect of emotional engagement is to consider emotions

within marketing strategies as something different from the construction of emotion

as representing universal human truths within a drama or entertainment

programme. In turn, the ways audiences engage with emotion will sometimes

connect and more often disconnect with a marketing approach or a creative

producers’ construction of emotion. A key point is that emotions are messy and

trying to harness emotions in a united project can miss the inherent contradictions

surrounding emotional engagement.

In some media companies, the marketing and executive end of a media product

is kept separate from the creative content producers. This sensitivity to different

production practices allows for creative drive within media content that is relatively

unfettered from the marketing or executive teams selling, distributing and promot-

ing content. Similarly, a strategy to allow social media trends to develop as a cross-

fertilisation of creative producer and audience conversations allows for audiences

and users to feel a sense of ownership for their own emotional engagement with

media content. To interfere with Twitter chatter, for example, can send the wrong

signals to audiences and fans, indicating they are not in control of their own

feelings. Certainly, Twitter analytics for second-screen activities suggest that

positive reactions to media content arise from an open conversation between

creative producers and audiences. The more media managers intervene in this

process, the more likely audiences will disengage as they feel manipulated into

an emotional experience that is not their own.

The issue of professional ethics for media managers becomes a clear and

compelling issue in relation to strategies and practices surrounding emotional

engagement. Emotions work across a spectrum from positive and negative feelings,

to the expression of those feelings in social situations. As Arlie Hochschild (2003)

points out in her seminal research on emotion work, there is a world of difference

between registering an emotional feeling and expressing that feeling. In everyday

society, the market of emotions primarily deals in positive expressions of internal

feelings, putting negative emotions in short supply. But in the media, there is a

market for both positive and negative emotions. Some genres like reality entertain-

ment trade in more negative emotions, including the performance of negative

emotions like jealousy, deception and betrayal or even hate. These genres can

offer an entertainment space for a market in negative emotions that is not socially

acceptable in everyday life.

The construction of emotions in reality TV involves the cultural practices of

producers, participants and audiences working together. We can say this is a

co-production of emotional performances. There is the production of performances

through characterisation, narrative and editing. For example, one producer of a
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docusoap described the casting of ‘big characters with small stories to tell’

(Kilborn, 2003: 97). Another series producer of a formatted reality show in the

late 1990s noted how participants adapted to the contrived situation of the

programme. Living With the Enemy (BBC2, UK) challenged people with wildly

different values to spend a week together—animal rights activist versus hunter. The

producer observed people improvising their roles as antagonists. Participants

rehearsed during the week, sounding each other out, identifying the emotional

triggers that would create disagreement: ‘they don’t just turn up and start arguing’

(Kilborn, 2003: 165).

Research on performances in theatre or documentary that are based on real

people emphasise the centrality of emotions to ways audiences engage in the

authenticity of a drama (see Lipkin, 2002, Cantrell & Luckhurst, 2010). Whereas

actors performing real people invite audiences to think about how fact might

become fiction, reality TV also asks audiences to reflect on how fiction might

become fact. In a representative survey of nearly 10,000 people in Britain in

2000, around seventy per cent of respondents thought people acted up for the

cameras in reality TV (Hill, 2005). In another survey of 4,500 people in 2003, the

results were the same, with around 70 % of respondents expecting people to

perform in reality shows (Hill, 2007). When asked if it was important people did

not act up for the cameras, only a third of respondents in the 2003 survey agreed

with this statement. Key is the genre expectation that reality TV is dramatised. As

little as 11 % of respondents in this sample claimed reality formats were true to life.

As this woman explained, ‘programmes such as Big Brother are not factual because
the contestants are in a false environment and are acting up for the camera’ (aged

25–34).

Reality performances are distinct from actors performing in docudrama. But

they are not entirely fictional. One viewer said: ‘I think the way in which people

speak is more realistic than scripted. The kind of active style dialogue. I think that’s

one thing that makes it feel much more realistic’ (22-year-old female bar staff).

Active-style dialogue is a good description of emotional performances in reality

TV. Another viewer noted:

I mean, when the camera’s on you all the time it’s boring because it hasn’t got a plot. We

haven’t rehearsed something. But when you’ve been, when you rehearse and you say ‘well,

we have to do this and we have to do that, the cameras are going to point at us’, then. . . you
know, you give something to the people. (29-year-old male electrician)

Kilborn (2003: 102) calls this the ‘actuality plus’ frame of reference for

audiences: ‘an acknowledgement of the fact that producers will have dramatically

and creatively enhanced the reality being projected’.

Alongside ‘active-style dialogue’, voice and dance are significant performative

modes in reality entertainment formats. Paget and Roscoe (2006) in their research

on another hybrid form, the documusical, argue for greater attention to sound in

documentary studies. ‘Music, as in drama, has a linking/commentating function,

driving narrative and providing emotional texture. As John Corner has observed,

music in documentary “greatly intensifies our engagement with. . .images”’ (2006).
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For Paget and Roscoe, music extends the range of emotional colour within docu-

mentary; in particular, voice performance can feel more authentic to audiences, a

short cut to an ‘emotional hub’ (ibid). Shows like The X Factor draw on vocal

performance to intensify that sense of ‘emotional truth’ producers are looking for in

reality TV performances. These viewers (aged 20–30) commented:

Emma: Some of them are real feelings as well. I mean, these, what’s it called. . . for
example, The X Factor, all of those, that’s real feelings. People are in there for a
reason. It’s that they want to become famous.

Chris: That’s the driving thing, everybody wants to be famous.

Emma: So, they are really emotional, passionate.

Physical performances are another shortcut to an emotional hub. In sports,

attention has been paid to ‘point of contact’ or a kinetic energy to physical

performances. For example, one sports critic commented, ‘boxing has a smell

coming off it, and a feel. . . the taste and sometimes the stink of sweat, snot and

blood as bodies clash and clinch’ (Boyle & Haynes, 2009: 142). To really experi-

ence boxing, one has to be at ringside. For televised boxing, drama is enhanced in

the preshow build-up and postshow commentary, where a serial narrative is created

through, for example, ‘the ritual of the pre-fight weigh in, the menacing eye-to-eye

stares’ or theatrical entrances to the boxing ring (ibid: 142).

Similarly, physical performance is enhanced in televised live reality shows. In

Got to Dance (Shine, Sky One, UK, 2012), a teenage boy talked about his love of

contemporary dance and how this private passion was a cause of bullying in school.

When he performed his dance routine, everyone was moved to tears; the studio

audience, the presenter and judges and the viewers were invited to extend their own

range of emotional engagement through responding to his dance. As with so many

physical or vocal performances in reality entertainment formats, it is not so much

this performer’s technical skill or level of professionalism that is at stake but their

ability to express something that feels authentic, to move us in some way.

In the 2012 season of American Idol, the judges repeatedly emphasised that

vocal skill was not enough to win; contestants needed to make an emotional

connection with audiences through their vocal performances. In one live show

(episode 19), several contestants broke down whilst performing. As Jennifer

Lopez said ‘I feel you baby’. So powerful were their vocal performances that the

panel of judges stood up countless times in appreciation. For a professional singer,

there is a balance between expressing emotion and losing control of their voice. One

contestant Joshua was unable to hit the final high note to his song because he

became upset and his throat tightened up. Judge Steven Tyler said Joshua had an

emotional breakdown. For producers and audiences, this emotional moment was a

breakthrough in the live show and the contestant was voted to the next round. Time

and again, viewers will vote for contestants who have struggled with a vocal

performance or tripped up in a ballroom dance routine, as long as they can express

through physical and vocal performances their ‘real feelings’, what’s driving them

to win and how ‘really emotional, passionate’ they are.
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In the same season of American Idol (season 11, 2012), we can also see the

manipulation of emotional performances by producers and judges in the series.

Judge Randy Jackson commented on Phillip Phillips’ performance: ‘Finally, in the

end, in this moment, when you need moments . . .you had a giant moment’

(Herman, 2012). For Jackson, a contestant’s emotional investment in a live perfor-

mance (the moment) is combined with the framing of this performance as a

memorable moment within the television show and across media. The ‘moment’s

moment’ is a strategic move by producers to deliver a big emotional performance.

This ‘moment’s moment’ then becomes an aggregation of moments that feature in a

live show, ‘best of’ segments from the series, YouTube videos and social media

chatter. It takes something that has an emotional truth in a person’s vocal or

physical performance and transforms it into a faux emotional hub that viewers

can perceive as illegitimate.

This focus on feelings is a product of both media professionals and audiences

working together. ‘Emotional labour’ (Hochschild, 1983) is not limited to the

media and cultural industries. Professionals working in care homes, for example,

are working with emotions on a daily basis: listening, sympathising and

empathising with others. Sociologist Viviana Zelizer (2005) in her book The
Purchase of Intimacy highlights the close relationship between emotions and

economics in health and well-being and care industries. We can say that media

managers and creative producers are co-workers in an emotional economy, so that

when producers script or stage emotional performances, they are working with

performers to create a connection with audiences. Similarly, audiences are also

co-workers in an emotional economy, where the tight interactivity of reality

entertainment formats, for example, only work when producers, performers and

audiences are in concert with each other. In this way, emotional engagement does

not happen in isolation, but can be co-created by producers and audiences with

often different results. Producers can manage emotions within a television show or

social media community, through the work of hosts, performers, moderators and

users, but audiences also manage their emotions, through the work of attention, user

interaction or fan activities. For contemporary audiences, they are aware of the

commercialisation of feelings within media industries, but they are still looking for

an emotional truth, passions they can tap into and make their own, as shared

moments or collective experiences.

It is worth briefly unpacking what is meant by the cocreation of media content.

The idea of a cocreation of producer, participant and audience practices is a term

that is situated within political economics and production studies, where structural

factors are a basis for producer–market–consumer relations. And it is a term that is

situated within audience studies, where media content can be used as cultural

resources for understanding agency, identity and power. We should be wary of

using a term like cocreation without qualifying both the structural factors that can

lead to political interpretations of the media production–consumer relations and the

resource factors that can lead to cultural interpretations of production–audience

relations. Rather than see cocreation as a co-operative endeavour, it is often a tense
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relationship between different groups of people who are engaged in multiple

practices.

Zelizer (2005: 306) calls the mingling of economic activity and social relations

‘connected lives’ and observes that ‘people are continually involved in maintaining,

reinforcing, testing, and sometimes challenging their relations to each other’. For

Zelizer, ‘there is not one strategic actor moving against another. Instead, we find

people locating themselves within webs of social relations’ (ibid). This idea of

connected lives is suggestive of the ways producer–consumer–audience relations

can be located within economic and social or cultural contexts. This is not one

power player moving against another, but people maintaining, reinforcing, testing

and challenging the relations between each other in a push–pull dynamic.

The relations between producers, consumers and audiences are complex

practices. For every successful format that becomes a talking point, there are

many failures. For all the preparation by producers in the staging of a reality

event, there are still a dozen ways audiences can react in unforeseen circumstances.

According to one viewer, ‘these programmes are created by us. We create demand

for them, we create the justification for them, we create their success and we create

therefore their continuity’ (34-year-old male mobile phone seller). The success and

continuity of reality entertainment in an emotional economy is situated in these

shifting relations between producers, participants and audiences.

16.4 Conclusion

Media audiences are at the forefront of an emotional economy where consumer

engagement, performance and experience are centre stage. This mix helps to create

individual and collective cultural experiences that people will pay for again and

again. If we look at the example of reality entertainment formats such as American
Idol, they contain tight interactivity in the form of public auditions, voting or social

media that function as a driver to increase audience investment in the live event as it

builds momentum through the season and is rolled out around the world. A reality

entertainment experience is a co-production between producers, performers and

audiences. Format producers and participants work on enhancing drama, tragedy

and comedy, rehearsing and scripting certain types of characters and their emo-

tional journey. The ‘active-style dialogue’ of reality performances works alongside

vocal and physical performances, creating emotional hubs for audience engage-

ment. Reality entertainment makes consumers, audiences and publics visible and

audible, through participating in shows as live crowds and in auditions as

contestants and as themselves, through voting or making and sharing content for

social media and through gossiping, people watching and public debate. The

immersive, interactive elements of media such as reality entertainment suggest a

widening point of consumption for all things emotional.
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A note of caution among media managers can be seen in the ways talent formats

are now in a decline with their target audience of 18–49-year-olds. This decline is

partly because of format fatigue and partly because there has been an overproduc-

tion of participants in these talent shows. Producer intervention and participant’s

overtly emotional performances can make audiences disengage with the brand. The

emotional hub so significant to narrative experiences for a talent show can be

overproduced to the point of saturation with a target audience. This highlights the

crucial importance of managing a balance between the varying economic and

emotional and social values of a media product across difference spaces within

the industry and for media audiences, consumers and participants. Emotion can be a

revenue source, and it can be a creative or narrative construct, but it also signals

more universal human truths such as authenticity or truth that matter to audiences.

The trends in experience and emotional economics are an example of a devel-

opment in business management, highlighting the commercialisation of feeling as

part of a canny repositioning of an industry and economy in crisis. Interactive and

participatory media is also an example of the development in the future of media

audiences, highlighting evolving practices for immersive mediascapes. The tight

interactivity, emotional hubs and participatory elements of much media content

suggest that audiences have evolved from recipients or spectators to a hybrid form

where they can be consumer, participant and producer at the same time. And yet

this development narrative can overshadow the bigger picture of media and

audiences. The focus on emotion is a testament to audiences’ traditional engage-

ment with human nature, mediated across different historical junctures, genres,

platforms and spaces. There is something familiar and traditional about emotional

hubs in TV shows or social media forums, where vocal and physical performances

are short cuts to ‘real feelings’. As one person explained, ‘it’s like an ancient

formula in a different format. It’s just human nature. That’s what it is’ (25-year-

old male student).

Research Note

The audience research in this chapter draws on a range of methods: quantitative

surveys with representative samples, semi-structured focus groups and in-depth

interviews in households in Britain and Sweden. Research from 2000 to 2001

included a survey, distributed by the Broadcasters’ Audience Research Board

(BARB) to a representative sample of 8216 adults (aged 16–65+) and 937 children

(aged 4–15) during August 2000; twelve semi-structured focus groups (7–

8 participants), with children (aged 11–14), young adults (aged 15–18) and adults

(aged 18–44), who defined themselves as regular viewers of popular factual televi-

sion and were in the C1C2DE social category (lower middle class and working

class), during 2000–2001; and in-depth interviews with ten families, with children

of varying ages, over a six-month period in 2001, living in the Greater London area
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and in the C1C2DE social categories. For 2003–2004, the data included a quantita-

tive survey with a representative sample of 4516 British people aged 16–65+,

carried out by Ipsos RSL. In Sweden, a quantitative survey was conducted with a

random sample of 2000 people, in co-operation with the SOM Institute, G€oteborg
University, and carried out by Kinnmark Information AB. The net sample was

1,854 people, with 944 respondents and a net response rate of 51%. The distribution

among responses was compared with the Swedish population as a whole and also

compared with another representative survey (National SOM study 2004). During

2003–2004, a series of semi-structured focus groups were conducted in Sweden and

Britain. There were 24 groups, 12 in each country, with a total of 129 respondents

aged 18–60. The sample was based on the criteria of age (roughly split into two

groups of 20–30-year-olds and 40–60-year-olds), gender (even mix of male and

female) and socioeconomic status (working and middle class and educational levels

from school to university). There was also an ethnographic, longitudinal study of

media and interactivity in thirty households in the Greater London area (2005–

2007).

The research for this chapter was funded by the public organisation the Eco-

nomic and Social Research Council, the regulatory bodies the Independent Televi-

sion Commission and Broadcasting Standards Commission (now Ofcom) and the

television companies BBC, Channel 4 and Channel 5; Jonk€oping International

Business School; the Society, Opinion and Media Institute, G€oteborg University,

Sweden; and the University of Westminster, UK.
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Dynamic Media Management Capabilities:
A Case Study 17
John Oliver

17.1 Why ‘Dynamic Capabilities’ Matter for Media Firms Today

The new media environment that has emerged in the past decade or so has paved the

way for new technologies keyed to digitalisation that has fuelled the proliferation of

television channels and changes in audience consumption patterns, as is evident in

time-shifted viewing and multiple platform uses of television content. Albertazzi

and Cobley (2010, p. 179) noted that the ‘transformational changes’ in this new

competitive environment may have felt like an unwelcomed revolution to some

television broadcasters, whilst to others, it is likely to have provided them with a

unique sequence of evolutionary opportunities. In fact, we don’t know enough

about this because, as Albarran (2006, p. 17) noted, the ‘literature devoted to

television management is extremely limited’, and researchers need to engage in

this area in order to understand the ‘rapid change as a result of regulatory and

technological changes’.

This transformational context raises a number of questions for media manage-

ment researchers that also have implications for practitioners. Firstly, how do media

companies manage their businesses in this context, and how are they responding to

the challenges of a media environment characterised by sweeping change and high

uncertainty? Secondly, how do they manage and adapt their resources and

capabilities to remain competitive? This chapter will argue that the concept of

‘dynamic capabilities’ is useful and important for answering these questions. This

discussion will be illustrated by a study about BskyB in the UK because the case

demonstrates how one influential firm has adapted to a competitive landscape that is

characterised by rapid market changes. Colapinto (2010, p. 60) sets the tone for our
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discussion in arguing that traditional media companies have been required to ‘adopt

dynamic responses to the challenges of a multiplatform television market’, and as

such, the concept of dynamic capabilities is ideally placed to investigate the

management practices of media firms.

The ‘dynamic capabilities theory’ (DCT) is based on empirical research about

the renewal of company resources and capabilities (Ambrosini, Bowman, &

Collier, 2009). Four premises underpin the concept:

1. It is concerned primarily with change at the organisational level.

2. It suggests that change involves a process of adaptation that is centred on an

organisation’s ability to renew capabilities and competencies.

3. It positions adaptation as a project that requires deliberate resource investment in

organisational learning with processes that aim to produce positive results in

corporate performance and strengthen competitive advantage.

4. It envisions the adaptation process as occurring in a compressed timescale

because the focus is on success in the operational context of the fast changing

market conditions.

DCT is distinguished from more general notions of change and firm adaptation

by its emphasis on the renewal of resources and capabilities with the aim of

delivering superior firm performance in the near term, not only much later (Garud

& Van de Ven, 2007).

17.2 Overview of Dynamic Capability Theory

DCT has a relatively long history of inquiry in strategic management literature, but

has only recently been investigated by media management researchers. What makes

this concept especially relevant to this field is the application to ‘high-velocity’

markets (Oliver, 2012). Media industries are challenged with change at a pace and

scope that is relatively unique. The literature on dynamic capabilities describes a

concept linked to the resource-based and knowledge-based paradigms of strategic

management. In essence, these paradigms argue that the effective management of

tangible and intangible resources can provide a firm with sustainable competitive

advantage in the form of unique capabilities and competencies.

Whilst this theoretical base presents an array of definitions, interpretations and

even claims and counterclaims about the existence of dynamic capabilities, the

inspiration for this concept arose from theorists questioning how firms were able to

sustain competitive advantage and superior performance in the context of changing

market conditions where ‘the increasing dynamism of the environment’ (Pettigrew,

Thomas, & Whittington, 2007, p. 143) makes it increasingly difficult to remain

competitive. Many scholars (Leavy, 1998; Mintzberg, 1987; Senge, 1990; Zollo &

Winter, 2002) concluded that superior performance was driven by a firm’s ability to

learn, adapt and change their resource configurations in order to produce a series of

typically temporary competitive advantages. Lawton and Rajwani (2011, p. 167)
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concluded that ‘dynamic capabilities are the bridge between firm resources and

business context’ and, as such, believe this concept provides a useful lens for

examining superior organisational performance. Thus, DCT has a strong practical

footing that media managers ought to find especially useful and important.

The central tenet of ‘dynamic capabilities’ is that tangible resources are (re)

configured and consistently utilised to generate value and secure rents and that

intangible, knowledge-based resources (in the form of skills, experience, learning,

organisational and managerial processes) provide the ‘know what and know how’

(Pettigrew et al., 2007, p. 143) to organise these tangible resources in a way that

create competitive advantages that cannot easily (or at all) be imitated by

competitors.

Ambrosini, Bowman, & Collier (2009, pp. 30–35) argued that dynamic

capabilities ‘specifically focus on how firms can change their valuable resources

over time’. They further argued that dynamic capabilities refer to the drive and

enthusiasm of a firm in their ‘renewal of resources’. This perspective echoes the

earlier work of Teece and Pisano (1994), and also Zollo and Winter (2002), who

emphasised that in a changing external environment, firms needed to adapt and

reconfigure internal resources, assets, operating routines and competencies in order

to improve their effectiveness and grow competitiveness that depend on, and

account for, superior corporate performance. In a sense, the idea that firm

capabilities need to be dynamic prioritises alignment with the competitive environ-

ment, taking into account its future direction and establishing how a firm can take

advantage of the opportunities provided by environmental change today and for

tomorrow.

The theoretical frame for this discussion identifies and differentiates the concept

of dynamic capabilities by considering the discrete but interrelated definitions of

‘capability’, ‘core competence’ and ‘dynamic capabilities’. Whilst Ljungquist

(2007, p. 394) noted that these terms are often amalgamated in literature, there is

greater value in understanding each concept and ‘distinguish(ing). . .their
characteristics’. ‘Capability’ assumes that many organisations have access to simi-

lar resources, but that one, or some, has a superior ability to manage, as Grant

(1991, p. 119) suggests, ‘a team of resources to perform some task or activity’ better

than competitive rivals and to extend the resource potential that differentiates the

organisation’s capability and performance from competitors.

In their review of strategic management literature, Pettigrew et al. (2007, p. 39)

noted that understanding a firm’s ‘capability’ should be extended to a consideration

of competition in the marketplace and how this influences long-term corporate

performance. It is one thing to succeed for a while, and there are lessons worth

learning from that, but even more when studying about firms that have enjoyed long

periods of success in contexts that required frequent adaptation and continuous

development. Such firms are evidently ‘dynamic’ in the management of their

capabilities. A firm’s dynamic capabilities can be considered as a minimum thresh-

old of resources that are required to satisfy market requirements that are in flux.

Bitar and Hafsi (2007) support this view and suggested that capabilities arise from a

range of organisational elements that prioritise the interaction of people, structure,

systems and values. This conceptualisation of organisational capability provides a
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route to competitive advantage that gives rise to the notion of unique and distinctive

business processes that provide value for the customer, thus extending the debate

into the realm of core competence.

A generation of researchers has been developing the conceptual framework

proposed by Prahalad and Hamel (1990, p. 82) that is focused on core competencies

as ‘the collective learning in the organization, especially how to coordinate diverse

production skills and integrate multiple streams of technologies’. Core

competencies ground sustainable competitive advantage because they facilitate

unique abilities to provide customer value. However, one must acknowledge that

all competitive environments change over time, and this raises the question of

whether organisational capabilities and competencies can continue to leverage

competitive advantage in high-velocity media markets (Oliver, 2012) when ‘market

boundaries are blurred, successful business models are unclear, and market players

(i.e., buyers, suppliers, competitors, complementers) are ambiguous and shifting’

(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000, p. 21).

Whilst investment in, and development of, resources and core competencies are

embedded in operational routines and facilitate learning that create opportunities

for a firm (Leonard-Barton, 1992), in fast changing markets, those routine

behaviours can also present a dilemma, and this certainly applies to media firms

today. On the one hand, they need to invest in the exploitation of existing

capabilities and competencies, whilst at the same time, they need to be mindful

of the necessity to refresh and adapt their resource base to align with environmental

changes that have strategic importance. Otherwise, existing competencies become

core rigidities and function as barriers to change. In contrast, to give a sense of

balance to this area of discussion, Danneels (2002, p. 1097) provided a more

encouraging perspective on embedded operational routines, arguing that rather

than restricting the firm, existing core competencies could be successfully used to

‘leverage’ new competencies. But it’s arguably the case that the degree to which

those possibilities will be realised in practice depends largely on the firm’s devel-

opment of dynamic capabilities.

The work of Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997, p. 516) is seminal in the elabora-

tion of the concept of dynamic capabilities. They were the first to explain superior

organisational performance through the lens of dynamic capability, arguing that

firms needed to renew competencies in line with changing competitive conditions

and that it was ‘the firms ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and

external competencies to address changing environments’ that explained variations

in interfirm performance. Although differences in the definitions of capability, core

competency and dynamic capabilities may at first glance seem a small matter of

semantics, closer scrutiny draws attention to two words that suggest dynamic

capabilities can be differentiated from core competence and capability. The

words ‘reconfigure’ and ‘changing environments’ suggest that core competencies,

whilst providing unique customer benefits, may in fact decay or even become

irrelevant due to structural changes in the competitive environment. As a conse-

quence, they would not provide a means of sustaining competitive advantage. This

line of reasoning has subsequently been supported by a number of scholars includ-

ing Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) and Ambrosini, Bowman, & Collier, (2009).
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Another focal point in literature is concerned with whether it is possible for

organisations to reconfigure the resource base without having a dynamic capability.

Winter (2003, pp. 992–993) argued that organisational change can occur outside the

realm of dynamic capabilities where unusual environmental challenges in the form

of ‘force majeure’ act as a driver for change. What differentiates these acts from

dynamic capability is that the latter requires ‘long-term commitments to specialised

resources’ which incur higher investment costs for the organisation that adapts to,

and benefits from, opportunities presented by new competitive conditions. This

point is illustrated in the account of how the Wall Street Journal built dynamic

capabilities for the online provision of journalism content. Steinbock (2000, p. 184)

noted that building these new capabilities required ‘bold resource commitments’

and ‘innovative responses in times of market turmoil and technological change’.

Thus, whilst it is possible to reconfigure without master of dynamic capabilities, it

isn’t likely that reconfiguration can happen as a continual and consistent practice

that is successful more often than not in its absence.

17.3 A Conceptual Framework for Dynamic Capabilities
in Media Firms

There is no doubt that traditional media firms and markets have been characterised

by turbulence, complexity, unpredictability and often what amounts to seismic

change since the emergence of the new media environment that is the consequence

of digitalisation combined with networked communications. DCT provides a clear

and relevant lens through which to examine the causes of superior firm performance

over time.

The previous discussion acknowledges that media firm resources should be

managed in a way that delivers capabilities to compete by meeting minimum

market requirements and that these resources can be managed with a focus on

developing unique core competencies that create sustained competitive advantage

and superior firm performance. At the same time, however, high-velocity environ-

mental change dictates that these resources, capabilities and core competencies can

decay and lose relevance, and, as such, they need to be reconfigured and adapted for

the firm to remain competitive. This is the heart of the matter that DCT addresses.

Interestingly, Miller and Shamsie’s (1996, p. 519) study found that the manage-

ment of tangible resources and intangible knowledge-based resources provided

different outcomes of firm performance in relation to different market dynamics.

They concluded that the management of physical resources ‘contributed most to

performance in stable and predictable settings’, whereas the management of

knowledge-based resources was more effective in uncertain and unpredictable

markets since they are more adaptable and more flexible. This suggests that the

managers of media firms would be wise to invest more resources and efforts in

developing knowledge-based competencies and capacities.
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The answer to why some media firms are more successful in the adaptive process

than others would, in this view, suggest that some are more dynamically capable

than others. Jarzabkowski (2004, p. 533) argued that whilst the environment sets a

context for change and adaptation, there is tension with the recursive nature of some

firms that exhibited ‘path dependence, persistent organizational routines and orga-

nizational memory’ that resulted in unique competencies. However, in fast chang-

ing conditions, this type of behaviour could result in what Pettigrew et al. (2007,

p. 217) described as a ‘competency trap’ which promotes organisational stability to

a degree that causes inertia. In contrast, some firms may exhibit adaptive behaviour

and ‘capability dynamism’ (Chmielewski & Paladino, 2007, p. 466), and that has

been found especially valuable in high-velocity markets. This type of behaviour is

manifest in flexible organisational structures, routines and processes, organisational

learning, willingness to experiment, market sensing and opportunistic behaviour,

and informal management and strategy processes. Such behaviour seeks the serial

realisation of temporary competitive advantages over time, with the timeframe of

advantage varying of course.

The conceptual framework in Diagram 17.1 illustrates a linear process

explaining how resources develop over time and in response to changing environ-

mental conditions. In the first stage, all firms have access to resources. The

management and utilisation of these resources create capabilities to deliver at

minimum market requirements. Over time and with experience, and further

resource investment, firms can develop core competencies that are unique and

deliver higher value to customers. However, when the competitive environment

undergoes structural change, turbulence and uncertainty, firms are driven to adapt

and reconfigure their resource base, assets, operating routines and competencies to

improve effectiveness in the pursuit of competitive advantage and to realise supe-

rior performance. Thus, in a low-velocity and predictable environment, firms are

not motivated to change, adapt and reconfigure their resource base, whilst in a high-

velocity and unpredictable environment, they are.

Resources Capabili�es Core 
Competence

Dynamic 
Capabili�es

Low          Environmental Change                      High 

Low Adapta�on of Firm Capabili�es High

Diagram 17.1 A conceptual framework for understanding dynamic capabilities
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The bibliographic and co-citation analysis of dynamic capabilities research by

Di Stefano, Peteraf, and Verona (2010) presented several significant areas of

inquiry from researchers over the past decade. Firstly, researchers have tended to

focus their activities on strategic organisational change, adaptation and the trans-

formational processes that deliver these changes. Secondly, the creation of dynamic

firm capabilities requires a long-term commitment to resource renewal that bears

higher costs over a sustained period of time. Thirdly, there are certain factors that

enable or inhibit the development of dynamic capabilities, organisational renewal

and adaptation.

Factors that enable the development of a dynamic capabilities have been

presented by numerous authors (Colapinto, 2010; Danneels, 2002; Eisenhardt &

Martin, 2000; Helfat, 2000; Karim & Mitchell, 2000; Macher & Mowery, 2009;

Steinbock, 2000; Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000; Winter, 2003). Taken together, they

have argued that reconfiguration to refresh a firm’s resource base can be achieved

by:

• Setting corporate objectives and strategy at an aspirational level

• Managerial cognition of the environmental and competitive context

• Investment in product innovation and development

• Investment in more general R&D

• Significant investment in people and (or) processes

• Corporate acquisitions, joint ventures and mergers

To illustrate, we’ll look at a UK firm, BskyB, using two methods of research:

firstly, comparative financial analysis that relies on both horizontal and vertical

analysis to understand how an organisation is performing when compared with its

past achievements (Ellis & Williams, 1993) and, secondly, a content analysis of

BskyB annual reports, including the statements made by the respective chairmen

and chief executive officers (Miller & Shamsie, 1996).

In the year 2000, BskyB was a market-leading pay-tv broadcaster. More than a

decade later, they have not only held their market-leading position; they have

enhanced their competitive position in the UK market and adapted their business

into a multiplatform, multiproduct media firm. The discussion that follows will

provide a ‘vignette’ on how they developed dynamic capabilities, adapted their

business and delivered superior financial performance.

17.4 Analysing BskyB as a Case of Dynamic Capabilities

17.4.1 Setting Corporate Objectives and Strategy at an Aspirational
Level

At the start of the new millennium, BskyB chairman Rupert Murdoch set an

aspirational tone for the company as it entered the dawn of the new media

environment. He said they were ‘changing the way people watch TV and the way
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we communicate, empowering consumers with tomorrow’s technology today’ and

that they will ‘anticipate what consumers want and how they want to access it’

(Rupert Murdoch, CEO, 2000).

With a record breaking 21 % increase in subscribers to reach 3.6 million in 2000,

BskyB was not content to rest on its success and continued to set ambitious

subscriber figures, looking to reach 7 million by 2003–2004 and setting a target

of 10 million subscribers by 2010. Their ambition of ‘sky in every home’ would

seem to be an aspiration too far; however, they continued to achieve their subscriber

targets ahead of schedule and argued in 2005 that pay-tv sector penetration in the

UK and Ireland was only 44 % and that in the ‘long-term penetration levels can

increase to around 80 %’ (James Murdoch, CEO, 2005).

The statements made by three successive BskyB chief executive officers over

more than a decade are testament to a corporate culture capable of taking risks that

finds opportunity in the seismic challenges presented by the new media environ-

ment. The words risk taking, opportunity, adaptable and invest act like beacons of
confidence in successive annual reports. These aspirations are illustrated in the

following statements:

Sky therefore seeks to invest and adapt in order to remain competitive.

Rupert Murdoch, CEO (2003)

This has been a year of significant changes- not just for Sky, but for the entire industry.

Throughout the year, our focus has been on setting the pace of change, and re-affirming our

appetite for doing so.

James Murdoch, CEO, (2006)

We challenge ourselves constantly to be a business that is adaptable and embraces change.

Jeremy Darroch, CEO (2008)

17.4.2 Managerial Cognition of the Environmental and Competitive
Context

Tripsas and Gavetti (2000) and Winter (2003) argued that the cognitive ability of

managers to seek out, take advantage of and capitalise on market opportunities can

be regarded as an intangible resource that could deliver superior firm performance.

Over the decade, the management of BskyB made various strategic decisions that in

the main appear to have been successful. These included formulating strategy for

navigating an uncertain media environment, making successful resource invest-

ment decisions, developing new products and making corporate acquisitions and

divestments. These variables will be explored in more detail later, but how the

management of BskyB have viewed the competitive environment is interesting. On

the one hand, they have invested heavily in new capabilities, made corporate

acquisitions and been robust in their view of accrued losses, such as the £55 million

in British Interactive Broadcasting Limited and £11 million in KirchPay TV in
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2000. The reasoning was voiced by CEO Rupert Murdoch in 2005: ‘In a dynamic

market place it is the work of the business to continue to adapt and refresh

itself. . .over the years Sky has reintroduced itself, reinvented itself and revitalised

its appeal’. The corporate optimism is reflected in a statement from CEO James

Murdoch in 2008 on the global economic crisis: ‘These changes are creating

significant opportunities for companies that have the capability and appetite to

adapt their businesses’.

Thus, the senior management of BskyB manifests the first two criteria for

success in developing dynamic capabilities: aspirational goals and management

cognition.

17.4.3 Investment in Product Innovation and Development

Many researchers including Helfat and Raubitschek (2000), Winter (2003),

Danneels (2002) and Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) have argued that product

development is an important characteristic of dynamic capabilities and, to be

successful, requires ‘bold resource commitments’ (Steinbock, 2000, p. 184) made

over the long term. It is evident that BskyB has been transformed from one of the

UK’s leading television (only) broadcasters into a multiplatform, multiproduct

entertainment and communications enterprise. Achieving this was described by

CEO Jeremy Darroch in 2007 as ‘. . .a step change in our capabilities. . .’.
Over a period of more than a decade, BskyB innovated an impressive range of

new products, including Sky Active services that incorporated shopping and betting

on certain broadcast channels; interactive features on Sky Sports and Sky News;

distribution of news and sports content on the Orange mobile phone network

(2000); the UK’s first personal television recorder in Sky+; the Sky Guide advanced

electronic programme guide (2001); Sky Multiroom subscription; an enhanced

version of Sky+ (2004); Sky Gnome, the portable device to listen to audio content

(2005); Sky HDTV; Sky Broadband; Sky Talk; Sky+ access from customer mobile

phones (2006); Sky Anytime, an on-demand service (2007); Sky 3D television

(2010); Sky Go, the live and on-demand service that allows subscribers to watch

programmes on iPhone, iPad, smartphones and PCs (2011); and their internet TV

service Sky Now TV (2012). Thus, the third criterion is certainly fulfilled: invest-

ment in product innovation and development.

17.4.4 Investment in General R&D

Studies by Helfat and Raubitschek (2000), Steinbock (2000) and Macher and

Mowery (2009) argued that the creation of dynamic firm capabilities required a

long-term commitment to resource renewal that results in higher costs over a

sustained period of time in order to fully realise the best potential for superior
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performance and competitive advantage. Accessing information on BskyB’s

research and development costs is difficult because this information is largely

obscured in their annual reports. However, a good indication of strategic intent in

this area can be identified in statements such as Rupert Murdoch’s (Chairman) 2000

statement, ‘Opportunities for companies to acquire true market leadership are rare,

and BSkyB are uniquely placed to achieve this on the back of our investment in

hardware, programmes and technologies’. Although one can presume such invest-

ment over time and in general, this hasn’t yet been confirmed. What we can say, and

all we can say for certain, is that statements by Mr. Murdoch indicate awareness and

intention to do so.

17.4.5 Significant Investment in People and (or) Processes

Zollo and Winter (2002) and Winter (2003) reported that this type of investment

was a good platform on which to build a dynamic capabilities through the reconfig-

uration of firm resources. Accessing this type of information in a consistent manner

over time is difficult, but we can obtain a good indication from statements like the

following:

We continue to invest consistently in capital expenditure as required to support our growth

strategies. . .this included £341 m invested in core services; information system infrastruc-

ture; broadcast infrastructure, broadband and telephony infrastructure, new product

development. . .and customer service improvements. In addition, £114 m was invested in

new property and property improvements.

BskyB Directors Report (2010)

It is evident from BskyB’s performance and general financial records that there

has been significant investment in processes, at least. Although getting the details is

difficult for an outsider, it’s clear that this criterion is satisfied.

17.4.6 Corporate Acquisitions, Joint Ventures and Mergers

The renewal and reconfiguration of firm capabilities and competencies may be

achieved through two means: (1) organic resource investment and/or (2) the acqui-

sition of another organisation’s capabilities (Colapinto, 2010; Danneels, 2002;

Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Helfat, 2000; Karim & Mitchell, 2000; Macher &

Mowery, 2009; Steinbock, 2000; Winter, 2003). BskyB has invested in numerous

joint ventures as part of their corporate strategy since the early 2000s. They made

significant investments (£1,512 million in 2000 and £1,163 million in 2001) in

interactive services, customer relationship management and interactive broadcast-

ing services. They recognised an opportunity for leadership in the pay-tv market

noting what Rupert Murdoch (chairman) spoke about in 2000: ‘We are now moving

decisively into new media through organic development and acquisitions,

partnerships and joint ventures’. Between 2002 and 2007, BskyB consolidated
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earlier investment spending with relatively small investments in the range of £22–

£34 million per annum. Thus, the final criterion is also satisfied.

17.5 Dynamic Capabilities and Superior Firm Performance
in Action

The vignette we have described distils the key aspects of DCT in action. But it

remains to be addressed as to how does dynamic capabilities relate to superior firm

performance. The question hinges on the issue of how best to measure dynamic

capabilities and superior firm performance? That is an under researched area. This

discussion acknowledges the practice-led approach to media management and

suggests that measuring superior firm performance can be demonstrated using

corporate financial analysis. For our discussion here, three such ratios have been

used to illustrate superior firm performance.

Firstly, return on capital employed (ROCE) was used as an overall measure of

corporate performance because it reflects the assets used by BskyB to generate

profit. For example, a business that has a lot of assets but little in the way of profit

will have a smaller ROCE. By comparison, a company with the same level of assets

but producing profits will have a higher ROCE. Secondly, we look at net profit

margin (NPM) to measure the percentage of profit compared to turnover (after

direct and indirect expenses have been deducted). Interfirm comparisons of this

ratio are likely to reveal a number of media management issues, including the way a

firm competes in the marketplace, their pricing strategy and their ability to manage

costs. Thirdly, we look at asset turnover (AT) as a measure of how efficiently a

business uses their assets to generate sales revenue. A high AT figure indicates that

the firm is generating a high level of sales from its resource base, although a note of

caution should be addressed. High AT figures can also be an indicator of

‘overtrading’ where sales volumes are too high to be sustained on the basis of

existing resources. Equally, a low AT figure is a good indication that the company

may not be reaching the level of sales that it should given its resource base.

The analysis of ROCE for BskyB (see Diagram 17.2) indicates an impressive

and superior performance in leveraging their assets over a sustained period of time.

In the early 2000s, the company made significant investments of nearly £3 billion in

joint ventures, interactive services, customer relationship management and interac-

tive broadcasting services. These bold resource commitments, combined with the

efficient management of costs and a decrease in operating expenses (programming

costs down to £75 million following the renegotiating sports contracts and a

reduction in movie costs down to £37 million), saw a rapid improvement in

ROCE between 2001 and 2005, followed by sustained returns over the course of

the decade.
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As stipulated, net profit margin (NPM) measures the percentage profit of each

unit of turnover after direct and indirect expenses have been deducted. Once again,

we see a similar pattern in BskyB’s ability to deliver impressive returns in the form

of net profit margin (see Diagram 17.3).

Finally, as also stipulated, asset turnover (AT) measures how efficiently a

business uses their assets to generate sales revenue. Once again, we see a familiar

pattern in the analysis (see Diagram 17.4).
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Diagram 17.2 BskyB return on capital employed (ROCE) 2000–2011
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Diagram 17.3 BskyB net profit margin (NPM) 2000–2011
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17.6 Conclusions

At the start of this chapter, two questions were posed. Firstly, and more generally,

how do media organisations manage their businesses under uncertain and high-

velocity market conditions? Secondly, how do media organisations manage and

adapt their resources and capabilities to remain competitive? An insight into the

answers to both of these questions has been illustrated by dynamic capabilities

theory (DCT) and the example of BskyB.

The aim of dynamic capabilities is to produce positive effects on corporate

performance and competitive advantage over time. Four premises underpin the

theory. The first three relate to the following: (1) the need for organisational

change; (2) this change process is centred on an organisation’s ability to adapt

and refresh their resource base and renew capabilities and competencies; and

(3) this process of adaption requires deliberate resource investment in new

organisational learning and processes.

These principles have been illustrated using the BskyB case, a UK firm that has

successfully adapted their business from being a television broadcaster to a

multiplatform, multiproduct media firm. Their successful adaption has been driven

by a number of activities that are characteristic of dynamic capabilities theory, such

as seeking opportunities in a changing media landscape, setting aspirational corpo-

rate objectives, taking risks and investing in R&D and corporate acquisitions that

renew, refresh and leverage new capabilities and competencies. These activities
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Diagram 17.4 BskyB asset turnover (AT) 2000–2011

BskyB has been able to generate a high level of sales from its resource base during the period

between 2000 and 2005 as a result of the investments made at the turn of the century. They have

also managed to sustain a good level of sales from their resource base from 2006 onwards, despite

evident complications caused by the general economic downturn that began in 2008
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have delivered new products and services to consumers who perceive higher or

better value than the competitive alternatives.

BskyB’s corporate mantra of ‘invest and adapt’ has resulted in a step change in

their business that has delivered superior financial corporate performance. As a

comparison, one of their major competitors, ITV, produced an ROCE that ranged

from �81.42 % in 2008 and peaked at 13.83 % in 2011 and an NPM of �130.46 %

in 2008 and 18.87 % in 2011. So in terms of comparative advantage, BskyB has

produced a superior financial corporate performance over a sustained period.

However, it is the fourth premise of dynamic capabilities theory that needs

further interrogation: (4) dynamic capabilities require the process of adaptation to

occur in a compressed timescale due to the fast changing nature of market

conditions. The literature on this aspect of dynamic capabilities is ambiguous. On

the one hand, the reconfiguring of a firm’s resource base requires significant and

bold resource commitments over a long period of time. Continually investing and

reconfiguring a firm’s resource base, therefore, leads to a process of incremental

organisational adaptation. Yet, one of the central tenets of DCT is that a firm’s

ability to reconfigure their resource base, capabilities and competencies needs to be

done in a short timescale due to the fast changing nature of market conditions. One

of the most striking aspects of the financial analysis presented above is that of the

transformative, not incremental, results achieved in ROCE, NPM and AT between

2002 and 2006 by BskyB. These impressive results were largely the result of the

significant investments between 2000 and 2001 in joint ventures, interactive

services, customer relationship management and interactive broadcasting services.

The renewal and reconfiguration of BskyB’s capabilities and competencies largely

occurred in a short timeframe.

This leads us to consider an interesting question and one that may prove to be a

fertile ground for media management researchers in the future. The question is

‘How do we differentiate between dynamic capabilities and more general notions of

organisational adaptation, strategic flexibility and continuous morphing?’ In the

view of Garud and Van de Ven (2007), DCT is distinguished by its emphasis on the

renewal of resources, and capabilities with the aim of delivering superior firm

performance in the short term appear to be a useful starting point. But this view

does not necessarily open as fertile a field for focused development of

understandings that would deliver higher theoretical and practical value. Further

research needs to be undertaken to establish dynamic capabilities theory as a

transformative instrument and especially as useful in high-velocity markets to

deliver competitive advantage and superior firm performance in a short timescale.

Even in the absence of greater maturity at present, however, it should be clear that

media management is in key respects unique because of the scope and speed of

changes that characterise the environment.

That is precisely the reason that dynamic capabilities theory has such evident

importance for this field and media industries.
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Leadership and Labour



Leadership in Media Organisations: Past
Trends and Challenges Ahead 18
Ghislain Deslandes

Who would still want to rule? Who would still want to obey?
These two tasks are too painful.

Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra.

18.1 Introduction

The question posed by Nietzsche could well concern the media more particularly

than other industries. Who would still want to rule? Media companies, especially

those that deal with information, have in the past few years been shaken by radical

changes in business and technology and by the roles they are expected to play in

facilitating the civic functioning of a democratic society. The scope of this quite

recent revolution is unmatched since the advent of mass media (Picard, 2006a). Its

impact has been so strong that their very existence and sociocultural mission are

called into question. Ultimately, two contestants face each other: On the one hand,

traditional players may feel overwhelmed by the changes brought about by the

digital revolution and whose vocation is severely challenged. On the other hand,

new entrants, particularly companies spawned by the telecom industry, are strug-

gling to apply their ‘recipes’ in a sector that is averse to implementing automated

processes.

Accordingly, who would still want to obey? The players in the media environ-

ment are practitioners, journalists, producers and entrepreneurs who view their

professions as an avocation and are therefore reluctant to accept the imposition of

external authority or controls (Auletta, 1991; Perez-Lattre & Sanchez-Taberno,
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2003; Underwood, 1993). Newsrooms, much like the sets and locations where films

are made or TV shows are shot, are filled with people who consider themselves

‘opinion leaders’ (Lazarsfeld et al., 1944). Such individuals feel disinclined to listen

to voices coming from the top of the hierarchical ladder. This is all the more true

since management, whose rationale focuses on effectiveness and performance, is

not overly popular among ‘entertainers’ and individuals operating in this industry.

Consequently, the customary disobedience of practitioners is compounded by the

emergence of a newfound rebelliousness among audiences themselves. Indeed, the

latter no longer complacently accept a top-down imposition of linear programming

to determine their consumption practices.

Yet, to the artists and entertainers that resist a stronger management presence,

one should reply that the communication industry’s uninterrupted growth for over a

century is at an end. This is reflected especially in the latest developments in the

field of audiovisual technology that has thoroughly undermined the historic stability

of these media industries, leading to increasing audience fragmentation and eco-

nomic contraction. This suggests that an approach compelling managers to monitor

every stage of production in order to both facilitate and direct operations may not be

the worst method for balancing the need to nurture creativity and to generate and

allocate resources that are required for its expression. Management theory needs to

be clearly and specifically formulated for application to the distinct characteristics

of media industries, moving away from the functionalist perspectives that charac-

terise traditional approaches to management. Today one should rely on a strategic

management perspective by ‘focusing on the long-term growth of firms, not only on

immediate financial goals [that] ignore the future’ (Picard, 2006b, p. 171).

Consequently, in such a context why would anyone question the major role

played by the industry’s ‘leaders’, referring to the women and men who steer media

organisations? From Rupert Murdoch to Silvio Berlusconi, from Michael

Bloomberg to Harvey Weinstein, figures traditionally described as ‘tycoons’ or

‘moguls’ consistently stand at the helm of media groups. Few doubt that such

leaders have played prominent roles throughout the history of media—especially as

industries (Knee, Greenwald, & Seave, 2011). The list could include such renowned

figures as NBC’s Brandon Tartikoff, Fox’s Barry Diller and Pearson’s Marjorie

Scardino who—although not necessarily moguls in the common sense of the

word—have been prime movers in the development of their media corporations.

They are, so to speak, the descendants of the founder of The Times that was

portrayed by Jeanneney (1998, p. 80) in his Histoire des Médias:

In January 1785, a Scotsman named John Walter, a former coal merchant who had turned a

profit by speculating on the insurance business when British colonies experienced a boom,

intended to diversify his operations. He decided to venture into the press. He was the first

person in this special category which might be dubbed “entrepreneurs spellbound by the
media”: business people who having demonstrated their knowhow in trade or industry and,

when reaching middle age, feel the desire to prove that they could be effective in the world of

information, while enjoying the social prestige they derive from playing with this instrument.

These preliminary elements lead us to approach leadership in the media industry

from two opposing angles. On the one hand, the sector needs, more than ever,

leadership and strategic vision to survive the profound economic, societal and
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editorial changes brought about by the digital revolution. On the other hand, it’s

clearly true that the concept of leadership in the media, with its vertical representa-

tion based on the unique personality and character traits of a ‘great man/woman’

(Hang, 2006), deserves a second look or, at the very least, is worth reviewing. As

summed up by Küng (2007b, p. 11):

The task of leadership in the media sector contains many inherent paradoxes. The span of

competencies and talents required is best served by multileader structures, yet these

complicate and dull decisiveness, the power, influence and responsibility place huge

requirements in terms of self-knowledge and emotional maturity, yet individuals

possessing such characteristics are unlikely to be able to stomach the temperamental,

ego-driven, hard-nosed, power-hungry individuals who populate the sector.

In the present chapter, we shall first emphasise reasons that explain why the

number of scholarly studies on these issues is quite limited. We shall then summa-

rise the most significant analyses, which essentially deal on the one hand with the

leader’s personality and on the other with understanding the specific context of the

media. At the end, we rely on a critical approach to stress the ethical nature of

leadership and endeavour to open new avenues for research and practice that are

likely to lead to a better understanding of leadership in the context of media

organisations. In all of this discussion implies quite a lot that is special about

media management in comparison to other industries.

18.2 A Weak Link in Research on Media Management

Although leadership is now recognised as a full-fledged discipline in research on

business administration (Northouse, 2004), the same is not true in media studies. In
our field the global corpus has not devoted much room for this topic (Küng, 2008,

p. 200). Although the role played by leaders operating in the industry is undisputed,

as testified by articles devoted to the subject in all types of media, specialised or not,

in the estimation of Mierzejewska and Hollifield (2006), study about leadership is

the most neglected field of research and theoretical analysis in media management

scholarship.

There could be at least two reasons. The first is related to the specificities of the

characteristic power structure (Bjurstedt, 2006) within the media industry, broadly

construed. This structure accords a large degree of autonomy to individual workers

(especially for journalists and artists). This differs from industries such as

manufacturing or construction where hierarchy is clearly and strongly top-down.

Even though a hierarchical structure is represented in the media organisation charts

for most firms, these don’t always reflect where real power is located. Power is

typically quite diffused and multilayered in media firms, especially big outfits.

Leadership issues therefore seem more difficult to grasp. The second reason has to

do with the specificities of research about leadership in general, which poses

methodological problems.

Concerning the first difficulty, power relations between top managers,

employees and partners aren’t very comparable with common practices that prevail
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in other sectors. For instance, the fame enjoyed by some employees (i.e. ‘stars’) is

sometimes much greater than that of prominent organisation leaders, a difference

that is likely to exert a strong influence on internal power relations. Likewise, the

actual decision-making power of a young manager, when newly appointed (espe-

cially in a governmentally administered system such as public television), might

not be at all strong in comparison to the power enjoyed by a popular news anchor

who has been on the air for decades. At this point one should distinguish between

administrative power (i.e. the power of shareholders) and managerial power—

which acts on behalf of the former—and not forgetting editorial power, which is

just as legitimate and important (Lavine & Wackman, 1988).1 Clearly there are

many and varied levels and kinds of power in the typical media organisation, and

this is arguably more complex than in most other industries. The power to make

decisions and to influence decision-makers is complicated in media firms.

For example, in a newspaper, the decision-making power of the publisher is

distinct from that of the editor. Typically the former is accountable for the

newspaper’s economic performance, while the latter is viewed as the guardian of

its editorial policies. This separation of powers is intended to guarantee sound

ethical practice for a free and independent press that is also accountable to

shareholders and readers. But the separation in practice is difficult to monitor and

can be disregarded when the publisher decides to interfere in editorial choices for

various political and economic reasons. Thus, the common relational dynamic

between leaders and followers that prevails in other industries doesn’t hold as

well or as clearly in this area of the media industry.

In addition, complications in the publisher-editor relationship—which is by its

essence peculiar, as the types of personalities are likely to be quite different and

backgrounds may prove very heterogeneous2—can be compounded when

stakeholders desire to play a leadership role. Politicians are frequently eager to

interfere, or at least attempt to influence, the programming of public TV stations;

advertisers want to influence the processing of information and its presentation for

their own interests; a newspaper’s society of readers or editors (the French daily Le
Monde is a case in point) can table a no-confidence motion against the top manager

or threaten to appeal to an ‘assignment clause’ in the event of a change in

ownership. Such a clause authorises journalists to resign yet still keep their

social/unemployment benefits should there be a presumption of substantial change

1As defined by Aris and Bughin, editorial power consists in discovering and evaluating talent,

without applying standardised processes, as it can hardly be measured objectively; it distinguishes

itself from the powers of shareholders and managers whose performance can be quantified more

easily (2005).
2 In a study bearing on the track records of top managers operating in the media in France,

Dagnaud and Mehl (1990) distinguished between three categories: a “professional elite” compris-

ing chiefly former hosts/producers or journalists having moved to managerial positions; a “mana-

gerial elite” pursuing an entrepreneurial vision; and a “political-administrative” elite made of

senior officials with experience as top government aides who opted for administrative jobs within

business organizations.
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in the editorial line. The dual nature of mass media is exemplified in such cases:

editorial and creative staff serve audiences and readerships with content, while

publishers, senior managers and the heads of advertising sell inventory and

audiences (as commodities) to advertisers. In such contexts, power should be

viewed as a constantly negotiated balance between conflicting demands. This

balance results from agreements between stakeholders, not from orders ‘coming

from the top’ (Perez-Lattre & Sanchez-Taberno, 2003).

The second reason why the scope of studies on leadership is so limited is to a

large extent due to the scarcity of available information. Academic research in

leadership is confronted with methodological problems, especially in the stage of

data collection (Bryman, 2004; Cohen, 1999; Painter-Morland & Deslandes, 2012).

Although access to information is a recurring question in all studies on leadership,

this difficulty is a crippling problem in the media where information is by definition

a key resource and vital characteristic. It is particularly difficult to approach

industry leaders who are reluctant to divulge their plans, have extremely busy

schedules and are not necessarily conversant with the stakes and challenges of

particular interest for academic research. Second-hand literature is available for

data on figures and personalities (producers, CEOs of TV stations, editors in chief,

entrepreneurs, etc.) because they are more on display through varying degrees of

media exposure. But first-hand information, which is so crucial to ensure the quality

of field studies, is hard to come by.

At this point it will be useful to clarify what is meant by ‘leadership’, and how

that applies specifically to the management of media companies. This is important

for understanding what’s special about media management.

18.3 Orientations of the Major Research Work to Date

Leadership is generally defined as a process by which a person influences several
individuals, so that they voluntarily strive to achieve the goals set for the group that
they form (Koontz & Weihrich, 1993). The leader guides individuals within some

framework that defines the nodes and boundaries of formal authority and is in the

best position to perceive (and conceive) the purpose of an organisation (Bennis &

Nanus, 2003). His or her approach is typically entrepreneurial and power is

relational. Such characteristics set the leader apart from the manager, who essen-

tially endeavours to achieve goals assigned by his or her superiors. A leader focuses

on the accomplishment of collective tasks: ‘As chief strategist and ‘official inter-

preter’ of the environment, the leader must perceive changes, puzzle out their

importance, and then decide how the organization should adapt’ (Küng, 2007b,

p. 6).

Accordingly, it follows that all managers are not leaders. Leaders have a

developed capacity for steering and are adept in handling the cross-currents of

divergent stakes and related conflicts. They are vital for organisations’ capacity to

anticipate changes in the environment and for ensuring employee morale and

motivation in periods of change. No wonder the profiles of significant leaders are
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especially sought after, as testified, for instance, by the leadership programme

developed by Landale (2005) for the executives of the NDS group, a subsidiary

of the News Corp. group.

This traditional understanding raises as many questions as it answers. Can a

manager become a leader, and how? Are leaders born or made? Aren’t leadership

qualities generally essential for managers? Can a ‘natural leader’ be an effective

manager if he or she is unaware of the real-life constraints inevitably handled as a

routine requirement for management? It is difficult to arrive at conclusive, convinc-

ing answers. We can make a reasonable attempt by recognising that leadership

generally includes two aspects that are often treated as a contradiction: the leader’s

personal dimension and a contingent and relational dimension.

18.3.1 The Personal Dimension

We can begin with an overview of distinctions between three types of leadership as

traditionally defined in the literature on the subject (Deslandes, 2008):

• Visionary leadership focuses on the leader’s vision and his or her ability to

mobilise his or her employees. The visionary leader develops a particular

charisma, and his or her behaviour reflects the values he or she claims to

embody. The self-confidence and positive view of leaders in this category is

based upon their own communication skills, their non-conformist behaviours

and their power of conviction (Kets De Vries, 2006).

• Transactional leadership resorts to the motivation and management of their

subordinates through variable practices based on reward (Bass, 1973). Priority is

given to employees’ performance to determine compensation.

• Transformational leadership encourages employees to transform their own

vision of the world and of the organisation in which they operate. The purpose in

this case is to enable each worker to go beyond his or her own personal interest

and to overcome his or her fear of change (Avolio & Bass, 1985; Conger, 1998).

In the field of media management research, these three models have been

alternately applied. For example, a study conducted with top managers active in

Greek media companies demonstrated that most leaders nowadays resort to a subtle

combination of transactional and transformational styles as a means of better

anticipating changes (Dekoulou, Tsourvakas, & Zotos, 2007). Girdauskienė and

Savanevičienė noticed that these types of leadership are frequently found in collab-

orative work within creative teams: ‘Transformational leadership encourages peo-

ple to perform and increase their demands to respect hierarchy of values, to raise the

cultural level of development. Transactional leaders try to carry out effectively its

activities as well as evaluate their employees, but their criteria for evaluation is the

existing competence of the workers rather than future potential’ (2012, pp. 17–18).

According to these researchers, knowledge transfer abilities are a key factor for the
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success of projects; in its transactional form, leadership plays a central role in

fostering the technical and structural conditions for transfer, whereas in its trans-

formational form, the dissemination of information and knowledge may be effected

in a more informal mode.

The type that has drawn most of the attention in our scholarly community is

clearly based on ‘the leader as individual’ (Hang, 2006; Norback, 2006; Shaver &

Shaver, 2006; Wickstrom, 2006). In elaborating this model, scholars essentially

emphasise the leader’s personality traits. Lucy Küng illustrated the tendency:

‘Murdoch, it is claimed, has built his entire empire by defying convention and

taking risks, and Turner’s appetite for risk is said to be insatiable. He further claims:

‘if you are going to try to change things in a big way you have to be willing to go

against the odds and sacrifice everything’. This suggests the leader has a sophisti-

cated facility in handling risk, and that is proposed as a shared trait by high profile

leaders in the field’ (2007b, p. 7). The general purpose is to study the leadership

phenomenon through the physical, cognitive and emotional characteristics of an

individual who stands at the top of an important company’s organisation (Garcia,

2011).

In fact, respondents to most empirical studies about leadership in media

companies focus on the (presumed) central role of charisma and the ‘personal

factor’ (see Frame 1). This is particularly prominent in visionary and transforma-

tional types. As stated by a respondent interviewed by Küng in the course of her

study on CNN’s organisational culture: ‘Ted Turner is the strategic planning

department’ (2000, p. 119). A leader’s personal dimension and assets, be they

technical, human or conceptual (Küng, 2008), seem to be the central element that

fosters emotional endorsement among his/her followers’ (Howell, 2005).

Frame 1. Portrait of Marin Karmitz

The founder and CEO of the MK2 Group offers another example of an

entrepreneur who, through his life and work, so to speak embodies his group’s

strategy. In the early 1970s, he indeed directed two committed films,

Camarades and Coup pour coup. Four years later, he opened the first MK2

multiplex movie theatre in the Bastille district in Paris. Marin Karmitz defines

himself first as a producer: ‘Someone who is accountable for financial

problems. . . and does not pretend to be an ‘artist’ when it comes to money

matters’ (ibid, p. 151). He has been the producer of the most prestigious

directors of French cinema (Chabrol, Malle, Godard) and European

filmmakers (Angelopoulos, the Taviani brothers, Kieslowski for whom he

produced the Three Colors trilogy masterpiece). Want to know his secret

trick? Art-house cinema, his so-called Passion Pieces to be played at seasonal
festivals (Sundance, Cannes, Venice, Berlin) and his productions dubbed

Commercials (to be released in the form of films and DVDs) with shoestring

budgets. He makes sophisticated, often arty films, released in the cinema

(continued)
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houses which he runs preferably in Paris neighbourhoods where essentially

urban culture prevails. A strong social commitment is part and parcel of its

vision of the film industry: ‘Those who are lucky as I am to be working in this

industry are vested with obligations. In the field of culture, private financing

has a responsibility to society’ (Le Monde, March 13, 2007). As a champion

of independence, he turned down offers from Warner Bros. and Paramount in

1986, preferring a network model, especially in international operations,

which are performed in collaboration with Channel 4 in the UK, for example.

He is always likely to cause surprise, most often as a master of cultural

communication: he did so when he banned the screening in his movie theatres

of Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ, which he deemed too violent.

Karmitz has made his life dream come true by succeeding in making a ‘tool

that created a fresh and bold vision of the cinema industry’ (Libération, May

22, 2004): the world’s largest network of art-house cinema theatres whose

turnover is yet much lower than the production budget of Pirates of the
Caribbean—a tell-tale clue on the status of culture in a world of globalised

entertainment.

Findikli and Yozgat (2012, p. 235), who studied leadership in teams that were

responsible for the creation of fiction for Turkish television stations, emphasised the

crucial role played by charisma among directors:

The directors as charismatic leaders follow their own dreams and have passion to realize

them. They also follow trends but they try to create their own differentiated works. They

think that they still do not perform their bests and that there is time for their masterpiece

work. (. . .) Their leadership philosophy includes belief, positive perspective, professional

competency, honesty, courage, and creativity. The directors possess certain degree of

sensitivity to their external environment and scan for trends that will cause them to adapt

their vision as charismatic leaders.

Another method, relying on the psychoanalytical approach of Stora (1987),

defines four psychological types of leaders in the media (Deslandes, 2008):

• The narcissistic leader who ‘is focused on the perpetuation of himself or

herself’, desires to make a mark in history and is characterised by a feeling of

invulnerability (e.g. Jean-Marie Messier, former CEO of Vivendi Universal).

• The seductive leader who fascinates people around him or her and seduces

them by his or her speech. He or she is surrounded by a legion of followers who

are dedicated to his or her cause (e.g. Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, founder of

the French newsmagazine L’Express).
• The possessive leader is a person who does not tolerate people who resist him or

her, whatever the cost may be (e.g. Rupert Murdoch, CEO of News Corp.).

• The benevolent leader likes to convince people and does not hesitate to trust

them (e.g. Richard Parsons, former CEO of Time Warner).
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So there are diverse approaches that are all based on the leader’s personality, and

this arouses strong interest. In comparison, scholarship in organisation studies often

pay less attention to individual agency and more to problems related to structures.

So whereas researchers in media management mainly focus on managerial

problems characteristic of a specific professional environment, contextual factors

are more strongly emphasised in the wider field of leadership studies. In fact,

context is a significant factor in determining leader influence and success in

media firms, as well. One of the reasons why Jean-Marie Messier became undoubt-

edly narcissistic is that the French media consistently built a flattering image of his

personality while Vivendi Universal was being created. The context of coverage

partly accounts for the kind of leader he became, even if the seeds might already

have been present. One reason that Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber proved attrac-

tive is that he developed an innovative and attractive product—the American-style

news magazine—in a context that had not earlier embraced that type. One reason

that Richard Parsons is portrayed as benevolent is that he assumed responsibilities

at a time when the industry was consolidating, when conflicts seemed less acute

than in the previous period. In short, when taken out of the context in which their

actions unfold, the study of media company leaders quickly reaches its limits. This

insight encourages opening the debate to dimensions that less often taken into

account in scholarship on media leadership because they do not privilege the

individual but rather the context.

18.3.2 The Contingent and Structural Dimension

Leadership in the media cannot be limited to individual factors (Hersey, 1995). As

Richard Parsons said in Business Week (issue # 3833, 2003): ‘I am not Moses

coming down from the mountain with the Tablets in his hand. It’s all about

collaboration. When all is said and done, gathering a team around oneself is what

is most important’. Arguably concentrating too much authority in the hands of a

single individual, based on a paternalistic model of management and leadership,

may prove to be a negative factor in fast changing and creative environments,

which are characteristic of media industries today (Küng, 2008). In view of the

model suggested by Küng (2007a), we need to consider a ‘contextualist’ approach,

one that is designed to study the management of media in an ever-changing and

‘pluralistic’ environment with complex historical, sociological and economic

dimensions.

The corollary requires acknowledging the specific complexity of media

organisations, notably from an editorial,3 political and cultural standpoint. Leader-

ship in media industries cannot shun the analysis of contingency factors that are so

specific to it, especially the evident in the importance of editorial creation and the

3 Especially the essential distinction existing between information media and entertainment media,

as well as between ‘hard news’ and ‘soft news’.
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need for constant innovation. Based on Schein’s theoretical work (1985), Küng

shows how, at the BBC, the orientation of strategic planning has been influenced not

only by the top executive’s personality but also by beliefs shared by other key

managers (2000). This strongly suggests the importance of a thorough analysis of

corporate culture as a prerequisite for comprehending power relations in media

organisations.

In the same light, I conducted a study on a children’s television network that

broadcast programmes in classical Arabic language (Deslandes, 2011). The

findings underscored the fact that this station’s organisational identity was less

dependent on its CEO’s character traits than on the explicit, reflexive and self-

avowed interpretation of cultural values. This grounded an insistence on

recognising the central role played by external parties. Dal Zotto (2005) analysed

human resource management in three companies publishing newspapers in

Germany. The results of her work also present leadership less as a personal attribute

and much more as a contextualised process (p. 57). This general approach goes

further than only focusing on the leader-follower relationship to view leadership

primarily as the coordination of efforts made within a community (see also Van

Weezel, 2006).

Here we can also highlight the fact that leadership contributes to strengthening

the cooperative spirit of work communities and securing a degree of needed

autonomy within teams. What is accomplished is less the managers’ would-be

‘leadership’ than the intrinsic motivation of team members being eager to share a

common cause. This is particularly obvious among journalists. In the words of one

of the scholars who founded the discipline of leadership research, Mary Parker

Follett, the media industries seem especially prone to a form of ‘reciprocal leader-

ship’. Indeed, the priority is to understand and integrate the ‘invisible leader’, which

in her work means the ‘common purpose’ rather than a specific individual (Follett,

1928/1970, p. 137). Such analyses represent a stream of research that essentially

considers leadership as a shared, distributed and ‘systemic’ ability belonging to all

the members of an organisation (Collier & Esteban, 2000; Uhl-Bien, Marion, &

McKelvey, 2007).

There has been frequent mention of power in our discussion. That construct and

practice will benefit from a critical approach4 that is based on analysing the nature

of power in media organisations. It is not, however, much evident in media

management research so far. It is mainly only obvious that the notion depends on

the way that each individual comprehends it, according to his or her sensitivity and

inventiveness (Alvesson, 1996; Alvesson & Spicer, 2011). Such consideration is

certainly needed to open promising avenues for potential research on leadership in

media organisations where so much of what happens as a consequence of

operations has much to do with power, as especially evident in the tradition of

political economy. Insofar as this industry shuns authoritative modes of manage-

ment, such a critical approach allows redefining important constructs that continue

4 See also Chap. 5 by Charles Brown.
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to animate debates about traditional media leadership semantics, stances and

gestures. These considerations are pointedly important to the field of media man-

agement as a social science. Indeed, chances are slim of being able to teach a ‘great

man’ how to be great since he already seems to know that by himself (or she herself

as a ‘great woman’). Nonetheless, lessons may be drawn from the manner in which

teams of employees can learn how to better manage power issues for the benefit of

innovation and creativity (Bilton, 2006).

Before drawing conclusions, it is useful to consider how the two approaches

we’ve considered can be included in a global analysis of leadership phenomena in

the media sphere.

18.4 Bridging the Approaches: ‘Shared Charismatic
Leadership’

At the present stage of research development, one notes the emergence of work that

combines the leader’s charisma with the teams’ participation and mobilisation and

from which it cannot be separated. This is especially important because the focus is

on subtle but significant forms of interdependency. The study conducted by Murphy

and Ensher (2008) is a case in point because it aims at bringing closer the two

seemingly contradictory notions of charismatic leadership and shared leadership
(Pearce & Conger, 2003).

Firstly, this approach reasserts the importance of charismatic leadership among

professionals in charge of television shows. The authors interviewed 21 top-level

directors, with 10–40 years of professional experience in the industry, and who had

received numerous prizes (Emmy Awards, Director Guild Awards, etc.). The

referential shows are widely screened TV series like Scrubs, Ally McBeal, Crossing
Jordan, Third Watch, West Wing, Law & Order and NYPD Blue. These scholars

first rely on the model developed by Conger and Kanungo (1994), which identifies

six behavioural factors characterising charismatic leaders. They then focus on

processes of mutual influence between leaders and followers, which are often

observed in creative environments where urgency and complexity of tasks is

commonplace.

The notion of ‘shared charismatic leadership’ (which is less paradoxical than it

would seem) allows Murphy and Ensher to claim: ‘the leader of a very talented

creative team is in a position to take turns with his or her followers in assuming the

leadership role. This approach may be particularly appropriate in television pro-

duction where there are a variety of specialised functions that must be integrated to

create the programme. A leader demonstrating shared charismatic leadership may

set the stage by beginning with a compelling vision and then standing aside as the

team members take the lead throughout the production as necessary’ (2008, p. 338).

However, the authors specify that, in the cases they studied, shared leadership first

relies on self-schema leadership. The idea (schema) is the basis on which the leader

expresses himself or herself (personality) and takes a social role that demonstrates
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an ability to mobilise other individuals and conduct a discussion with them in a non-

verbal form of ongoing collaboration, which is characteristic of media

environments.

In a study focusing on television show directors (Painter-Morland & Deslandes,

2013), vision and sensitivity to the needs of the group were identified as prominent

behavioural factors. This was testified by a film director: ‘I feel like people on film

crews are more sensitive than your regular employees. Everybody has their own

gripes about their job. . .on a show, everybody’s bringing their own stuff about

[previous work], ‘oh, I got screwed on the last job by that producer.’ Or ‘Oh, I got

screwed by that director who is so lazy and took credit.’ A lot of these people bring

baggage and they’re more sensitive. So you have to be constantly on your toes and

trying to make it better’ (ibid., p. 343).

18.5 Conclusion: ‘Blended Leadership’ and Ethical Leadership
in the Media

Emphasising especially the findings and prospects offered in connection with the

notion of ‘blended leadership’ provides a useful way to conclude. The intention is to

raise a few highly pertinent questions in relation to ethics because this aspect of the

specificity of leadership in the media is especially central—and sometimes

underestimated. Thus, conclusions focus on the ethical dimension.

Deciding whether primacy in the field of leadership in the media is predicated on

the personality of the leader or on collaborative phenomena isn’t really new. It is

evident, for instance, at the core of heated debates raging in France when the

Nouvelle Vague bloomed (with Godard, Varda, Rohmer, Truffaut etc.) and had a

direct bearing on what should be the definition of art-house cinema (cinéma
d’auteur), which relies mainly on the vision of a particular director as opposed to

industrialised forms of cinema. Perhaps new is that the historic dualism is being

overcome today. That is hopeful because, as noted by Collinson and Collison

(2009), these are actually fictitious dichotomies that do not correspond to what is

practiced in reality.

In fact, industrial forms show ceaseless variations in the leader’s distance and

proximity vis-à-vis employees and in delegation to others and the fullness of

exercising personal power. The ‘blended leadership’ approach (Murphy & Ensher,

2008) contends that leadership effectiveness cannot be adequately measured by

using only the yardstick of a leader’s ‘heroic performances’. Neither can it be

adequately measured only by focusing on its collective origin (the ‘post-heroic’

perspective). Undoubtedly media companies are especially interesting examples of

the need for and utility of overcoming such dualisms (or dichotomies) because these

are too simple to be explained enough about what needs understanding. This holds

true, in my opinion, despite the fact that the dualism or dichotomy is found in most
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leadership studies, including as we have seen in the transactional/transformational

difference suggested earlier.

Adopting the blended leadership perspective and taking into account the provi-

sional nature of some of the insights encourage the community of researchers

interested in the management of media firms to prioritise an inclusive perspective

rather than favouring one option or the other as if dealing with an opposition. On the

contrary, media management scholars are well advised reconcile diverse

perspectives in order to better understand the twin necessities facing a leader: in

line with Nietzsche’s opening quotation, the need to be obeyed and for obeying—

what Mary Parker Follett refers to as the common purpose and law of the situation.

It seems useful to insist that what distinguishes the mission of top managers in

media companies is a triple bottom line represented by the economic, editorial and

societal stakes involved in this enterprise and which both burden and truly define

their jobs. The recent crisis in the global economy has put financial responsibility in

the limelight, seeing the end of many of the most prestigious print publications (the

case of Newsweek is the most striking example) and the inability of News

Corporation’s tablet-based The Daily, which closed after less than 2 years in

business. Even worse, the recession had a tremendous impact on society at large

and has taken a heavy toll on citizens. A professional crisis affecting journalists is

fuelled by the development of new forms of creation such as blogs, amateur

documentaries or community information websites (Deslandes, Fonnet, & Godbert,

2009) that increasingly compete against traditional means of distributing content

and jeopardise their societal function. The media must redefine their roles and

models if they are to survive (Picard, 2006a). In the face of this de facto situation,

we think that media professionals need to question the ‘depreciative vision’ (Picard,

2006b, p. 171) held by the people destroying them within their ranks and reassert

their role by upholding high ethical standards. Consequently, in the years to come,

leadership should play a key role in building audience loyalty.

This dilemma and the need for a satisfactory resolution are supported by recent

research. In a series of focus groups with media managers in France, Africa and the

USA (Deslandes & Painter-Morland, 2012), researchers found that in the USA,

managers described themselves as ‘architects’ or ‘curators’, which wasn’t

surprising, but more surprisingly also as ‘providers of fast food’ or even ‘sluts’

(sic). They thereby express the idea that their decisions depend less on the personal

beliefs they may cherish or on the professional responsibilities they need to

discharge than on the ever-changing expectations of the general public in the

context of unstable markets. Such metaphors suggest that media managers face

conflicting demands between offering the public what they need and being content

with providing them with what they want (Picard, 2006b). This also emphasises the

dual nature of such organisations, indicated in being simultaneously expected to

improve profitability while also satisfying audiences.

From an ethical standpoint, the News of the World phone hacking scandal, which
was a sensation worldwide, revealed what the public should expect from media

industry leaders: professional ethics worthy of that name. In a preliminary report

released on 1 May 2012, Brian Leveson, commissioned to investigate such
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practices, claimed that: ‘Rupert Murdoch. . . turned a blind eye and exhibited wilful
blindness to what was going on in his companies. . . We conclude that (he) is not a

fit person to exercise the stewardship of a major international company’ (Financial
Time, May 2, 2012). A strong verdict suggesting the vital role of leadership for a

media manager, which is first and foremost defined by adhering to an ethical

approach to solving problems as an inherent responsibility for firms in media

industries (Brown & Trevi~no, 2006; Knights & O’Leary, 2005, 2006; Trevino,

Brown, & Hartman, 2003; Trevino, Hartman, & Brown, 2000).

Moreover, Rupert Murdoch himself, sincerely or not, seems to agree that ethics

should prevail over charisma. In an article in the Herald Tribune of 26 April 2012

reporting on the inquiry, the reporter observed: ‘On occasion, he seemed laconic

and cautious in his responses, mildly disputing suggestions that he ran his company

as a charismatic figure. “Aura? Charisma? I don’t think so,” he said’. In the long

term an ethical approach to leadership has a central role in the management of

media firms and will hopefully be reasserted at the top of companies operating in

these industries. That, in turn, would prompt further research. In my view, this

emphasis is crucial for fighting disinformation and the prevailing climate of cyni-

cism and would be facilitative for restoring confidence that has been lost among

many publics. Failing that, as predicted by Robert G. Picard already some years

ago, ‘the media will eventually lose their specific status and the benevolent attitude

towards them among politicians’ (2006b, p. 172). The countdown has already

started.
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Managing Media Workers 19
Mark Deuze

19.1 Introduction

People spend more time with media today than at any previous point in history. The

number of media channels, forms, genres, devices, applications, and formats is

proliferating—more media get produced every year. Yet at the same time, the news

about the media as an industry is less than optimistic. Reports about massive layoffs

in all the creative industries—most notably film and television entertainment,

journalism, digital game development, and advertising—are paramount.1 This

suggests a fascinating paradox: As people engage with media in an increasingly

immersive, always-on, almost instantaneous, and interconnected way, the very

people whose livelihood and sense of professional identity depend on delivering

content and experiences across such media seem to be at a loss on how to come up

with survival strategies—in terms of business models, effective regulatory practices

(e.g., regarding copyrights and universal access provisions), and perhaps most

specifically the organization of entrepreneurial working conditions that would

support and sustain the creative process needed to meet the demands of a global

market saturated with media. This puts the emphasis on management—of media as

a business as well as the management of one’s individual career. One needs a

roadmap to navigate the unruly seas of the creative industries.
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1 For ongoing news about layoffs across the creative industries, I rely on reports such as regularly
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Resources/publications/WCMS_161547/lang--en/index.htm); the Twitter feed of themediaisdying

(https://twitter.com/themediaisdying).
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This contribution is based on previous research integrating different fields of

study regarding media management and media work (see Deuze, 2007, 2011;

Deuze & Lewis, 2013; Elefante & Deuze, 2012; some of the current work is

adapted). The chapter can be understood as an attempt to integrate theories of

how media industries function in society with theories of how media professionals

manage their individual careers and professional identity in this context and case-

based work on how media industries and professionals alike manage creativity and

innovation. The assumption is that the combination of these perspectives assists in

articulating a bridge between theory and practice in media management. This

approach to managing media work stems from a few key considerations about the

field of media management:

• Media management tends to be underexplored and undertheorized

(Mierzejewska, 2011);

• Most media management research does not look across boundaries between

media professions or academic disciplines (Aris & Bughin, 2012).

• The traditional tendency in much of the field has been to artificially maintain

distinctions between management and creativity, which seems unhelpful (Bilton,

2007).

• Media management (studies and practice) should take an integrative, holistic

approach—something advocated by many yet practiced by few.

Of crucial importance here is a conceptualization of media management as the

management of companies as well as careers in the media. Particularly the latter

part of this equation has been somewhat absent from the literature in the field, as it

tends to focus on either specific industries (e.g., journalism or Hollywood), specific

aspects of businesses within these industries (copyright enforcement, revenue

models, product differentiation, concentration of ownership), or specific cases of

company and firm projects (change management, work floor culture). The focus on

(individual or group) careers is of added value for two key reasons: first, the

ongoing casualization and individualization of labor and working conditions of

professionals throughout the creative industries and, second, a motivation based on

pedagogy. Schools, departments, programs, and courses in information science,

(tele) communication, journalism, and media studies attract more students every

year who are seeking careers in “the” media. Generally, such departments don’t

actually teach or train students for this purpose, instead focusing on the theories and

methods of media and communication research. A broad perspective on media as

careers may address this particular oversight.

Beyond the popularity of the media industries as degree programs and career

perspectives, it must be said that the trends affecting media management are not

particular to the creative industries. A new world of work is taking shape across the

manufacturing, service, and creative industries that seems to be premised on

individual- rather than industry-level responsibility, requiring a high degree of

skillset flexibility, and with an implicit expectation of portfolio careerism. Media

industries are special in this context for a longer history manifesting these broader

trends (such were not characteristic of manufacturing, especially). Moreover, the
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media industries are unique with regard to the powerful link between work and self-

realization that is generally evident in the motivation to pursue creative careers.

This individualization of work (in motivations and careers) makes people in

creative labor settings both easier and harder to manage: easier, because they are

less likely to engage in collective action and bargaining, but harder because

managing a more or less temporary network of fragmented individuals can be

quite complicated and time-consuming.

It is difficult to adequately convey the complexity and dynamics of the typical

work experience (anywhere) in the creative industries if relying on a traditional

pedagogical focus that privileges the industry as the domain of corporations and

companies. Such an institutional approach is reinforced by relying on the literature,

which has generally omitted the individual from its consideration of media man-

agement, and by delegating “real-world” experience to the encouragement of

internships and apprenticeships within media institutions. This is not to say that

the characteristic approach is wrong or that it should be reversed. But it is to

acknowledge that the work companies and firms do has increasingly less to do

with the lived experience of an individual working in the media, and that the models

for studying media management and managing careers in the media merit recon-

sideration. This chapter is an attempt to articulate a general context for managing

media workers across creative industries and makes such a context specific to what

generally defines and also drives cultural workers: their sense of self in terms of a

professional identity (for more detail, see Deuze, 2007; Deuze & Lewis, 2013).

19.2 The Context of Managing Media Work

Driving contemporary media management and media work in all the creative

industries is a shift in power away from professional content creators to users on

the one hand and to owners on the other. Control over storytelling (including

authority over what kind of stories is told and how) as well as the resources needed

to creatively and effectively convey these stories are flowing away from

professionals toward audiences. That is exemplified by decision-making processes

that are increasingly governed by ratings and market research and a push toward

including more user-generated content by and for corporations (see Napoli, 2010).

Companies are exerting, or attempting to exert, increasingly control over financing

arrangements, copyrights, and access to distribution platforms. For media workers,

this means a loss of (negotiating) power in two directions at the same time, further

contributing to what I characterize as an alienation process. In this context, the

current shift toward individualized entrepreneurialism in creative labor can be

considered the result of an increasingly precarious character of media work as

well as a tactic to counteract its consequences.

As the industry, and especially its business models, focuses on user-generated

content and consumer engagement, and as corporate media owners gain stronger

control over their workforce via outsourcing production to loosely affiliated
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networks of professionals and firms or by abandoning production altogether in a bid

to control the marketing and distribution of content produced elsewhere, those who

professionally create content are often left (or made to feel) more or less powerless.

In this way, work is being outsourced to both ends of the labor spectrum, leaving

many media professionals far more isolated that has historically been the case. This

is exemplified by a constant and ongoing struggle for work and the loss of any direct

sense of creative autonomy.

Further, managing media work must be seen within the larger social architecture

of which it is part, and this means taking into consideration every factor that

contributes to the organization of media companies and careers. Such would

certainly include content, processes, people, technology, and a range of implicit

and unconscious aspects of organizational life such as beliefs, values, affects, and

emotions, all of which can have a tremendous influence on planning as well as

behaviors. Thus, managing media work is necessarily made up of both material and

immaterial factors, and these must be considered in conjunction. Simply put, a key

approach to media management requires focusing on the many resources (both

human and nonhuman) that combine to form the source of all media action. By

thinking in terms of such factors that comprise the broad context within which

media work takes place, one cannot emphasize enough both the distributed and the

hybrid nature of media work in comparison to other industries.

Media work does not simply involve the transfer of information (of books into

treatments into screenplays into movies into franchises into. . .) but is situated in

and involved with complex networks of information and understanding, including

those related to competition, markets, organization and structure, industry

standards, technologies, and the evolving media environment. All of that is not

unique to media industries. Most of these variables are evident in the literature on

general management work in determining the best strategy for a firm. But a

singularly important aspect about media work remains the keen relevance of

personal motivation, dedication, and identity investment that practitioners invest

in their contributions—i.e., in the fruits of their labors. Media professionals tend to

identify first and foremost with how they see themselves as a practitioner—as a

filmmaker, a beat reporter, or television producer, for example—and only in the

second or third instance would their professional identities be related to a particular

company or brand.

Arguably the most powerful factor to be considered in managerial strategy for

media firms is the role of technology. The plethora of technological innovations

being developed and incorporated into and by society on a routine basis serves to

supplement and undermine previous technologies. This shift presents media

companies and individual professionals alike with the constant challenge of adap-

tation to a continually emerging range of new technologies and the progressive

realignment or abandonment of older ones. In turn, the media as an industry

(including its professionals) are at the forefront of supercharging the development

of, and demand for, technological innovation. Again, I would like to underline the

intertwined nature of human and nonhuman factors in the management of media
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industries—technologies are not neutral, “cold” machines nor is human talent

something that exists in a vacuum (Winston, 1998).

Similar to the process of adaptation to technological development is the equally

daunting challenge of adapting to the evolution of media content models. Business

models are, like media technologies in general, always already remediated. That is

to say, when new models emerge, the old models are supplemented and only rarely

displaced. In media, traditional business models are perhaps not obsolete, but their

effectiveness, which is based on markets and determined by channel scarcity and

corresponding control over access, is diminished. This happens due to technologies

that flatten the playing field and an overall tendency by management to cling to the

familiar (“tried and true”) when interpreting change that is disruptive. Media

industries are experiencing a broad shift in the formulation of business models

from an emphasis on mass media to personalized content and to participatory and

user-generated content. Media products are becoming increasingly hybridized and

are thus difficult to place into neat categories that can be isolated and therefore more

effectively managed. Overall, however, communication between phases of the

creative process, between elements of the global production network, and between

technologies and practices, as well as between producers and consumers, is just as

important a function as content itself.

Adaptation to technological development and the evolution of media content

models are driving an increasing strategic emphasis on niche-oriented and also

participatory media. A third influence on media strategy design is keyed to

consumers’ relationships with content. With technological advances facilitating

the provision of custom products and an increased level of user participation in

the production of content and experiences, the industry-driven construction of

audiences is progressing from a mass of static objects conceived in passive terms

to an unruly mob of active cocreators and people variously labeled by industry

observers and scholars as “pro-ams,” “amafessionals,” “produsers,” and

“prosumers.” Although this trend seems to be supported by data showing a growing

group of people (especially teenagers) who are actively sharing, making, and up-

and downloading content online, the audience construct is as much a product of

industry rhetoric as behaviors (Napoli, 2010). But the changing nature of

perceptions of and audience uses and relationships with media is forcing managers

and workers alike to rethink their processes and practices when making content and

designing experiences.

The contextual challenges that contribute to managing media work as discussed

above are contributing to a different and far less stable environment than in the past.

Additionally, rising costs, declining revenues (especially from advertising), and

increasing competition (on a global scale) require companies and individuals to

adapt to working with scarce resources for all elements of the production process:

financing, conceptualizing, creation, marketing, and distribution. This leads to an

increased focus on “creativity” as a real or perceived necessity to rise above the many

challenges and win the ongoing competition for market demand—a trend that

contributes to a global policy shift toward creative economies and creative industries

(Flew, 2011). In short, more creativity and innovation on both the firm and the
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individual level means more success and a greater competitive advantage, even

though such “advantages” fit in a broader context of precarious labor, technological

complexity, and shifting power dynamics between employers, employees, and

audiences.

19.3 A Model for Media Work

The ways in which media professionals give meaning to what they do—as

documented in the literature, articulated in interviews, and visible in how they

express themselves in trade magazines and online—are a primary source for

understanding what it is like to work across the creative industries. This does not

necessarily mean that people’s lived experience of cultural work describes what

actually happens, nor does it translate easily across the different types of media

industries and areas of production involved with each type. But it is noteworthy to

observe striking similarities in these self-expressions. Here it is useful to collapse

the discourse of media workers into several categories of values, goals, and priorities

that feature prominently in their everyday strategies and tactics. Regardless of whether

a media worker is (or considers herself or himself to be) successful, or whether the

measure of that “success” conforms to traditional notions of good (or bad) work, the

set of values she or he deploys to articulate that struggle (or joyride) remains largely

constructed out of the same principal components. For a broad discussion on notions

of good and bad media work, see Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011).

Doing cultural work shows that the market does not rule with an iron fist and that

informal networks exist alongside sedimented structures and routines. It’s also clear

that the production process includes and also excludes both commercial aspiration

and creative impulse and that the democratic nature of what Henry Jenkins (2006)

effectively describes as convergence culture is both bottom-up (user-generated

content) and top-down (cross-media marketing and franchising). Within this com-

plicated frame of reference, the individual worker tends to stand alone—both in

terms of labor protections (or rather the lack thereof) and regarding sense-making

processes. Media work today is not only about what gets produced in terms of

spoken and written words, audio, still, or moving images but (and increasingly) also

is about providing platforms for people to make, edit, and exchange their own

content. Four constituent elements comprise one’s professional identity within

today’s creative industries: content, connectivity, creativity, and commerce.
Professionals in media industries in particular, and creative industries more gener-

ally, produce content. That is obvious. But they also invest in platforms for

connectivity where fans and audiences provide free labor. Media work is culture

creation that tends to take place within a distinctly (and increasingly) commercial

environment.

Within a context of destabilized legacy industries and dissolving boundaries

between media consumption and production, the media worker may understandably

feel individually isolated. However, this isolation can give some creative control to

the media professional as well. Managing a boundary-less career can be considered
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to be the best, if not only, way to survive in the current work environment. To some

extent, individuals can thus be seen as taking control of their career paths, resulting

in a new type of self-directed job security. It is also possible that those who are

willing to train themselves to become more attractive to management and

employers. By being proficient in various methods of media production, workers

can use multiple creative talents to their advantage—and are increasingly expected

to be doing that. At the same time, however, it must be noted that existing ways of

organizing labor and the current system of worker protections (both in the work-

place and in terms of public policy and legislation) tend to overlook or even harm

the ability of the individual to chart her or his own career path. Labor laws, unions,

and other working arrangements tend to protect those who are already “inside,” i.e.,

employees already contracted with a specific employer, often as part of a long-term

package. The legal (including tax) context of individual or independent entre-

preneurship in the creative industries often adds complexity to an already precari-

ous work-life.

The contingency and casualized nature of media work is not necessarily new, nor

does it occur similarly across all creative industries. On the other hand, ongoing

digitalization and globalization of production and distribution have impacted

careers in media significantly, amplifying an already fragmented labor experience

(from the perspective of the individual worker). For management, this process has

accelerated the level of complexity that must be handled when addressing

workflows and assessing strategies needed to adapt to fast-changing and often

uncertain circumstances. Nowhere is this felt more acutely than in the software

sector (including digital games), where a small number of publishers and a

sprawling field of small-sized businesses (including many individual entrepreneurs)

try to keep up with a global market where producers and consumers are literally

everywhere.

Whereas for most workers in temporary and contingent settings the employment

situation is far from ideal, many in the higher skilled knowledge-based areas of the

labor market, which certainly includes media, seem to prefer such precarious

working conditions, associating this with greater individual autonomy, the acquisi-

tion of a wide variety of skills and experiences, and a reduced dependence on a

single employer. This, too, may be comparatively unique to media industries. The

portfolio workstyle of the self-employed information or cultural worker/entrepre-

neur can be characterized by living in a state of constant change, and flux, while at

the same time seemingly enjoying a sense of control over one’s own career. But

Zygmunt Bauman warns against overtly optimistic readings of the relative freedom

the beneficiaries enjoy in a context of inequitable globalization: “We are called to

believe today that security is disempowering, disabling, breeding the resented

‘dependency’ and altogether constraining the human agents’ freedom. What is

passed over in silence is that acrobatics and rope-walking without a safety net are

an art that few people can master and a recipe for disaster for all the rest” (quoted in

Bauman & Tester, 2001, p. 52).

Freedom and security, often seen as mutually exclusive, become ambiguous in

the context of how different people from different walks of life deal with, and give
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meaning to, the consequences of not having either. It is perhaps the perfect paradox:

all the trends in today’s work-life quite clearly suggest a rapid destabilization of

social bonds corresponding with increasingly disempowering effects of a fickle and

uncertain global hi-tech information economy, yet those workers caught in the

epicenter of this bewildering shift also express a sense of mastery over their lives,

interpreting their professional identity in this context in terms of individual-level

control and empowering agency. Melissa Gregg (2011) shows how this interpreta-

tive process is part and parcel of being part of a community of peers in cultural work

that sometimes quite willingly includes self-delusions of “making it work” while,

from an outsider’s point of view, the professional involved clearly does not.

We are describing a more or less deliberate negotiation of otherwise debilitating

forms of labor exploitation that is characterized by rampant unpaid (“spec”) work,

expectations of 24/7 engagement, a mutually enforced always-on mentality, and

experiencing no control over one’s future under the guise of a “nobody knows”

mantra and the disempowering effects of generally operating in a labor context

without traditional lines of feedback and support. What explains this? In my view, it

is the fact that media work tends to be affective. The professional identity of a job in

the creative industries tends to have meaning beyond the instrumental functionality

of doing something that earns a living. The fact that people who do media work

often care so deeply about what they do (as, increasingly, also evident in many other

sectors and industries) not only opens more opportunities for exploitation; it can

also be seen as raising the stakes for a personalized sense of professional identity as

a coping mechanism that can be self-delusional as well as self-empowering (see

Neff, Wissinger, & Zukin, 2005).

In the everyday construction of a media professionals’ sense of self—that which

leads to a more or less coherent (at least imagined) professional identity—it is the

interplay between the values of providing content, organizing connectivity,

handling creative freedom, and being commercially successful (which is not neces-

sarily an expression in monetary terms) that influences one’s negotiations. The

external factors intervening and complicating these everyday negotiations are many

and certainly beyond the contemporary context sketched earlier. Key elements that

are historically continuous include the uneven structure of ownership over cultural

products and the control of its modes of distribution (where in all industries, a

handful of major corporations and holding firms operate vis-à-vis many smaller or

independently operating enterprises), the mentioned lack of adequate legal

protections for atypically employed workers, as well as a profound age, gender,

and life phase imbalance throughout the creative industries—featuring a workflow

that tends to privilege young men living in unmarried and childless circumstances

(Creedon & Cramer, 2007). These structural elements of the identity equation are

not particular to the early twenty-first century and are not experienced in the same

way by everyone involved. However, their omnipresence codetermines

deliberations about one’s choices and priorities when considering a career in media.

Although the role of technology impact is continual, there can be said to be

something quite particular about the current media ecosystem within which media

work takes place. This primarily has to do with the disruptive potential of
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increasingly ubiquitous and pervasive information and communication

technologies, wresting control over all aspects of the media value chain—especially

production, marketing, and distribution—away from gatekeepers such as record

labels in the music industry, distributors in the film industry, and publishers in the

game industry. In a real sense, these trends further contribute to the individualiza-

tion process in cultural work because the artist—whether a fashion designer,

intrepid reporter, or aspiring moviemaker—is considered to be individually

empowered by relatively cheap and easy-to-use technologies to do “their own

thing” and be successful at that. Celebratory accounts of formerly unknown

individuals striking it “big” through suddenly popular songs or viral videos on

YouTube obscure the significant investments made by individuals to make it work
both within and outside of creative industries and thus tend to highlight product

over process. Notions of long-term affective investment in one’s craft or art get

sidelined in favor of often one-time oversized success (in turn generally only

assessed through rather traditional industrial metrics, such as number of hits/

visitors/likes/re-tweets/copies sold).

It is within this system of variables that media professionals can be expected to

be outlining their sense of professional identity in terms of the stories they want to

tell (content), their relationship with audiences and publics (connectivity), their

particular perception of what kind of work they aspire to (creativity), and the role

success in whatever shape or form plays in all of this (commerce).

19.4 Professional Identity in Practice

The work of authors in various fields signals an increased prevalence of consumer-

generated, customer-controlled, or user-directed media content and experiences

across the creative industries (see Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013). Researchers in

different disciplines signal a corresponding industry-wide turn toward seeing the

consumer as cocreator in cultural work, particularly where the cultural industries’

core commodity is (mediated) information. Online, media participation can be seen

as the defining characteristic of the Internet in terms of its hyperlinked, interactive,

and networked infrastructure and digital culture. None of this is essentially new, nor

is it necessarily tied to the Internet. Yet it must be argued that continuous blurring of

the real or perceived boundaries between making and using media by professionals

as well as amateurs has been supercharged in recent years—particularly in terms of

its omnipresence and visibility online.

I say supercharged because historically we find that people who make media

have often collaborated with those who use media. Much of the great works of art

came about because rich patrons commissioned painters and sculptors to make

specific portraits, decorations, and other representations signifying status and pres-

tige in society. Often such works were not created by single art “producers” but

came to be through intense collaboration and exchange among dedicated teams of

artists, their apprentices, sponsors, and visitors.
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Participation as a value and expectation in journalism was first established

through letters to the editor sections in newspapers and later expanded to include

functions like newspaper ombudsmen and reader representatives that became an

accepted part of news organizations worldwide. All areas of the creative industries

from advertising, marketing communications, and public relations through journal-

ism, architecture (visual and performing), arts and crafts, design, fashion, film,

video and photography, software, computer games, music, publishing, television,

and radio—all have historical trajectories that show how the oft-maintained dis-

tinction between production and consumption is quite artificial, largely serving to

sustain discursive structures of power and control within hierarchies. This is

manifest in the proclivity to see the “artist” as intrinsically more enlightened than

the “audience” or, in the case of a radical democratization theory of digital culture,

the other way around (see Benkler, 2006).

As discussed before, a significant consequence of the new media environment is

the shifting of power to the audience, both in power of resources and power of

selection. This presents a double-edged sword to professional media workers. For

established professionals, it generally becomes more difficult to utilize their power

in the industry, of course depending on their relative position in the (often informal)

hierarchy of their field and the platform within which they work. For newcomers,

there are more tools and opportunities to break into the field. The lines between

production and consumption continue to be drawn, erased, and redrawn, all of

which takes place within an industrial context offering a fascinating blend of large

multinational corporations and grassroots initiatives. This predicates an hourglass

structure of cultural employment where a few networked companies employ

thousands of people worldwide, while most of the production of content and

experiences in media takes place in thousands of tiny companies often employing

a handful of people, or less.

This trend highlights the pressure on media workers to strike a balance for every

project and therefore as a benchmarking element of their professional identity. That

balance is between the “auteur” ideal of creating content and compelling user

experiences versus the (often considered as oppositional) value of providing people

with platforms for connectivity and sharing their own free labor. Participatory

media production and individualized media consumption are two different yet

co-constituent trends that typify an emerging media ecology that is determining

the direction of media workers’ professional identities in practice.

In today’s media environment, consuming some kind of media also involves

producing media because people’s media behavior so often involves some level of

participation, cocreation, and collaboration, depending of course on the degree of

openness or closedness of the media involved. In this context, the concepts of

“open” and “closed” media refer to the extent which a given media company or site

of media work shares some or all of its modes of operation with its target publics. A

media organization can, for example, increase the level of transparency about how

it works, or can opt to give its customers more control over their user experience.

Yet the same communication technologies that enable interactivity and participa-

tion are wielded to foster the entrenchment and growth of a global corporate media
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system that can be said to be anything but transparent, interactive, or participatory.

The creativity of workers—paid and unpaid alike—throughout the creative

industries must therefore be always considered within the competing as well as

enabling framework of commerce.

It is crucial to note, however, that the delicate dance of media work in conver-

gence culture is not a phenomenon particular to the contemporary context. The

stranglehold of major business entities in most creative industries over financing,

organization of labor, mode of distribution, as well as promotion and marketing

is a structural phenomenon. However optimistic some of the readings of media

workers’ individual agency and cultural productions’ convergence are, uneven and

exploitative relationships remain a significant structural factor in determining how

one’s professional identity gets shaped and correspondingly shapes the political

economy of both media management and media work. This last point is significant

in suggesting that much of the precariousness of media work is in fact maintained

by individuals trying to “make it work” within the system by not collectively

organizing or by acquiescing to free labor and speculative work, as examples. In

this view, one cannot simplistically conclude that “the corporation” is the source of

all constraints on the development of a professional identity in cultural work.

19.5 Discussion

In this contribution, I’ve attempted to connect the worlds of theory and practice in

media management and media work. At the same time, I have tried to steer clear of

explanations that either suggest work across the creative industries is necessarily

benchmarked by exploitation (Ross, 2009) or celebrate the supposedly new and

improved chances for creativity and success in the current cultural economy

(Jenkins, 2006). In my view, it is crucial to follow the lead of scholars such as

David Hesmondhalgh and Sarah Baker, who benchmark their analyses of

interviews with media workers across three cultural industries with the deliberate

intent “to take creative workers’ accounts seriously” (2011, p. 50).

An important question when considering the current practice and future of

managing media work is why we still talk so much, even entirely, about firms,

companies, and organizations in an era that seems to celebrate looseness and non-

commitment? The framing of this question suggests that the answer lies in looking

at media management somewhat differently than is typical, as described early in this

contribution. Here the perspective on media management is marked by an apprecia-

tion of the lived experience of media work. In order to generate a systematic way of

understanding the individualized “workstyle” (meaning the way of working

and being at work) in media work—I have framed the everyday negotiations a

media worker makes within the axes of content, connectivity, creativity, and com-

merce. The daily deliberations that oscillate between these variables and values

have been framed by both continuous and contemporary trends across creative

industries. This taxonomy of individual lived experience, professional identity
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formation, and structuring factors should help to unpack the particularities of media

management within and beyond organizations and firms as well as between and

across different areas in the creative industries.

When thinking about the practice of media management, a couple of closing

considerations remain to be briefly addressed. First of all, let me reiterate something

stressed at the outset: media management is about individual talent. This talent is

either present in the company or network, or it is available otherwise to manage

deliberately. What this also means is that the company in and of its self is not

special—rather, the talent it manages is special. Although this may seem obvious, it

is striking that the literature on media management calls for more attention to be

paid to media workers and the creative process alongside business models and

flowcharts (Aris & Bughin, 2012). So even if obviously important, it has been too

often neglected.

Second, it seems clear that the trends affecting media are similar across the

creative industries and that different disciplines—journalism, advertising, digital

games, film, and so on—address such issues in a variety of ways. This should make

it similarly obvious for people inside these industries that it is wise to consider each

other’s best (and worst) practices. However, such cross-pollination is so far rare.

Finally, media management today seems to be, perhaps now more so than ever, a

reminder to all of us that the boundaries between commercial acumen and creative

enterprise need to be erased. Furthermore, to deny or even downplay the role of the

user in the life cycle of the media product or service seems equally misguided.

Arguably missing from all of this is an appeal to ethics to serve as a warning against

exploitation as well as an appeal to aesthetics to protect the art of producing culture.
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Managing Creativity in Media
Organisations 20
Paul Dwyer

20.1 Can Creativity Be Managed?

Much conventional management thinking has been concerned with standardising

work practices and reducing worker autonomy (see Taylor, 1911; Weber, 1915;

Mintzberg, 1979). From this conventional perspective, bureaucratic management

and creativity are antithetical: ‘bureaucracies are supposed to operate “by the

rules”. They are places where individual initiative, enterprise, and creativity are

supposed to take second place—if they are permitted at all!—to the policies and

procedures that have been defined or authorized by those in charge of the organ-

ization as a whole’ (Morgan, 1989: 49). One of the leading authors in this field,

Teresa Amabile (1996b), argues many managers design organisations that—unwit-

tingly but systematically—‘kill’ creativity. Regarding the media industries, some

influential studies have suggested that creative personnel are ‘unmanageable’

because creative work, by definition, cannot be ‘taylorised’ (Florida, 2002).

This idea of a tension, or even a zero-sum game, between management and

media creativity poses a challenge to the very idea of a field of media management

research. To address this challenge, it is necessary first to try to define what is meant

by ‘creativity’.

20.2 What Is Creativity?

It is somewhat ironic that despite a general consensus on the importance of

creativity—in media industries as elsewhere—as a precious resource in media

industries, there is no consensus on what creativity actually is. Simply put, there
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is no ‘theory of creativity’. As Hennessey and Amabile (2010: 569) recently

observed, there is instead a ‘staggering array of disciplinary approaches to under-

standing creativity’. They conclude that ‘What we need now, are all encompassing

systems theories of creativity, designed to tie together and make sense of the

diversity of perspectives found in the literature—from the innermost neurological

level to the outermost cultural level’.

In the absence of a theory of creativity, there is surely no agreed theory of

managing creativity. Instead the literature, and management practice, evidences a

range of often conflicting approaches. As I will try to show, the debates about

managing creativity, and the differences in approach, are (sometime unwittingly) a

reflection of the ‘staggering array’ of fundamentally different conceptions of

creativity adopted in their development.

The first part of this literature review focuses on approaches to managing

creativity drawn from the creative and media worlds. The second section reviews

literature on the topic drawn from conventional management and organisation

theory.

20.2.1 Managing Talent

At the most basic level, media organisations try to manage creativity by identifying

and recruiting creative individuals (Zafirau, 2008). This approach reflects the

earliest conception of creativity—the idea of exceptionally creative individuals

(or ‘talent’) who contribute, to a disproportionately large degree, to the success of

media organisations. Although this approach is now a common practice across

media and cultural industries, its roots are found in our fundamental understanding

of the characteristics of the artistic temperament. Much psychological research in

the field of creativity has involved attempts to identify the personality traits of

creative individuals via analysis of the lives and careers of significant contributors

to a range of disciplines in the arts and sciences (the modern classic is

Gardner, 1993).

This conception of creativity as an individual process of self-expression where

irrational, unconscious or childlike cognitive processes are more likely to produce

creativity than rational ones is often attributed to Freud. It is significant for media

management researchers that his most frequently cited example is drawn from

drama: ‘Language has preserved this relationship between children’s play and

poetic creation. It designates certain kinds of imaginative creation concerned with

tangible objects and capable of representation. As “plays”; the people who present

them are called players’ (Freud, 1908/1958: 45). Freud’s ideas have been hugely

influential in the development of a discourse around a proposed opposition between

creativity as an expression of the irrational unconscious and Weber’s view of

management and organisation as the ultimate expressions of means-end rationality.

As we shall see, however, this view of creativity as embodied in especially talented

individuals (the ‘genius myth’) has been subjected to considerable criticism. This is
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not to neglect the ample evidence that identifying and managing talented indi-

viduals is indeed central to the practice of media management (Caves, 2002; Perry,

2009).

20.2.2 Facilitating Creative Thinking

The Freudian description of non-rational cognitive processes (‘play’) involved in

creativity raised questions about whether anyone and everyone could learn to be

creative by developing capability to think in this way. This approach originated in

the media industry and is usually credited to Alex Osborn, whose hugely influential

Applied imagination (1953) codified his insights into the way the advertising

industry managed creativity by ‘facilitating’ nonroutinised, unconventional, diver-

gent thinking. The appeal of Osborn’s book was its apparent ability to resolve the

Weberian tension between management and creativity. Conventional management

thinking tends to encourage means-end ‘convergent’ rationality that discourages

the consideration of alternative ‘out-of-the box’ possibilities. Resolution of this

problem requires the introduction of techniques to promote ‘divergent’ thinking.

Proponents of this approach have tried to manage creativity by increasing the

quantity of ideas (‘ideation’) by using techniques (most famously the brainstorm) to

generate multiple options to solve a problem. Osborn established the Creative

Problem Solving Institute to promote his approach by publishing practice-based

literature advising businesses on facilitating creativity. A range of techniques in this

general vein have emerged in the decades since Osborn—including Edward de

Bono’s (1971, 1987) concepts of lateral thinking and his six ‘thinking hats’ (see

Runco, 2010 for a recent review). Whilst these techniques for creative thinking and

creative problem solving have been very popular in business applications, the

empirical evidence for their efficacy in stimulating creativity is much disputed

(Puccio, Murdock, & Mance, 2006).

20.2.3 Manageable Creativity

Chris Bilton (2007, 2010) is an increasingly influential contemporary voice in

scholarship about creativity, especially in media and creative organisations.

Whereas the writers discussed thus far have accepted the neo-Weberian tension

between conventional management and creativity, Bilton argues that management

and creativity are not in conflict. ‘Creativity and management, having been posi-

tioned historically as opposing concepts, are increasingly converging in new

models of cultural policy and business management’ (Bilton, 2010: 255). Noting

the existence of a large number of people prepared to do creative work for free,

Bilton reformulates the central problematic: management does not ‘kill’ creativity.
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In fact there is too much creativity: ‘the problem is, if anything, the over-supply of

creative ideas and talent, not scarcity’ (Bilton, 2010: 260).

Bilton’s approach originates from a critique of the ‘talent management’

approach discussed above. He argues that this approach rests on a heroic conception

of creativity, focused on the personality traits of creative individuals (he references

Robbie Williams) and contends that this idea has been ‘effectively debunked’.

In support, Bilton cites Weisberg’s work (1986, 1993, 2010) which emphasised

the rational cognitive processes involved in the development of creative talent

through practice. Weisberg (2010: 246) argues that ‘recent research on expertise

has raised the possibility that deliberate practice is the critical factor in reaching

world-class levels of performance in many domains’. He prioritises interaction and

social differentiation within a community of professionals as the essential stimuli

and context for creativity.

Bilton’s ‘manageable creativity’ approach appears to have a number of inherent

problems. First, there is his proposal that the tension between management and

creativity has been resolved. The logic of Bilton’s (2007, 2010) argument for the

convergence of creativity and management into a ‘manageable creativity’ appears

to derive not from his use of Weisberg’s definition of creativity but from the

emergence of ‘new models of cultural policy and business management’ at the

end of the twentieth century. Cultural policymakers in the UK (influenced by the

‘cultural industries’ theories of the Frankfurt School, see Adorno & Horkheimer,

1979) identified ‘the creative industries’ as a new area for economic growth. This

influenced the adoption of a similar policy framework in many countries, parti-

cularly in Europe. But as Garnham noted, the assumptions about the economic

growth of the creative industries were ideologically rather than empirically

motivated: ‘the term “creative” was chosen so that the whole of the computer

software sector could be included. Only on this basis was it possible to make the

claims about size and growth stand-up’ (Garnham, 2005: 26). The apparent emer-

gence and growth of the ‘creative industries’ thus represents a questionable basis

for the argument that creativity and management have converged.

Bilton argues that media organisations continue to use the talent management

approach—despite its flawed conception of creativity—because this ‘myth’

provides ‘a glimmer of hope for the vast army of underpaid and exploited hopefuls

who feed the industry machine’ (Bilton, 2007: 16). Thus media managers are either

mistaken or cynically exploitative in continuing to support the myth of ‘heroic’

creativity. However, there is a central problem in the alternative conception of

creativity he proposes.

Bilton’s development of Weisberg’s critique of (‘heroic’) talent management

leads him to a conception of creativity that ultimately appears to dispense with the

analysis of creativity altogether—and to redefine creativity as innovation. He does

not so much present an argument that management and creativity have converged,

as define this conflict away. The problem with ‘heroic’ creativity, he says, is that it

rests on ‘a definition of creative processes and people, weighted towards the process

of ideation rather than the longer process of idea development and application and

favouring the individualistic, irrational process of “divergent thinking” over the
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collective, deliberate processes of “convergent thinking” which convert new ideas

into valuable innovations’ (Bilton, 2010: 259, my emphasis). In the end, then,

Bilton’s argument appears to accept the notion that creativity (or in his definition

‘ideation’) is ‘irrational’ and (presumably) unmanageable and instead focuses on

the process of managing innovation. In focusing on innovation management (which

is an important discipline), Bilton offers little help in understanding how to manage

the creative process itself.

20.3 Creativity and Conventional Management Thinking

This section reviews the literature on managing creativity within the field of

conventional management studies. Here the approach to managing creativity has

often developed from a neo-Weberian critique of the dysfunctions of bureaucratic

management rather than an explicit concept of creativity. This argument follows

Weber in suggesting conventional management techniques (rationalising work,

restricting worker autonomy) create ‘human factor’ dysfunctions (alienation and

boredom among workers) reducing the motivation to work (Mayo, 1933; Herzberg,

1959). This resulted in a subdiscipline of management thinking aimed at restoring

human factors and thus motivation, principally through teamworking.

20.3.1 Creative Management

Xu and Rickards (2007) argue that the natural evolution of this school of thought is

a new paradigm they term ‘creative management’. The cases they analyse suggest

that ‘the creative manager re-invents his or her corporate self and the organization’,

and they offer examples of senior managers leading change in organisational

cultures (op. cit: 223).

The ‘creative management’ approach has two principle weaknesses. First, the

‘paradigm’ unfortunately is not defined in detail. Secondly, whereas the writers

discussed above appear to derive their approach to managing creativity from a

particular concept of creativity, the ‘creative management’ approach lacks a clear

conception of creativity. The original ‘human factor’ approach was much criticised

from both pluralist and Marxist perspectives as an essentially ideological device,

appearing to ‘humanise’ work whilst actually legitimating conventional manage-

ment exploitation (Braverman, 1974). Xu and Rickards’ (2007) focus on changes to

organisational culture, and the work environment, rather than the actual nature of

work processes, leaves their approach open to similar criticism.
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20.3.2 Teresa Amabile’s Model of Creativity

However, the focus on motivation identified by Xu and Rickards has also been

central to the work of Teresa Amabile (see especially, 1996a), the most widely cited

theorist within discussions of managing creativity in the field of conventional

management. The strength of Amabile’s approach is that it is derived from a

clear and explicit theoretical model of creativity (see Fig. 20.1). The model

comprises three key elements: domain skills, creative thinking processes, and

intrinsic motivation. Amabile addresses the conflict between creativity and man-

agement by connecting the problems of facilitating creativity with the critique of

the impact of bureaucratic management on motivation. Conventional management

practices ‘kill’ creativity, she argues, because they inhibit employees’ intrinsic

motivation to work creatively: ‘people will be most creative when they feel

motivated primarily by the interest, satisfaction, and challenge of the work

itself—and not by external pressures’ (Amabile, 1996b: 79).

Amabile’s model has significant advantages over all the approaches reviewed

above because her conception of creativity incorporates many of the valuable

elements of the other approaches. Specifically, the requirement for ‘domain skills’

addresses the media manager’s search for individual talent; Osborn’s creative

thinking skills are explicitly included; and the tension between conventional manage-

ment and creativity is addressed by her proposals to provide for ‘human factors’ that

can enable intrinsic motivation.

Amabile also hypothesises a logic organising the way the three elements may

interact and proposes that this should enable managers and researchers to use the

Fig. 20.1 Amabile’s model

of creativity. Source: Adapted

from Amabile (1996b)
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model to predict the level of creativity that may be expected to result in a particular

work context. Thus, an individual or group possessing in high degree all three

elements of the model (domain skills, creative thinking skills and intrinsic task

motivation) is the most likely to be high in creativity (op. cit: 104–105). Similarly

those who have the expertise and thinking skills, but aren’t motivated, would not

create as well or as much. Hence, it is the combination and interaction of these

elements that co-determine the degree of creativity likely to result in the workplace.

For these reasons, I believe Amabile’s model offers the best available approach

to analysing the management of creativity in media organisations. In the final

section of this chapter, I attempt to show how Amabile’s model can be applied to

analyse and evaluate the BBC’s attempt to improve creativity. But before

embarking on this analysis, it is important to identify and address certain

weaknesses within Amabile’s approach and to show how the model may be

modified to improve its utility in describing, analysing and evaluating the manage-

ment of creativity in media organisations.

The chief weakness of Amabile’s model is in the method proposed for measuring

the creativity of an organisation or individual. Amabile outlines a method she calls

the Consensual Assessment Technique that is according to Baer andMcKool (2009:

3) ‘based on the rather simple idea that the best measure of the creativity of a work

of art, a theory, or any other artefact is the combined assessment of experts in that

field’. Such a subjective measure may have some utility but, ironically, returns to

Amabile’s under-theorised concept of domain expertise as the best means of

assessment.

This lack of an objective method of measuring creativity is clearly a very

significant weakness. Without some objective means of measuring the results of

the process, there is no way to assess the success of a particular approach to, or

empirical instance of, managing creativity. Resolving this problem is a broader

challenge for the field of creativity research and may require the development of a

generally agreed definition of creativity. For the purposes of media management

research, I suggest that Amabile’s model may be operationalised using contextual

proxy measures of creativity. The analysis of the BBC case, below, attempts to

show how this may be done.

The second weakness of the model is that although Amabile emphasises the

importance of the combination and interaction of the elements of creativity,

in practice the most influential aspect of her work has been the techniques she has

developed for managing creativity. These have focused on one element of

this model—intrinsic motivation (1996a: 230–36). It isn’t immediately clear why

having developed a clear tripartite model, in practice she focuses so much on one

element. One reason may be her assessment of the differing stages of the conceptual

and empirical development of the three elements. She seems to suggest that

applying the concept of domain skills is problematic because ‘there has been

virtually no research directly examining the role of domain-relevant skills in the

production of creative work’ (1996a: 87). But lack of research would not explain

her relative neglect of the third element in her model, creative thinking skills.
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As noted above, a large field of practice-based research has developed since Osborn

founded the Creative Problem Solving Institute.

There may also be a more pragmatic explanation for Amabile’s decision to focus

on intrinsic motivation. After noting that she believes managers could improve the

domain skills and creative thinking of employees, she confides, ‘the fact is that the

first two are more difficult and time consuming to influence than motivation’

(1996b: 79–80). The implication, at least, is that intrinsic motivation offers

managers ‘a quick fix’ that can ‘yield more immediate results’ (ibid.).

This neglect of two core elements of creativity must surely weaken the potential

of the model in analysing the management of creativity in practice. To try to

demonstrate this, this section refers to Küng’s (2004, 2008) analysis of HBO, ‘an

industry leader in creative original programming’ (2004: 71) which follows

Amabile in concentrating on the role of intrinsic motivation. Küng shows how

HBO’s secure business model and related employment and compensation policies

fostered intrinsic motivation. HBO is ‘unique in the industry in offering writers a

5 year contract, with the explicit goal of providing creative stability and the

psychological freedom to take risks’ (Küng 2008: 156). But Küng also notes that

the heads of HBO’s original programming division had ‘deep expertise in both

entertainment (both had considerable prior experience as talent scouts) and a deep

knowledge of the cable sector’ (2004: 72). This suggests that a fuller description

and analysis of HBO’s management of creativity would be obtained through greater

attention to other elements of the model—particularly domain skills. One might

hypothesise, for example, that this talent-scouting expertise enabled HBO to recruit

writers (and other creatives) with particular ‘domain skills’. Looking further ahead

in our argument, we might suggest that the less stringent regulation and niche

audience offered by a cable channel helped ‘loosen’ the domain of network TV

drama production. Given the importance of creativity in media organisations,

further research on the role of domain skills should give us an even better under-

standing of how HBO achieves creative results on such a persistent and remarkable

basis.

This section has suggested that Amabile’s model offers the best available

method of improving our description and analysis of the process of managing

creativity. However, three important weaknesses of Amabile’s model have been

identified; no objective measures of creativity are proposed; the role of critical

thinking and in particular domain skills has been neglected; and the effect on

creativity of the interaction of the elements is not precisely specified.

Before the model can be applied to analyse practice, therefore, it is necessary to

sketch out how these weaknesses may be addressed by modifying the model. The

case study section, below, illustrates how contextual elements (proxy measures and

empirical data on specific interactions) may be added to the model to try to address

the specifics of measuring creative results and illustrating the interaction of

elements in a specific context.

The discussion of the weakness of the model suggested that an area of future

media management research may be key to making further progress in developing

the model to analyse and guide practice. The neglect of domain skills was identified
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as a weakness both of the conceptual development and, especially, the application

of Amabile’s model. The following section attempts to show how further research

might develop our understanding of the concept and role of domain skills in

creativity to modify Amabile’s model to enable it be applied successfully. The

final section uses this modified model to test for the presence of the three elements

of creativity and to analyse their interaction, in order to evaluate and account for the

success or failure of the BBC’s attempt to improve creative performance.

20.4 Developing Amabile’s Model

20.4.1 Domain Skills

This first part of this section attempts to show how Amabile’s concept of domain

skills might be developed by reference to the work of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

(1996, 1998), the other most widely cited theorist in the field of creativity. One of

the weaknesses of Amabile’s model is that ‘domain skills’ are, by definition,

domain specific, whereas the other two elements of the model are generalisable to

any field. Amabile’s discussion of domain skills is brief but helpfully clear in

positioning talent as something both special and specific, but not ‘heroic’ in the

sense Bilton is concerned to ‘debunk’. Amabile combines Weisberg’s idea of

creativity through practice with the media manager’s commonsense understanding

of talent. For Amabile, domain skills require ‘special training or experience;

certainly a talent can be developed’ (1996a: 86). A creative worker has ‘a special

skill for which an individual appears to have a natural aptitude. . . (which) clearly
distinguishes him or her from the general population’ (ibid).

Csikszentmihalyi’s (1996, 1998) idea of a domain may be a fruitful avenue for

further media management research in this area. For Csikszentmihalyi, workers’

ability to be creative varies depending on the stage of development of the domain.

In very ‘loosely organised’ domains, it may be difficult to determine whether a new

development is an improvement on existing practice, while other domains may be

‘so tightly organized that no new development seems possible’ (1998: 319). By

examining the ‘stage of development’ of a domain, we may develop an understand-

ing of the role of domain skills in creativity which is more sophisticated than that

provided by Amabile’s model. Based on Csikszentmihalyi, we can hypothesise that

domain skills will exercise a variable role in creativity—contributing most to

creativity when they reach a stage of maturity but before they become

institutionalised.

Csikszentmihalyi enables a further contextualisation of the concept of domain

skills by suggesting that the stage of development is not a linear, historical process.

Instead changes in the broader culture or society will affect the stage of develop-

ment of a particular set of domain skills, loosening tight skills and vice versa. This

enables a more sophisticated understanding of the logic organising the interaction
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of domain skills with the other elements of Amabile’s model. At very early (‘loose’)

or very late (‘tight’) stages of development of the domain, creativity may be

difficult to achieve regardless of the level of intrinsic motivation—or indeed the

talent or domain expertise of an individual worker. In such circumstances, however,

we could hypothesise that the interaction between domain skills creative thinking

skills may be important for opening up space for creativity within tightly organised

domains or in figuring out ways to develop a perception of improvement in loosely

organised domains.

20.4.2 Domain Skills and Media Creativity

A second weakness of Amabile’s model is that whilst motivation and thinking skills

are generalisable to almost any business, domain skills are specific to a creative

context—in our case media industries. To apply Amabile’s model to the manage-

ment of creativity in media domains, we need to identify and understand the role of

those domain skills that are specific to the creation of media content. This is another

important area for future media management research. The rest of this section

attempts to illustrate how this could be done in relation to the skills of creating

content for film and TV.

Thus far, media management research has not made great progress in the study

of media skills. One reason for this may be that, as Küng (2008: 150) notes, media

expertise ‘tends to rest on tacit rather than codified knowledge’ stemming not from

qualifications but from ‘a combination of experience derived from exposure to the

field and individual judgment and intuition’. The difficulty for researchers and

managers is that such tacit skills are rarely articulated or even acknowledged by

media workers. Many researchers who have interviewed media workers will recog-

nise Becker’s (1982) account of the typical kind of rationale media workers give for

their creative decisions: ‘an undefinable but perfectly reliable standard like “it

swings” or “it works”’ (Becker, 1982: 200). One difficulty in identifying media

domain skills, therefore, is that media workers are rarely able to articulate what

knowledge or skills they are applying in making creative judgments; they simply

‘know’ after the fact when they have made the right or wrong creative decision.

Much of what we know about media skills in general, and film and TV in

particular, is derived from the study of drama—ideas first expressed in detail in

Greek poetics (Aristotle, 1996). Subsequent theories of narrative and genre have

helped distinguish types of storytelling and to discern the loose design blueprint that

forms the ‘domain’ of drama. Neale (1990: 46) draws on Todorov (1973) to argue

that genres ‘involve a knowledge of. . . verisimilitude, various systems of plausibil-

ity, motivation, justification and belief’. Genres therefore work as ‘systems of

conventions’ that enable both creative workers and audiences to understand a

story. They describe (to audiences and creatives alike) the different emotional

experiences they can expect and help them decide which to prioritise, manifest

and stimulate. In this way, genres are similar to brands in that they enable managers
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to make rough predictions of the demand for products and to control investment and

production risks (Terry et al., 2005). Thus genre knowledge is a key element of the

so-called Hit or blockbuster strategy of media management (see Picard 2005 on

portfolio management and efforts to control risk). Küng (2008: 85) argues that ‘a

blockbuster strategy imposes a template on content creation. . . to appeal to the

largest number of audience groups and eliminate the risk that particular market

groups might reject the project’. Rose (1985: 5) say genres are ‘commodities

manufactured for and utterly dependent upon public consumption and support. . .
the formulas which have endured are those which have managed to yield a profit’.

As noted above, by directing our attention to the interaction between the

development of the domain and the broader culture, Csikszentmihalyi (1988,

1996) helps contextualise the concept of domain skills. This enables us to examine

changes in the ‘stage of development’ of particular domain skills in the media.

Broader changes in the environment or ecology of the media industries do indeed

appear to correlate with periods of intense creativity in media genres (Rose &

Alley, 1985). The impact of TV on movie audiences and the emergence of

digital technologies are generally considered crucial to the creative development

of science fiction/fantasy genres using spectacular visual effects and the emergence

of the ‘blockbuster strategy’. Following Csikszentmihalyi, we might hypothesise

that these broader changes ‘loosened’ the previously ‘tight’ domain of Hollywood

filmmaking, enabling creative workers with specific expertise—particularly

Stephen Spielberg and George Lucas—to make a hugely significant creative con-

tribution (Biskind, 1999).

A similar argument could be made, two decades later, for television. The advent

of digital multichannel media drove media organisations to seek new audiences,

markets, and sources of revenue. Again, we might argue that these changes in the

culture loosened the domain of factual TV production and enabled individuals with

particular expertise—like John de Mol, Mark Burnett or Simon Cowell—to pioneer

the development of the reality TV genre (Biressi & Nunn, 2005).

This section has modified Amabile’s model to emphasise the importance of all

three elements of the model and, in particular, to enable a more detailed and

sophisticated understanding of the role of domain skills. The contextually specific

nature of this concept has been addressed by sketching out how domain skills might

be conceptualised in the specific media sectors of film and TV. It has been possible

to suggest how elements of the model may interact; for example, broader social and

cultural changes may ‘open up space’ for creativity within a ‘tight’ set of domain

skills; or creative thinking may help focus a previously loose set of domain skills.

This version of the model can be applied to analyse practice because it enables us

to test for the presence of all three creativity variables in the work of individuals and

groups. It also suggests how the elements of the model may interact to produce

creative results. This modified version of the model would hypothesise that (ceteris

paribus) a strategy for managing creativity will be more successful if it includes all

three elements rather than focusing on any single one. An approach based on this

version of the model should, in theory, be expected to yield greater creativity than
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one based on a single element—whether ‘talent management’ or Osborn’s creative

thinking skills or even Amabile’s own focus on intrinsic motivation.

The test of the model is its ability to describe, analyse, evaluate and explain the

success of attempts to manage creativity in practice. The next section attempts to do

this for the case of the BBC.

20.5 Managing Creativity at the BBC

The previous section illustrated how Amabile’s model might be modified to

develop the concept of domain skills and apply it to the skills of media production.

This section attempts to show how this modified version of the model may be used

to describe, evaluate and explain the results of an attempt to manage an increase in

creativity in a media organisation. The case chosen is former Director General Greg

Dyke’s attempt to make the BBC ‘the most creative organization in the world’. This

case represents a good test of the model first because it was such an explicit attempt

to manage an increase in creativity (rather than media managers and creators

instinctively achieving exceptional creativity). Secondly, as we shall see, in the

BBC case, all of the elements of the model are apparent. Thirdly, as a participant-

observer in the process (see end note), I have access to relevant original data that

supplements what is currently available from published sources. For the sake of

brevity, background information about the BBC and its management has been

excluded (for this, the reader is referred to two excellent contemporary accounts

of this period in its history—Dyke in 2004 and Born in 2005, both included in the

references).

Describing Greg Dyke’s intended strategy is complicated by the difficulty of

accurately identifying his own working definition of creativity—in public, at least,

he made few explicit statements about creativity (see especially Dyke, 2004). It is

clear, however, that he explicitly departed from what I have described as the

commonsense ‘talent management’ approach to managing creativity: ‘There was

a recognition [at the BBC] that single acts of creative genius were the exception. . .
and that BBC people needed to learn how to work together in creative teams to

come up with and improve on good ideas’ (Dyke, 2004: 218). Dyke’s team appears

to have developed his critique into a conception of creativity that is close to

Amabile’s idea of expertise and also shares Bilton’s critique of the myth of

heroic creativity.

As Caroline van den Brul (one of the leaders of Dyke’s creativity working

group) explained, ‘for years there had been a reliance on named individuals —

creative geniuses with reputations for delivering outstanding quality. But there

were simply not enough of these rare and talented people to supply the increasing

demands for high quality output from all the new channels’ (Spindler & van den

Brul, 2006). Multichannel TV created an increased demand for content which left

Dyke’s team with a problem: ‘how we could get more and better everyday creati-

vity and how we could get “blockbuster” innovation?’ (op. cit: 43).
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A third objective of the strategy seems to have been related to creating more

diverse content which would appeal to particular target audiences which the BBC

had failed to attract. At the launch of his strategy for managing creativity, he ‘threw

down challenges from recent audience research: with a few exceptions the BBC

seriously underserved the young—defined as people under-55—and the younger

they were, the more marginal the BBC was in their lives; ethnic minorities in the

U.K. were disproportionate under-users of services and did not think the BBC was

for them; many BBC services were still seen as aimed at audiences living in the

South of England’ (Spindler & van den Brul, 2006: 34).

In trying to achieve these objectives, Dyke and his team followed the Amabile’s

model of managing creativity quite closely—although Dyke (2004) does not appear

to have been personally aware of her work. Van den Brul, however, attended both

Osborn’s Creative Problem Solving Institute and the Stanford Research Institute

(SRI). SRI had developed the ‘Watering Hole’—a tool to enable and improve

creative thinking processes by overcoming the acknowledged problems in the

brainstorming technique. The Watering Hole incorporated ideas from both Osborn

(1953) and De Bono (1971) and was designed to ‘leverage reactions from a

disparate audience in a structured format to create customer value’ (Carlson and

Wilmot, 2006: 107), achieving results ‘through the compounding of ideas. . . a
process to improve your initial idea—over and over’ (ibid.).

The introduction of Watering Holes at the BBC involved linking TV producers

with practitioners from other ‘domains’ across the organisation—including non-

production departments like accounting and legal. Applying Amabile’s model, as

modified above, we might expect this would help ‘loosen’ the domain of PSB TV

production and (assuming this domain was at a tighter stage of development) we

could predict this would broaden the space for creativity within the domain and

result in increased creativity.

The second element of Dyke’s strategy for managing creativity was a drive to

create an ‘open and inclusive’ culture. This seems clearly to have been aimed at

improving intrinsic motivation. Dyke believed the very conventional management

practices of his predecessor, John Birt, had been ‘killing’ creativity at the BBC. He

mocked Birt’s declared aim of making the BBC ‘the best managed organisation in

the public sector’, joking about the effect of such a statement on motivation: ‘I have

to admit that wouldn’t have got me out of bed in the morning’ (BBC, 2002). His

account of cultural change at the BBC (Dyke, 2004) is peppered with stories about

making many and various inexpensive changes to the working environment of the

kind Amabile contends will improve intrinsic motivation. Dyke also invested

considerable sums (Daily Telegraph, 2003) in developing a leadership programme,

run in partnership with Ashridge Business School, to train hundreds of BBC

producers in strategic thinking, effective communication, giving feedback,

coaching others and working collaboratively. Again we might expect the effect of

such training to lessen the extent to which conventional management kills creativity

and to improve intrinsic motivation.

Dyke also invested in developing media domain skills, as evident in appointing

and supporting genre commissioners who were given the power to commission
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content in partnership with channel controllers. The genre commissioners were

supported by an expanded and proactive Marketing, Communications and Audi-

ence Directorate in interpreting audience research and cultural trends and in

translating these insights into ‘creative briefs’ articulating a single creative vision

for each to both independent and in-house producers. The modified version of

Amabile’s model would predict that this investment in deepening the BBC

management’s understanding of contemporary TV genres and broadening their

understanding of social and cultural changes would improve the creative potential

of the domain skills within each genre. The next section uses proxy measures of

creativity to assess whether the implementation of the elements of the model did, in

the BBC case, actually produce the intended creative results.

20.6 Measures of Creativity at the BBC

The discussion of Amabile’s model above identified as its principal weakness the

lack of an objective method of measuring creativity—the purpose and results of

managing creativity. It was suggested that, until such time as objective measures

are identified, the model should be modified by the addition of contextual proxy

measures of creativity. The next section attempts to illustrate how such proxy

measures might be identified in the BBC case.

We have seen that the objectives of Dyke’s strategy for managing creativity

were to generate more ‘everyday creativity’ and more ‘blockbusters’ and to attract

underserved audiences.

Van den Brul (Spindler & van den Brul, 2006) does not cite any rating figures

that could help evaluate success but does give a (single) example of success. She

points out thatWorld Class, a web platform enabling children in schools around the

world to communicate with one another, was an idea conceived by a junior radio

producer rather than an already acknowledged ‘creative genius’. This does appear

to be evidence (albeit a single instance) of the success of the strategy in enabling

‘everyday creativity’.

To get a better test of the success of the strategy, we may examine quantitative

data to try to identify a proxy measure, but of course these data must be interpreted

carefully. For example, we might hypothesise that an increase in the number of

ideas being commissioned from the in-house production teams of the BBC com-

pared to independent producers would be a good proxy measure of an increase in

‘everyday creativity’. However, this would be invalidated by the existence, during

this period, of a guaranteed quota of commissions from independent producers. A

better proxy measure of everyday creativity would be to measure the ‘conversion

rate’—the percentage of ideas developed that are also commissioned—before and

after the introduction of the strategy.

Data from the BBC Factual and Learning directorate allows us to perform this

test for increased ‘everyday creativity’ in this division of the corporation. Koenig

(2005) analysed commissions in the Documentaries and Contemporary Factual
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department of the BBC before and after the introduction of the SRI methods and

compared the rate of conversion of programme proposals into commissions

(i.e. programme ideas that went into production). He found that ‘proposals devel-

oped according to the SRI formula fared no better or worse than those that were not’

(op. cit: 33). He noted that van den Brul was ‘disappointed by this outcome, and had

hoped the conversion rate [of proposal to commission] might have been improved

by the use of the approach. . . (she) remarked that conversion rates were higher in

more recent commissioning rounds, probably due to better understanding and

implementation of the SRI process’ (ibid). It is not possible to assess this claim,

however, as van den Brul does not include any details of these later conversion rates

in her account (Spindler & van den Brul, 2006). On the basis of the available data,

therefore, we have van den Brul’s single example of ‘everyday creativity’, whilst

our proxy measure (conversion rates) shows no increase in ‘everyday creativity’

as a result of the strategy.

Staiger (2000: 3) defines ‘blockbusters’ as ‘ratings busting programmes (which)

are garnering audience attention beyond normal viewing behaviors, evidenced by

the disparity between their ratings numbers and those of the average success’. Van

den Brul appears to suggest that World Class meets her definition of a blockbuster

as ‘an ambitious core public service idea that did not fit neatly into any single

department of the BBC. It was an idea that would need to involve many people

across dozens of departments in the BBC (and outside) if it were to be developed’

(op. cit: 54). In this, she seems to suggest that World Class also demonstrates the

success of the strategy in producing a ‘blockbuster’. However, as a web platform

rather than a TV programme, it is not possible to assess it against Staiger’s

definition.

BBC Factual and Learning data allow us to identify other candidates for the

‘blockbuster category’ and test against ratings and commissioning data. The two

most regularly cited candidates for this were not World Class (presumably because

it was not a TV programme) but Coast and, in particular, Fat Nation: ‘Fat Nation is
a fantastic example of how the development process can work. We knew we wanted

to develop something big around the obesity epidemic, but our ideas were entirely

predictable until we met one of the key members of the development team. . .
[a young person from an obese family] was the trigger for Fat Nation. Not only
did he help us identify a fresh way into obesity, he reminded us that often ideas are

not the brainchild of one person’ (BBC, 2004a).

As well as being TV programmes, both projects had the qualities van den Brul

identifies in World Class—they enabled the BBC to use its multiplatform presence

to extend an idea beyond broadcast. However, F&L data demonstrates that

Fat Nation failed to meet Staiger’s definition of a blockbuster, achieving relatively

modest ratings compared to the channel average for successful BBC1 shows in that

genre (3.3 m viewers and 14% share compared toGround Force’s 4.5 m and 19.1 %

share), and the series was not commissioned for a second run (BBC, 2004a).

However, Coast, on the minor channel BBC2 did achieve above average ratings

(3.5 m and 15 % share) compared with the channel’s undisputed blockbuster

Top Gear (4.5 m and 19 % share). Indeed Coast’s performance was more
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exceptional given that TopGear is in the factual entertainment rather than the purely
factual genre (BBC, 2006). For this reason, the series was recommissioned and

became the kind of returning blockbuster Dyke’s team wanted.

Turning to the type of audience attracted, however, demonstrates the limitations

of the success of Coast. Two thirds of the audience of Coast were over 55 years old
and 43 % were over retirement age. Fat Nation performed better in this respect with

only a third of its audience over 55 years old and a third under 34 years old.

By contrast, three quarters of Top Gear’s audience were under 55 and 44 % were

under 34 years old (BBC, 2006). No data was available to assess the ethnicity or

locality of the audiences.

This section has analysed BBC Factual and Learning data to evaluate the three

proxy measures of creativity (everyday creativity, blockbusters, youth audience).

Our measure of everyday creativity, the conversion rate of ideas into

commissioned, showed no improvement following the introduction of Dyke’s

creative strategy. Two programmes identified as blockbusters emerging from the

strategy were tested against Staiger’s definition of a blockbuster. Whilst Fat Nation
was judged a failure in this respect, Coast was judged a success. Finally, the

measure of attracting underserved audiences was applied. Here Fat Nation was

more successful than Coast, which failed spectacularly in this respect, but this

appeared to have been achieved at the expense of the blockbuster ratings required.

Of course it could be that the Factual and Learning directorate is a poor test of

the strategy and that other in other directorates the strategy enabled greater

improvements in creativity. Although no comprehensive quantitative data are

available, a look at the BBC’s Drama, Entertainment and Children’s directorate

would reveal two series produced in-house at the BBC during this period which

pass Staiger’s test of a ‘blockbustes’—The Weakest Link (TWL) and Strictly Come
Dancing (SCD). Indeed the latter was, at least for a period, the world’s most

successful TV format (Daily Telegraph, 23 November, 2010). However, a brief

study of the history of the development of these ideas suggests it would be unfair to

claim them as successes of Dyke’s strategy. TWL does seem to have benefited from

being ‘batted around’ by a development team, providing some support for the SRI-

influence approach (Brown, 23 October, 2000). However, SCD was famously

‘turned down’ at a brainstorm and only commissioned as a result of the very

traditional process of two ‘heroic’ talents meeting the BBC’s Head of Entertain-

ment (Daily Telegraph, 12 January, 2012) and pitching a compelling creative idea.

Overall then, the results from Dyke’s creative strategy were very modest.

Analysis of Factual and Learning data suggests no increase in everyday creativity

and only mixed success even for the two programmes most regularly cited as the

‘blockbuster’ achievements of the strategy.

The next section attempts to show how the modified Amabile’s model may be

used to try to explain why a strategy for managing creativity results in a particular

level of creative performance. In this case, the analysis will try to explain why

the Dyke strategy appears to have achieved very minimal success, at least in the

Factual and Learning Division, despite Dyke’s team broadly implementing the key

elements of the model.
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20.7 Explaining Creativity at the BBC

As noted earlier, Amabile’s model predicts creativity will be highest when the three

model elements are all present. Yet the description of the BBC’s creative strategy

presented above suggested that although Dyke’s team implemented all three

elements of the model, they did not achieve their objectives. One might be tempted

to conclude from the BBC case that implementing Amabile’s model does not, in

practice, always result in increased creativity. There is an alternative interpretation,
however. The modified version of Amabile’s model hypothesised that to ensure

creative results, media managers may not merely have to ensure that the three

elements of creativity are present but may also be required to manage the inter-
action of these elements in the workplace. This section tests this alternative hypo-

thesis against the BBC case.

Dyke’s team faced a problem common to many PSB organisations in the early

twenty-first century—attracting underserved audiences (young, ethnic minority,

outside the capital city) to PSB channels. Dyke’s team saw creative thinking skills,

and the SRI approach in particular, as a way for BBC producers to think ‘outside the

box’ to create content to meet this market need. They supported this by giving

producers greater access to market data through an internal reorganisation that

placed audience planners (members of the Marketing, Communication and Audi-

ence department) inside production teams with a brief to analyse and interpret

audience data to help identify audience needs around which ideas could be devel-

oped. The audience data confirmed the views of Dyke’s team that the target

audiences were attracted by ‘blockbuster’ reality shows and factual formats like

Big Brother and Wife Swap (BBC, 2004b).

A close analysis of Dyke’s strategy demonstrates that the management of the

creative thinking skills element of the model (SRI approach) disrupted the positive
interaction between this variable and the actions intended to encourage intrinsic

motivation (the creation of an inclusive culture). Although the SRI approach did

encourage the use of creative thinking skills, it also fundamentally and actively
discouraged intrinsic motivation. This is most noticeable in the second key tech-

nique the BBC adopted from SRI—the ‘elevator pitch’. This approach manages

creativity by focusing on an identifiable market ‘need’. Only when an audience

need has been identified should a TV programme be developed. Van den Brul

makes clear that the Dyke’s team saw this approach as a technique for reorienting

BBC producers away from an intrinsic motivation and towards an extrinsic moti-

vation. ‘The BBC had always valued individual creative geniuses and given them

space to pursue their own projects. But this had been widely interpreted as a right of

all producers to pursue subjects and make programs they found interesting and to

resist input from anyone outside their own small circle who might challenge their

views. Too often their programs were not compelling to audiences’ (Spindler & van

den Brul, 2006: 45, my emphasis).

Van den Brul’s statement makes clear that Dyke’s team believed encouraging

intrinsic motivation would only exacerbate the problem the BBC faced—by
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creating more programmes which did not attract the young, ethnic minority,

outside-London audience they needed. Dyke’s team therefore implemented crea-

tive thinking skills (SRI approach) as a means of motivating BBC producers to meet

external demands. In this way, the implementation of creative thinking skills

clearly conflicted with the efforts to encourage intrinsic motivation. Amabile’s

model would predict, therefore, that Dyke’s team’s own decisions undermined

the potentially positive interaction between the elements of the model. Amabile

(1996b) is emphatic about the negative effect such external demands have in killing

creativity.

This analysis suggests that managing the interaction of the key creativity

variables is crucial to the success of managing creativity. But it also returns us to

a central question. Were Dyke’s team correct in their assumption that intrinsic

motivation would encourage the wrong kind of creativity? Were they, in effect,

forced to choose either improving the creativity of their staff or meeting the needs

of their audience (who pay for the BBC)?

20.8 Media Domain Skills at the BBC

The analysis above posed what may seem to be an intractable problem for manag-

ing creativity in media organisations. Where an organisation, like HBO, for exam-

ple, can target and meet the needs of a niche audience, then a virtuous circle of

intrinsic motivation, creativity and a satisfied audience seems achievable. But in

other contexts, where the audience is more diverse, the need to satisfy audiences

may appear as an external demand, reaffirming the Weberian means-end rationality

of conventional management and thus ‘killing’ the intrinsic motivation required for

creativity. However, this final section hypothesises that by paying particular atten-

tion to the specific nature of media, domain skills media managers may be able to

resolve the apparently intractable audience/motivation, means-end/creativity

dilemmas facing many media managers. This section concludes by testing this

hypothesis in the BBC case.

The discussion of domain skills above identified a particular problem with this

element of Amabile’s model. Where creative thinking skills and motivation

techniques are generalisable to many organisational contexts, domain skills are by

definition specific to a particular domain. The discussion illustrated how Amabile’s

model could be modified to allow for the specific role of domain skills in particular

contexts. The discussion illustrated how research on specifically media domain

skills (in this case film and TV) could be used to modify of model to provide better

description, analysis, explanation and guidance of the management of creativity in

media organisations. Attention was drawn to the role of broader cultural trends in

altering what Csikszentmihalyi called ‘the stage of development’ of a particular set

of domain skills. The model was modified to define more precisely how domain

skills may act as a variable, in interaction with the other elements—for example,

when previously ‘tight’ domains became loosened or vice versa. It was suggested
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that the move to multichannel TV had ‘loosened’ the previously ‘tight’ domain of

factual TV production enabling talented individuals to achieve greater creativity in

the area of reality shows and factual formats.

How then might management of media domain skills have enabled Dyke’s team

to resolve the dilemmas which appear to have undermined, or at the very least

weakened, the effectiveness of their implementation of the model in improving

creativity? The problem the faced was that they believed intrinsic motivation would

improve creativity—but the wrong kind of creativity. Intrinsic motivation would

lead to BBC producers creating more of the programmes they liked rather than the

‘blockbuster’ reality shows and factual formats which could attract the target

audience. Dyke’s team sought to resolve this dilemma by the SRI approach,

encouraging producers to create ideas for programmes which would meet identified

audience needs. However, the Factual and Learning data showed (as Amabile’s

model would predict) that their proposed solution—external motivation—did not

produce increased creativity. The conversion rate of ideas into commissions did not

improve. And the two formats most often cited as successes of the strategy either

failed to achieve blockbuster ratings or failed to attract the target audience. Analysis

of the interaction of the model elements suggested that the reason the strategy had

such limited success was that the implementation of SRI creative thinking skills

deliberately oriented producers away from intrinsic towards extrinsic motivation,

thus undermining the other work (inclusive culture) to promote intrinsic

motivation.

Rather than simply accept that conventional, means-end management objectives

will always kill creativity, our modified version of the model allows us to propose

an alternative hypothesis. The modified version of the model enables us to

hypothesise that it was the specific nature of media skills in this domain which

formed the core of the problem Dyke’s team faced. As briefly discussed above, the

domain skills required to produce reality shows and factual formats were developed

largely in medium-large independent production companies in Europe. Since the

late 1990s, companies like Endemol, Fremantle and RDF had begun developing

and producing hugely profitable reality shows like Big Brother, The Apprentice and
Wife Swap. This period of creativity loosened the ‘tight’ domain of documentary

and factual TV production introducing elements from entertainment—particularly

game show elements and the casting of celebrity talent.

Suppose, for example, Dyke’s team had decided to address the domain skills of

the producers rather than their motivations. One objection to even considering such

an approach might be to argue that no rational, means-ends oriented managers

would make the investment required to achieve such a transformation. This

certainly seems to be the reason Amabile focuses on motivation rather than

domain skills—(see Sect. 20.3.2 above). However, Dyke was clearly prepared to

invest significantly in creative thinking skills and in leadership training (intrinsic

motivation) (Daily Telegraph, 2 October, 2004).

Such domain skills were in short supply in the BBC’s in-house factual produc-

tion departments where production was more focused on traditional public service
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(read “tight”) forms—observational documentary, natural history and educational

features. The modified version of the model would thus predict a further conflict—

between the SRI/audience research attempt to identify audience needs (reality and

factual formats) and the domain skills of in-house producers (observational

documentaries, science and natural history features).

My own experience, as a development producer and later leader of a develop-

ment team in Factual and Learning, suggests that this conflict was as important in

explaining the limited success of the strategy. Even when in-house producers and

development teams created factual formats which channel controllers believed

would meet the ‘blockbuster criteria’—series like My Week of Dressing Danger-
ously or Full on Food—in-house producers lacked the domain skills to turn these

concepts into the kind of ratings required for a blockbuster. This created a ‘vicious’

circle where channel controllers would not commission promising ideas for reality

shows or factual formats because they believed in-house producers would not have

the required domain skills to realise the idea to the required level of quality.

Dykes team were almost certainly correct in their assumption that intrinsic

motivation would not create blockbuster formats to reach the target audience.

However, if they had identified the specific domain skills of reality TV and factual

format production as the core of the problem they faced, they might have altered

their strategy of managing creativity and potentially achieved greater success. They

might have decided, for example, to redirect their investment in training and

development away from general management and leadership skills, aimed at

encouraging intrinsic motivation, towards training developing and recruiting

producers with mastery of the domain skills required to produce the desired

blockbusters—reality shows and factual formats.

The effect of this might have been to improve the interaction of the other

elements of the model. The Dyke’s strategy created two sets of conflicts: between

creative thinking skills and intrinsic motivation and between creative thinking skills

and domain skills. Addressing the problem of specific domain skills might have

produced a ‘virtuous’ circle by encouraging in producers an intrinsic motivation to

use creative thinking skills and new domain skills to create new programmes in the

genres that could attract the target audience. Producers would be creating content

‘they found interesting’, which would also attract the target audience.

Ultimately, then, the BBC case may provide support for the modified version of

Amabile’s model. Applying this model allows us to hypothesise that if Dyke’s team

had reoriented their investment from leadership skills to specific domain skills

(in the area of reality and factual formats), this might have enabled positive

interaction between the model elements, resolving our central tension between

the external demands of management and the intrinsic motivation required for

creativity.
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20.9 Managing Creativity in the Media: Future Research

This chapter has suggested that the central tension in managing creativity in media

organisations is between conventional (means-end) management (the neo-

Weberian view) and intrinsically motivated creativity. The argument has illustrated

how this tension may be managed using a model first proposed by Amabile, with

suggested modifications, because it is helpful for describing, analysing and

evaluating three key variables involved in managing creativity: domain skills,

creative thinking skills and intrinsic motivation.

The chapter has illustrated how this modified version of the model can be used to

analyse and explain the success of a particular approach to managing creativity—in

this case at the BBC. The case study illustrated how the modified model can be used

to measure creativity using contextual proxies and to analyse the interaction of

model elements to explain a particular level of creative performance. Even in the

case of a strategy which did not succeed, it has been possible to use the model to

suggest how media managers facing similar problems might manage the interaction

of the creativity variables to improve performance in a media organisation.

The chapter has indicated where future research in the media management field

could develop understanding of the management of creativity by producing clearer

more detailed descriptions of a range of specific media domain skills and by

studying how these interact with creative thinking skills and intrinsic motivation

to foster creativity in media organisations. Further empirical studies will help

understand the nuances of managing the creativity variables in specific media

contexts. The chapter also identified serious weaknesses in the Amabile model. In

the longer term, media management research may be able to develop more sophisti-

cated, theoretically mature and operationally useful conceptual models of creativity

that can replace Amabile’s model (already 30 years old).

The chapter began by proposing a central problem of managing creativity—the

tension between conventional management and creativity—and ended by

suggesting a key role for domain skills in resolving this century old tension.

Media management research that develops a better understanding of how to enable

creativity at work should lead to better management practice, not just in media

organisations but in modern society as a whole.

Research Note: Participant Observation
I was able to observe management of creativity at the BBC under John Birt (from

1995 to 2000), Greg Dyke (2000–2004) and Mark Thompson (2004–2008). I was

based first in the news (initially in radio and then in TV) and then in Factual and

Learning. Between 2006 and 2008, most of my work was as a member and then

leader of a development team creating and ‘pitching’ new content ideas directly to

BBC channel controllers and genre commissioners.
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Projectification in the Media Industries 21
Rolf A. Lundin and Maria Norbäck

21.1 What Is a Project Really?

To analyse and describe the effects that projects have on media industries and

vice versa, the concept needs to be defined and scrutinised. What does a ‘project’

look like? The easy way to answer that question is to reference well-known texts in

the field. The Project Management Institute has supplied a well-cited definition: ‘A

project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service or

result’ (Project Management Institute, 2013: 3). This is from the so-called PMBOK

Guide which is now into its fifth edition! Each word has intended emphasis. Time is
important (since the effort is temporary) as well as the task (the focus of the

endeavour). The element of uniqueness can and has been debated because each

project is unique to varying degrees, although similarities exist so that some

projects are fairly similar. The origin of project management can be traced to the

engineering sciences (see e.g. Pinney, 2001), leading some to suggest that a plan for
how to achieve the desired results (i.e. it is undertaken) in an efficient way with a

minimum use of scarce resources is also characteristic (cf. Packendorff, 1995).

The notion of efficiency in project work has been the main focus for most

classical project management textbooks (like Meredith & Mantel Jr., 2000), with

the support of professional organisations (for practising project managers, like the

Project Management Institute, PMI). Various ways of developing and ensuring

project efficiency have been developed and spread, mainly for engineers by PMI.

Attempts to construct good project management and work procedures account for a
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focus on planning techniques, and addressing various and typical concerns that

project managers have over the life cycle of projects has been at the heart of what

the professional project management organisations (like PMI) have been doing.

The scope of projects is undergoing a change in relation to the traditional way of

regarding projects, and this is where projectification comes in. To our knowledge

the term projectification was used for the first time by Midler (1995) who was

covering the case when the development of a new car model changed from being

handled in the line of Renault to be separated and handled as a project.

21.1.1 The Project as a ‘Plan’ or an ‘Organisation’

Understanding about what a project really is has developed over time and is no

longer confined to the traditional engineering context. Research on projects has

covered a wider area of concerns. In a seminal article, Packendorff (1995)

scrutinised articles on projects in research-oriented journals published before

1995 and found that the use of the word ‘project’ in research settings could be

roughly divided into two fairly separated groups distinguished between ‘project as

plan’ and ‘project as organisation’.

Project as plan refers to projects of an engineering type, which are characterised

by the task, the time allotted to complete the task, the people and other resources

needed to do the project, and (most importantly) the plan to go from where it starts

to where we are to be when it is done. The managerial task is to do this as efficiently

as possible in the sense that the task is completed on or even before the expected

delivery time and/or with less used resources than included in the plan. This is the

normative, how-to-do-it version, although not to say cookbook version. The alter-

native conceptualises project as a temporary organisation. Whereas research work

on project as plan is mainly concerned with giving advice about achieving higher

efficiency to practitioners, the alternative focuses on what people actually do when

they work in projects or manage them. That approach has subsequently been

reformulated as a focus on project-as-practice. What happens in a temporary

organisation as a result of its character as an organisation, albeit a temporary

one? The approach is mainly descriptive and the ambition seeks explanation for

improved understanding of development over time.

The two approaches to project conceptualisation are the manifestation of differ-

ent research activities in engineering and the social sciences. But this also implies

that a project manager needs to take a stand on how to regard the task. The approach

can be either to regard it as a ‘plan’ or as an ‘organisation’. Andersen (2014) has

made the point that the person responsible has to make a deliberate choice.

In general, one might prescribe that the use of the project as plan approach is

appropriate when the project is well defined, where uncertainties are not parti-

cularly strong and where the understanding of what the project is all about is

undisputed for those who will work with it. On the other hand, if the task is not

well defined and there is lack of consensus about the task and/or on the process and
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objectives, then an organisational perspective is more appropriate. But it is impor-

tant to remember that what a project is about evolves and is developed as the project

process moves forward—a phenomenon called ‘progressive elaboration’. In prac-

tice, then, the two approaches should not be thought of as clear-cut and exclusive.

A key implication is that the best a project manager can do is to remain flexible and

to balance the two approaches and do so based on the situation at hand project by

project or indeed phase by phase within a project.

As noted, project as organisation is characterised by an implicit assumption that

the organisation of a project will be inherently temporary, a stance that is more

descriptive than normative as also mentioned. Researchers preoccupied with this

approach tend to be based in business studies or the more general social sciences

rather than those based in engineering. In the past the focus of this kind of research

tended to be on how these temporary organisations could be understood for

organisational theory. Since there are so many different types of social scientists,

the variation in studies related to this approach is a lot wider than in the first

approach (as a plan). Although the project as organisation approach was born in

what is nowadays considered project-as-practice (Blomquist et al., 2010;

S€oderholm, 2008), there are practical implications for how to manage projects.

The essential differences are illustrated in Table 21.1. Task is the raison d’être
for the project. Time speaks for itself, we think. Transition is about what happens in

the project over time. A fourth dimension concerns management or leadership, with

the planned approach characterised by formal and more traditional management

practice and the latter a team-based practice. The table demonstrates how the two

alternatives differ (for detailed discussion, see the 1995 article by Packendorff).

A few typical examples of the two types in connection with media will be

helpful. An example of the project as plan approach is shooting a TV show.

In general, the efficiency requirement dominates and in that respect TV production

companies are very good indeed. There is persistent pressure to get the task done at

standards and on time. A typical example of the temporary organisation approach is

in strategy development work in media companies, which nowadays is often related

to technological or market changes. Most of the time strategy work isn’t amenable

to being handled as a programmable effort, and the task might even be abandoned

before any reasonable conclusion has been reached. But whether we look at the

typical practices as plan oriented or organisation oriented, media companies tend to

be ‘project based’.

Most people have adopted the word ‘project’ to meet their needs for communi-

cation in daily life and aren’t really concerned about the detailed variations in

Table 21.1 Comparing characteristics of project

As Plan Temporary organisation

Task Given Given but often adapted over time

Time Predetermined Aspired but depending on evolution

Transition Accordance with plan Adjusted to circumstances

Team leader Project manager (PM) PM open to informal leadership
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meaning. For most, perhaps, the general meaning is about doing something as a

‘focused endeavour’. There is often a plan but perhaps not very elaborate. An

undertaking is described as a project if it is a named endeavour. Although in project

management literature the definition of the task needs to be very precise, in practice

it is often enough to have a reasonably clear direction. If the focus of a project is to

save an endangered species, for example, then the task is inherently imprecise

because it is very difficult to know when the species will no longer be endangered or

precisely when the threshold to non-endangered is crossed. One can only know if

the project has come to a complete failure and the species is now extinct.

This idea that a project is a focused direction rather than a fixed goal to be

achieved has been treated using a concept taken from the military in connection

with peace-supporting or peace-keeping operations (Lundin & S€oderholm, 2013).

When scrutinising peace-supporting operations run by the United Nations, we find

they are initiated using a very vague description of the end goal for operations. The

task is referenced as the ‘end state’, and the particulars are worked out and adapted

over time as changes occur. So, for example, the project to guarantee peace and

stability in the Congo develops over time as a result of the various (and often

unpredictable) activities of the government, of the rebels and of the UN itself. So

one characteristic is that knowledge and capability grow as a result of learning from

ongoing practice. Examples of such open-ended approaches to project work are

evident in the media field as well. The efforts are involved in the BBC’s Creative

Futures project, which is an internal BBC venture concerning how the future should

be tackled. It includes reinventing the BBC’s outputs for a digital era and was

important in the context of charter renewal in 2004 and is a relevant example of a

case when the direction is clear but no definite end point is set initially.

Thus as we have seen in the varied examples, media industries practice all the

various approaches to project work, from those where demand for efficiency is very

high to the other extreme where creativity and freethinking is a must. In some cases

there is a precise plan, but in many cases only a clear direction. The end results or

goals are often figured out in a process of progressive elaboration, meaning these

are keyed to learning and knowledge development as the project evolves. But

projects of all the varied types we find in media industries are typically based on

temporary organisations, however long or short the ‘temporary’ aspects—there is a

start date and mostly also an end date. Each project is managed as an entity. This is

what is labelled as project management or management of a project. But when there

are many projects of various kinds as in the example above, management by

projects might be an appropriate concept to describe what the leadership of the

organisation needs to do (cf. Gareis, 1991).

In what sense, then, are projects in the media industries more precise in compar-

ison with the general guidelines and characteristics alluded to above? The answer

depends very much on what characterises particular industries. In general,

most organisations and companies in media need to be both efficient and effec-

tive—that is, in a sense, the crunch point that makes project work in media

industries potentially unique compared with more general societal development
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projects. At this point it is useful to address the phenomenon of ‘projectification’.

We need to have a fair understanding of the origins of the idea and levels of

projectification in society at large.

21.2 Projectification: A Trend

As mentioned already, Midler (1995) most likely was the first one who used the

concept ‘projectification’ in a scholarly context in describing how the development

of a new car model was transformed at Renault. For this car manufacturer, the idea

implied a fundamental shift from handling car development efforts in the traditional

line organisation to handling it as a project with a definite start point and an end

point and with the focus on the end result of product development. Nowadays,

almost all product development or innovation efforts are organised as projects, not

only at Renault but at most car producers in the world.

The terminology indicates an aspiration to make the development process more

rational in the sense of being more streamlined and systematic and requires a

change in focus for the time aspect as well as use of other resources. The same

ambitions have been spreading to a lot of industries, not only in manufacturing but

also in construction where work seems to have been done in a project-based manner

all along (even though the specialist terminology was not used).

Thus, projectification has ramifications going well beyond product development

in individual companies and in companies in other fields related to the historical

development of project management. There is a projectification trend not only for

operations in individual companies or organisations but also related to society at

large.

The projectification trend is parallel to the development of professional organ-

isations specialised in project management. By far the most influential is the Project

Management Institute (PMI), a US-based organisation whose membership has

almost exploded during the last decade. PMI started from 0 in 1969 and now counts

around half a million individual members worldwide. There are also others like

IPMA (International Project Management Association), which is primarily

European. IPMA is an association of national associations with no individuals as

members and with a size in headcount that varies widely year by year, but it has also

been increasing. These professional organisations promote the development of the

project management field by certifying project managers and by accrediting project

management programmes at educational institutions.

The statement that projects are more prevalent nowadays compared to earlier

periods in the past is certainly regarded as true. The rapid growth of membership in

the project management profession is one kind of ‘proof’ of that. Although there are

inherent difficulties in measuring the prevalence, one possible explanation is that

the word ‘project’ is more used in daily life. It has become an ‘in word’ or ‘buzz

term’ not only among engineers and business people but also among people in

general. We sometimes hear people talking about ‘working on their marriage’ or an
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important relationship as a project or an endeavour related to self-improvement as a

project. One effect of this general popularity and related dispersion into different

applications is that the definition has become blurred, especially in the light of the

prescriptions put forward by professional organisations and scholars in the area.

Thus, the projectification of various industries is affected by general trends in

society, by professional organisations (trying to convert proselytes in new

industries) and by industry-related characteristics.

A major factor explaining the growing popularity of projectification among the

general public hinges also on the remarkable successes that engineering projects

have enjoyed in producing results on time and according to predetermined specifi-

cations. It is evident to most that many major accomplishments around the world

affect the thinking of those involved. The trend is aligned with the development of

managerialism as well. A strong belief in the efficacy of projects has developed as a

consequence of the push for productivity and the expanding role of information

technology adoption. At this point we can relate the general concept to media and

describe developments in these industries.

21.3 Projectification in the Media Industries

Traditionally many media industries have been project based, especially in the

production mode. This would include television and film (DeFillippi, 2009; Lundin

& Norbäck, 2009; Sydow, 2009), video game development (Davis, 2011), the

recording industry (Wikstr€om, 2009) and book publishing (Greco, 2005). Previ-

ously in these industries, production projects took place within a company, as in the

Hollywood studio system that organised production as a series of projects as a kind

of ‘portfolio’ undertaken under the same company roof where media workers were

hired on permanent contract by the studio. Public broadcasting corporations liked

the BBC in Britain and SVT in Sweden were organised to facilitate production by

permanent employees working in-house (Küng-Shankleman, 2000; Norbäck,

2012). For some time, however, project production of content has been standard

for film and TV (Perren, 2011: 156), not only in the USA but also in Europe and

elsewhere. Studies from Germany (Windeler & Sydow, 2001) and the UK (Starkey,

Barnatt, & Tempest, 2000) show how production of film and TV content is being

organised in networks where many different organisations are cooperating, instead

of under the roof of one, big organisation. Bilton (2011: 37) describes this change in

production logic:

Here creative and media enterprises have moved from value chains to value networks,

based on clusters of firms and individuals working together. /. . ./ Many of these changes in

the value chain reflect industrial restructuring, usually summarized under the heading of

post-Fordism. The term describes a shift from vertically integrated firms to networks of

smaller, specialized firms collaborating together, a shift from mass production to customi-

zation, and a shift in the balance of power from producers to consumers, driven by
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changing technologies, changing markets, legal and political challenges to monopolies, and

the emergence of a more sophisticated and discriminating consumer.

The discussion points to another mechanism for projectification as this relates to

efforts to bring more efficiency into big organisations by adapting or changing the

production logic. Rather than working with large integrated firms where production

staff is permanently on payroll, many small individual companies provide flexi-

bility to the production process as the commissioning organisation (such as a TV

broadcaster or a film studio) can hire the specialists needed for the short duration of

a particular project without having to employ them full time.

It is not only in the screen-based media industries that projects have become the

dominant organising mode. Increasingly also other media industries that have not

typically been regarded as ‘project based’ are becoming ‘projectified’ as so much of

the work in these industries is done in project forms. As noted earlier, this applies to

both production and strategic work. Even in newspapers, work (both kinds) that

traditionally has not been organised in projects is now handled in project-like

forms, such as strategic development projects that are set up for a limited period

of time or production work of a specific digital application or print supplement that

is organised in projects with a limited time span and specifically assigned produc-

tion resources (Raviola, 2010). The saying in the media industries in general is now

that ‘know-who’ becomes as important as ‘know-how’ in these increasingly

project-network structured industries (Bilton, 2011), since the competence to put

together a good project group becomes an important skill for media professionals.

The drivers of projectification in the media industries are manifold, but the most

important include decreasing financial resources (caused by diminishing ad

revenues, decrease in product sales as subscription and purchasing declines and

decrease in public financing as budgets tighten), customisation of media content

and technological development. The combination has encouraged (some might say

forced) media organisations to look for new business models, including new

partnership arrangements with other media actors and organisations in other

industries where activities are often organised in project forms. Changes in media

industries have also meant increased competition (lower barriers of entry and

traditionally ‘non-media’ actors entering the industry) that has increased cost for

quality content and talent (Küng, 2007). Projectification of activities in media

organisations (as well as in networks outside the organisation) allows for decreased

fixed costs for labour as well as increased flexibility. Another contributing factor is

the deregulation trend in many European labour markets that has facilitated a boom

in commercial staffing agencies that make it easier for media organisations to use

itinerant personnel (Bergstr€om, 2003).
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21.4 Project Networks

The project literature has described how ‘project networks’ (Sydow & Staber, 2002;

Windeler & Sydow, 2001) or ‘latent organisations’, as Starkey et al. (2000) call

them, evolve in industries where projects are the prevailing approach to organising

production. Manning (2005: 410) described project networks as ‘dynamic sets of

project-based inter-organizational and inter-personal relationships which sustain

beyond particular projects.’ The commissioning organisation in charge of the

endeavour is part of a broader project network consisting of long-term and

reciprocity-based relationships between firms that are legally autonomous but

functionally interdependent. As the case in single projects, activities in a project

network are limited in duration. But since networks form on the basis of previous

projects as well as on the anticipation of future ones, project networks come to have

a more continuous and enduring character—hence the rationale for referring to

them as ‘latent organisations’. In this sense, project networks provide both flexi-

bility and stability for conducting activities such as the production of media content,

and they allow for customisation and specialisation of content as well as the skills of

producers.

In the television content production industry, project networks are a common

way of structuring production within the industry (see Davis, Vladica, &

Berkowitz, 2008; Starkey et al., 2000; Windeler & Sydow, 2001 for examples

from Canada, the UK and Germany, respectively). Past experience and future

anticipation in collaboration help to coordinate the projects and create norms and

routines. Davis et al. (2008) report findings from a study of Canadian independent

TV producers that show these producers find the organising and management of

projects as relatively unproblematic (at least compared to other issues such as

business and product development or marketing). Other studies (e.g. Lundin &

Norbäck, 2009) support these findings and show that small independent TV

producers (with dozen or fewer employees) can organise large production projects

with relative ease once they secure contracts from buyers. This relies on their

extensive knowledge and relationships with other small firms and freelancers in

the industry.

Project networks are also a common feature in advertising, film and game

production industries. Kerr (2011: 225) found that ‘game production networks

flow beyond firm boundaries, and certain functions are outsourced (e.g., human

resources, middleware, testing, marketing, community support, content creation)’,

but noted the paucity of studies of these kinds of networks and how they are

managed.

As for other media industries, such as news and magazines, where production

projects have not traditionally been the modus operandi for the production of goods

and services, there are signs indicating a projectification of these industries (Bilton,

2007; Gill, 2011; Singer, 2011). Bilton highlights the complexity, specialisation

and individualisation of skills and labour in media production industries and how

this has created a production industry with very high levels of self-employment and

many small businesses. He writes that:
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. . .microenterprises and individuals converge around temporary projects—the project-

based, flexible, and unpredictable nature of creative projects makes this more efficient

than working in large, permanent organizations. Advertising, film, and television have long

been characterized by this mode of working, with networks of specialists collaborating for

one project, breaking up, and regrouping around the next one. (Bilton, 2011: 38)

The organising of production in project networks has a bearing on the mode of

employment and the character of work in the media industries. Where production is

increasingly organised in such networks instead of as internal labour markets with

comparatively stable hierarchies, the labour markets have been made external and

groups of professional media workers have become flexible suppliers to media

industries described as an ‘hourglass’ shape where there is a handful of big

companies, a few middle-sized organisations and many small producers (Born,

2004; Deuze, 2007; Randle, 2011).

As the organising logic in the media industries changes from a hierarchical,

bureaucratic mode to a dispersed or ‘distributed’ project mode, the logic of

employment and work changes. The mode of working in project networks poses

special demands on the individual media worker. We next elaborate what the

‘network competencies’ mean for the individual worker and for the media

organisation.

21.5 Project Network Competencies

The organising logic of project networks, as stated earlier, means that ‘know-who’

becomes as important as ‘know-how’ (Bilton, 2011). This is as true for producers

looking to put a crew together to make the best possible product—be it a

programme, film, campaign, book, or game—as it is for workers in the industry

aiming to secure the next contract. Gill writes about how the organising principles

in the ‘new media’ sector seem to be based on informality:

. . .informality is the structuring principle on which many small and medium-sized new

media companies seem to operate: Finding work, recruiting staff, and getting clients are all

seemingly removed from the formal sphere governed by established procedures, equal

opportunities legislation, or union agreements and located in an arena based on informality,

sociality and “who you know”. (Gill, 2011: 256)

This approach is increasingly prevalent not only in sectors renowned for pre-

carious labour markets, especially new media, film and television, but increasingly

also for the news industry (newspaper, magazines, broadcast). In the West

journalists are faced with a very different employment and production logic than

was characteristic even a decade ago. Deuze and Fortunati (2011: 111) demonstrate

that although there are still many news reporters employed full time by one

company, there is an evident trend in journalists nowadays having to ‘parachute

in for a period of time to work on a certain aspect of a project (a special issue or

supplement, a specific program or reportage, a part of a news Web site)’. Thus,

news media organisations are also headed in the direction of a project-based
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orientation. Like in the TV and film industries, the production of news is being

transformed by organisations that are downsizing and outsource their production

facilities and instead commission and package news that is produced by other

companies and freelance external workers. To offer an example, the chief editor

at the Swedish daily newspaper SvD has argued that newspapers need to start

imitating broadcasters in terms of outsourcing the production of their content.

She highlighted sports news and said that newspapers ought to focus on the analysis

and compilation of sports news, not the actual production of articles covering sports

events (Samuelsson & Karén, 2013). If this trend takes off, the historical vertically

integrated news media organisations will disintegrate and become aggregators and

distributors of news content produced by others and mainly capitalise instead on

their respected brand names for implied trustworthiness and prestige while cutting

fixed costs and increasing flexibility.

Such a development puts pressure on both workers and managers in media

industries and will require specific competencies to be successful in this new

projectified world. For the individual media worker, this means that she/he needs

to either be in possession of a very specific, sought-after skill or talent that

differentiates her/him from other workers in the labour market or that she/he should

make sure to be part of what Blair (2003) calls ‘semi-permanent work groups’ that

migrate from project to project. In such a group, the responsibility of generating

continued jobs for the entire group usually falls heavily on the most senior and

experienced members of the team (in film this is typically the director or first

photographer) who, having secured a job in a new project, takes the whole group

along (Randle, 2011).

21.6 Project Careers and Management in the Media: ‘Life Is
a Pitch’ and ‘Know-Who’

The nature of the increasingly projectified media industries means that media

workers will be increasingly occupied with managing their careers in detail and

as ongoing practice. That will involve continually finding new projects to work in,

as well as individually having to update their skills and competencies (which, in

bureaucratic organisations, used to be the responsibility of the employer). In her

study about workers in new media, Gill (2011) characterises their lives as ‘a pitch’

because they must constantly be on the lookout for a new gig and pitching

themselves to get it, either as an applicant for something announced or acting in

an entrepreneurial manner when spotting a potential opportunity. The boundary

between work and private life (if ever actually valid) is dissolved. Georgina Born

(2004) offers an example in her study of the BBC and the UK TV market. An

independent producer apparently moved his child to the same kindergarten attended

by a commissioner at the BBC in hopes of forming a connection that might secure a

commission. Deuze (2007) calls this work-life structure ‘the portfolio career’,
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where one is only as good as the last job and a livelihood is the responsibility of the

individual worker, rather than the employer as historically understood in

organisational and contractual terms.

For the management of media organisations, the key to success in a projectified

industry is the ability to bring together workers of all types and manage business

opportunities, which often depend on new technology, in order to create a viable

enterprise. As Deuze and Steward put it: ‘. . .in an age of remix and convergence

culture and cross-media and multiplatform integration, bringing together the work

of others in a meaningful and creative way seems not just a valuable but increas-

ingly crucial skill’ (Deuze & Steward, 2011: 8). Küng (2008) expects the media

industries to become less a cultural field and more ‘business oriented’ as a rule

because of such great need for new and innovative business models. Media

managers will have to be more business savvy and entrepreneurial than in the

past; it is no longer sufficient to be ‘just’ an expert in their baseline profession

(e.g. journalism). With this development, it follows that a keener understanding of

technology and constant sensitivity to spotting the opportunities new developments

create are crucial for the success of media managers already today and even more in

the future. As Küng (2008: 221) observed: ‘A news organization, for example,

needs to understand developments in citizen journalism and social networking sites,

mobile content, interactive television, free newspapers and podcasting. To name

but a few’.

Other media management skills that will be increasingly valuable are in the area

of ‘contract and negotiation’ (Norbäck, 2012). Those are needed for securing the

growing range and amount of contracted labour and dealing with rights manage-

ment issues. In the era when media companies employed their own makers and

made most of the products in-house, the employer owned the rights to those

contents by default. In the era and context of projectification, intellectual property

rights are of utmost importance because ownership and the proceeds must be

divided among the involved parties, and this is handled according to increasingly

intricate revenue sharing models. In a media industry with many platforms and

windows of distribution, some media content has a long shelf life (see Anderson,

2006 for discussion about the ‘long tail’) and can be repackaged and resold

repeatedly. This means that talent agents and actors with royalty-collecting

functions become even more important in a projectified media industry and are

therefore factors that media managers must deal with on a regular basis.

As stated earlier, drivers of projectification in media industries are mainly the

perceived need for these organisations to reduce fixed costs that are largely linked

with personnel, facilities and equipment in order to increase the latitude for

flexibility. The responsibility for career progression, pensions, job security and

professional development are transferred to the individual worker and small inde-

pendent producers. When companies are commissioning content from independent

producers, they can and often do make higher demands and exert more pressure

because the supplier is conceived as a subcontractor, implying a very different

relationship than companies have with employees (Christopherson, 2011; Norbäck,

2012; Randle, 2011).
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While this construct certainly brings evident advantages for incumbent media

organisations, there are also risks keyed to the increase use of projects involving

competencies from outside the organisation and reliance on ‘casual labour’ (Deuze,

2007). The characteristic loyalty and related worker motivation that companies

have enjoyed, and to an extent counted on, will be harder to find. Valuable talents

previously secured by long-term contract commitments are free to go where they

choose and when they like and may be also harder to contract even on a temporary

basis—and when available, potentially at higher cost. Temporary labour can be

expected to pursue the most stimulating professional opportunities and to chase the

biggest fees. Media organisations in a projectified industry will be hard pressed to

sustain competitive advantage based on employed competencies—an issue of

essential concern in a resource-based view of the firm (see Conner & Prahalad,

1996). However, it is conceivable that future competitive advantage may arise from

the type and robustness of a firm’s project network and the management

competencies that are essential to that, as discussed earlier. The ability to sustain

a project network that can recognise, create and exploit new business opportunities

is already of evident general importance.

But another danger in the projectification of personnel may be more difficult to

offset. The unsecure working conditions can undo the capabilities for higher and

more sophisticated degrees of creativity. As Küng (2007, 2008, 2011) reports,

precarious working conditions appear to be rather detrimental to creativity

because much of that capability is environmental and relational. Yet another

thorny problem relates to the trustworthiness of media companies, something

especially important to news organisations. When such organisations no longer

have the type of internal control that they once had over producers of content and

the production process, they run a more pronounced risk of running afoul in

scandals when people connected to them are found out as unethical practitioners,

for example, as in the New York Times case where a reporter was found out

fabricating stories over a long period of time (Sullivan, 2013). Such scandals will

most likely hurt the value of media companies by eroding prestige and damaging

credibility associated with their brands, which are proving to be an important

competitive advantage in the media landscape (Chan-Olmsted, 2006; Ots, 2008;

Tungate, 2004).

21.7 If Projectification Is Where the Media Industries Are
Going, What Does This Mean for Media Management?

In this chapter we have argued that a developing trend in the media industries is

evident in the increasing projectification of content production, and this has many

and diverse implications for media management today and even more for profes-

sional practice in the future. Although the roots of this trend are in the traditional

project-based industries of TV, film and advertising, it has been deepening there
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and spreading to industries not characterised by this mode of production until now.

What does the trend mean for the researching and teaching of media management?

What do media managers need to know to be successful at their jobs in this context?

And what does it mean for professional media workers?

Media managers in charge of content production will need to become more

‘project fluent’, both in the sense of having expertise in knowing how to assemble

projects and in how to manage them as a process and professional practice. Media

managers in many cases will work less with in-house employees and more with

diverse and scattered networks populated by small firms and individuals. Media

managers must therefore develop some mastery of skills and competencies not only

in production but also in many areas that aren’t traditional for media companies.

We have highlighted a few, including skills in negotiation and communication,

scanning for opportunities, managing networks and so forth. We could add

multiplatform knowledge and understandings and respect for audience participation

(e.g. utilising the audience as cocreators (Norbäck & Raviola, 2013). Certainly

there is need for greater skill and fluency in acting in an entrepreneurial fashion,

such as finding new and innovative ways of collaborating with advertisers (Aris &

Bughin, 2009; Küng, 2011).

Professional media workers need to become accustomed to, even comfortable

with, the fact that a projectified logic in production means that one cannot only be

excellent at what he/she does in the ‘know-how’ of making content, but needs to

develop other skills and competencies that are necessary for cumulative success in a

project context. Again, this obviously involves requirements to think and act more

entrepreneurially and to learn how to handle the dynamics of collaboration. It will

also inherently mean developing competence in networking (the ‘know-who’).

Media firms need to adapt to rapid and ongoing changes in technology, customer

preferences and consumer behaviour, advertising business models, globalisation of

content and consumption and so on (Aris, 2011; Küng, 2011). That has been

obvious for some time now. Firms need to adjust to a changing environment and

need to develop new business opportunities and wean themselves from faltering

business models. They need to keep track of varied important actors that include not

only competitors but also policy makers, regulators, workers, advertisers and

suppliers. The urge to renew and to do so swiftly is therefore strong—arguably

stronger as a package than in many other industries.

We have argued that the projectification of production processes is an increasing

feature of media industries. This may also become a useful idea and characteristic

for other, more strategic activities in media industries. Given the present popularity

of the project approach to work, projectification may well come to represent most of

what is done at the management level in media companies. What does ‘manage-

ment by projects’ provide in terms of new levels of efficiency and effectiveness in

media industries? In the light of our discussion about networking, there is evidently

room for more experimentation in the field. However, previous research results

(e.g. Lundin & Norbäck, 2009) suggest that project competence does not easily spill

over from one area (for instance, content production) to other management areas

(like strategy formulation). This suggests a need to renew managerial processes in
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these industries in order to renew many and significant activities routinely

conducted by the media firm. Arguably, applying management by projects on a

grand scale may be a useful, even necessary, mechanism to achieve that change.

How to preserve what is good today and combine it with what is possibly needed for

tomorrow (Aris, 2011) is the key challenge that media management faces. And we

conclude by observing that there will certainly be other routes that can be taken and

that everything won’t realise its best results in a project-based approach. Projectifi-

cation has limits.
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